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INTRODUCTION

Pain has an Element of Blank
It cannot recollect
When it began or if there were
A time when it was not
It has no Future but itself
Its Infinite contain
Its Past, enlightened to perceive
New Periods of Pain
Emily Dickinson, Pain has an Element of Blank

Pain is a highly problematic concept for a scholarly dissertation. Pain is thought to shatter
consciousness and therefore upset objectivity; how could I then aspire to trace the subject in
pain? It is often claimed that intense pain cannot be processed and that it escapes language
(Scarry, 1985); is it then my intention to process it and to find (visual) means to re-tell it? The
subject affected by pain is considered amnesiac (van Alphen 1997 and 2005, Bal, 1999); how
could I possibly trace this subject’s memories? Pain has become a sort of acquired incapacity
to communicate across the border between two worlds – the painless one and the one of pain.
Our understanding of pain influences our expressivity of it. Language of pain is most often a
language of dismay, complaint, disappointment, bereavement and fear. Education on pain
begins early – already with nursery rhymes, bedtime stories, cartoons, and parents’ warnings
“Do not hurt yourself”. Children cry, but soon they unlearn or relearn the permitted volume
and circumstances of vocalizing their pain (Morris, 1991:72). A child who has not learned to
talk will scream in pain without being taught to do so. But when the child begins to learn to
talk, this vocal cry of pain assumes phonemic form, and the particular phoneme will imitate
and reproduce what it had heard others do when in pain (Scarry, 1985). That presents
additional challenge to assessing the power, impact and nature of pain.
This dissertation and the artworks it assembles are configured around images of the suffering
self. My thinking has been informed by my contact with artworks on pain. They are meant to
dislodge predetermined categories imposed either by culture, aesthetics, morality or
representational codes and to open new readings. By locating the formative process of the
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subject in what has often been seen as a destruction of that subject, I revalue an identity that
has long been considered unrepresentable and, above all, voiceless in traditional, patriarchal
structures of artistic creation and representational strategies – that is, the female body in crisis.
Although disability and pain make it hard to secure, that identity is reproduced and reassured
in the artworks I analyze here. The art of Mexican painter Frida Kahlo, American
photographer Cindy Sherman and Polish sculptor Alina Szapocznikow propose a new form of
ethics of self that shows us the whole complexity of embodied difference. 1 By examining
sculptures, paintings and photographs and by discussing critics and art historians’
commentaries on them, I investigate how reading the images of pain, particularly connected to
the female body, has transformed in time and how it affects contemporary self-understanding.
The artworks I chose do not allude to some already existing and archived conceptualizations,
but they present a highly constitutive element of identity. As pain does not produce a
homogenous group of bodies who are together in their pain (Ahmed, 2004), all of my three
cases are meant to reveal the particularity of painful experience and to fight against
universalization, and therefore a commodification, of suffering. The location, etiology and
prognosis of each of them are quite different.
Conceptualizing it as an asymmetrical, non-dialectical relationship one often has towards
oneself, I want pain, traditionally set as the negative term, lack and imperfection, to acquire a
new positivity, particularly in the visual field. My argument is that the making (as opposed to
unmaking) aspect of pain can serve as one of the elements of subjectivity. I see the presence
of pain here as a dynamically shaping, rather than a passive, condition. People in pain live
multiple, layered identities played out at crossroads of social, historical and political factors.
They experience pain only and entirely as they interpret it (Morris, 1991). However
unexpected, undeserved and disorienting pain may be, it is eventually captured and reshaped.
This struggle for an understanding of pain can be traced throughout history, from the
purifying role of pain in Christianity to the myths built upon AIDS as a punishing force
directed at the homosexual part of the population. Nowadays, the need to interpret pain is ever
more urgent. Every member of Western civilization is surrounded by pain; his/her being is
conditioned by it. Cancer, tuberculosis, suicide, depression, posttraumatic stress disorder,
drug addiction, street or domestic violence and sexual abuse are ubiquitous also in the visual
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As this dissertation is not about, and could not be about, all cultures, I have focused on art and artists in
Western culture. Frida Kahlo is considered from her position of liminal multicultural experience, widely
appropriated by the Western art history.
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sphere, often blurring the notion of individuality and uniqueness of the experience. Images of
war victims as infotainment, a mixture of facts and entertainment features, on the nightly
news enter the lives and the representational spaces already distorted for the sake of the
coherence and the impact of the political agenda. “Regarding the pain of others” (Sontag,
2003) has become the part of human existence. The notion of visibility, or rather
spectacularity of pain, like suffering and eventually death in front of many eyes, became
particularly relevant after the events on September 11 2001, connecting to the medial
character of the representation of trauma. More recently, the war in Iraq has brought back the
question about the visual representation of pain, conflict and torture. Images from the Abu
Ghraib prison in Baghdad present intensified use of violence and suffering. Exhibitions like
World Press Photo promote that spectacularity even more, to the point where the ethics of
images of condensed suffering become its aesthetics. 2 The modes of experiencing pain and
trauma are simultaneously collective and individual, local and global, and they are perpetually
infiltrating contemporary consciousness (Kleinman et al., 1997). The concept of trauma is an
important and recurring motive in my dissertation, often connected to that of pain. Its
etymology (wound in Greek) shows that trauma can contain physical pain, and physical pain
can cause severe trauma. Not wanting to conflate those two concepts, I nevertheless trace
their convergences and how they are conditioned. In order to do so, I consciously choose not
to use the historicity of trauma and its collective character, but rather see it as a threat to the
self and its social networks just as much as pain is. The traumatized body remains a painful
“open wound” which can hardly enter representational codes. In her book The Body in Pain:
The Making and Unmaking of the World (1985), Elaine Scarry presents both trauma and pain
as un-shareable through language. I see trauma as the painful crisis of the self.
Studying the representations of pain requires a cross-disciplinary approach. Cooperation
between different disciplines needs on my part a clearing of the methodological ground –
terminologies I use are derived from different disciplines. To bring some clarity into the term
“pain,” it is important to state that pain interests me not as a metaphor or symbol, but as the
intersection of lived experience and its representability. Pain in my work denotes the often
nonverbal experience of sensation as opposed to the cognized memory, analysis or naming of
that sensation. It often makes confusing the transition from somatic experience to its analytic
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Scarry (1985) points out that the word pain has its etymological home in poena or punishment reminding us
that even the elementary act of naming evokes the shift from interiority to the external social circumstances and
power relations.
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perception, like in the cases of hysteria, cancer and AIDS. My starting point is the working
definition of pain proposed by the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP):
pain is “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with either actual or
potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage”. 3 According to the
Association, two quite different kinds of pain exist. The first is termed nociceptive, responsive
to physical stimuli, because of its direct link with noxious stimuli, or psychological because it
is a key component of the body’s normal defence mechanisms protecting the body from a
potentially hostile external environment. This pain is associated with tissue damage or
inflammation. The second is termed neuropathic and results from a lesion to the peripheral or
central nervous system. This can disrupt the ability of the sensory nerves to transmit correct
information to the thalamus, and hence the brain interprets painful stimuli even though there
is no obvious or documented physiologic cause for the pain (Hadjistavropoulos and Craig,
2004). Many types of pain have been further specified in terms of origin, related nociceptors
(pain detecting nerves) and response to medications. Acute pain is defined as fast and sharp
short-term pain or pain with an easily identifiable cause. Chronic pain is medically defined as
pain lasting six months or longer, often more difficult to treat than acute pain. Cutaneous pain
is usually well-defined, localised pain of short duration, caused by injury to the skin or
superficial tissues. Somatic pain originates from ligaments, tendons, bones, blood vessels, and
even nerves themselves, producing a dull, poorly-localised pain of longer. Visceral pain
originates from body organs and internal cavities and is extremely difficult to localise, its can
be a referred pain, where the sensation is localised to an area completely unrelated to the site
of injury. Phantom limb pain is the sensation of pain from a limb that one no longer has or
from which one no longer gets physical signals.
Nevertheless, the term “pain” is generally used to define all sensations that hurt or are
unpleasant, not only the transmission of noxious impulses: pain is always a “subjective state”
(in: Morris, 2000:9). Freud (1961) was the first to interconnect physical and psychological
pain at the intersection of the whole psychological reality of the subject – its dreams,
subconscious, love and mind. Freud argued that organ pains and focused pain in general are
the result of tangible representation processes, concentrating on one hurting place, which
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Although this definition might seem formulated a while ago, it is still valid and can be found on the website of
the International Association for the Study of Pain, even though other definitions have been re-evaluated in
1994: www.iasp-pain.org
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Freud called narcissistic cathexis (Thijs et al., 2005). 4 In addition, Melzack’s gate control
theory (Melzack and Wall, 2003) also contributed greatly to the recognition of pain as
saturated with the visible or invisible imprint of specific human cultures. Gate control theory
states that pain signals are filtered in the spinal cord by a “gate” that opens and closes under
the influence of different factors, i.e. hormones or the stimulation of nerves. This theory
suggested that pain is not a direct result of activation of pain receptor neurons, but rather its
perception is modulated by interaction between different neurons. Therefore, a stimulus that
activates only nonnociceptive nerves (such as rubbing a sore spot with one’s hand) can
inhibit pain. In response to this stimulation of the fast conducting touch nerves, the gating
mechanism within the spinal cord would then close. The impact of this theory on medical
treatment for pain has been profound. Pain and its acknowledgement have come to be seen as
dependent on our personal characteristic – narratives, cultural background, feelings, and
mood, often regardless of the tissue damage. That has had large consequences on my work.
In my work I am using the terms “pain” and “suffering” alternately. Although the distinction
between pain and suffering has consequence for ethics, for the purpose of this dissertation
pain forms a concept embracing suffering, trauma and crisis. Cassell (1991) points out that
pain and suffering are two distinct phenomena, claiming that suffering can often be relieved in
the presence of continued pain by making the source of the pain known and exercising control
over the experience. Suffering occurs when physical or psychological integrity is threatened.
Conversely, he claims that people suffer when the pain is not particularly acute, when they
anticipate it, are not sure about its origin or cannot gain control over it. Melzack and Wall
(2003) also make a difference between those two terms. Suffering is defined as the negative
reaction caused by pain, stress, loss and other psychological complaints. However, the
progressing knowledge in psychology and neurology has blurred the differences between
those two terms. I would argue that the split between pain and suffering reinforces the binary
between body and mind, and employs the Myth of Two Pains, a basic belief that pain can be
separated into physical and mental pain (Morris, 1991:9). Particularly in the situation of
making/looking at art, bodily pain enters an aesthetic and cultural dimension. Being the result
of a biochemical process, the networking of nerve pathways and bodily reflexes, pain is at the
same time a subjective experience formed by specific minds, senses and cultures. The
obsoleteness of the split has been confirmed by recent medical developments: as brain4
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modified the definition of pain as a matter of nerves and tissue damage.
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mapping studies show that pain centers and emotion-processing regions often overlap there is
practical impossibility to differentiate physical and emotional components of pain (Melzack
and Wall, 2003). Sensory, cognitive and emotional processes all contribute to that one word,
which in English has remarkably few synonyms. In departing from the binary conception of
pain that we are so familiar with, we might just have the chance of grasping its complexity
and formulating the new conception of the space where pain takes place. I chose the poem of
Emily Dickinson to open my dissertation not only because of its brilliant description of the
(un)temporality of pain, but above all because Dickinson substitutes no other words for pain. 5
The “pain” in the poem is semantically encompassing loss, mourning, anguish and suffering,
carrying the responsibility for all of them, but leaving the reader to define the experience for
him/herself.
It might be the task of scholarly disciplines to frame that potential experience. For my
dissertation, art and gender constitute two large intersecting areas of cultural research.
Establishing a link between embodied gender and representational strategies is crucial to my
reading of women’s art on pain. Although the concept of pain itself has often been stretched
out to the point of becoming almost transparent in its vagueness, its versatility continues to
have a great potential for researchers from all fields. Although very strongly subject to
medicine and represented mostly within a medical frame (which makes one associate pain
automatically with doctors and surgeries), pain can be studied within the fields of cultural
anthropology, literary studies, and art history. Described not only as a clinical term, but also
as an aspect of war, torture, violence, sexual practices, metaphysical rituals, power relations
and political acts of repression, pain invites an interdisciplinary approach. Academic
disciplines referring to pain can no longer be clear cut, self-evident and put into neat
compartments. The experience of pain makes those compartments overflow. The modernist
“biomedical model” has gradually been replaced with the “biocultural model,” where pain and
illness are undeniably influenced and shaped by culture (Morris, 2000). 6 One of the
implications of my approach is that the potentiality of a concept like pain may open the door
for new methods with which to examine it. Interested in the discursive exchange between
5

I came across this poem repeatedly in books involving the concept of pain (e.g. Thijs, et al., 2005). Although
used often, it hasn’t lost its power of impact.
6
Morris draws our attention to the fact that control over narrating illness has shifted from the doctor to the
patient in postmodernism. Modernism located the truth of illness in the doctor’s story. By contrast, the
postmodern narrative of illness is increasingly the patient’s story. Morris points out the popularity of memoirs of
illness on weekly best-seller lists and Internet chat rooms. Those patients’ narratives differ substantially, but they
all contribute to the abolition of the authoritative, scientific, “objective” account.
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theory and visual image, I am engaging feminist theories in the reading of artworks that in my
view offer the frame for the re-formulation of subjectivity. The dialogue of terms and
approaches taken from art history, feminist (art) criticism, clinical psychology and neurology
was intended, but verified constantly in the process of writing and intertwined in the reading
of artworks. Since the history of medical sciences does not develop parallel to the history of
art or social sensibility, mutually exclusive paradigms often compete with each other.
Although the difficulties arose already on the language level, the juxtapositions of disciplines
provide an insight on how pain is conveyed, expressed and read.
My assumption is that art could be a way to enable pain to enter wider shared discourse and
conceptualization. 7 When placed within a “case study,” stories of illness and pain may
gradually become devoid of meaning for those who live them, changed by a recipient’s own
experience. At the same time, art and literature offer an alternative to medical terminology for
describing one’s experience with illness. My intention is not only to show how pervasive of a
presence pain is in artistic discourse, but also to point out, since visibility is an imperative of
contemporary social and cultural life, the ways in which pain is being made visible here. In
addressing visual culture, my methodological assumption is that we can derive certain forms
of knowledge on pain from visual images. The experience of pain is shaped by
representations, simultaneously pushing against themselves. This antagony presents an
enormous challenge to art. Vision and self knowledge are intertwined – the anxiety of pain
and its impact on a viewer informs his/her sense of self. Art is to me the domain where that
process is most vividly and played out on different levels. The works I present help me
investigate how images of pain contribute to configurations of “I”. I also want to explore what
those artworks might tell about the lived experience of pain and how it is communicated to a
viewer. We not only feel pain, we also observe it. If work of art is a sign-producing activity
unfolding itself within a social context (Bryson and Balaban, 1991), than we have to read that
sign as engaging our own positioning and reaction to it. Moving beyond the common cliché
that pain is necessary to create art, my primary interest lies in how art practice could be
making calls for a rethinking of the concept of pain.
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It is important to note that I do not consider art only as a group of components such as production, criticism,
funding, iconographic and stylistic sources, marketing, publications, exhibitions et caetera (Pollock, 1988). Here
and throughout all my research I see art as a social practice, as a compendium of power relations, ideological
practices and social and cultural limitations.
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Scarry (1985) claims that art is connected to pain already on an ontological level. She points
out the counter-dependence of the concepts of pain and imagining, between which the subject
is positioned. Pain, which in isolation is passively suffered rather than directed to reach a
certain state, brought into relation with the objectifying power of the imagination can
transform itself into a self-modifying and exercising agency. While Scarry comments on the
amazing scarcity of the description of pain in literature and philosophy, I present examples of
artistic visualization that provide relevant words and sentences, which can be used when the
silence of pain has been imposed. 8 Scarry also mentions the long tradition of the word “work”
in Western civilization and its duality: the more it transforms itself in its object, the closer it
becomes to art, creativity, artefact and imagination. The more it is unable to bring forth a
materiality of an object, the more it approaches the condition of pain. “Work” can be both an
artefact and embodied physical act. I see the artworks I chose as the negotiations between
those two states.
I show how feminist theory can produce a useful understanding of the production of art by
women and representation of the female body in crisis. In the last decennia, art history has
become increasingly engaged with issues of gender as a factor affecting the conception,
production and interpretation of artwork. It has been argued that using art and its history, one
can expose and challenge the position of women (artists) in the community (Perry, 1999). The
perception of pain is not only about the confrontation of gender, but gender can give valuable
indications concerning the nature of one’s reactions to it. It is acknowledged (i.e. Guinsburg et
al., 2000) that ethnicity, gender and class make a significant difference in how people
perceive, experience and report pain. Accordingly, in medical practice a patient’s gender,
class and cultural background are crucial in the treatment of illness and its symptoms (Farber
Post, Blustein, Gordon, and Neveloff Dubler, 1996). Grounded in feminist theory (Ahmed,
2004, Braidotti, 2002 and 2006, Grosz, 1995, Stacey, 1997), I will analyze how conditions
presented as a major problematic of inhabiting a female body are expressed within the context
of pain. The concept of pain, with its fluidity and intersectionality (where race, ethnicity,
gender, religion, sexuality, class, disability and other markers of difference do not act
independently of one another), is an especially useful critical category in current feminist
theory. Artworks included are always presented as an embodiment of the artist’s gender,
regardless of his/her medium or overt context. Furthermore, this embodiment occupies a
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space where it is encountered by other gendered bodies, and produces meanings for them in a
bodily, gendered experience (Deepwell, 1995). Although the artists I chose did/do not actively
join the feminist movement, I see the artworks I present as not necessarily requiring a feminist
author, but as problematizing the standard masculinist ways of location and as facilitating the
production of new critical discourse and argument.
When choosing artworks by female artists that would develop my argument in a reciprocal
process, I begin from the standpoint that femininity is being produced and reproduced through
visual codes, embedded in the negotiation of the subject and the politics of the selfidentification. How a group is represented has to do with self-perception of its members, and
their positioning within society where the feminine is often constituted as the Other to the
traditional (masculine) norm. The performance of art-making has a role of interrogating the
social situation of the subject, which is enacted through the artist’s body and its
representations. I understand narratives of painful experience as a self-mapping tool, a
politically-invested process of sharing and contributing to the making of knowledges
(Braidotti, 2002). The narratives of the well-functioning body are often confronted with
pressuring, immediate new stories and new interpretations of those. Those stories are never
neutral. While the female body becomes the site of a narrative teleology that demands an
account, scholarly terms might prove useful, offering the necessary mind frame and necessary
distance; many women scholars’ response to their illness was to turn it into a project or a book
(among others Audre Lorde, Susan Sontag, Jeannette Winterson and Jackie Stacey).
Similarly, many women artists’ way to appropriate their disease is to paint it, sculpt it or
photograph it. At times, the narrative of body in crisis is far from linear, rejecting the myth of
progress, self-improvement and eventually the victory over pain or disease. The art I present
offers accounts of such disruptions.
It has mostly been the narrative of heroism, sacrifice and courage that has scored highly in
contemporary Western art. Images in Western art and culture (i.e. passion of Christ) centred
around pain, served as objects of contemplation mostly when pain was mythologized
(Egmond and Zwijnenberg, 2003). Carnage has become a successful iconographic subject
also nowadays. From etchings of Goya (Los Caprichos, 1799, Disasters of War, 1810-20) to
the seventeenth century devotional sculpture, from videos of Bill Viola (Nantes Triptych,
1992, The Passions, 2000) to works of Anish Kapoor (Marsyas, 2002), pain has long been
penetrating art. After the Holocaust, artists like Christian Boltanski, Anselm Kiefer and Eva
9

Hesse have been dealing with the unrepresentational character of trauma and pain and with
the question of how this unrepresentationality may be stretched. Works on pain quickly found
their way to the Saatchi’s collection. The presence of pain, suffering and trauma is
overwhelming in women’s art.
Pain and self-violence have been played out differently by many contemporary women artists,
such as Gina Pane (1939-1990), Marina Abramović (born 1946), Orlan (born 1947) and Ana
Mendieta (1948-1985). Feminism has long acknowledged visuality as one of the key modes to
inscribe gender in our Western society (Jones, 2003). The interdisciplinary analysis of visual
artefacts demands reformulating epistemological and methodological issues. I hope to
demonstrate that the interaction of political methodology and visual analysis can enrich both
and shed some light on questions of female subjectivity and the experience of pain. Attention
paid to the politics of identity in visual arts is crucial to my research. Also feminist
involvement in visual studies relies on the intersectionality of gendered, raced and classed
experience. Feminist theory has been concerned with the problematic of representation and
with the politics of images. The way women have been represented in men’s art, women
artists’ relegation to the margin, the history of female absence in art lexicons and the
patriarchal character of art history as a discipline were of great concern already to first wave
feminists (see: Pollock, 1981, Rideal, 2001). In the last decennia, art history has become
increasingly engaged with issues of gender as a factor affecting the conception, production
and interpretation of artwork. It has been argued that using art and its history, one can expose
and challenge the position of women (artists) in the community (Perry, 1999, Pollock, 1999,
Broude and Garrard, 2005). Art history is therefore the history of power relations and
fluctuating configurations between classes, genders, sexualities, races and nationalities. More
than a history of absence and presence of women artists, it is presently about the mechanisms
of exclusion and processes of differentiation. Since simply writing women artists back into
the canon does not cause it to be reformulated, feminist art history sees as its task establishing
women’s artistic agency rather than victimization (Cherry, 1993, Broude and Garrard, 2005).
My intention is to contribute to the discipline by outlining the specificities of the female body
in crisis in artistic practice, which might result in further reformulations.
Inspired by bricolage, extensive borrowing of ideas and concepts transgressing the boundaries
of academic disciplines, I put together various forms of art practice – photography, sculpture
and painting, different artistic positioning, different ethnic backgrounds and different kinds of
10

pain to search for new way of looking at the (visual) construction of the suffering self. The
works analyzed for this dissertation were not only chosen for their similarities to each other,
but for dissimilarities as well. The choice of artists is personal and suggestive rather than
exhaustive, and only being so can it sustain the weight and merge with the theories on gender.
I want to escape speaking about one’s pain in a universal way. In no way do I intend to
formulate a totalistic construction of pain claiming an absolute, un-located, disembodied
knowledge. The artworks by Frida Kahlo and Cindy Sherman, discussed here in two
respective chapters, are highly visible and very popular images, acknowledged as significant
and valuable by any museum or gallery. At the first glance, they themselves evoke a notion of
authority which is precisely at stake in the situation of pain. My third choice, the Polish artist
Alina Szapocznikow, is not so widely recognized outside Poland, where she remains one of
the most important artists. Different sizes of three respective chapters are mainly determined
by the range of available scholarship within the discipline of art history and art criticism. The
three artists present different kinds of pain in different time and space, through different
media. I will be looking at the case of pain resulting from specified tissue damage, at the less
“straightforward” pain that is a symptom of mental condition and the – in my opinion - most
complex pain resulting from traumatic, collective past experiences, combined with a terminal
illness. 9 Chapter One focuses mostly on the representational techniques used to convey the
experience of pain and the mapping of the subject that suffers in relation to its positioning in
the society. Chapter Two engages in the problem of the general perception of pain as a result
of physical tissue damage and the challenging of that perception by feminist theory. Chapter
Three addresses the concept of situating pain in time and space: the memory of pain, its
anticipation, its recalling and the possibility of sharing pain across the bodies. The conclusion
of the work on pain inevitably poses the question of ethical consequences of viewing the
subject in pain.
I consciously am not using the representatives of body art. I am interested in pain contained
within static, “material” art genre – painting, sculpture and photography – and I reflect on
how pain had been made almost tactile throughout viewer’s perception. It is the material
artefact of the ungraspable experience that interests me particularly. The body breaking down
is the key to a crisis that leads to new questions, posed by each artist. The concept of pain I
will engage in may be a symptom of mental disorder, a result of a tragic accident, a response
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I will discuss the cultural characterization of trauma as unrepresentable in Chapter III.
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to cancer treatment, or a remainder of the traumatic experiences. It may be present in the body
of the artist, with all its specificity and positioning, or the body of the artist could provide a
canvas for pain potentially felt by someone else. It is pain externalized outside of the body for
the viewer to see and touch in sculpture, or internalized deep beneath the surface of canvas. It
evokes deep empathy, repulsion, anxiety, or perhaps negotiates the levels of viewer’s
indifference. It is through the shift in signification that pain becomes externalised and begins
to be visible and sharable. The play between the obvious and the ungraspable inspired my
choices and my analysis. What those works have in common is not treating pain as a disaster,
an occasion for panic or escape, but as a space where acknowledgement and possibly empathy
can take place. If pain entering language already is subjected to cultural structures, in those
artworks those structures are revealed and deconstructed. The artworks featured here can be
registered as examples, but also as actualizations of the conceptualizing pain.
To conclude, my main assumption is to demonstrate that pain can serve as the constitutive
element of female agency instead of shattering the subjectivity altogether. My main
methodological claims are that the forms of knowledge, often opposite to the cognitive
traditions on pain, can be derived from visual images, affecting the viewer. Feminist theories
(i.e. Franklin, Lury, Stacey 1991) and visual analysis offer the theoretical frame for reformulation of subjectivities in crisis within signifying practices. Although I acknowledge
similarities in the mechanisms of language and the unity of my purpose to theorize on pain in
the female body, I am aware that the diversity of material allows me to escape the
generalising discourse on pain. The relationship I set up between the theory and reading of
artworks is a complex one. This is reflected in the structure of this dissertation. Each chapter
consists of several sections. Each section presents different mapping I will be using and
different set of theoretical problems. Additionally, each section is illustrated by the reading of
specific artwork. After the formal description of the artwork, I apply feminist theories I have
introduced earlier. This project develops in a manner different from the linear time frame in
which presented artworks were made. Not subjecting to the chronology of the artworks
constitutes in this case a way of experimenting with production of meaning and unmaking the
biographical context. I abandon the linearity of time and concentrate on problems introduced
in images rather than periods and sequences. My strategy is to engage in depth with images
and the questions they raise: I will be reading artworks in intersecting contexts of art history,
feminist theory and cultural studies. Nevertheless, I want them to remain an immanent
artwork and apply formal and iconographical analysis to them as well. Therefore, my
12

speaking voice is split; after engaging in theoretical debate, I focus on the work and its
context in cultural debate on pain and the relevance to that debate. Several works of each
artist are presented; the balance between art/feminist theory and visual analysis provides the
reader with the space to reflect upon the term of pain in each case. The effect I am hoping to
produce within the reader is not that I interpret the visual images “in the right way,” but, on
the contrary, that the discourses on them can be plural and complex and that the access to
them can be gained by several entrances, possibly opening some new ones.
The crisis in the title of this work is not only about the crisis of the body brought about by
pain, but also the crisis of representation, language and perception. Instead of basing this work
on the notion of stable; female identity, I introduce crisis as a chance for discontinuity and
non-fixity of voice of the subject and the deconstruction and de-essentialization of all its
aspects. According to Braidotti, feminist tradition of crisis stresses its positivity and openness:
[T]here is little scope within the feminist framework for nihilism or cynical acceptance of the state of crisis as
loss and fragmentation. On the contrary, crisis is taken by women as the opening up of new possibilities and
potentialities. It leads women to rethink the link between identity, power and the community (Braidotti,
1994:97).

According to Kristeva (in: Fletcher, 1990), it is a crisis of subjectivity that is the basis for all
creation: art is for Kristeva a dynamic movement creating both artistic subject and object, an
interface between life and death where between the signs a subjectivity is created.
Consequently, I see the significance of my project in presenting pain not as the ultimate crisis
of self-representation or an object of our avoidance and elimination, but as specific mode of
awareness manifesting itself in art. Pain in art quoted does not denote simply a hindrance, but
rather the experience of sensation and its recalling, and for a viewer the understanding of
one’s suffering as a possibility for oneself.
In my dissertation many issues emerge permitting one to rethink ideas of visibility, processing
and empathy when pain is concerned. Asking the question “where am I in all this” is crucial
for me and, hopefully, for the reader. Although self-reflexivity is a central issue here, and my
intellectual agenda is clear, my emotional involvement, after all a status quo of this work,
remains unclear to myself. As far as I recognize the importance of careful positioning,
personal knowledge and experience in the immediate theme of one’s research, I am aware that
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the experience of acute, long-lasting and mortifying pain has been spared me and people close
to me. All throughout writing this dissertation I was confronted with the question whether this
absence of direct experience makes my research impersonal, god-like and unconvincing, or
rather not burdened by too much personal knowledge and pre-conceived ideas. However,
once I established that the shared feelings do not necessarily put a victim of pain and the
witness in a relation of equivalence, or what Spelman calls co-suffering (Spelman, 1997:65)
but rather focused on empathy, communication and the idea of sharing across the bodies as
my theme, I could place myself in the situation where pain happens.
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CHAPTER I

I am really asking whether women cannot begin,
at last, to think through the body, to connect
what has been so cruelly disorganized
Adrienne Rich, Of Woman Born
Representation cannot preserve life but can only
expose its undoing
Ernst van Alphen, Francis
Bacon and the Loss of Self

Feminism has long been concerned with questions about representation, and politics of
images. Feminist art historians have been struggling with the problem of representation of
women in art by men, but also with women artists’ relegation to the margin and the history of
absence in art lexicons (Pollock, 1981). Since representations always have consequences for
the understanding of who we are and who we want to become (Dyer, 1993), the
interconnectedness of pain and self-portrait is a helpful tool in mapping female identity. Can
artistic production help us grasp the concept of diseases and traumas? How do artists situate
their own painful bodies? Is there a way to grasp fluid and changing formations of the body in
pain?
This chapter explores these questions, and the force of their impact, through investigation of
art, life and critical response to the Mexican painter Frida Kahlo. Together with historical
sources, I use feminist art criticism and feminist theory to analyze Kahlo’s paintings. The
tradition of painting as a masculine and patriarchal domain is drawn upon to analyze the wider
issue of self-portraits of woman artists. My general concern here is the question how,
depicting her disabled body, Frida Kahlo expressed her subjectivity through her paintings. My
main point would be that rather than unity and fixed position, the subject’s fluctuation and
variability are the theme of those portraits of the body in crisis. To argue that, I trace how
Kahlo presented her embodiment and her situatedness in her self-portraits. My argument is
that in the case of bodily crisis, representation is an effective mode to trace back one’s identity
and to re-constitute the subject endangered by this crisis. I will use Kahlo’s example to show
how representation, and in particular self-representation, forms a tool of construction, not
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decomposition. 10 Rather than accepting van Alphen’s argument on the disintegrating feature
of representation, I will argue here that the conception of the fluid self, introduced as unstable
and unreliable, does not have to be perceived as negative (destructive or unrepresentable). The
de-composing can turn out to be the constituting. The “undoing of life” can turn out extremely
helpful in the study of feminine subject.
The response to the problem of pain in Kahlo’s art by her biographers and critics is in my
opinion often speculative, and therefore unconvincing. Instead of re-positioning the imagery
of pain and victimization, existing scholarship in fact uses Kahlo’s disability only as a tool for
organizing Kahlo’s biographical data, turning away from the problem of pain itself. Helland
argues that Kahlo’s works have been exhaustively psychoanalyzed and consequently
“whitewashed of their bloody, brutal and overtly political content” (Helland, 1992:397). She
postulates that Kahlo’s personal pain should not eclipse her commitment to the Mexican
people and that both her life and her death should be read as political. 11 Kahlo’s biographers
suspect that she used her numerous operations and symptoms to manipulate her husband and
people around her (e.g. Grimberg, 2005). It has often been said that Kahlo’s illness coincided
very often with periods of problems in her relationship with her (ex-)husband, Mexican
muralist Diego Rivera, and that her love and health were interconnected (Herrera, 1989,
Zamora, 1991). There are a lot of suggestions of self-inflicted or imagined pain in scholarship
on Kahlo, pain that she used on others and on herself. 12 Nevertheless, I find in extremely
inaccurate to transform Kahlo’s disability into narcissistic longing for love and admiration,
just as much as I disagree with portraying Kahlo’s illness as a sort of incentive that inspired
her to paint. Those readings are personification of disability as woman’s disease. Kahlo’s
sexuality, emotionality and creativity are pictured as symptoms of that disease. 13 They are the
result of the seductive analogy between pain and deep water or faraway galaxy, stressing
pain’s remoteness and distance, as if pain happens somewhere far away, not in a person
10

Also Elkins (1999) engages in the problem of representation as bodily distortion, stating that any
representation of a body involves distortion, because all representation is distortion
11
Although the official cause of death was a pulmonary embolism, many suspected Kahlo may have died of drug
overdose, maybe even an intentional one.
12
Indeed, Kahlo’s letters to her lover Alejandro Gomez Arias directly after the accident are a record of her need
of affection: “I will never be able to do anything with this wretched sickness, and if this is true at eighteen years
of age I do not know how I will be later, every day I am thinner and you will see when you come how horrible I
look with huge worthless apparatus... But if you come quickly I promise you I will get better each day” (in:
Herrera, 1991:69).
13
In one of her letters during her recovery, Kahlo wrote: “nobody at home believes that I’m really sick… And
they say it’s my fault, that I’m very impudent” (letter to Alejandro Gomez Arias, 25 April 1927, in: Zamora:
1995:22). I would read that as a connecting of illness to guilt and punishment, deeply rooted in Catholic tradition
(Morris, 1991).
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standing right next to us (Scarry, 1985). This temptation I see in most books that have been
written on Frida Kahlo. By placing the fact of pain in chronology of operations, by classifying
and historicizing it, writers (and readers) distance themselves from it. By ignoring clear
iconography of pain in Kahlo’s paintings the whole concept of pain remains problematic to art
criticism. In the catalogue to Kahlo’s individual exhibition in Tate Modern Gallery in London,
the curators included a glossary attempting an insight into the complex symbolic language of
Kahlo’s art. Whereas terms like “Communism,” “Cosmology” or “Gender” are widely
discussed, the term “Pain” does not exist (Dexter and Barson, 2005).
I begin by drawing the comparison between the body in pain presented by Kahlo and by
Francis Bacon. In his book on Bacon, Ernst van Alphen (1992) writes about “a momentary
loss of self” in the moment of perception of an artwork. Looking at Bacon’s painting, a
viewer temporarily loses his or her capacity to reflect on it. Representation in this case is a
loss of self both for a viewer and for the subject of representation; it is an act of decomposing
and killing the subject. It is not followed by perception; it is rather the process of perception
that concludes with representation. The deformation of Bacon’s figures is therefore proof of
the lack, or disintegration, of identity. Van Alphen, arguing with Jacques Derrida’s statement
that there is no life outside the representation (Derrida, 1987), points out how “affective”
representation in Bacon’s works exposes the crumbling of a coherent subject. He denies
representation’s constitutive character, its life-giving power. Representation is not life; it is
rather life that turns out to be representation (van Alphen, 1992). 14 Along with destroying the
language of a sufferer, the notion of pain present in Bacon’s paintings also tends to destroy
the conceptualization abilities and language of a viewer.
I defend the thesis that painting her disabled body was to Kahlo an act of retrieving her selfimage and finding the coherence within assembled pieces of identity. Kahlo is an interesting
response to Bacon, if we forget the linearity of time for a moment. Although divided by the
differences of gender, culture, education, sexuality, personal histories, and modes of
expression, those two artists share similarities that should be acknowledged. Embodiment, for
instance, is absolutely central in both Bacon’s and Kahlo’s work. It is also central to viewer’s
understanding of their work. However, while Bacon’s bodies are deformed and blurry,
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Van Alphen adopts a similar approach in his analysis of the art of Dutch artist Armando, referring to violence
of the World War II. There again he argues for the unspeakability and unrepresentability of death (in: Goodwin
and Bronfen, 1993).
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Kahlo’s are opened, with brightly coloured organs showing. While Bacon addresses viewer’s
nervous system in a most sensory way, Kahlo’s painting have more “visceral” effect - they
appeal to one’s feeling the weight and size of one’s heart or stomach, and the notion of the
bone structure under the skin. Much like Bacon’s, Kahlo’s paintings are also generally
perceived as works on suffering and disintegration (Herrera, 1991, Zamora, 1991, Fuentes,
1998). I, nonetheless, would insist on reading her art as work on suffering and re-integration.
The body does not connect to any sense of integrity or solidity in Bacon’s work. My argument
is that in Kahlo’s work, it does. That might be because Kahlo represents her own body. Its
fragile construction reminds us of many pieces of puzzle – assembled to function, and to
constitute a subject. Van Alphen notices that figures in Bacon’s paintings are trapped in “an
entirely inner relation of self” (van Alphen, 1992:115), dismissing and denying the relation
with the other, also with a viewer. They do not rely on the gaze of the other to produce an
external shape of their bodies. The position I want to defend is that Kahlo’s work is about
constructing, not de-constructing the subject. Re-integration is a process that can often go
unnoticed, and that demands a certain effort from a viewer. I, alive, analyze works of Kahlo,
dead. I, healthy, am making judgments on motives of a person who was dying most of her
life. 15
It is nevertheless useful, even crucial, to know more about that “moment of loss” van Alphen
writes about. Van Alphen quotes Bacon’s intention to “hit the nervous system” of a viewer
(van Alphen, 1992:11). Agony, pain, screams, paralytic movements evoke anxiety and
disturbance in an even slightest empathetic recipient of Bacon’s painting. Watching Kahlo’s
works, I notice that the drama and agony are not so violent. Pain does not burst out from the
canvas; instead, it becomes more and more intense with looking. It is folded into ornaments
and decorations: drops of blood form decorative patterns on clothes and veins float in the air
among flowers and stars. Although often referring to the Western iconography of representing
pain, Kahlo was also inspired by Aztec imagery, where human blood, especially when
deliberately shed, was the most precious source of strong fertilizing power (Clendinnen,
1991). Pain in Kahlo’s paintings is still massively acknowledged, although violence is less
striking, or maybe just not as quickly happening – it is a slow, constant process, not a spasm.
Examining the styles used by those two artists can be helpful while analysing the fluctuating
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See Emmanuel Levinas’ rejection of the notion that we can feel someone else’s feelings (in: Morris, 2000).
The absolute otherness of the other person makes empathy and dialogue completely impossible for Levinas. He
argues that ethics begin not in empathy, but in immediate direct encounter of two people acknowledging their
otherness as a fact. The problem of empathy will be discussed later in this work.
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presence of the subject. While in Bacon’s work disintegration of the self is accentuated by
powerfully violent aesthetics, Kahlo adopted elements of pre-Columbian art, flattened out her
silhouette, internalised ornaments and relied much on the background. While Bacon’s figures
are shapeless, unfinished, skinless and chaotic, Kahlo’s figures are sharply, often ruthlessly
defined and quite static or posed. The realist style in which she painted is highly controlled,
with tiny brushstrokes and minute details. Whereas Bacon let us hear a terrifying scream
revealing muscles under the skin 16 , Kahlo reversed the process by giving us an unflinching
mask instead of a face. All this subdues the dynamic of expression, but not its intensity. The
view I would argue is that Kahlo, on her part, invited the viewer to join her suffering, making
her or him the integral part of constituting her identity. She carefully constructed herself in
various settings, creating an artistic persona, turned to the audience. Figures in Bacon’s
paintings, whether it is a paralytic child, female nude, screaming man or a dwarf, are
disfigured, shattering the viewer’s sense of self, and the subject’s sense of self. Van Alphen
observes rightly that Bacon denied the power of the viewer (van Alphen, 1992). The parallel I
draw between Kahlo’s and Bacon’s art was aimed to show how differently female and male
subject can be constructed and reflected in the production of art and argue about the making
and un-making aspects of the representation of the body in crisis.
Frida Kahlo began to paint lying in bed, using a mirror to examine her own face and body.
Kahlo’s portraits are the record of physical and mental changes she underwent. They
accompany a long series of physical trauma – starting with polio, which Kahlo got at the age
of six, until the amputation of her leg in 1954 and her death shortly afterwards. Most of the
two hundred paintings Kahlo produced during her life were self-portraits. Dramatizing the
central subject – herself - she was carefully choosing her settings and directing the stories her
pictures told. In 1925, at eighteen, Kahlo suffered a grave accident. She was in a bus that
collided with a tramcar and she had her spine broken in three places; her right leg in eleven.
Her pelvis was broken; her foot was dislocated and crushed. No-one thought she would live,
let alone walk. The accident determined the rest of her life. For months she was encased in
plaster casts to strengthen and correct her spine. Her works show a life-long battle with
weakness, pain and disfiguration. The number of operations on her vertebrae and foot – thirtytwo in total - is terrifying. A lot of medical authorities questioned the necessity of them even
during her life. Those operations marked stages in Kahlo’s biography. They were intertwined
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See Gilles Deleuze, Francis Bacon. The Logic of Sensation (2003). Deleuze also writes about the processes of
unmaking and de-localizing in the visual arts.
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with good and bad periods in her marriage, they were reasons for travels and they collided
with her love affairs.
However, too close a reading of Kahlo’s biography poses another problem. There exists an
enormous amount of scholarship on the artist. What might seem helpful and inspiring, is in
fact a review of constantly repeated (mis)interpretations and distortions. In most of her
biographies, both popular and academic, Kahlo has been portrayed either according to the
cliché of the lonely, misunderstood artist, or as the devoted wife accompanying her genius
husband. In fact, she has become a signifier reinforcing patriarchal tradition of linking artist’s
life and artist’s work (Herrera, 1991, Zamora, 1991 and 1995, Fuentes, 1998, Poniatowska,
1992, Kettenmann, 1993). See the particularly colourful description of Carlos Fuentes of
Kahlo’s marriage to Diego Rivera, the famous Mexican muralist: “The elephant and the dove,
yes, but also the blind bull, in so many ways insensitive, rampaging, immensely energetic,
poured towards the outside world, and married to the fragile, sensitive, crushed butterfly who
forever repeated the cycle from larva to chrysalis to obsidian fairy, spreading her brilliant
wings only to be pinned down, over and over, astoundingly resistant to her pain, until the
name of both the suffering and the end of suffering becomes death” (Fuentes, 1998:10). In
this highly romanticizing passage Kahlo has been reduced to a silent, passive, yet very
decorative element. The comparison to a fragile butterfly seems oppressive and disregards the
amount of will power and self-discipline Kahlo had demonstrated throughout years after the
accident. Even the comparison to “Mexican Saint Sebastian, slinged and arrowed” (Fuentes,
1998:13) does not do Kahlo justice. Turning Kahlo’s biography into a hagiography has
largely limited the critical reception of her paintings. Hagiographical model, only reflecting
masculine codes of representation, common in the literature on Kahlo, has done nothing to the
empowerment of Kahlo as a woman. 17 Kahlo has become a modern version of a female
martyr. That might be the reason why Kahlo’s art and the way her life has been re-told appeal
so much to the public, why she has been so venerated and admired. That might also be why
her “posthumous transformation from forgotten painter to celebrated heroine” (Lindauer,
1999:2) was so successful and why, despite often contradictory interpretations, (like an
eternal longing for children, and at the same time liberating attitude towards the bourgeois
institution of marriage) Kahlo’s art and life enjoy such a massive response.
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Linda Nochlin remarks that the romantic semi-religious conception of an artist and his role was elevated into a
hagiography model (Korsmeyer, 1998). The artist in nineteenth century was regarded as a Christian martyr,
acknowledged only after his death.
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In re-drawing attention to Kahlo’s work, rather than her biography, a viewer has a chance to
become aware of the problem of visibility/invisibility of pain. Accordingly, I present Kahlo’s
art as an ongoing struggle against patriarchal structures in the politics of illness, health and
pain. Both the commercial and cultural hype has made Kahlo’s work trivialized and too easily
digested. The more often her story has been told, the more has been omitted and the less
complex the analysis of her art becomes. Most of Kahlo’s biographers assumed that her work
is a mere documentation of her history of a disease (Herrera, 1989, Zamora, 1991, Fuentes,
1998). The framework of knowledge, the tools available to feminist art historians, turned out
in that case to be patriarchal. The critical attention that Kahlo’s work has been enjoying,
structured according to the rules of traditional art history, has not done justice to it. Kahlo has
been turned into a passive object of art. Consequently, her physical problems have been
“demonised and eroticised” (Lindauer, 1999), along with her bisexuality, her extra-marital
affairs, and her non-conformist behaviour. There is, however, little or none reference to
Kahlo’s drug and alcohol abuse (Herrera, 1989, Zamora, 1991, Fuentes, 1995) suggesting that
those did not fit either with an image of strong pre-feminist identity, nor with the myth of
eternal martyrology. Kahlo has been widely presented as a victim: of an accident, of an
unfaithful husband, of incapable doctors, of patriarchal culture. Looking at her paintings, a
contemporary viewer sees mostly victimization and abundant sexual life, disregarding other
aspect of the artist’s identity and the cultural context in which works have been made. 18 In my
opinion, popular reception of Kahlo’s paintings illustrates that the division between the
marginalized voice and the main discourse on pain and illness is still operative, along lines
other than medicine. Even though the articulation of the feminine has been recognized by
popular culture, it does not prove that the old division is no longer operative. If Kahlo’s
discourse constitutes what Foucault called “the speech of madness” (Foucault, 1981), then by
merely paying attention to it we do not necessarily get rid of the binary. Margaret A.
Lindauer’s book Devouring Frida. The Art History and Popular Celebrity of Frida Kahlo
(1999), and Gannit Ankori’s book Imaging her Selves: Frida Kahlo’s Poetic of Identity and
Fragmentation (2002), are much closer to my positioning. Lindauer argues that Kahlo as an
artist has been reduced to a personal story, with disregard of social network. Lindauer’s aim is
to place Kahlo in a wider social context, therefore defying traditional art historical practice,
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An example of that could be the popular reading of Kahlo’s Self -portrait with Monkey, (1938, oil on
hardboard 40.6 x 30.5 cm, Albright-Knox Art Gallery, New York). The monkey has been seen as a symbol of
Kahlo’s sexual promiscuity (Herrera, 1989). Only few critics have noted that the monkey in Mexican culture is a
symbol of creativity and wisdom (Helfritz, 1968). Monkeys and apes, due to their tendency to imitate, were also
used to refer to visual arts (Dexter and Barson, 2005).
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where reading one’s art is centred around the artist’s life story. Sketching the reality of being
a woman in post revolutionary Mexico, Ankori examines Kahlo’s self-portraits for references
to wider political and cultural context. This is a great attempt to take Kahlo out of patriarchal
discourse of lonely suffering genius and to make her an active coherent subject. While both
Lindauer and Ankori try to expand beyond the problem of Kahlo’s disability, I will narrow
my research for the purpose of this study. As the representability of the body in pain is the
main scope of my work, I will concentrate only on how pain and disease present in Kahlo’s
art reflect on her identity. Un-making Kahlo’s status as an idol of popular culture, I read her
personal iconography within feminist theory on identity and subject. Instead of shifting
attention away from the individual, I will trace the identity-mapping process present in the
paintings I analyze. I attempt to read Kahlo’s work avoiding the hero(ine) myth, as patriarchal
and misleading as turning every artist into lonely, misunderstood genius. 19
Kahlo has also been turned into a myth in feminist art history. She has been functioning as a
symbol of feminine empowerment, rebellious against Mexican patriarchal structures (Helland,
1992, Borsa, 1990, Kozloff, 1978, Shera, 1994, Ankori, 2002). She has become the icon of an
empowered and conscious female painter, proudly quoted in feminist art lexicons, filling the
void of Western art history before the 1970’s. Almost as well known for her suffering as for
her paintings, Kahlo was first reintroduced to popular culture in the embrace of the late ‘70s
and early ‘80s feminist art history. She was one of the forgotten women artists, reinstated with
triumph into the canon of great artists of the twentieth century (Nochlin, 1990). Nevertheless,
feminist readings, also based on Kahlo’s biography, often reduce the importance of imagery
and do not address directly the paintings. Simply condensing Kahlo’s life into a narrative of
physical and emotional struggle has invited again a heroic/tragic dramatics. By portraying
Kahlo as a sufferer, feminist art history has paradoxically reinforced traditional definitions of
the artist. Kahlo has left a strong feminist legacy. In her paintings, she explored women’s
physical experiences such as birth, lactation or miscarriage, but also disablement, rejection,
bisexuality, subversion and devotion, in the way that makes a viewer realize how female
experiences have been marginalized both in art and in everyday life. Kahlo’s art is a brilliant
synthesis of “the personal and the political,” a visualization of the motto of the feminist
movement of the 1960s and 1970s. Nevertheless, while following the coverage of Kahlo’s
solo exhibition in Tate Modern Gallery in London in 2005, I feel that feminist art history has
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See also Jackie Stacey’s chapter Heroes in her book Teratologies (1997) about common misconceptions
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moved on, leaving the cult of Kahlo behind, sceptical of the interdependence between Kahlo’s
fame and her astonishing biography. That attitude is visible in Germaine Greer’s essay in Tate
ETC, the gallery magazine, which strongly questions the artistic value of Kahlo’s works: “The
paintings function as advertisement; they are the hoardings announcing the stages in the
performance … The Kahlo icons are arresting without being interesting from a painterly point
of view” (Greer, 2005, pages unnumbered). Greer admits that Kahlo was the first true
performer artist, fashioning and styling herself every day until her death. Both Kahlo and
Rivera referred to her as la gran ocultadora – the great hider-away. Indeed, she painted
herself in a variety of costumes and stylizations, as if putting on different personalities. At the
same time, her face functions nowadays as a mnemonic, recognized by almost everyone,
universal, which, as Greer postulates, was always the artist’s intention. 20 Greer, probably
unwillingly engaging in the hagiography discourse, calls Kahlo a “patron saint of both lipstick
and lavender feminism” (ibid.).
The author=corpus narrative has been overtly present in existing scholarship on Kahlo. It has
mainly been reduced to literary readings of her life, above all her relationship to Diego Rivera
and her disability. 21 Indeed, what is the widest known biography of Kahlo, Frida by Hayden
Herrera (first published in 1983), is built along those two axes. However, Lindauer (1999)
recognizes that any biography, just like an interpretation of a painting, is not discovered but
produced afterwards. Searching beyond Kahlo’s life story, my dissertation addresses the
problem of dealing with physical illness and pain as equally, if not more, relevant to the
reading of Kahlo’s art. The occurrence of pain and its formative force on the subject seems to
be ungraspable when only referring to the mere biographical facts of Kahlo’s life. With
chronic suffering a painless past is forgotten: “While knowing intellectually that we were
once not in pain we have lost the bodily memory of how this felt. Similarly, a painless future
may be unimaginable” (Leder, 1990:76). The paradoxical relationship between the self and
the body is felt most acute in chronic illness. 22 The forced attention to the body, the careful
analysing of the slightest impulses happens daily in the chronically ill body. The threat of
collapse, of inability to perform, is ongoing, long-lasting and global (Cassell, 1991). The
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Schaefer (1997) interprets that mask-like face as Kahlo’s fascination with contemporary Mexican film industry
and the close-up film stills of female stars such as María Félix and Dolores del Rio.
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Many art historians quote a part of interview in which Kahlo said “I have suffered two grave accidents in my
life. One in which a streetcar ran over me…. The other accident is Diego” (in: Herrera, 1989:107). That quote
has greatly contributed to interpretations of Kahlo’s art as centred around her relationship.
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Chronic pain is defined as pain that occurs for at least 3 months, strongly influencing subject’s feelings,
emotions and reactions (Melzack, 2003).
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perception of the world in chronic pain changes drastically through self-conflict and disorder
of priorities. Still, Kahlo’s life has been regrouped and retold using periods after and before
operations, after and before marriage to Rivera, after and before accident (Herrera, 1989).
That “before and after” split reinforces additionally the mind/body dualism. The body is
shown as just getting better or just deteriorating, in constant interdependence with emotional
and mental faculties. That stresses even further the instability of the representation of female
subjectivity and situates Kahlo mostly as disempowered object of medical discourse. The
marginalized subject such as female, disabled body has often been too fragile to stand the
requirements of traditional autobiography, the coherence and stability of life, work, talent and
constant progress. It has become un-representable. What I do in this chapter is to look at
Kahlo’s art anew, as art rather than as pictorial narration of her life and disease. It was
Kahlo’s frankness and openness about female embodiment that encouraged me to look at her
art beyond the binary of illness/health.
This chapter consists of four sections. Each section presents a different mapping I use to look
at Kahlo as a subject: woman artist, medical patient, person verging on the collapse of her
bodily integrity, (non)mother, the author/artist and popular icon. Additionally, each is
illustrated by a reading of one or two paintings. After the formal description of the picture, I
will present a number of existing readings. Those readings might sometimes contradict each
other, but they also bear witness to how complex and diversified the reception of Kahlo’s
work is. In response to them I will formulate my own interpretation of each picture. By
rejecting the chronology of the paintings I experiment with the production of meaning. Due to
Kahlo’s popularity, a viewer is usually forced into immediate knowing of her life story and
into the context in which her works were made. To break that pattern, I abandon the linearity
of time and concentrate on problems introduced in images rather than periods and sequences
in which those images were made. My strategy is to engage in depth with images and the
questions they raise. Accordingly, I will be reading Kahlo’s work in intersecting contexts of
art history, feminist theory and cultural studies. It is an exercise in interdisciplinarity, where
disciplines sometimes clash, and sometimes reinforce each other. I chose pictures that I
immediately responded to and was moved by in terms of visibility of pain, but also the
pictures that in my opinion got a very one-sided critical response. By this I mean readings
limited to Kahlo’s life story and romanticizing /victimizing the artist.
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The first section forms a basis of constituting Kahlo as the subject able to create the visual
imagery of pain, analyzed later in this chapter. This section raises question about Kahlo’s
representational strategies. I am particularly interested in borders of representation when it
comes to the female subject, using the example of Kahlo’s Self-portrait with Cropped Hair.
By painting her self-portrait, an individual woman placed in the social network of politicized
identities, claims a particular speaking position. I approach this problem by discussing
relevant theory on politics of representation and positioning Kahlo in an art historical context,
namely as a woman artist attempting to raise an independent voice. In my analysis, I point out
which tools Kahlo used to claim a speaking position.
In the second section, introducing Michel Foucault’s theory of (reversed) discourse, I examine
to what extent Kahlo was able to question existing social and cultural norms, particularly
those of the medical establishment. The goal of this section is to trace the technologies of
creating the female subject oppressed by dominating discourses. I demonstrate how a process
of reversing the dominating discourse on the female body is visible in Kahlo’s painting Tree
of Hope. Rather than implying that Kahlo has established a form of agency only through her
paintings, I consciously decided not to involve in the debate to what extent art helped Kahlo
overcome her weakness. Almost all biographers of Kahlo attribute her painting to the accident
(Lindauer, 1999). The romanticized story of the healing power of art and its empowering
characteristics has been told many times (Herrera, 1989, Zamora, 1991). Those readings in
my opinion reinforce the healthy/sick binary and activate the mechanisms of inclusion and
exclusion. Following Foucault’s work on the co-production of institutions and discourses, I
point out that the discipline of art history is also one of institutions, where the entrance was
forbidden to women until relatively recently.
Pain involves the violation or transgression of the border between inside and outside.
However, in the act of that transgression, those borders are constituted in the first place
(Ahmed, 2004). As the problem of pain is central to this thesis, I focus on its visual mediation
in two of Kahlo’s paintings, Henry Ford Hospital and The Broken Column. I concentrate here
on the spatial relation of pain and body; behavioural and clinical studies point to differences
between cutaneous pain, involving immediate tissue damage, and deep pain, which is often
diffuse and very difficult to locate, as discussed in the introduction (Melzack, 2003). I show
how Kahlo’s externalising and internalising the condition of pain made it sharable to someone
outside the boundaries of her body, namely the viewer of her art. As mentioned before, both
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popular reception and scholarship on Kahlo have taken part in the formation of an obsessive
interest in her suffering persona, rather that paying attention to her imagery of suffering
(Lomas, 1993). It is that imagery that interests me more than the victimization. I am
concerned with the visual language of pain and with the way pain might or might not destroy
the ability to describe and to communicate. While Scarry (1985) analyzes the difficulty of
expressing pain and the nature of those expressions, I follow the process of making a person
in pain visible to others through verbal and material artefacts.
While writing this chapter, I was constantly confronted with the question: why are Kahlo’s
life and work so closely interconnected? To what extent can we focus on the images only and
choose to ignore personal history? 23 I critique the psychobiographical model of art
interpretation (Meskimmon, 1996) as potentially oppressive for women artists. I mentioned
already how tempting it is to rely on a biographical model as the only way of reading art.
Much of art history has been giving into this temptation for centuries. I do think information
on the artist’s biographical background can be enriching and helpful in positioning Kahlo as a
subject living not in a vacuum, but in fluctuating social and cultural structures. On the other
hand, an immediate linking of author and text can weaken the formation of a new subject – in
this case female. I believe it is important to recognize the shortcomings as well as the
advantages of the biographical model of art reception. While referring to her life, my analyses
of two of Kahlo’s paintings disrupt the author = corpus narrative. I read My Birth and Me and
My Doll in terms of the contained imagery rather than biographical accuracy. I analyze them
using feminist theories on the social reproduction of caring and the mother/child relationship
and examine which aspect of (non-)motherhood has been represented here as undisciplined
and pathologized.
In the conclusion to this chapter I look critically at the problem of the enormous popularity of
Frida Kahlo, among a feminist audience as well as a mainstream one. My assumption is that
her popularity is based on situating Kahlo in popular knowledge as a sufferer, a victim. Since
mass culture takes voyeuristic pleasure in watching pain, Kahlo herself has become a
demanded artefact. That has caused many misreadings of her art and her status as an artist
(Lindauer, 1999). Another citation from Carlos Fuentes can be a good example of that:

23

Paradoxically, Kahlo’s diary shows us mostly the world around her, while her paintings show us herself. If her
diary, describing mostly the exterior world, people, places, gods, colours, is a journal intime, then her work, as
intimate as it can be, becomes the diary of her embodied personhood.
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Frida Kahlo was more like a broken Cleopatra, hiding her tortured body, her shrivelled leg, her broken foot, her
orthopaedic corset, under the spectacular finery of ….the laces, the ribbons, the skirts, the rustling petticoats, the
braids, the moonlike headdresses opening up her face like the wings of a dark butterfly (Fuentes, 1998:8).

That quotation strongly reinforces the healthy/ill split I want to transcend, and forces Kahlo
back into the seductive, idealized image of “healthy” femininity. Although Kahlo herself did
not hide her body, it is that body that has so often been ignored and dismissed by the popular
audience and art criticism. At the end of this chapter I present how in popular culture Kahlo
has become a sort of fetishized commodity, rather than a self-conscious, critical subject. It is
the purpose of my work to add (or rather bring back) the issue of the disabled body and
painful crisis of representational capacities into Kahlo’s work. “I wish I could explain to you
my suffering minute by minute,” wrote Kahlo to her lover after the accident (in: Herrera,
1989:40). She had succeeded - her paintings allowed her to explain the suffering to almost
everyone. Portraying herself footless, headless, cut open, bleeding, Kahlo turned pain into the
most powerful image possible and impressed upon others the intensity of it. Although very
decorative, those images make us acutely aware of every second of the presence of pain,
transmitted through visible nerves and veins, floating around and captured inside her body. It
is my argument that only by focusing on those images can a viewer read Kahlo’s art as a
battlefield of politics of representation, where the female body in crisis is being reconstructed.
Representing the artist: Self-portrait with Cropped Hair
When forming a working definition of representation for the purpose of this research, I was
often amazed by the contemporary transparency of the term. “Representation,” re-circulating
in a multiplicity of discourses, has been stretched for miles across cultural studies, art history,
feminist theory and other disciplines. It has become, both in popular and in academic writing,
a doxa, a naturalized assumption. Simultaneously, the multiplicity of discourses on the body
(such

as

medicine,

biology,

demography,

psychology,

sociology,

psychoanalysis,

anthropology and art) has dislocated somehow the definition of representation of the body.
When this body is placed within a discipline as traditional as art history, 24 only by making
representable that which, in a culture dominated by the masculine has been described as unrepresentable, can female corporality and subjectivity come to light. Using the case of Frida
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According to Pollock, the structural sexism of art history as an academic discipline is systematically
contributing to the low position of women in the gender hierarchy (Pollock, 1988). Pollock sees art history as a
series of representational practices voiced in masculine discourse, where the artist as an individual creator is a
central figure.
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Kahlo I point out what Rosi Braidotti calls alternative representations or new figurations
(Braidotti, 2002) – materialistic mappings of situated, embodied position. It is not “truth” or
“essence” that is of particular importance to my research; it is rather the codes and politics of
inclusion/exclusion that governs the imaginary of crisis. Were the codes of representation
known to Kahlo flexible enough to accommodate her constant attempts to show her pain and
its shifting configurations? How did those codes and conventions restrict (and also validate)
her positioning of herself in the experience of pain?
Pain is not an abstract term; it concerns real body and interferes with body functioning.
Similarly, illness is a physically experienced event. 25 Nonetheless, the power of cultural codes
and discourses to shape the physical experience of pain and illness has created a whole field
in the narrative of medicine and sociology (Morris, 2000). Illness in our society has often
been constructed as a metaphor; meaning built around AIDS is an example of general
knowledge condemning politically suspect citizens. Persecuted groups – homosexuals,
prostitutes, drug addicts - are seen by the community as violating socially acceptable
characteristics (Sontag, 1990). Therefore, representation of pain and disability engage
questions about its locus, its destructive powers, its perception by others. In his book Disease
and Representation, Sander L. Gilman claims that illness is a loss of control, that results in us
becoming an Other. The fear of being the Other constructs a very stable and fixed image of
disease, external to our sense of self. Accordingly, when brought in touch with artworks
representing disorder, disease, or madness, we experience tension and anxiety about our selfcontrolling powers (Gilman, 1988). The ambiguity involved in the way in which we read
visual representations of pain and disease is a result of our sense of control and the process of
othering. The positioning of an Other is a necessary moment in the constitution of any cultural
body. Because our experience of the body is fragmented and limited, and more internal than
external, it has been argued that only the presence of the other can bring wholeness to the
subject (Grosz, 1994, Rideal, 2001). 26 The problem of disability (i.e. Bogdan, 1988, Cassell,
1991, Couser, 1997) as connected to the problem of the Other and to cultural processes of
normalizing was introduced by Foucault, and picked up by feminist theory (i.e. Grosz,
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Sontag (1990) strongly criticizes the metaphorising and romanticising of illness as disempowering and
oppressive for a patient. I will come back to this problem in Chapter III.
26
In fact, the postmodern critique of representation intersects with women’s insistence on difference and
validating the discourse of the Other (Foster, 1983). Nevertheless, some feminists have largely criticized this
notion as silencing women even further (Klinger, 1991).
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1994). 27 Foucault’s interest in the voice of those who constitute the Other to the white, male,
heterosexual and rational part of the society is especially relevant to my research.
The position I defend is that self-portrait has been a technique used by Kahlo to counter the
process of social and cultural “othering”. Kahlo’s art is an example of the visual constitution
of otherness in the narrative of illness. Through self-representation, through taking a look at
herself from the outside, Kahlo was able to establish herself as a viewer of the Other. The
process of fixing and stabilizing the disease through artistic representation allowed her to deal
with the fear of losing control of her self-image. This stability can also be noticed in the
formal side of Kahlo’s paintings. The figure of Kahlo is most of the time firmly grounded in
the centre of the composition. The technique of “visualizing” or “materializing” the disease
and extracting it from the body is a common practice among cancer patients (Stacey, 1997)
and has its sources in shamanism and its rituals of “pulling” the pain out of the body (Scarry,
1985). Although Kahlo was not a cancer patient, it is my argument that Kahlo built on the
self/other relationship, freezing the image that she could then appropriate. What is seen as a
destructive force of representation: “I feel that [the photograph] creates my body or mortifies
it, according to its caprice” (Barthes, 1981:10), Kahlo reversed in her paintings. To examine
Kahlo’s representations of pain and disability is to study that validation and its normative
practices and validations constraining the body in crisis.
The significance of being a woman in self-representation is two-fold (Broude, 1992). On the
one hand, the feminine is the Other to the norm of the traditional male self-portrait. On the
other hand, it is through that self-portrait that we finally get to hear the Other speak. 28
Representation, mainly owing to feminist appropriation of Foucauldian theory, has acquired a
new sort of materiality since the 1970s. To control the representation is to control power
structures, no longer necessarily institutionalized, but dispersed, local, inscribed in cultural
signs (Bertens, 1995). Feminist art history presently situates female experience within a larger
framework of locations and positioning, where gender dimensions often overlap with race,
class and ethnicity (Broude and Garrard, 2005). The idea of art history as a monolithic,
incontestable patriarchal tool of female oppression, sporadically interrupted by feminist
27

However, Foucault never has located female body at the crossing of power mechanisms in the society. The
points of convergence between Foucault and feminist movement have been established mainly by feminist
theorists (Braidotti, 1991).
28
Self-portrait, closely connected to the reflection in the mirror, calls for new structuring of representational and
interpretative techniques. As Irigaray claims, the mirror is a polemical weapon of distancing the subject and its
other, reducing oneself to a pure exteriority (in: Rideal, 2001).
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interventions, has been recently questioned. It has been pointed out that women have
exercised agency as artists, patrons and viewers by resisting masculinist artistic hegemony.
We can notice the same occurrence when looking at the long historical tradition of term
genius, which was male-defined already in antiquity (Korsmeyer, 1998). The romantic
conception of genius has proved particularly harmful for women and still actively contributes
to the marginalization of women artists. Analysing the origin of the word itself, Battersby
argues that the etymology of genius (a protecting spirit, a guardian) linked human divinity to
male procreativity, while ingenium (person’s abilities and judgement) referred to women’s
talents, obviously inferior to that of men. The term genius has acquired new meanings and
transformed through the centuries, crystallizing during the last decades of eighteenth century
as a suffering-but-godlike creator, and to this day haunts art history and practice (Battersby,
1991, Korsmeyer, 1998). 29 Very interestingly, Battersby points out that although associated
with male creative powers, genius was given characteristics that would have been regarded as
female - passionate, instinctive, connected to nature more than to reason. Moreover, from the
nineteenth century on, the rhetoric of genius was connected to passivity of creation (it was the
mysterious force rather than the conscious act) and the difficult “labour” involved in the
production of art: “The artist conceived, was pregnant, laboured (in sweat and pain), was
delivered, and (in an uncontrolled ecstasy of agonized – male – control) brought forth” (in:
Korsmeyer, 1998:308). There have been clear parallels drawn between artistic creation and
procreativity. Genius and its birth-like imagery is therefore an intriguing example of male
appropriation of the feminine. 30 That contradiction has been and still is very ambivalent for
women artists (and equally women art historians) – the genius is like a woman, but not a
woman. 31 A female artist is often denied to be called a genius, since the category of genius
assumes transcendence and flight from flesh, which are typically masculine domains.
Presently, one can conclude that great art is still seen as a domain of men; the category of a
genius is widely denied to women. 32 As long as the supremacy of genius lasts, the chances for
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Nochlin also critiques the myth of the Great Artists, following the narrative of a “boy wonder,” miraculously
and incidentally discovered by an older artist or patron (Korsmeyer, 1998).
30
This manner of constituting the artist as a male mother is very visible in the writings of Friedrich Nietzsche.
Kelly Olivier’s book Womanizing Nietzsche might provide some inside on the preclusion of the feminine Other.
31
That contradiction also applies to the concept of the female muse and to the traditional personification of arts
as female figures. Similarly, Owens (1992) notes the paradoxical fact that, excluded from visual representation
as subjects, women return to it as a figure for the unrepresentable – Nature, Truth, Justice. Those metaphorical
figures have always been feminine, which marginalized even further the lived experience of women. See also
Warner (1976).
32
Sotheby’s sale of Impressionist and Modern Art in New York in spring 2005 noted sales records such as Pablo
Picasso’s Les Femmes d’Algers, which brought $18.6 million, and a self-portrait by Max Beckmann, entitled Self
Portrait with Crystal Ball which sold for $16.8 million, just above its estimate of $10/$15 million. In total, the
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women’s breakthroughs in the art world are slight. Women who want to create must still
manipulate iconography, aesthetic concepts, ideology and the notion of cultural achievement
formed by a profoundly anti-female discourse (Korsmeyer, 1998). We might wonder then
how to deconstruct and re-construct the definition of genius so that it becomes useful for
feminist purposes. Battersby proposes the following definition: the genius is a person “whose
work (a) marks the boundary between the old ways and the new within the tradition, and (b)
has lasting value and significance” (in: Korsmeyer, 1998:312). This definition demythologizes the act of creation and allows us to pose relevant questions on the condition of a
woman artist and her social and institutional position throughout history. That might be the
first step of fighting back the territory that has been systematically moved beyond women’s
reach. This is also how I see the role of feminist art criticism. Interrogating the systems of
power that authorize certain representations and block, marginalize and invalidate the others
must be at the core of the relation between feminism and the visual.
How a group is represented has to do with self-perception of its members, and their
positioning within society. Examining self-representations of the disabled female, I map out
the politics of female body in pain situating itself against the embedded norm of self-portrait
made by men. 33 Since, as i.e. Dyer (1993) agrees, one sees reality only through
representation, it is that representation that establishes the subject of the speaker, as well as a
viewer. 34 That is why analysis of the representation of the body in crisis, particularly female
body in crisis, is so crucial to the whole politics of being a woman. At the same time, I am
aware that any notion of “reality” that representation might reflect can be particularly
oppressive for minority groups (including women), together with the notion of “truth” and
“essence”. Notwithstanding, I am extremely sympathetic to women’s attempts to control the
representation of themselves. Even assuming that there is no founding original behind them,
those representations remain embedded in existing power relations and provide a way to
question them. Instead of mirroring the world and its sources, they let a critical reader
acknowledge the coding of being a woman, and being a body. I would adopt the definition of
Impressionist sales, composed almost entirely of male artists, achieved $118.6 million. Christie’s Post-War &
Contemporary Art Day Sale, scheduled for 25 June 2005, proudly presented on the company’s website and
catalogues “Gallery of Highlights,” the best offers, featuring exclusively male art.
33
Interestingly, Dyer warns against taking too close a look at minority groups – that process isolates and
alienates them, confirming their not belonging to the norm; the norm being a white, middle-aged, able-bodied,
educated heterosexual man.
34
The relationship between the real and the representational is an extremely powerful tool in visual politics: “the
real is positioned both before and after its representation; and representation becomes a moment of the
reproduction and consolidation of the real” (Judith Butler, in: Jones, 2003:106).
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representation Griselda Pollock proposes: “articulating in a visible or socially palpable form
social processes which determine the representation but then are actually effected and altered
by the forms, practices and effects of representation” (Pollock, 1988:6). Employing feminist
theories on identity and representation, I am concerned with tracing that process of distancing
in Kahlo’s paintings. It is my argument that by arresting and fixing the image of herself in
pain, she was able to examine and transgress the codes of its (in)visibility. Some theorists of
the visual claim that the mechanism of representing reproduces the Other as the Same. The
pleasure of resemblance and repetition produces psychic assurance and a sense of coherence
(Phelan, in: Jones, 2003). In Kahlo’s work, I argue, this process is reversed – it is the split
between real body and painted body that brings stability to the subject. Analysing both formal
style and iconography of Kahlo’s paintings, a viewer can map out the process of the othering
of the subject in pain and trace the tension between identification and otherness.
It is unquestionable that feminist art history began inside art history itself. The feminist art
criticism in the 1970s was a strong and unified effort to question traditional practices present
within the art world. For feminists, discovering that women existed outside art history meant
also questioning the way art history had been written, exposing its values, assumptions,
silences and prejudices (Parker and Pollock, 1981). However, it has often been noted that
writing women artists back into the discipline only reinforces its boundaries and does not
equal at all the production of feminist art history (Pollock, 1988). In her famous (and
massively quoted) text Why Are there No Great Women Artists? Linda Nochlin rightly points
out that attempts to try to answer that question have only reinforced its negative implications
of feminine creativity (Korsmeyer, 1998). Just adding a woman artist to the canon does not
question any of its masculine ideals prevalent in art history. Paradoxically, that is exactly
what happened with Frida Kahlo, feminists’ favourite artist; she has been re-written into art
history by her enthusiastic biographers, but the way her work has been read remains (with few
exceptions) intact in its patriarchality and tradition of suffering male genius. However, current
thought in feminist art history has been gradually rejecting the idea of monolithic patriarchal
control over any attempt of female creativity (Broude and Garrard, 2005). The new
scholarship is focused upon destabilizing efforts to absorb and contain forms of female
creative agencies and forms of resistance to masculinist cultural hegemony. The agency of
specific women artists in history is being re-examined by contemporary art historians. It is
also my aim to examine how Kahlo had attempted to claim power and agency in the face of
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masculinist culture negating and neutralizing her efforts and to explore how painful that
process might have been.
Following painting constitutes a vital basis for my argument of the representation of a painful
body. Establishing an identity of Kahlo as a Mexican woman artist allows me to observe how
this identity is affected by her disability and pain. Bending (2000) suggests that pain happens
because; this because involves acts of attribution, interpretation, communication, narrative,
prognosis. In the reading of this painting I trace the process of Kahlo’s constituting herself as
an artist through playing with bodily stereotypes, not disregarding the issue of pain. If the
notion of woman artist had been undergoing a crisis for a long time, now it is also the body
that finds itself in crisis. Kahlo once said about being photographed by her father: “From [the
accident] on, I started looking straight at the lens, unflinching, unsmiling, determined to show
that I was a good fighter to the end”.35 In the following analysis I show which representation
of herself Kahlo presented in opposition to those already established. Breaking the codes
dominating the politics of representation that have been putting women on the margin of art
practice, Kahlo put her lived experience back on the agenda. I read Self-portrait with Cropped
Hair as an example of that dualism and the complex connectedness of creativity and gender.
My main concern here is to establish what constitutes the power of speaking feminine, and
how that translates into a coherent identity of a subject in pain.

Self-portrait with Cropped Hair
Self-portrait with Cropped Hair (1940, oil on canvas 40 x 28 cm, The Museum of Modern
Art, New York) shows Frida Kahlo in a man’s suit, with short hair, sitting on a yellow wicker
chair. In one hand she holds one braid that just had been cut (the other one lies near the foot of
the chair), in the other hand a pair of scissors. She is wearing a suit and woman’s shoes and
earrings. The chair stands on a dry ground, reaching far until the horizon. The background is
empty, and, despite the suggestion of a clouded sky, it is not immediately clear whether Kahlo
sits outside or inside (this transgression between out- and inside was a recurring motive in
Kahlo’s art). Apart from Kahlo (and her cut hair, which seems to have a life of its own) there
are no other signs of life. The artist sits in a manner generally defined as “unfeminine” – legs
wide apart, hands placed on thighs. Her gaze confronts the viewer directly and, although it
seems sad and resigned, Kahlo’s face does not show any violent emotions. Along the upper
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Quoted in The Guardian, May 18, 2005
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edge of the painting, there is a line of notes forming a refrain of a popular Mexican song:
“Mira que si te quise, fué por el pelo, Ahora que estás pelona, ya no te quiero/ If I loved you,
it was for your hair, Now that you are bald, I don’t love you anymore” (Herrera, 1989:285).
The common reading of this picture is that it documents Kahlo’s emotional state after her
divorce from Rivera the year before (Herrera, 1989), and that cutting hair (Rivera was said to
have liked it long) is therefore an act of vengeance. Lindauer (1999) disagrees with that,
claiming that such interpretations isolate Kahlo’s self-portrait from all social contexts beyond
the interpersonal. I also agree that forcing Kahlo into the role of revengeful rejected wife
excludes other interesting interpretations. 36 A viewer could read Kahlo’s short hair and
wearing a suit as a challenge to the institution of marriage in general. Also the fact of being
alone, without relatives or husband accompanying her, might be seen as a deconstruction of
the social habits. The institution of marriage in Mexico was largely a woman’s affair, from
old women in the neighbourhood acting as go-betweens, to the female relatives of a husbandto-be, carrying a bride off to her new house (Clendinnen, 1991, Schaefer, 1997).
By using words like “self-portrait” in the title, Kahlo has placed herself as the creative subject
in this work. This act challenges feminine and masculine borders of representation and of
creative agency. Diego Rivera called Kahlo la pintora mas pintor - using both the masculine
and feminine terms (Herrera, 1989). Conventional definitions of “woman” referring to passive
femininity and closeness to nature are contested here. Kahlo plays with the definition of an
artist as the active producer of culture through the use of costume. Through the manipulation
of representational codes the ethos of the male artist is threatened. Analyzing gender
difference inscribed in art practice, one must remember that a female artist asserting her
cultural authority is operating in an absolutely different system than a male artist. A woman
artist emerges from what has been traditionally seen as the feminine sphere of applied or
decorative art. Artistic creativity has meant for women the transgression of genres and
assuming a masculine role. Assuming the privileged function of a man, Kahlo shows how a
36

Although now widely popular, in her times Kahlo willingly accepted the much bigger popularity of her
husband. She was mostly recognized for her style and clothes (especial her “exotic” charms were praised in New
York and Paris). In a book on the Mexican painting printed in 1956, shortly after her death, Frida Kahlo is only
occasionally referred to as “the talented wife of Diego Rivera” (Myers, 1956:239). Not a single reproduction of
Kahlo’s work is included. She is mentioned as the only woman in a group described in a rather dismissive way.
The only longer passage where Kahlo’s name appears reads: “The works of artists such as Rufino Tamayo,
Carlos Orozco Romero (…) Frida Kahlo, and Julio Castellanos represent the backlog of older easel painting for
its own sake. It may or may be not be specifically nationalist in quality; its chief concern is with painting as such,
and end not always achieved, primarily because of the lack of colour skill in many cases” (Myers, 1956:255).
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woman is thus fundamentally alienated in the patriarchal structure from her identity as female.
The title Kahlo gave the painting refers also to the shortness of her hair, and what we see is
indeed a scene right after cutting it, a pause after a moment of action, where she stops to
reflect upon it. Herrera sees in cutting the hair an act of sacrifice, seeing Kahlo as “one of
those mutilated saints dear to Mexican Catholicism” (Herrera, 1991:151). Hair is for her the
symbol of sexuality and strength, and she reads this picture as a portrait of despair and anger,
a feminine version of Samson’s biblical myth. However, hair is a symbolically charged
physical gender feature, especially in Latin American codes: in Mexican culture growing hair
has been considered passive/feminine and cutting hair short active/masculine (Lindauer,
1999). Therefore, Kahlo’s cropped hair is sexually significant: by cutting her hair off, she
does not lose power, like Samson, but develops agency and control. It is interesting to
compare that painting to the later one, Diego and I (1949, oil on canvas 28 x 22 cm, private
collection), painted after Kahlo and Rivera reunited again, but during Rivera’s famous affaire
with film star María Félix, where Kahlo seems to be almost strangled by the abundance of
long hair, twisted around her neck.
Giving up the Mexican elaborate costume is parallel to cutting the hair. The choice of clothes,
both in everyday life and in her self-portraits, was a very self-conscious process for Kahlo.
Clothes and jewellery were a language she assumed, whether wearing European clothes,
costumes typical for one region of Mexico, or mixing elements from different regions.
Kahlo’s elaborately braided and decorated hair, together with Tehuana dress, was a central
feature to her assuming the identity of La Mexicana, the ultimate mythical Mexican woman.
Also the Tehuana costume, which Kahlo was frequently pictured wearing, is significantly
missing from this picture. The costume of women from Tehuantepec has been surrounded by
a legend: Tehuantepec women were beautiful, smart, brave and strong. That costume is one of
the few recurring indigenous representations in Kahlo’s work. It became so integral to Kahlo
that sometimes she painted it devoid of its owner, without a body inside (see My Dress Hangs
There, 1933, oil and collage on hardboard 46 x 50 cm, private collection). It has been
commonly read as her alter ego, a transformation of a weak, diseased body, hiding its scars
and wounds. It has often been read as a sign of Kahlo’s defiance of pain and death (Herrera,
1989). It also served a practical purpose – it hid Kahlo’s limping, thinner leg, the
remembrance of childhood polio, and disguised her posture. Rejecting the costume here is the
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act of giving up on part of herself in order to gain the position to speak. 37 It is assumed that
Kahlo is wearing her husband’s suit that is too large for her (Herrera, 1991, Lomas, 1993,
Kettenmann, 1993, Meskimmon, 1996). This process forms the contradiction to the Mexican
ideal of a female beauty. According to Sontag (1999), the identification of women with
beauty was a way of immobilizing women, making them static, unable to transgress the
tyranny of attractiveness. By confronting beauty stereotypes Kahlo is proclaiming selfdefinition, and placing alternative viewpoints on the agenda. She is conscious that just as a
painting of a woman confirms stereotypes about femininity, it can also engage in making
them complex and deconstructing them. Kahlo in this picture rejects the project of selfembellishment, transgressing the kind of representation where a woman is traditionally and
culturally forced to represent herself only through dress, ornaments, makeup, and sexual
symbols.
Art historians have often seen Kahlo’s male suit and short hair as a “hint of lesbianism,” or an
expression of bisexuality (Meskimmon, 1996:119). My argument here, adopting the concept
of masquerade, would be that what to others might appear as sexual manifestation, is in fact
the end-result of the interplay of conflicts between gender classifications (Rivière, 1929). To
read Self-portrait with Cropped Hair as a masquerade is useful to my research in terms of
bringing femininity to the light in works by women artists. Joan Rivière argued in 1929 that
femininity is no more than a series of masks which women adopted to survive in a patriarchal
world. Masquerade would then be a defence against the system of masculine values and
identifications. 38 Through the dynamics of the masquerade, Kahlo constructs herself
simultaneously as a male viewer and analyst vis-à-vis the woman and art object. 39 Judith
Butler (1993) elaborated on an idea of gender as performative, where the act of performance
is not a singular, but a regular, ritualized production ruled by mechanisms of inclusion and
exclusion. Only the continuity of those acts ensures the idea of gender, while at the same time
conforming to the paradigm of normative values (straight, white, educated, male). The
performativity of gender can expose the fluidity and incoherence of identities which in fact
are based on role-playing, therefore liberating it from numerous inequalities. It also allows for
37

It is documented that Kahlo was indeed often wearing masculine suits (see the photographs of her from 1926
and 1940).
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Rivière assumes further that in fact there is no difference between masquerade and femininity; whether radical
or superficial, they are the same. Masquerade mimics something that already is mimicry of conflicting roles in
the society. That connects to the problem of representation – masquerade is a representation of representation.
39
Amelia G. Jones in her essay The ambivalence of male masquerade: Duchamp as Rrose Sélavy, presents the
reversed situation while analyzing the photographic portraits of Marcel Duchamp masquerading as a seductive
woman (in: Adler, 1993).
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the re-evaluation, as opposed to the reinforcement, of gender codes. Lindauer points out that
the suit is not too large; it is proportionate. The symbols of femininity are not rejected –
Kahlo, assuming the language of male creativity (the iconography of self-portrait, the pose,
clothes and haircut), is wearing earrings and women’s shoes. Rather than turning herself into
a man, Kahlo combines attributes of both genders, consequently defying stereotypes about
them (Lindauer, 1999). Masquerade, going beyond the size of a suit, is used here to present
femininity as a gendered performance, reduced to a mask which can be worn or removed
(Doane, in: Meskimmon, 1996). By assuming the role of “masculine” speaker, by
pronouncing the words of the song – while simultaneously being a speaking feminine subject
– Kahlo makes it possible for a viewer to destabilize and switch the power relations vested in
art history, denying its classifications and deconstructing its patriarchal discursive fabric. That
shifting of positions creates certain intersubjectivity – the double voice that has a better
chance of being heard. 40 Looking at that picture within the frame of the visibility of pain also
connects it to the problem of masquerade. The symbols of mask and masquerade have been
traditionally linked to the opposition of pain/pleasure. Comic mask has been an ancient mode
of dealing with pain: Socrates defined comedy as a mixture of pleasure and pain; Plato saw
the comedy as containing traces of pain, claiming that it is only in the presence of pain that
pleasure can manifest itself (Morris, 1991). In this and other paintings of Kahlo the features
are frozen and mask-like, revealing neither physical nor emotional anguish. Besides a single
tear, we do not trace any pain on Kahlo’s face. Here, unlike in Kahlo’s other paintings
presented in this chapter, physical pain is not apparent at first sight – there is no bleeding, no
internal organs, no devices of torture; unless we count the scissors, often interpreted as a
castrating tool (Herrera, 1991). The body is not naked or transparent; it is not eroticised.
Nevertheless, the masquerade Kahlo performs is in fact acute awareness of her suffering
revealed to a viewer only through a single tear. It is also interesting to note that, except for
nails, hair is the only integral part of the body where we do not feel pain (the skin of our head
is the last border of absence/presence of pain). It is the only surface of Kahlo’s body visible to
a viewer here, since her skin is covered entirely by clothing. Here hair is detached from the
body, as if by cutting it, Kahlo renounces the absence of pain. The strands of hair on the
picture cover the floor/ground until the horizon, as if Kahlo was gradually spreading her roots
and merging with a landscape. The laws of perspective do not touch them, they do not
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It was very common for the modernist women artists to portray themselves as androgynous in the male
dominated world of art. Examples of that include Tamara Lempicka and Romaine Brooks (in: Meskimmon,
1996).
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become smaller with a distance; they form a constantly repeated symbol. 41 Pain in the body is
here suggested by hair not belonging to the body anymore – a part of organism which, cut off,
should cease to live, but here seems to preserve some life.
The reading of that painting was necessary to my further work on the representation of pain.
My case was to present here an attempt of liberation from silencing attributes of femininity
(by some critics seen as a picture of vengeance). Crossing gendered stereotypes allows Kahlo
(and a viewer) the flexibility of multiple interpretations. Kahlo both pointed out and contested
the ways in which femininity is internalized as an effect of patriarchal notions, and negotiated
the territory between the categories of “images of women” and “images of the women artists”.
I read this picture as Kahlo’s comment on the society where women can take place in the
masculine structures of meaning and only reproduce patriarchal discourse, trapped in the
unrepresentability of femininity. It is both an attempt to gain empowerment possessed by the
masculine, and a bitter comment on the lack of stereotypical femininity expected of her. The
male body determines the concept of self in humanism; the model of the thinking subject is
derived from the imaginary male body long before Leonardo da Vinci (Betterton, 1996). Can
a woman only portray herself in opposition to the masculine? Can coherent female identity be
located in the painful female body? This painting is an attempt to challenge those questions.

Self-portrait as a reversed discourse: Tree of Hope
Self-portraits constitute the majority of Kahlo’s paintings. Her face and her body have been
continuously repeated in her art, subject to aging, location, changes in health and emotional
states. Nowadays, Kahlo’s face is a recognizable symbol, used in both cultural and
commercial marketing. Kahlo wrote in her diary: “I paint self-portraits because I am so often
alone, because I am the person I know best” (Herrera, 1989:3). Although that seems like a
perfectly fine validation, I would argue that Kahlo’s self portraits contribute much more to a
feminist theory, namely, the visual mapping of identity formation in the female, disabled
body. In this section I present female self-portrait as an example of reversing the dominant
discourse on the (un)representability of the female sick body. The following painting is an
example of how we can use the understanding of Foucauldian discourse to theorize Kahlo’s
view on pain. Just as patriarchal definitions of illness and pain are presented and contested in
41

Self-portrait with Cropped Hair has often been considered a surrealist painting, and has recently been shown
in the London exhibition Desire: Surrealism Unbound (The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, February May 2002 and The Tate Modern, London, September 2001 – January 2002).
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that painting, constructions of woman being both the object and maker of visual language reemerge, allowing for the mapping out of the subject. When a body is made into an example by
someone else, this body remains an object of examination, investigation, research, and there is
always someone else speaking in the name of this body; this is what happens mostly in
medical research and practice. In self-portrait, the living subject-body is simultaneously a
story-telling body. My argument here is that in that particular picture, Kahlo’s endangered
identity emerges through counter-discourse.
Self-portrait iconography dates back to the early middle ages in miniatures portraying a male
painter at the easel (Pollock, 1988); it has since also been appropriated by women. As I have
already pointed out, this reinvention gives us new ways of conceptualizing the relationship
between female identity and the fixed image. Female self-representations engage with the
women as signs in the traditional art history and in visual culture. They form a critique on the
women as seen in the male-dominated institution of art practice where women have been the
objects of art for centuries, simultaneously remaining marginalized as producers and makers
of art. When women artists approached the subject of the female in representation, they
frequently subverted these power politics by representing themselves. In a self-portrait the
image itself remains fixed, but various looks – those of the artist, the camera, the image, the
spectator – produce multiple subject positions. The refusal to cede the act of viewing entirely
to others creates the circumstances where women are both a subject and an object of the
gaze. 42 Through an examination of the interplay between the images and the maker of those
images, self-portrait empowers women to see rather than to appear.43 All three female artists
presented in this research all used self-portrait to re-appropriate the politics of representation
and art practice. Nevertheless, the subjectivity that comes to light in doing so is often fragile
and fragmented. Self-portraits of women have been a valuable source of knowledge about
representational codes known to artists, and the way women applied them to the image of
themselves (Chadwick, 1990). Gender issues provide a framework for constructing femininity
and masculinity in art practice, and for exploring their definitions. They structure
representational techniques and form different perspectives of seeing. That is why every study
of women artists must examine how art history and the power structures within it have been
written. Only then can we see how women constructed themselves as persons, artists, bodies,
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See also John Berger (1972) on the gaze in art and Laura Mulvey’s theory on the gaze in the cinema (1975).
Rivera wrote about Kahlo’s self-portraits: “The recurring self-portrait never resembles another and is more and
more like Frida, changeable and permanent, like universal dialectics” (quoted in Dexter and Barson, 2005:12).
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and how they negotiated the space between being art object and female subject. It is
particularly fascinating to observe how female embodiment is used in negotiating forms of
representation. The body politics has been formational for feminist practice in the second
feminist wave (i.e. Rich, 1976, Lorde, 1980). In her book The Art of Reflection. Women
Artists’ Self Portraiture in the XX Century (1996), Marsha Meskimmon shows how lesbian,
heterosexual, maternal and disabled bodies come into scrutiny in women’s self-portraits and
how they challenge common representational myths. The female body is both a tool and a
goal of this process. 44 One’s own body, an available tool, the only place where a woman can
relatively exercise power, becomes a creative space from which the feminine can speak and
be heard.
The problem of embodiment connects the problem of women’s art to the writings of Michel
Foucault, which are concerned with the ways the body has been perceived, hierarchized and
inscribed with meaning. Foucault pointed out how the body becomes the surface on which
social law, morality, and values are inscribed (Foucault, 1980). Here I introduce Foucault’s
theory on discourse and apply it to women’s artistic practice. 45 I am using the term discourse
in the sense articulated by Foucault: in our society, things or events turn themselves into a
discourse. The production of that discourse is controlled, organized, and redistributed within
power structures (Foucault, 1981). Foucault’s theory is above all the theory of dominating
social powers, both on an institutional and an individual level. It is this network of power
relations that constitutes both individuals and institutions: family, school, physical body,
emotions, and desires. According to Foucault, all forms of discourse are constituted by the
social system, through forms of selection, inclusion/exclusion, normalization, prohibition and
domination. The production of those discourses is constantly controlled, secured and
redistributed. Discourses, being always part of a wider network of power relations, are
therefore incorporated in knowledge, social practices and forms of subjectivity. They produce
dominating meanings on the body, unconscious and conscious mind and emotional life of the
subject. What Foucault teaches us is that discourse is a regulation and undoing of meaning.
What emerges from productive life and repeated practices becomes understood as common
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Particularly performance art of the mid-1970s and 1980s, parallel to the strong wave of American feminism
and poststructuralist theory, makes us aware of representational powers of the female body in works of i.e.
Hannah Wilke, Carolee Schneemann and Marina Abramović.
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Study on discourse marks Foucault’s shift from “archaeology,” the method of analysing and representing the
history of systems of thought, to “cartography,” a political mapping of power networks in the society and its
culture. To reveal regimes of power relations, Foucault particularly looked at the discursive field constituting
madness, punishment and sexuality.
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sense, often oppressive to minorities. However, Foucault admits that there is a way to reverse
the dominating discourse. Every attempt to exercise power on someone is simultaneously an
opportunity to contest that power. Discourses, being both an instrument and an effect of
power, are not always subservient to power. They can also form a hindrance to the prevailing
voice, a point of resistance and a starting point for an opposing strategy (Foucault, 1978). 46
Reversed discourse enables an oppressed subject of a discourse to speak in his/her own right,
outside of knowledge that had been constituted not by him and often against him. This can be
done by overturning dominant discourse: to do so, we must treat the discourse as intersecting
discontinuous practices, which can just as well exclude each other or ignore each other’s
existence (Foucault, 1981). We have to reduce the discourse to the textual entity and start
questioning the signifier. In order not to let ourselves be disempowered, we must impose our
discourse on things, not try to reflect things in our discourse. When reversing the discourse,
Foucault advises the rule of exteriority: we must not go from discourse towards its interior,
towards what constitutes the heart of a thought, but on the basis of discourse itself, form an
external view of it and be aware of its limitations (Foucault, 1981). Foucault suggests that the
idea of the founding subject is a way to omit and eliminate the reality of the discourse and to
find new meanings within old words and language structures. He links shape and meaning of
discourses to the historical and material conditions in which they are articulated (Foucault,
1981). Going beyond the text would therefore constitute a chance to dematerialize the
dominant discourse and validate the discourse of the Other. Resistance to the dominant form
of knowledge is the first step to produce alternative form. By recognizing the disempowering
effect of discourses that have been institutionalized, we can expose them and make them
questionable. To do that, we must go beyond what might look like a positive, constructive
role of a certain institution (e.g., those of the author, the discipline, the will to truth) and
recognize there a negative process of silencing and cutting off other discourses. In this new
form of discourse the processes of inclusion/exclusion, inside/outside and mad/normal would
be exposed and effaced. 47
Reconnecting the debate on reversing the discourse to the problem of female self-portrait, I
am conscious of the fact that Foucault seemed oblivious to how gender identities are
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Foucault uses the example of the discursive production of homosexuality. The medical, social and literary
discourse on homosexuality, although strongly negative and classificatory, made possible the formation of a
homosexuality as a subject (Foucault, 1978).
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However, Foucault warns us against imposing another dichotomy, that of power- and powerlessness on the
new discourse; every discourse, even that produced by the oppressed or silenced, becomes immediately involved
in the network of force relations.
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constantly challenged and how the formation of a feminine identity is assaulted in
contemporary society. That has often been the point of feminist critique (Bordo, 1989,
Braidotti, 1991b, Grosz, 1995, McLaughlin, 2003, MacNay, 1992). 48 Nevertheless, although
vastly criticized by feminists for his ethnicity- and gender-blindness and inconsistencies in his
portrayal of power mechanisms, Foucault proved to have great potential for feminist inquiry.
Feminist theory shares Foucault’s conviction that analysing prevalent discourses is necessary
to produce strategies of resistance (Braidotti, 2003). Foucault’s discursive analysis is one of
the tools to de-authorize patriarchal art history. I argue here that female self-portrait could be
read as a process of subverting the power relations in the field of artistic production. Power,
Foucault has claimed, is a relation: reversing a discourse is reversing that relation. When a
woman artist speaks on her own behalf about the female body and female creativity, she often
uses the same categories by which femininity has been described in a patriarchal order
(nudity, eroticization, costume, pose), but she follows the advice of exteriority – she steps out
of that order by being aware of its contextuality. Along with what Foucault postulates she
critically analyzes the discourse of self-representation as a speech, and not as content. Selfportrait subverts a woman’s image for her own purposes. Similarly, the history of women’s
absence in art would be read as a site of discursive conflict with important implications for
those who were omitted in the process of witnessing, those who do not come from an
established institutional location. 49
Another reason I find Foucault’s discursive theory so relevant when examining artistic
representation of the female body in pain is because of his description of medical institutions
as generating power. The female bodies in my dissertation do not exhaust their status as a
possible counterbalance for an object of male vision. Those are also bodies in pain, bodies
subjected to medical practices. Medicine, argues Foucault (1981), is one of the most powerful
examples of institutionalized discourse; it is however not constituted only by what can be
truthfully said about illness,. On the contrary, it is made of errors and misunderstandings
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See Sandra L. Bartky’s comment on Foucault: “Foucault treats the body throughout as if it were one, as if the
bodily experiences of men and women did not differ and as if men and women bore the same relationship to the
characteristic institutions of modern life” (in: McLaughlin, 2003:25).
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However, as Marsha Meskimmon notes, this subversion can go unnoticed by some viewers: “[a] liberating
performance work to one audience could be a sexually arousing display of a nude female to another. This
granted, works of art cannot have any meaning whatsoever, but are open to a range of interpretations; these
works are frequently produced (and have their consumption controlled) in order to force audiences to challenge
their preconceived viewing strategies and rethink representation” (Meskimmon, 1996:103). That is why the
purpose of this work is to trace how three women artists understood this subversion and how it also could be
understood by a critical reader.
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which function as historical marks, inscribed in theoretical thought as well as in medical
practice. 50 To be able to see how power relations can materially invade and penetrate the
body, as Foucault described in Madness and Civilization and The Birth of the Clinic, is to be
able to see how the subject is mediated. The bio-power, the power enforced by institutions
and discursive disciplines, makes a body a political field rather than an object of medical
science. Women and disease are bound to be relatively closer than men and disease. Reducing
women to their sexuality, and simultaneously presenting that sexuality as fragile, almost
always ill and always a source of disease, resulted in the pathologization of woman. The
female body became the medical object par excellence (Foucault, 1981). Medicine is the
domain where the privation of the female body is most immediately visible. Medical science
not only protects the body; it may also gain sovereignty and authority over it. The patriarchal
strategy for controlling women (and also men) was to medicalize them. The association of
femininity and the pathological had a long tradition within patriarchal modes of cultural
representation. They both have been functioning as the Others on the margin of mainstream
discourse, constantly threatening to infiltrate it and reverse it. The vision of the female as a
“disease within” is further validated by the nineteenth century tradition of calling hysteria the
disturbance of the womb, hysteria being derived from Greek term for uterus (Doane, 1986). 51
The problem of enforcement of the medical categorization of the female body (and/or
treatment on that body) connects to the problem of bodily consent. Scarry examines three
separate spheres: medicine, political philosophy and marriage law as portraits of that consent.
Analysing legal language surrounding the problem of consent in surgical operations, Scarry
concludes: “The body, in this language, is conceived of as a palpable ground: the body has
edges; it has specifiable boundaries; to cross over those boundaries without the authorization
of the person is an act of trespass” (Scarry, 1990:868). However, that trespassing has been
committed excessively when it comes to the female body practically in every sphere:
medicine, plastic surgery, law, pornography, and representation. While I miss Scarry’s critical
approach especially in the visual field, I see a lot of analogies between the problem of bodily
consent and reversing the discourse in women’s self-portraits. The body in Tree of Hope
stands for the lack of consent, expressed not verbally, but visually. The lack of bodily consent
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Bending (2000) also points out that in the nineteenth century medical explanations of pain were often
conflicting, engaging in quasi-metaphysical and moral explanations.
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In her interesting study on medicalization of women in cinema, Doane shows how female bodies in American
films of the 1940s have been represented as pathologized, over-present, threatening, systematically associated
with illness.
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in self-representation, the refusal to submit to patriarchal codes prevailing in art, the exposing
of power structures in medical sciences, the fight against discriminating politics of illness –
they all constitute an alternative, reversed discourse.

Tree of Hope
Tree of Hope, Stand Still (1946, oil on hardboard 55.9 x 40.6, private collection) is a double
self-portrait; it shows two figures which both represent the artist. One figure is fully dressed
in a red Tehuana costume, adorned with gold jewellery, holding an orthopaedic corset. She is
sitting calmly on a wooden chair placed at the edge of an abyss, looking straight at the viewer.
We see a single tear on her cheek. She holds a flag with words again taken from a song:
“Arbol de la Esperanza mantente firme/Tree of Hope, stand still”. The other figure is lying on
an operating table, possibly sedated, partly covered with a white sheet, her back naked with
two deep bleeding cuts. We do not see her face, only uncombed hair (very much in contrast
with an elaborated headdress of the sitting figure). The scene again takes place in an
undefined landscape, this time clearly outdoors, and the ground is dry and barren. The
background is split in the middle – dressed figure is portrayed against dark night sky with full
moon, the other is lying in blinding scorching sunlight.
Tree of Hope was painted after a very complicated yet unsuccessful operation on her spine,
where Kahlo’s four vertebrae were fused together, using her pelvic bone. After this operation,
Kahlo’s mental and physical state deteriorated increasingly, and around that time she
developed an addiction to morphine. In a letter to a friend, Kahlo wrote about this painting:
It is of course nothing but the result of the damned operation: I am sitting on the edge of an abyss – with my
leather corset in one hand. In the background I am lying on a hospital trolley – facing away at the landscape with part of my back uncovered, so you can see the scars from the incisions which those surgeon sons of bitches
landed me with (in: Lindauer, 1999:79). 52

Like often in Kahlo’s paintings, the landscape forms a mirror where the physical/mental
condition of Kahlo is reflected. In this case, the landscape is almost agonizing, particularly on
the side of the reclining Frida. The earth is cracked; it is a technique used often by Kahlo
possibly to symbolize her wounds and surgical cuts on her body. The sunlight cruelly exposes
the wounds on her partly covered body, reducing it to flesh, an object of medical examination.
52

Letter to Eduardo Morillo Safa, October 11, 1946
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The surgical opening of Kahlo’s flesh shows skin as a barrier between interior and exterior,
exposed in bright light. Considering the fact that patients often refer to pain in thermal
gradations, such as hot, burning, scalding (Melzack, 1994), I read the sunlight as visual sign
of pain.
Of all Kahlo’s paintings, this one best illustrates to me the fluidity of the subject in face of the
disease. The reclining Frida in this painting represents a generalized case to be treated. That is
underlined by the fact that we do not see her face. Actually, based only on Kahlo’s letters, we
can guess she portrayed herself. The way the reclining body is dressed, or rather undressed, is
a tool of objectification and disempowerment. Only fragmented, alienated parts of it are
uncovered; the body as a whole loses its integrity. 53 In that context, we could read that naked,
faceless Frida as a protest against cultural de-sexing and de-gendering of disabled bodies and
against the de-humanizing effect of pain. Critical readings of that picture all agree on the fact
that Tree of Hope talks volumes about the body’s experience of illness. However, they differ
as to whether it documents Kahlo’s realization that she will never get better thus her
consequent defeat (Zamora, 1991), her assumption of responsibility for her own recovery
(Herrera, 1989) or the creation of a rebellious persona in the face of the medicalized language
of illness (Lindauer, 1999). I want to concentrate here on the formation of the subject and
Kahlo’s attempt to map it. I disagree with Herrera who sees in that painting the portrait of
“the tragic victim and the heroic survivor” in opposition to each other (Herrera, 1991:193).
Herrera reads that painting as a retablo, an ex-voto offering made on tin surface and hung in
church as gratitude for a miraculous recovery from accident, illness, or disaster. Such a
retablo was always sacrificed to a specific saint, with a visual history of illness or accident
portrayed in the middle. Indeed, Kahlo collected and was greatly inspired by Mexican
retablos. However, the image of a Virgin or other Saint is missing in Tree of Hope. Keeping
in mind Foucauldian interactions of knowledge and power, relations of power-knowledge are
not static forms of distribution but “matrices of transformations” (Foucault, 1978). To read the
naked female body as an essence of illness and victimization would be to submit to the long
tradition of pathologizing femininity. My argument is rather that Tree of Hope is an
illustration of how the experience of pain causes a split between the objective body, open to
the world and able to connect with a viewer, and the subjective body, turned inside and
voiceless to others.
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See also photographs of women giving birth in Emily Martin’s The woman in the body: a cultural analysis of
reproduction (1996), where only bodily parts undergoing immediate interference are exposed.
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It is my intention to avoid the dualism of healthy subject/ill subject analysis, even as the
visual split in the painting is so obvious. Instead of interpreting the duality of the painting as a
normative principle, Kettenmann (1993) reads the composition as an Aztec iconography of
eternal war between Huitzilopochtli (god of sun, day, south, fire) and Tezcatlipoca (god of
black, sunset, night, winter, north, water). 54 That eternal battle guarantees balance in the
universe, reinforcing its consistency. Because Frida in Tehuana dress wears a surgical corset
and holds another, we cannot see her as recovered, but only noticeably stronger and healthier
(Lindauer, 1999). The clothed Frida is also the one who retains female sexuality, accentuated
through attributes of dress, jewellery and makeup. Instead of a traditionally disempowered
female body on display, the body of an artist is not dissected by a viewer, but suggests a kind
of intimacy with a spectator, looking straight at him - a technique often used in female selfportrait (Borzello, 1998). By engaging eye contact and holding a flag with words written on it,
she is assuming the role of the narrator. We find ourselves immediately defining her as the
active of the two Fridas. But this play of activity and passivity can be misleading. Shera
(1994) objects to the dualism of reading this painting, stating that both Fridas in the picture
are constitutive parts of the artist’s identity and do not exclude or contradict one another. It
may be a good move beyond dualistic categories of nature/culture, bad/good, truth/lie et
caetera. In that way, the artist makes herself through her painting. Scarry (1985) brings our
attention to the mystification of active and passive in medical treatment of the body.
Situations of sickness, injury, or operation often entail heightened forms of the passive
(associated with patient) and the active (associated with physician or surgeon). Medical
context magnifies that split, particularly if the patient is asleep, unconscious or under
anaesthesia, as in most operations. But, as Scarry points out, it is the body of a patient – often
an injured, motionless, anesthetized body – that is the locus of rights, sovereignty, and
dignity. The dressed Frida is not a doctor; she does not exercise or assume power on the other
self, who consequently cannot be reduced to flesh only. They both form an integral part of
Kahlo’s identity. Those are two views of the same body, parallel to two landscapes present
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During the last decade of her life, Kahlo became increasingly immersed in Hinduism, Daoism and Buddhism.
She portrayed herself as the Hindu goddess Parvati, developing the philosophy of the unity of the universe and
the Karmic system of cosmic balance (Dexter and Barson, 2005). The Mexican themes, often strongly dualist,
become then more harmonized and unified in paintings such as The Love-Embrace of the Universe (1949, oil on
canvas 70 x 60.5 cm, The Jacques and Natasha Gelman Collection of Modern and Contemporary Mexican Art)
or Flower of Life (1943, oil on hardboard 27.8 x 19.7 cm, Museo Dolores Olmedo Patiňo, Mexico City).
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within one picture. 55 As both Fridas formulate their embodiment and both are involved in the
construction of the subject, both voices should be equally recognized. Femininity may well be
excluded from the light, but its presence is just as strong through that exclusion, and through
its subsequent existence in the dark.
The aesthetic duality of that picture can be explained through the variability in the
experiences of pain and disability. On one hand, the experience of illness is very personal and
intimate, happening inside. On the other, it is exposing and revealing of very inner sensations;
it is fragmenting and confusing the boundaries. Tree of Hope illustrates how difficult this split
is to contain in one body. Consequently, the most obvious departure from the representation
of a single body is a double self-portrait. Tree of Hope was often perceived as the symbol of
the duality of her life: a captivating, sexualized person in a costume covered with ornaments
in strong contrast to the miserable image full of physical pain and suffering (Herrera, 1989). I
would rather read each Frida as an outward projection of another. For the sake of clarity, let
me define the term. Projection in psychoanalytical theory has been viewed as a defence
mechanism (Freud, 1987). It is a process by which the subject gets rid of certain impulses by
attributing them to someone else. Lacan (1980) locates that concept into the imaginary. Parts
of a subject are transferred outside. Scarry acknowledges the possibility of projection as a
technique of dealing with pain: “the human being who creates on behalf of the pain in her
own body may remake herself to be one who creates on behalf of the pain originating in
another’s body” (Scarry, 1985:324). In this picture, Kahlo examines the formation of selfhood
in the face of her disability. It provides her with a different kind of visual knowledge, a new
way to negotiate the relationship between the inside and the outside of the body. Nevertheless,
the mechanism of othering remains relevant to the reading of that painting. This double
portrait traces how Kahlo attempts the construction of self in a self/other relationship. Kahlo’s
body is multiplied by being reflected by the Other. The subject’s experience of self is
determined by the condition and situatedness of her body, here witnessed by another
experience of the Other. It is a mutual dependence, but not necessarily a conflict between
discourses. Those are two perspectives on one female body: one fighting agency in the face of
pain, the other assuming the role of the narrator of that fight. Tree of Hope can be read as an
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Simone de Beauvoir wrote: “Man, feeling and wishing himself active, subject, does not see himself in his
fixed image; it has little attraction for him, since man’s body does not seem to him an object of desire; while
woman, knowing and making herself object, believes she really sees herself in the glass” (in: Rideal, 2001:9).
Tree of Hope is a good example of that freezing (and fixing) of the complexity of her image, which Kahlo
rigorously interrogated all her life.
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illustration of Foucault’s process of establishing oneself in the face of the Other, but not at its
cost. It is only in the name of the Other that identities are formed.
Tree of Hope can therefore be read as a way to subvert the patriarchal tradition of presenting
illness and pain. The body is here conceived of not simply as something to be brought in
under the protection of medical procedure, but as the primary ground of all human rights that
have been touched upon. Those rights are reflected in Kahlo’s relationship to her own
embodied personhood (Scarry, 1990). If we recognize that identity and self-perception are
generated through technologies of power, we will be able to see that painting as Kahlo’s
bodily and representational experience, mediated by her culture and by the other’s view on
her body. Only by internalizing the discourse of medicine existent in the community, was
Kahlo able to engage in self-identification. Analysing the painting from the angle of reversed
discourse says a lot about what Kahlo has learned about her body from medical discourse,
what knowledge/power structures have been shown to her ever since she became disabled.
That is probably why in Tree of Hope we are looking not through Kahlo’s eyes, but through
the eyes of the others, who participated in that construction of a medicalized body. This
knowledge, however, gained in the course of medical treatment and numerous operations, is
deeply mediated. From a Foucauldian point of view it is impossible to locate a definitive split
between health and disease into which a subject can be forced. Medicine, a prevailing form of
institutionalization, is already infused with other institutionalizations. The organization of
medicine might be central to the subject in crisis situations, but it is by no means the only
focus. The painting is an empowering tool against power relations within the medical world.
Kahlo’s increased awareness about medical discourse that was forced upon her embodiment
allowed her to contextualize it. As a bearer of self-knowledge (in that case expressed in
painting a self-portrait), she has established herself within and, simultaneously, in opposition
to the power of a general discourse.
“Now I live on a painful planet” 56 : Henry Ford Hospital and The Broken Column
In this section I introduce two pictures of Frida Kahlo where a viewer is immediately
confronted with the situation of pain and suffering. In my choice of visual material here I am
particularly concerned with the problem of externalization and internalization of pain. I point
out how the experience of pain has been constructed using visual language, but also try to
56

The quote comes from the letter Kahlo wrote to her friend after the accident (letter to Alejandro Gómez Arias,
September 29, 1926, in: Herrera, 1991:37).
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analyze how that experience sometimes attempts to escape all possible language. I argue that
the effort to trace that language is formative to the mapping of feminine subject experiencing
crisis of the body. Scarry (1985) draws our attention to how pain is often described through an
“as if” structure: “it feels as if a needle is going into my spine,” “I feel as if a hammer is
crushing my bones”. The external object of pain is often introduced when talking about pain,
even though the pain is coming from within. This externalising mechanism is visible in
Kahlo’s picture Henry Ford Hospital. The subject’s pain here is being transported into the
external world of things and symbols. Pain can also be internalized by carrying the objects of
external world into the body. In the picture The Broken Column, where the female body is cut
open, revealing an ancient column inside, Kahlo’s vision turns inside, projecting external
objects into her body.
Individuals and their pain are mostly constructed in health discourses as unspeakable. The
most insightful description of the state of powerlessness one experiences when talking about
pain comes from Virginia Woolf:
English, which can express the thoughts of Hamlet and the tragedy of Lear has no words for the shiver and the
headache … The merest schoolgirl, when she falls in love, has Shakespeare, Donne, Keats to speak her mind for
her; but let a sufferer try to describe a pain in his head to a doctor and language at once runs dry (in: McNeillie,
1994:318).

The responses to pain and the silences around it are determined by culture – one population
has a tendency to vocalize cries, the other to suppress them. Different languages tackle the
assumed ungraspability of pain differently, but the resistance to it is inscribed in every culture
and in every language, marginalizing the experience of pain (Morris, 1991). 57 Many scholars
have had the contention that pain in fact destroys all language and makes chances for
communication or representation impossible. According to Scarry, that inexpressibility of
physical pain is its main characteristic; it seems to us distant and abstract, unable to impose
itself on our minds if we do not experience it ourselves. It is this resistance to language that
makes pain so impossible to share – if it cannot be directly represented, it cannot be wholly
understood. Accordingly, that lack of transference actively destroys and annihilates language,
unmaking it to the pre-language of cries, moans and spasms (Scarry, 1985). Scarry claims that
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Romance languages employ a term built on the Latin root dolor (e.g. French douleur, different than peine
signifying more of a penalty and punishment). Some Asian languages do not define pain by a single noun but
accompany it by various adjectives (Morris, 1991).
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pain is something we cannot deny and at the same time cannot confirm. To have pain is to be
certain of it, but to hear about pain is to doubt it. She argues that it is perfectly impossible to
experience what a person next to us might be experiencing.
The basic assumption of my work, however, is the fact that if we reverse the situation where
language shrinks back to pre-language of cries, to the situation where those cries turn into
words and into speech, we witness the birth of language. Physical pain might not have voice
itself, but when we find a voice for it, we can force pain into the narrative we choose (Scarry,
1985). That is why analysing the possibility of reconstructing the language destroyed by pain
is so important – if we find the language for it, we will be able to grasp its mechanisms. 58 I
would argue that the absolute resistance to language should not be seen as the main attribute
of pain. Existing discourse is rather about excluding or preventing it, instead of articulating its
occurrence. It is not pain’s absolute resistance to language, but rather the cultural inhibitions
about its representation and the multiplicity of its political consequences that push pain further
and further into invisibility (Rajan, 1993). 59 I find Scarry’s strong conviction that pain is
totally unrepresentable and ontologically anti-discursive very problematic. It is hard to build
anything upon such a concept of pain. To break out of that methodological impasse one needs
to develop the politics of the contingent self in crisis. I argue in opposition that feminist
theory can use the subject of/in pain to shed some light on the politics of the repressed: to do
so, the subjectivity of pain needs to be conceptualized as a dynamic rather than passive
condition, assuming that a subject in pain is in transit towards a state of no-pain, even if this
state is nothing more than a reflexivity. The resistance to unrepresentability of pain, both by
the subject and the witness, is an active move towards freedom and agency (Rajan, 1993). It is
action and reaction, rather than passivity, which interests me in the concept of pain.
The transference of pain, to a large extent, defines the language we use while talking about
pain. The obvious example of making pain visible to others is again medicine. How pain is
signified by the patient and understood by the care provider largely determines how
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The concept of silence is also very relevant to the problematic of (language of) pain, although not immediately
relevant to my research. Psychiatrists argue that in trauma treatment silence serves as a sanctuary and place of
bonding with a listener, as a hiding place and a protective space (Felman and Laub, 1992). That connects to the
question of to what extent pain involves silence and what happens if pain does not find a voice. Silence was also
used by pro-life campaigns in America which developed the rhetoric of “the silent scream,” built around the pain
that a fetus presumably feels.
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Although I am not arguing with the necessity of campaigns against domestic violence or street abuse, I am
aware that association of pain with oppression and physical submission also carries the danger of representing
the (female) subject as victim.
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successfully it is treated. Doctor and patient try to communicate across the body in pain. The
patient tries to put the pain that he/she is experiencing into a reduced number of words to
answer standard questions of a doctor. The doctor translates them into the clinical vocabulary
of medical language. A translation of corporeal sensation into language enables the subject to
erase the doubting of pain in another person. But the politics of translation are unavoidable –
some parts get lost, others are misunderstood. What makes transference additionally difficult
is the fact that pain often causes our communicative skills to be lost. Again Virginia Woolf
puts it accurately: “[I]n health the genial pretence must be kept up and the effort renewed – to
communicate, to civilise, to share, to cultivate the desert, educate the native, to work by day
together and by night to sport. In illness this make-believe ceases” (in: McNeillie, 1994:321).
Situations of pain often make us reject our communicative skills, shrink back and detach from
the world around us. In the face of huge progress in neurological science, the research on
verbalizing and communicating pain has been mostly located in the medical field. Recent
neuroimaging studies indicate that putting pain into words might ease emotional distress
(Winerman, 2006). The factors that influence the perception and expression of pain take on
special importance in the health care setting, where pain becomes an interpersonal experience
between the sufferer and the reliever. Ronald Melzack’s McGill Pain Questionnaire, the most
widely used measuring tool for research on pain in human subjects, is a good attempt to
expand conventional medical vocabulary of pain. After gathering seventy-eight random words
often used by patients, the words were grouped into gradations referring to pain in thermal,
temporal and spatial terms, such as “flickering – quivering – pulsing – throbbing – beating” or
“hot – burning – scalding - searing” (Melzack, 1994). 60 However, the vocabulary of pain
remains tied to a reduced number of words given to a patient, words mostly connected to a
white, middle-class culture (Morris, 1991). The discourse of pain within medical science is
often blind to any other forms of expressing pain. Physicians’ clinical judgments about pain
are influenced by physical appearance as well as certain group-based factors, including age,
gender, race, and ethnicity. 61
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I would like to stress the fact that those descriptions often borrow from literary language. That, in my opinion,
forms another example of interdisciplinarity of the concept of pain, mentioned in the introduction to this
dissertation.
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In fact, Western values concerning medical care often clash with world-views held by non-Western cultures
that may place greater emphasis on spirituality, family, community, or authority and social stratification when
pain is concerned. By mechanically applying narrow Western-defined doctrines of autonomy and informed
consent, Western medical law often deprives non-Western cultures of their proper position of power and
devalues the notion of autonomy of a person in pain (Farber Post, Blustein, Gordon and Neveloff Dubler, 1996).
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The example of the medical field shows us how pain entering language is already subjected to
patriarchal structures. My purpose is to show a situation in which pain entering (visual)
language criticizes and/or rejects those structures. My analysis of self-portraits by women
artists has as its purpose the tracing of the formation of language that forms a counterdiscourse to the violently phallocentric medical one. There is no such thing as our mastery of
language – it is the language that masters us. In fact, every language we speak imposes on us
different identity, providing us with yet another mind frame. If we are critical of that, we
might see how processes of inclusion and exclusion are intertwined in different languages,
and how we might look beyond what language does or does not contain. That is the way to
describe the mechanisms through which other persons become visible or invisible to one, but
also those through which one becomes visible/invisible to him/herself and others. It often
involves the problem of what Lacan called traces - traces manage to find a place in language
that is free of patriarchal discourse, placing themselves outside of the violence of power
relations. A trace would be then not a sign, but an affect; it is “a sign to be”. I argue that those
traces are made visible by female subjects and communicated to a viewer on the basis of
shared knowledge and experience of pain that unites people. While medicine acknowledges
those traces of pain through speech, visual arts do it through sight. I will demonstrate how
those traces come to light in the paintings I present.
Frida Kahlo forced the fact of her pain into plain sight. Kahlo is the only one of the three
artists presented here who most consciously referred to actual medical imagery. It might be
because her condition was so extremely material; it had both cause (accident) and
consequence (long immobility, operations). The body in pain in Kahlo’s case was also forced
within the narrative of a disability, the case story of illness. Nevertheless, appropriating
medical language, Kahlo did not internalize its patriarchal discourses. Rather, she placed pain
in relation to her body (inside and outside of it, as I will demonstrate). To acknowledge pain is
to make it undeniable. The only method to do so is through the body, with its sovereignty and
its potential damage. That is why the research on pain is almost always connected to the body,
whether it is medical practice, clinical psychology, neuroscience, visual arts, history of war
and torture, gender studies or cultural anthropology. Kahlo’s whole work has a basis in her
body, its injury and disability. 62 Kahlo learned about her body not only through her sexuality,
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The animated film Un Perro Llamado Dolor (A Dog Named Pain, 2001) by Luis Eduardo Aute focuses on
painters such as Francisco Goya, Diego Velazquez, Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dali, Joaquin Sorolla, Julio Romero
de Torres, and Frida Kahlo. The film uses symbolism to address the lives and works of these artists and ties the
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but also through numerous operations, through talks with doctors, through medical books,
through the heavy metal apparatus on her deformed foot, through the ultimate amputation of
that foot, through plaster or metal corsets. She learned about her body through numerous
miscarriages and medical abortions, and through her addiction to alcohol and drugs. Finally,
she knew her body through the photographs made of her by the other, through her elaborate
costumes - and also through her self-portraits. A body, according to phenomenologists, opens
to the world – it serves as a connection, and interface between the subject and its surroundings
– it is through the body that we learn things about the world we live in (Merleau-Ponty, 1971).
But that body is fully open only when it is healthy. When it is sick, it recedes, it crawls back
to its insides. Pain makes us concentrate on our vision of the inside of our bodies; it makes the
bodily presence overwhelming and immanent. In the situations of pain we rather are a body
than have a body. Kahlo’s art is a way of negotiating those openings and closures of the body.
The following two paintings constitute what Helland described as “simply a visual cry of
personal angst” (Helland, 1992:405). To me, that personal cry carries with it the multitude of
readings and layers of significance and remains one of the main components of Kahlo’s art.
Instead of disregarding the obvious amount of pain in those pictures, I examine by what
means the pain had been conveyed here and how that reflects upon the problem of the subject.
The interchange of inside and outside surfaces of the body in crisis is illustrated by two
paintings in that section: the making of what is originally interior and private into something
exterior and sharable (in Henry Ford Hospital), and, conversely, the re-absorption of what is
exterior and sharable back into the body (in The Broken Column).

Henry Ford Hospital
In Henry Ford Hospital (1932, oil on metal 30.5 x 38, Museo Dolores Olmedo Patiño,
Mexico City) we see a pregnant Kahlo lying on an iron hospital bed, bleeding. Not grounded
in space, the bed seems to be floating in a bizarre perspective. The naked, crying figure seems
too small, lost on the surface of the bed, her body twisted in a strange way, painted in
incorrect perspective. In her hand she holds three red ribbons. At both ends of each ribbon we
see a different object: a model of female torso with internal organs visible, a male fetus, a
snail, a strange metal apparatus, a purple orchid, and a fragment of a human bone, probably
segments together with the common theme of the dog. The “dog,” according to Nietzsche, is a metaphor for
pain: “I have given a name to my pain and call it ‘dog’. It is just as faithful, just as obtrusive and shameless, just
as entertaining, just as clever as any other dog - and I can scold it and vent my bad mood on it, as others do with
their dogs, servants, and wives” (Nietzsche, 1996: 249).
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pelvic. The objects are depicted at different scales, giving them the same size. On the bed we
see inscriptions: “Julio de 1932 Henry Ford Hospital Detroit”. However, the scene does not
take place in a hospital room but outside, against a darkening sky. Fragments of industrial
architecture are visible in the distance. The use of very flat and schematic composition in that
painting while representing such a dramatic scene is quite unusual. Kahlo might have used
that formal technique to distance viewer (and herself) from dramatic happening. The whole
atmosphere of uninhabited sterility refers to the feeling of loneliness and loss. All painted
objects are extracted from their normal surroundings and normal perspective. That way of
presenting a cruel scene is also a technique of Mexican retablos.
Special attention should be paid to the objects surrounding Kahlo’s bed. According to Laura
Mulvey and Peter Wollen, she is “surrounded by a set of emblematic objects, like those
surrounding the crucified Christ in an allegory of redemption” (Mulvey and Wollen,
1982:25). Emblems in Catholic art are graphic signs that carry a conventional or personal
meaning, as the instruments of torture, an important element of iconography of The Passion of
Christ. Objects gathered here, very realistically depicted, can also function as emblems. A
metal device - an autoclave, used in hospitals for sterilizing surgical instruments – could stand
for impersonality and anonymity of surgical procedures. To Kahlo, machines represented
“bad luck and pain” (Herrera: 1989). The female torso, when closely examined, reveals inside
an X-ray picture of insemination (an egg and a sperm) and two spinal columns, signifying
Kahlo’s injured backbone. A snail can be symbolizing the slowness of miscarriage, its
simultaneously open and hidden quality, as Kahlo herself explained (in: Herrera, 1989). 63 The
snail is also described as a female sexual symbol by Freud (Penguin Freud Library, vol. IX:
306); many snail species are hermaphrodite (being male and female at the same time). In
Indian culture, snail is a symbol of pregnancy because of its protective shell. Pelvic bone is
possibly a remainder of a doctor’s earlier opinions that her accident had made it impossible
for Kahlo to have children (Lindauer, 1999). An orchid, generally associated with female
sexual organs, would be the element of sexuality; “When I painted it I had the idea of a sexual
thing mixed with the sentimental” said Kahlo, (in: Herrera: 1989:72). The male fetus, placed
centrally in the picture, is open to various readings. Some critics have read it as a symbol of
Kahlo’s loss of her and Rivera’s baby son (Herrera, 1989). I would rather see the fetus as a
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While analysing that painting, Lomas quotes Psalm 58: “Let them be like the snail which dissolves into slime/
like the untimely birth that never sees the sun” (Lomas, 1993:12). It is not certain whether this psalm was known
to Kahlo, but the metaphor certainly was.
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symbol of the broken integrity of the body, of the waste that the body cast off when it
expelled what it once had contained. In a preliminary sketch of the painting, made six days
after the miscarriage, the fetus is absent. Kahlo added it only on the oil painting, as well as the
profusion of blood staining the white sheet.
That connects to controversial problem of Kahlo’s willingness to have a child, presumably
represented in this painting. The bloody hospital bed can signify infertility and Kahlo’s empty
womb. Herrera interprets the bed and the emblems as symbols of maternal failure and
mourning. However, Herrera, as one of Kahlo’s most thorough biographers, has an excellent
knowledge of Kahlo’s letters, interviews, witness stories and other sources. It is impossible
for her not to know that Kahlo in fact had numerous abortions. She acknowledges the fact that
in that particular case Kahlo did not obey doctor’s instructions to stay in bed for six months of
her pregnancy and therefore miscarried. Nevertheless, she reads that painting as Kahlo’s
recognition and regret of her fault, presenting herself as a wreck, useless and unproductive as
compared to the well-functioning industrial capitalist factories in the background.64 In a more
recent reading of Henry Ford Hospital, Lindauer (1999) argues that, although Kahlo never
expressed regret of not having children in any of her letters or diary entries, this (and other)
works have been read as documenting her personal tragedy. In post-revolutionary Mexico, a
woman was expected to procreate, bear and nurture. Moreover, every woman was expected to
long for motherhood. Herrera’s reading then comes from strictly binary interpretation - if
Kahlo did not want to search for fulfilment by having a child, she would constitute a threat to
a masculine position, especially in patriarchal Mexican culture. Lindauer reads Henry Ford
Hospital as Kahlo’s lack of maternal instinct and longing for children. On the two occasions
when the painting was exhibited in New York in 1938 and in Paris in 1939, it was given the
title Lost desire and Le désir perdu (Lindauer, 1999, Zetterman, 2006). That might account
for both Kahlo’s loss of a “desired” son, but (more presumably) for her lack of desire to be a
mother. Lomas (1993) argues that in Mexican culture miscarriage was considered a shame, a
failure of socially conditioned functioning as a mother. It was usually banished to the realm of
silent grief, rather than made into a public spectacle. It was un-representable, overshadowed
by fertility and accomplished motherhood. I feel most closely to that reading, although I
recognize the sentiment of loss (or rather, waste) present in Henry Ford Hospital. Lomas
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The factories in the background are Ford Motor Company Rouge plant in Detroit, where Diego Rivera was
working on his murals at the time Kahlo had a miscarriage. That might also be the reason why Kahlo did not
paint hospital walls; she might have wanted to stress the physical distance between her and her husband and
underline his desertion of her. The barren landscape and cold, impersonal architecture accentuate her loneliness.
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reads that painting not as a register of a personal drama, but as a comment on the social
condition of women faced with mythology of motherhood and childbirth. Henry Ford
Hospital is not only a documentation of personal drama, or what would be a personal drama
to others, but also a challenge to the concept of femininity that relies on woman’s fertility. An
interesting parallel can be drawn between Henry Ford Hospital and the first surgical
performance of Orlan in 1979. When diagnosed with an ectopic pregnancy, Orlan has
arranged the abortion surgery to be filmed and transmitted live to the Lyon Arts Centre. Both
artists portrayed themselves in the same context, although with different technology available
(Greer, 2005).
I see Henry Ford Hospital as a picture of the female body in pain, and as the attempt of a
subject in pain to link private experience and public discourse and to contain personal and
political aspects of pain in one painting. I concentrate on how pain is represented in this
picture and on its externalization: pain here is immediately connected to the medicalization of
the body. 65 Medical elements (the hospital bed with hospital name on it, autoclave, models of
the female torso, as well as the new title of the painting) allow one to move beyond the
question of motherhood and to look critically at the problem of miscarriage itself as a bodily
experience. Medical imagery denies the myth of the overwhelming fecundity of the female
body and lends some visibility to the concept of suffering. Kahlo’s adoption of overtly
medical or anatomical iconography serves to stress the specificity of her experience and
scrutinize her own suffering.
Pain in Western medical science often invites fragmentation: the body is dissolved to the
representation of its parts. It is immediately visible when we try to imagine or feel our internal
organs separately; only when our heart, liver, kidneys or brain hurt can we recognize their
autonomy. It makes one think of the quote by Michel Houellebecq: J’aime les hôpitaux, asiles
de souffrance/ Où les vieux oubliés se transforment en organs. 66 That fragmentation is visible
in Henry Ford Hospital, painted during Kahlo’s stay in the United States, when she had been
confronted with the powerful force of Western medicine. The emblems seem to be internal
organs floating outside of the organism. While, in alternative methods of healing such as
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During Kahlo’s first solo exhibition in New York in 1938, Henry Ford Hospital was described by a reviewer
for the New York Times as “more obstetrical that aesthetic” (in: Herrera, 1989:231). It is interesting to note how
contradictory those terms had been placed. By showing pregnancy and miscarriage in a way connected to the
body, Kahlo defined the aesthetics of traditional representations of motherhood.
66
“I love hospitals, the asylums of suffering/where old forgotten people transform into organs”, Michel
Houllebecq, La poursuite du Bonheur, 1997, (in: Thijs, et al., 2005:40).
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medical self-care or holistic medicine, fragmentation is mostly is non-existent, 67 the Western
medicalized subject is articulated in terms of bodily location and the body’s interior and
exterior. This subject is a sum of bodily and sensory processes (breathing, moving, missing,
wanting et caetera), projected outward (Scarry, 1985). This process is visible in Henry Ford
Hospital. According to Lomas (1993), this recourse to a medical iconography of the body is a
result of the absence of artistic traditions that matched Kahlo’s lived experience. Indeed,
artistic representations of miscarriage were (and are) practically non-existent. My explanation
for this turn towards medical imagery is nevertheless different. I would argue that it comes
from Kahlo’s longing for control, or at least increased awareness of her condition. 68 Ever
since childhood, Kahlo was familiar with the role of a patient. Before her accident, she
intended to study medicine and her injuries gave her a further reason for studying anatomy
and for drawing detailed imagery from anatomical textbooks. All her life it was her ambition
to remain conscious and informed as a patient.69 That, however, did not make her
objectification (and possibly humiliation) as a patient any less, as we can deduct from her
almost pitiful nakedness. This picture manifests instability in the representation of female
subjectivity and ruthlessly situates Kahlo as the object of medical discourses. The cold,
clinical treatment of women by the medical profession becomes part of the painful
experience. Nevertheless, I argue that Kahlo managed to represent a feminine experience of
miscarriage convincingly. Using medical imagery, she reworked and transformed the
patriarchal system of representation of the female body in medicine. She indeed borrowed
various motives (fetus, pelvis) from textbooks of obstetrics (Lomas, 1993), but she placed
them in a different, much more political context. In so doing, she re-opened the space between
the signifier and signified to show how gender and power have been inscribed in visual
representation. 70 Her use of sexuality here is both ironic and deliberate – both snail and orchid
are here to remind us of the potentiality of passion and desire, which a body in crisis still
possess. Those are the traces I have already mentioned, places which exist in language but are
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Although often interchangeable, the terms “medical self-care” and “holistic medicine” are not synonymous.
Self-care is an attempt by patients to learn medical techniques by themselves, not necessarily forming a critique
of contemporary medical sciences. Holistic medicine, by contrast, rejects medical sciences and proposes
alternative directions, namely metaphysics (Leder, 1992).
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Also Susan Sontag advised self-education and expansion of knowledge of one’s own illness (Sontag, 1990).
69
After her miscarriage in Detroit, Kahlo wanted to draw her lost child. She asked the hospital doctors for
medical books for an example of what a male fetus looked like; she was refused on the grounds that it might
upset her. Eventually, her husband provided her with some books and she made a pencil study of a fetus.
70
Lomas notes that medical imagery was also used by Diego Rivera in his mural Detroit Industry, painted at the
same time as Henry Ford Hospital, and a later mural depicting the history of cardiology in Mexico City. At the
same time, Lomas suggests that while it was Rivera who inspired Kahlo to use medical imagery, his use of that
imagery remains very traditional and rigid; it is heroic and patriarchal.
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at the same time outside its patriarchal order. Those are the effects of feminine subjectivity in
pain.
Another aspect of pain visible in that painting is the fact that pain is very much externalized.
Red ribbons and emblems are attached to look very much like veins – I read them as an
outward transportation of pain happening inside the body, but radiating towards a viewer.
Although Kahlo is holding the ribbons in her hand, it seems like they are growing out of her
stomach and spreading into the outside world. The attributes of pain can be detached from the
pain itself and made into a separate construct: if the felt attributes of pain are objectified and
lifted into the visible world, remaining in reference to a human body in question, then the
sentient fact of pain in that body becomes visible to another (Scarry, 1985). Berger (2001)
writes about Kahlo’s methods of bringing her pain towards the surface of the painting. She
liked to paint on metal, for it was thin and smooth, just like skin; the body of work is
connected to the body of the painter here. The certainty of pain in that painting is appropriated
away from the body and into external attributes in order to be acknowledged by a viewer.
Emblems, which in traditional art are supposed to underline particular features of personality,
here transport suffering happening inside the body outwards, much like the Christian tradition
of presenting saints with instruments of torture. They are larger in scale and more detailed
than the body itself, as if the flesh becomes less significant in the face of pain. Grosz (1994)
claims that the affected zones of the body become seen as enlarged when in pain. Time, space,
weight and perspective become the subject of negotiations. The human body is transformed
into the text of outwardly projected representations. Caught in the problem of the exteriority
of pain, I would compare those emblems to symptoms. The symptom makes visible forces to
which we would otherwise have no access or vision (Doane, 1986). Emblems would then be
materialized pain, extracted from the body for us to witness, with all its components – power
structures (the autoclave), relation to pleasure (the orchid), continuity in time (the snail), loss
or waste (fetus), lack of empathy from others (the model of torso), materiality and
connectedness to the flesh (bones). Pain is apprehended in the image of visible external
object. Those objects force pain into visibility, at the same time separating it from the body
and lifting it away.
To conceive of the other’s body in pain is to conceive of it from the outside. This is also the
position we take as a viewer of art. In this case, we perceive a self-portrait as a projection of
Kahlo’s body. Pain, as I have demonstrated with the example of Henry Ford Hospital, can
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make the body project it outwards, but it can also turn inside, into the body. The act of
imagining or creating (in this case through a painting) may be expressed as a reversal of two
bodily linings (Scarry, 1985). The Broken Column is an example of such reversal.

The Broken Column
The Broken Column (1944, oil on canvas 40 x 30.5 cm, Museo Dolores Olmedo Patiño,
Mexico City) shows Kahlo, imprisoned in a steel orthopaedic corset, partly covered by a
white sheet wrapped around her hips and partly naked. She stands unusually close to a viewer,
filling the whole painting with her body, her arms slightly extended toward the surface of the
painting. There is an enormous opening in her torso. The corset holds the two sides of the
body together; otherwise it would probably fall apart. Inside the body, in place of vertebral
column, we see a cracked ionic column. There are nails driven into Kahlo’s naked body and
face, and even into the cloth. In spite of tears flowing out of her eyes, both face and body
remain immobile. 71 Kahlo’s gaze is severe and alert. The figure is strictly frontal and stiff,
without any connection to the background, not casting a shadow, as if it’s been cut out of
paper. Behind her we see an uninhabited landscape with fissures in the earth, corresponding to
the split in Kahlo’s body. Apart from that, there is no connection between the landscape and a
human body, disconnected from the force and vitality of nature. Unlike in some of her selfportraits, Kahlo’s body or hair are nor decorated or embellished.
The Broken Column has been often read as relating directly to Kahlo’s accident, which
happened nineteen years before the picture was painted. The reason for that could be that it
was the accident that caused Kahlo’s chronic pain and her disabled condition. Those readings
could also be the result of common belief that the mechanism of re-living the accident would
ease Kahlo’s suffering; Freud had already put forth the idea of a symbolic repetition of a
trauma as an attempt to master it (Lomas, 1993). A disjointed entry in Kahlo’s diary reads:
“To hope with anguish retained, the broken column, and the immense look, without walking,
in the vast path.... moving my life created of steel” (in: Herrera, 1989:77). 72 But Kahlo has
drawn the factual scene of the accident only once (Accident, 1926, pencil on paper 20 x 27
cm, Juan Rafael Coronel Rivera), and did not revisit the event until 1942, in a small votive
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The contrast between an open, wounded body, and a closed, calm face is a recurring motive in Kahlo’s art.
Whatever the degree of pain implied to a viewer through tears, blood, cuts or wounds, Kahlo’s face remains
severe and expressionless with an unflinching gaze.
72
Scarry (1985) claims that in medical case histories of people whose pain began with an accident, the moment
of initial pain and harming tool (glass, hammer, steel, bullet) is described by them visually and profoundly,
whereas the consequential agony (even lasting for years) may always be reigned by silence.
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painting. The physical and emotional consequences of the accident, however, are very well
documented in this painting.
The symbol of column is open to multiple readings. Firstly, the column is in nature the spine,
an integral part of the body. Kahlo, who had a habit of embellishing her corsets with motives
of flowers, symbols, or even a fetus, on one corset painted a spinal column (Kettenmann,
1993). The fissures in the column probably signify traumatic operations on her spine. Herrera
suggests that the column is analogous to a phallus (Herrera, 1989). Other biographers, being
much more explicit, bring up the issue of rape; Kahlo, in describing the accident, said that she
lost her virginity when a metal handrail pierced her body and exited through her vagina (in:
Zamora, 1991). The Broken Column has been read as Kahlo’s representation of herself as
chingada. The term chingada refers to (sexual) violation and domination and means to be
“wounded, broken, torn open or deceived” (Dexter and Barson, 2005:60). That word also
encompasses the crisis of identity, the feeling of victimhood. Carlos Fuentes has picked up
that quote, using a subtitle A Streetcar named Rape when writing about Kahlo’s youth
(Fuentes, 1998). Lomas also offers a similar interpretation when referring to the accident
(Lomas, 1993). Those readings present medical treatment as a punishment for transgressing
gender roles and contesting the traditional notion of the feminine. Although admitting that
“the composition itself unquestionably combines an illustration of tortuous physical pain with
an unsettling eroticism” (Lindauer, 1999:58-9), Lindauer nevertheless criticizes reading The
Broken Column as a testimony of sexual violence. She reminds readers of the fact that Kahlo
during her life has constantly been accused of leading a “masculine lifestyle” and of
transgressing the norms imposed on her gender in Mexican society. According to Lindauer,
those accusations are included in interpretations of The Broken Column. Portraying Kahlo as a
victim of sexual violence is at the same time disputing her innocence and claiming her
responsibility for what happened. Lindauer reads those interpretations as implicit accusations
against Kahlo – if it was not for her impudent behaviour, the accident would not have
happened. Lindauer, for her part, sees the ionic column as a symbol of medical science, one of
the fundamental elements of patriarchy. The Broken Column represents the construction of
Kahlo’s disease. Illness here is a resistance to patriarchal structures. Despite nails piercing her
body and an orthopaedic brace imprisoning Kahlo’s torso, Kahlo’s face remains
dispassionate, not subjected to those painful treatments. Despite an obvious amount of
suffering, the monumentality of the figure, the powerful rendering of the weeping face and the
direct eye contact with a viewer all serve to locate the disabled object of pain as a subject.
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Kahlo does not show signs of the modesty or submission expected of her. It is very important
to notice that the column is crumbling - the torture treatment imposed on a female body
remains ineffective. Social prescriptions exercised on that body have failed. Lindauer
pronounces that “the prognosis for the patriarchy is unknown” (Lindauer, 1999:69).
I read The Broken Column as a picture of interdependence (rather than only the battle)
between female embodiment and patriarchal institution. To do that, I need to look at the
column as a traditional architectural element. According to Foucault (1980), architecture
produces a pyramid of power: architectural space is an indispensable factor for systems like
prisons, hospitals and asylums, all being the source of disciplinary regulations. Spatial
distribution and architecture in city planning are an expression of the rationality of the
government, and consequently efficient control of the city and its territory (Rabinow, 1984). 73
Foucault claims that architecture, through the arrangement of spaces, can determine activities
of people through allocation, canalization or the coding of their relations. Arranging of
spaces, therefore, implies the presence of power to carry out such activities. Exercising an
order in spatial terms, architecture simultaneously provides an order to a society’s embodied
cultural codes. Foucault argues that nothing is more physical and corporal than the exercise of
power. In The Broken Column we see that power materially entering the body; it is
architecture, not medicine, which plays the role of common denominator in the circulation of
power/knowledge. Similarly, Grosz (1995) sees the city as one of the crucial factors in the
social production of gendered corporeality, providing organization and relation for otherwise
dissociated bodies. That hierarchical order is also present here in the organisational space of
the body and its duality of surface (skin) and depth (internal bone structure). Kahlo shows us
the female body penetrated by institutionalization and technology and the resulting
compulsory order imposed upon that body. Although contesting patriarchal order, Kahlo’s
body is at the same time dependent upon it and literally supported by it (it is the column that
is holding the body upright), placing the two in perpetual relation to one another. The
symbolism of the white piece of cloth can also be interpreted similarly. Foucault points out
that the organization of clinical experience demands a multi-leveled structure of invisible
visibility. By revealing and hiding the factual truth of the body, the knowledge is being
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Foucault states further, referring to the concepts of power and space, that architecture became political at the
end of the eighteenth century with the rise to power of the government. According to him, architectural space at
the end of the eighteenth century in relation to the power of the government had a major role to express and
practice governmental rationality (Rabinow, 1984). Non-coincidentally, it was also the period of extreme
development of medical science and medial gaze, controlling human body. The rise of modern medicine forged a
new relation between body and more and more expansive medical gaze (Leder, 1992).
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produced on this body (Foucault, 1973). In displaying and revealing her body by presenting
contrasted covered and uncovered parts, Kahlo uses her sexuality to control the voyeuristic
gaze of a viewer. 74
The Broken Column has often been compared to the images of the torture of Saint Sebastian
(Herrera, 1989). 75 It is indeed the closest representation of martyrdom Kahlo had ever
painted. Inspired by baroque style and iconography - very expressive and dramatic, with
attention to every minor detail, disregarding laws of perspective or proper proportions - Kahlo
used the language of traditional Mexican Catholic art very often. 76 I also recognize that the
erotic element in The Broken Column enables comparison to a Christian scene of torture. The
story of Saint Sebastian, just like other Christian martyrologies, very often contained a
powerful element of sensuality or eroticism. The reason Saint Sebastian was so commonly
represented (others Christians died horrible deaths, too) is because there is a strong
connection between physical beauty (attributed to him) and pain. Indeed, paintings by
Antonio Pollaiuolo (1475) or Guido Reni (1615) show young naked men with smooth skin
and superb muscles (Morris, 1991). 77 Much like Saint Sebastian, Kahlo represents here both
votive object and sex object, displayed for her audience to watch. She consciously uses
elements of torture, nakedness, and sexuality to show both physical pain and emotional
suffering. To look critically at that comparison, we need to be aware of the meaning of
Christian pain and martyrology of the Saint. Pain for medieval Christians served as a contact
with god and divinity and as a theological trial. It became a bridge between everyday life and
spiritual, much more valuable, existence (Bending, 2000). The meaning that Christianity
attached to the pain that Christ suffered prevented the meaninglessness of pain and presented
the chance to alleviate it. Saints transformed pain from a private sensation into a public
spectacle (Morris, 1991, Cassell, 1991). That is why Christian iconography has the greatest
visual representations of pain in Western art history. Bringing a whole theology back to
primary flesh and its senses, works such as Crucifixion or Flagellation of Christ or Pietà
represent an essence of Christian spirituality. Nevertheless, there is one crucial difference
between images of the Saint and Kahlo’s self-portrait. Saint Sebastian is usually portrayed
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In the first version Kahlo had painted herself nude, but afterwards she added the white sheet to cover the lower
part of her body. Herrera explains that she decided her genitals were too distracting (Herrera, 1989).
75
Contrary to popular belief, Saint Sebastian did not actually die from arrows. As the medieval encyclopaedia of
saints called The Golden Legend says, he was rescued by a Christian widow and miraculously recovered. He
eventually died in a sewer beaten to death (Morris 1991).
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See also the reproduction of Remembrance of an Open Wound, (1938, oil, destroyed by fire).
77
See also Gian Lorenzo Bernini’s The Ecstasy of Saint Teresa (1645-1652) as a very unsettlingly sensual
example of Christian sculpture.
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looking up, with his eyes turned into the sky in a spiritual awakening, whereas Kahlo looks
directly at a viewer, inviting him or her to witness her pain. Although she never joined the
Communist party, as a Marxist Kahlo was strongly anticlerical, like most of Mexican
intellectuals of that time. Catholic iconography in her art was rather a dialogue with the
Mexican art tradition rather than an act of faith. In Christian iconography, the pain does not
keep the subject tied to the materiality of the flesh – it rather makes it transcend the flesh. In
The Broken Column, suffering is not transcendable. The Broken Column makes a viewer bear
witness to inexplicable suffering, to pain without purpose. It is not an example of what Morris
would call “visionary pain” (Morris, 1991). The voyeuristic pleasure of watching is disturbed
here. A viewer, gazing at the image of a naked woman, is confronted at the same time with
the horror of representation of malfunctioning body. She or he is offered two views on a
female embodiment, both contained in one body: cut open and disfigured, but also young and
sexualised. The torture inflicted on that eroticized body and the suspension of the time, space
and movement structure all comply with Kahlo’s idea of visibility and with her invitation to
look. Although crying, Kahlo is meeting the viewer’s gaze, reversing it. That deliberately
disturbed pleasure of watching is for me the main theme of the picture.
The Broken Column alludes very strongly to the link between pain and pleasure. That link has
a long cultural tradition. De Sade has introduced the practice of reducing a human being to a
body-machine, empty of theological or spiritual ideologies. His writings confronted the reader
with the moment where pain openly turns into sexual pleasure. Pain for de Sade was a tool to
question the universalistic premises of morality, utopia and faith for torture and murder, and
to lead people away from the clarity of binaries and divisions made by society (Morris, 1991).
It was a way to alienate one human being from another and impose the tyranny of chaos.
Although for de Sade, pleasure implied pain and vice versa, the relation between them was
never simply reversible. Those two opposites merged into one. 78 In her essay
(Re)presentation of Eros: Exploring female sexual agency Eileen O’Neill mentions The
Broken Column while reflecting on a borderline between pornography and erotica. She claims
that the pictorial content of The Broken Column is similar to the photos in a pornographic SM
magazine (in: Jaggar and Bordo, 1989). It is at the same time a sign of insubordination to the
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Morris argues that medicine is foundational to de Sade. Developments in medical knowledge were spectacular
in the France of de Sade’s time, achieving the status of master discourse. That also has been described by
Foucault (1973). Consequently, clinical gaze inside the body is also very much present in de Sade’s writings.
The body is for him the assembly of nerves and tissues possessing the force that determines its sexuality,
confined to living its sexual fate, without the power to change it (Morris, 1991).
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patriarchal narrative of a sick body being seen as de-eroticized, and the acclamation of the
limits of medical discourse in describing a young beautiful female body in crisis. The image
constitutes what we may call medical pornography – the body becoming an assemblage of
interchangeable parts and organs (Braidotti, 1994). 79 The Broken Column is located in a grey
area between pleasure and pain. The context does not remain only pornographic or erotic;
nakedness is an important element in rendering pain visible here. The naked body is in art
history synonymous with the female nude, automatically connected to all passivity and
objectification of stereotypical femininity. This almost nude self-portrait, instead of just
offering its sexuality to a viewer, reverses the discourse of artistic representation of women.
Ahmed (2004) points out the significance of the fact that the word “passion” and the word
“passive” share the same root in the Latin word for “suffering”; to be passive is to be acted
upon and to be shaped by others.
Finally I want to concentrate on the problem of internalization of pain in The Broken Column.
Like I already have mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, somatic pain is the pain
originating at the accumulation of the pain receptors in the skin, the bones, and muscles, and
is easy to locate. Visceral pain is the pain in hollow organs such as the stomach and heart –
and is quite difficult to locate precisely. Both are present in The Broken Column. Apart from
the column, Kahlo uses the imagery of nails to express pain in this painting. The feeling of
pain conveyed by nails connects to the feeling of being acted upon, of being tortured. Nails,
casting a strange red shadow, can be compared to the decorative pattern of wounds in
Matthias Grünewald’s The Crucifixion (1515, oil on wood 269 x 307 cm, Musée
d’Unterlinden, Colmar). They do not leave visible marks on the body; there is no blood
flowing from the cuts. The nails look like pins stuck into a flat wooden or paper surface, not
into a living flesh. A repeatedly represented pattern of nails could be read as a ritual of
Kahlo’s lamentation over her fate. Bennett (2004) claims that in the process of mourning and
lamentation, women have control both through their bodies and through their language. Pain
is given a home in language through the body – hence the infliction to hurt oneself in order to
articulate one’s grief. The only moment where depth is revealed in that picture is the deep cut
into the body. It is here that we see pain happening much more convincingly. The body
becomes transparent and analyzable. Using a format common in medical books, the two
halves of Kahlo’s body are torn apart to expose her spine, referring to Kahlo’s perpetual back
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Braidotti uses the term pornography as suggested by Susan Kappeler (1986): “a system of representation that
reinforces the mercenary logic of a market economy” (Braidotti, 1994:68).
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pain. 80 “Yo soy la desintegración/ I am disintegration” wrote Kahlo in her diary (in: Fuentes
and Lowe, 1998:71). That disintegration is also visible here. The body is turned inside out, Xrayed and cut open. By inviting the medical gaze inside, Kahlo reveals crumbling stone
replacing the living tissue of the spinal column.
In artistic tradition, very few pictures of the living body reveal what is inside, underneath the
skin. Not only are those few painful to look at, but the inside of the body is further regarded as
a powerful sign of death. To keep the insides hidden, to keep the injured body closed with
bandages and stitches, is to keep death away (Elkins, 1999). An opened body conjures in The
Broken Column more the state of shock and terror than the pain itself playing out on the
surface of the skin. The person in great suffering experiences her own body as the agent of her
agony (Scarry, 1985). Her body turns against him by initiating the situation of painfulness. It
grows carcinogenic cells (Stacey, 1997) or transmits sensory responses to the damage of
tissue or dysfunction of internal organs (Melzack, 1994). Kahlo presented that situation here
by bringing an external element into the body. She forced her pain into an object incorporated
into the body, which nevertheless could not be lifted away from it (like the emblems were in
Henry Ford Hospital). 81 If the column would break, just as the title suggests, the subjectivity
would break as well. Far from stating that The Broken Column is an affirmation of pain, I
nevertheless argue that Kahlo painted pain as an integral part of her identity, just as a spine is
an integral part of any body.
Physical pain is nonreferential (Scarry, 1985). Pain is the only internal state of human
consciousness that does not have reference to some external factor: to love is to love someone,
to hate equally, to want is to want something, to long is to long for something. Pain has no
referential content; it is not for anything. This lack of content and lack of material, external
object makes it so hard to represent it (Scarry, 1985). To break that lack of reference, Kahlo
called upon a referential thing – an ionic column with all its layers of cultural meanings
included – to convey the experience of pain as such. By transporting an external element into
her body, Kahlo represented pain with all its cultural aspects – its intertwinement with
medical discourse, its institutionalization, its tendency to turn into a hagiography, its unsexuality in existing representational codes, its loneliness and lack of empathy, its violence
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It is encouraged in some forms of pain therapy to conceptualise a weapon or object hurting the body from
inside and then mentally push it out (Scarry, 1985).
81
Organon means both tool and bodily organ in Greek (Leder, 1990).
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and penetrative force and its structure. Internalizing pain, containing the column within
herself, Kahlo appropriated its social specificities inscribed not only on, but also into, her
body. Looking defiantly at a viewer, presenting her nakedness, Kahlo fought back medical
discourse, invading the inside of the female body in pain, through her use of metaphor of
surface and depth. In this sense Kahlo took the interior of her body, offered as the feminine
sphere, and revealed the other interior behind it - that of female suffering, still codified by
masculine terms. Kahlo, incorporating painting tradition, places in the foreground here a
female nude, but at the same time appropriates it to her own purposes. In The Broken Column
she gave voice to her incorporated experience of pain.

Biography of pain: My Birth and Me and My Doll
To forget Kahlo’s biography and let the works speak for themselves might seem like a
contradiction in terms – those works speak about Kahlo’s life. They constitute twenty-nine
years of painful life translated into art. To a certain extent I am sympathetic to the
biographical reading of Kahlo’s life as a myth that provides certain coherence of response. At
the same time, my own perception of Kahlo’s art differs substantially from the narrative of
martyrology. In this section I present two paintings considered as the most “autobiographical”
pictures of Kahlo, which I read as the situating of artist’s painful existence. My Birth,
intended by Kahlo to document one of the most crucial happenings in her life, is the painting
that offers a chance to reinvent the biographical approach and disturb the linearity of coherent
life story when it comes to a painful subject. Since Kahlo’s failed motherhood and her
disability have been an object of numerous speculations of her biographers and critics
(Herrera, 1989, Meskimmon, 1996, Lomas, 1993, Lindauer, 1999), the other painting I
analyze here is Me and My doll, which addresses the problem of childbearing. I particularly
concentrate on Kahlo’s vision of motherhood and caring reflected in this picture. I am aware
of the complexity of applying theories on motherhood to the works of someone who never
had a child. Nevertheless, Kahlo in her works responded to social constructions of
motherhood. I would like to escape here further participation in the speculative debate on
whether Kahlo did want to be a mother or not. While I partly agree with Lomas’ (1993) thesis
that Kahlo voiced regrets and mourning socially expected of her, I mostly concentrate how
she adopted the iconography of maternal caring in her self-portrait.
Traditional biography as a genre assumes narrative, progressive chronology and historical
truth. It has been widely used in art history, setting a particular pattern. Biography and
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autobiography, both gender-related, determine concepts about the subjects of artworks, the
formal characteristics of the genre and the very nature of subjectivity. That is why art history
and art criticism based on a biographical model have been persistently putting women even
further on the margin of art practices:
Writing about an artist in a biographical mode is itself a doubly determined operation. On the one hand, it
represents a desire to get closer to the hero, while, on the other, the work and the hero must remain sacralised,
taboo, in order both to avoid the unconsciously desired murder of the father that the hero disguises and to keep
up the theological illusion of art which similarly compensates for these conflicting desires (Pollock, 1999).

Biography in a traditional sense is inevitably biased to celebrate great men and the history of
their lives. Forming a new definition of biography, where there is enough space for lived
experience and identity mapping, seemed a natural consequence for feminist art criticism.
According to Griselda Pollock, the narcissistic and religious attitude towards the (male) artist
has been strongly undermined by feminist art criticism. Feminist theory of the production,
analysis and social functioning of art practice has distanced itself from biography (Wright,
1992). Deconstructing biographical history of art and attempting to get to the core of feminine
experience provided the chance to put women back on the artistic agenda. New attempts at
biography show a mistrust of naming and fixed definition and embrace a multiplicity of
readings that overlap and sometimes contradict each other, reflecting the situatedness of
women within mutually constricting roles.
Rejecting one’s life story, however, is not as liberating as it seems. Before both author and
reader assess and understand their investment in politics, theory, methodology and
representation, they have to sketch their own positioning. 82 The problem of autobiography
seems even more urgent in relation to self-portrait. Self-portrait and its perception are
immediately connected to an autobiographical model. This relationship is very complex and
not simply reversible. Meskimmon (1996) calls that model of reading the self-portrait a
psychobiographical model, an analysis of the relationship between an artist’s life and work.
Although Meskimmon rejects the biographical model, she does not reject the notion of an
author. She sees the strategy that enables us to rethink the position of a woman artist as an
author, as well as the problem of autobiography, in the act of self-portraying. Freud’s case
study of Leonardo da Vinci (1910) established that model in common art history practice
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In the introduction to her book Nomadic Subjects, Rosi Braidotti connects knowledge- and identity formation
with investigating her own autobiography (Braidotti, 1994).
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(Wright, 1992). It explores the psychology of the creative individual in the light of factual
events. But the psychobiographical model is also problematic for feminist theory.
Emphasizing traditional artist=corpus connection, it mirrors the idea of the visual artist as a
genius transposing his personal values on a canvas. The language in which such
interpretations are written is already gendered. Reading self-portraiture as traditional
autobiography and testing it for the notion of truth and accuracy have moved women’s
creativity, where those notions have been contested, outside the mainstream. The notion of
“objective” truth and chronology has dominated the structure of traditional autobiography,
alienating the female subject. Examining the biography for the limitations put on us can be
helpful in transgressing them. Looking at the tradition of self-portrait throughout art history,
the conditions of women artists’ lives and their associations with the domestic sphere meant
that their self-representations most frequently engaged with time and space at the level of the
personal and the domestic. That sphere has become a starting point from which to enter the
public sphere of artistic production. To be caught in that problematic of autobiographical
paradigms is very common for feminine self-portraits. The stories we tell, the narratives we
offer to the others – those are the foundations upon which we build our identity. Those stories
often borrow from one’s life story. In representing one’s life and re-imagining it, one gives it
meaning; this meaning is often different than that which one had when actually living it. The
autobiography has become an important mode through which women explore the social and
psychic production of feminine identity. Autobiography reflects how particular patterns of
gender, class, race and history are mapped out within individual narratives. But women’s
narrative, unlike the narrative of men, is never closed – Betterton (1996) draws our attention
to the fact that in the traditional (male) autobiography, the story begins with birth or early
childhood, goes through childhood and youth, and ends with the achievement of an adult
identity. Female writing or painting never ends with an accomplished goal of a coherent,
stable self. It is rather a subject (ever) in process, constantly prone to fluctuations and un-fixed
between the self and the Other. 83 Although the autobiographical model still reigns in reading
self-portraits, the only chance to read female self-representation without re-establishing the
notion of male genius is to challenge this model; this critique centres on the definition of
traditional autobiography as allowing very little space to subjects who are marginal in terms
of their gender, age, race, or sexuality.
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We read a similar argument in Susan Sontag (1999): any book of photographs of women automatically raises
the questions of women, while no such book on men necessarily addresses any question on men.
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psychobiographical reading has been particularly strong in the cases of artists who suffered or
experienced enormous personal trauma, reinforcing the myth of misunderstood genius. Their
works, particularly self-portraits, are explained with simplistic reference to anecdotal details
of personal lives (Meskimmon, 1996). Similarly, Lomas (1993) in his analysis of medical
imagery in Kahlo’s art, points out rightly that the biographical approach to artist’s work,
stressing her physical and emotional suffering, contributes to the trivializing of art produced
by women. Biography, according to Lomas, relegates her back to private domain of a
particular life story, filled with personal misfortune, obscuring the actual work of selfrepresentation that Kahlo was engaged in. Because biography is essentially a realist genre
automatically assuming the connection between representation and the real and between the
author and the pictures, the politics of being a disabled Mexican woman artist had been
ignored. The relationship between biography and disease can shed some light on Kahlo’s art.
Biography might parallel the history of the disease, but only if we redefine its contents. The
traditional notion of the artistic biography needs rethinking and re-conceptualising, together
with the concept of the stable “I” self-consciously controlling the production of text. Looking
at images of the body in crisis is a good way of re-conceptualising this notion. Here the
physical condition forms an obstacle to producing a discourse of the stable “I”. Rather than
following the traditional biographic model, one needs to find other means of establishing an
identity and finding a language for it. In reinvestigating the links between autobiography and
self-portraiture and in examining how painting mediates the space between the self and the
life of the self, I see a chance for re-inscription of women in artistic discourse. Rejecting the
terror of stability and coherence, exploring the borders of intimacy and visibility, escaping the
linearity of life progress, grasping moments that seem first irrelevant, revealing gaps in time,
space and discourse – these might be the chance for women’s re-appropriation of the
biographical model, also in art history.
Without entirely contesting the reading of Kahlo’s self-portraits as literal autobiography, I
realize how that approach can disregard other aspects – for instance fragility and fluidity of a
subject in pain. Although a biographical reading of Kahlo’s art is tempting – her fame as a
person precedes her fame as an artist and anecdotal details are more popular than her
paintings – I still see it as a limitation. Self-portrait cannot be simply reduced to the
documentation of a certain life-phase, followed by another one. But, if a life story disappears,
who will secure the homogeneity and authenticity of various images? Who would neutralize
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contradictions and the progression of ideas in multiple paintings? The answer could be
provided by the two paintings in that section. Kahlo’s work, rather than being a traditional
autobiography, contains social mediation of the self. She rejected traditional autobiography as
a sanctioned form of forcing oneself into a recognized language of a theatrically constructed
narrative. She did not embrace the fiction of the stable, coherent self, maturing through the
years. Although painting her own birth, being nursed, spending time with her family, her
accident, her wedding, her numerous miscarriages, the amputation of her leg, and death,
Kahlo’s art transcends on a basic level her life story of a narrative in time. The linear concept
of time passing is often challenged by recurring images of being born, of going back to the
womb, of becoming a child again. While backgrounds and interiors are often unfamiliar and
unrecognizable, Kahlo’s face remains the only constantly identifiable element. One needs to
re-view Kahlo’s work with awareness of its references and resistances to social codes, and to
consider Kahlo’s biography but reject personal circumstances as the only focus when looking
at her art (Lindauer, 1999). The vanishing of the gendered notion of an author/artist in two
following pictures allows a new place to speak from as a female subject in pain.

My Birth
My Birth (1932, oil on metal 30.5 x 35 cm, private collection) shows delivery in total
exposure. We see a woman on an enormous bed, lying alone in the room and the head of an
adult woman with Kahlo’s features and joined eyebrows emerging from her womb. The
perspective makes viewer feel almost violated, exposed to a sight one does not quite want to
see. The “child” looks definitely dead. Above the face of the women, covered with a white
sheet, we see a picture of the Mater Dolorosa, Virgin of Sorrows, pierced by swords, bleeding
and weeping and looking at the viewer. Apart from the picture and the bed, the room is empty
and impersonal. It is definitely an interior scene, but its emptiness makes it somewhat surreal.
Even though art historians acknowledge the similarity of the scene to the room where Kahlo
had been born (same bed, same picture on the wall), the work remains depersonalized and
disorienting. A scroll at the bottom of the composition reminds us of the conventions of a
retablo, with the saint in the upper part, a narrative of an event in the middle, and a ribbon of
written text in the lower register. However, the scroll is blank, as if the artist consciously
resigned from the symbolic of an inscription.
My Birth is the first painting in Kahlo’s unfinished project to document every year of her life
and establish a chronicle of family births, deaths, operations, accidents, marriages and
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divorces (Herrera, 1989). Documenting key moments in one’s life was in accordance with the
Aztec codex tradition and the Spanish colonial codices a way of conveying one’s own history
(Lowe, 1991). 84 Birth scenes were a recurring motive in Aztec, Olmec and Toltec imagery.
With the notable exceptions of the sculpture of the goddess Tlazoleotl giving birth, where the
infant being born also has adult features, and the drawing in Codex Borbonicus of Tlazoleotl
with the newly delivered baby re-entering her womb (Clendinnen, 1991), 85 Kahlo’s birth
imagery was different from traditional rites. It is very important to see how Kahlo consciously
chose not to describe the traditional Mexican rituals of birth, but to create new birth imagery
instead. Clendinnen (1991) notes that in Aztec culture birth celebrations were jubilant and that
babies of both sexes were welcomed and cherished by all community. The earliest news of
pregnancy was widely celebrated by family and kin. A pregnant woman was a locus of
affection and pride, enjoying special honours. Her pregnancy was a local happening,
generating a multitude of feasts and gatherings. The birth itself was a very dramatic, allfemale affair, with a multitude of attendants and helpers. The figure of a midwife was also
significant to birth, being the only social example of including women in an official public
role. The midwife, possessing profound knowledge over herbs, massages, and healing rituals,
was respected to the same degree as her male counterparts; in childbirth she established a
position of particular power. But the midwives in My Birth are absent, therefore renouncing
the process of formation of a subject in the face of a knowing other. A viewer is immediately
struck by the contrast between the bold, gynaecological perspective on a female body and the
symmetrical, plain bedroom setting. Although the scene is described from a doctor’s point of
view (an absolute viewpoint naturalized in medical texts), there are no witnesses to that
dramatic scene besides a viewer. The impression of seclusion and loneliness is intensified by
the fact that we cannot make any eye contact with the woman lying on the bed – her face is
invisible to us. Further, in Aztec culture it was believed that during birth women were
possessed by another, greater presence (namely by Earth Mother - Quilaztli), therefore
transgressing the boundaries of a human body and connecting that body to the forces of
nature. The capacity of a woman’s womb to reproduce was identical with one of the most
pervasive Mexican metaphors – earth’s capacity to bring food (Clendinnen, 1991). Here in
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Despite the Aztecs’ developments of sophisticated and accurate calendars, the distinction between the idea of
space and time had not been pronounced. Kahlo may have drawn on that cosmology as well. She remained fluid
between her own life story and the myths she cultivated.
85
Clendinnen (1991) analyzes the Mexican representations of birth not in terms of a labor experience, but as that
of a battle, where a woman is expected to show courage, strength and integrity no lesser than male warriors.
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that picture, nature practically does not exist. We see an interior scene, without the slightest
connotation of biological growth and fertility.
This picture is a revolutionary example of re-addressing the experience of birth in artistic
practice. Representations of birth (and pain connected to it) have no tradition within Western
culture (Betterton, 2000). Before Kahlo, birth, miscarriage and visible internal organs were
virtually unknown to Western art and literature (Fuentes, 1995). 86 Similarly, Scarry notes how
the fact of birth in Old Testament is only asserted rather than described. A reader is presented
with a long list of names, and only occasionally he or she comes across a passage of an actual
birth scene, usually explaining the names that were given to newborns. Scarry analyzes the
description of the birth of Esau and Jacob (singled out as explaining why the hairy firstborn
was named Esau and his twin, holding his heel when emerging from a womb was called
Jacob) and claims that the scene is contained within the wider narration of generations of
offspring and a very disembodied (and therefore painless) parental presence (Scarry, 1985). 87
Moreover, the birth scene is also the graphic illustration of later events in Jacob and Esau’s
lives – fighting for the privileged birthright position. The inside of the maternal body, where
the fight was already taking place, becomes a field of history and belief, but remains invisible.
Braidotti (1994) reminds us that Freud (and Lacan) saw the mother’s body as taboo in
representation. Exploring the concept of pregnant embodiment as inscribed with social and
cultural conventions, Betterton argues that “as long as the heterosexual/young/fertile/ablebodied and white pregnant body remains privileged in Western representation from the Virgin
Mary to Madonna, it seems a political necessity to analyze other pregnant bodies” (Betterton,
2000:2). The body in Kahlo’s picture is one of those other pregnant bodies – no longer
pregnant, yet not effectively maternal. It can no longer be imagined as a vessel for a fetus or a
place of passage (common conceptualization of pregnant body in Western culture), yet it is
still connected to the idea of bearing a child. According to Ankori (2002), in My Birth Kahlo
shows how being a mother and a woman escapes traditional cultural visualizations, such as
Rafael’s Virgin with a child or Ingres’ odalisques. The harshness of the image is breathtaking.
Kristeva (1982) sees the maternal body as the site of the origin of life and also the insertion of
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The lack of birth imagery in art history inspired American feminist artist Judy Chicago to make Birth project
(1980 – 1985). Designing dozens of images on the subject of birth and creation, she arranged them to be
embroidered by over 130 needle workers from the United States, Canada and New Zealand. The exhibition
consisted of both needleworks and documentary materials. The project aimed at incorporating needlework into
mainstream art practice.
87
Similarly, David Morris underlines the painlessness in The Iliad, where scenes of combat lack the description
of agony or anguish (Morris, 1991).
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mortality, kept in check by society’s rules, limits, and laws culturally imposed on
representation. In My Birth the patriarchal laws of representation are not respected. Along
with other paintings by Kahlo, this one reinvents the idea of visibility of a female body,
simultaneously rejecting all artistic conventions of representation of maternity.
Herrera (1991) reads the picture as referring to Kahlo’s miscarriage and the death of her
mother – both took place the year My Birth was painted. The painting has been sometimes
interpreted as a recuerdo, paying homage to her mother (Zetterman, 2006). Herrera sees the
woman’s head covered by the white sheet as a symbol of death. Therefore, the person giving
birth is both Kahlo and her mother. That conclusion can be also reached from Kahlo’s own
description of the painting: “My head is covered because coincidentally with the painting my
mother died” (in: Lindauer, 1999:88). Accordingly, the newborn is both a stillborn baby that
Kahlo miscarried, and Kahlo herself. 88 Without a consistent primary caregiver, Kahlo had in a
sense given psychological birth to herself. Battersby explores the model of the “birthing self”
as a way of constituting feminist subjectivity: “We need to think individuality differently,
allowing for the potentiality for otherness to exist within it as well as alongside it. We need to
theorise agency in terms of potentiality and flow” (Battersby, in: Betterton, 2000:2). In that
way, My Birth can indeed be seen as a re-birth of a subject. The myth of re-birth is the
recurring motive in Kahlo’s art and in her diary. What appeals to me in this picture, and what
connects it to the problematic of biographical model, is the notion of time, with its cycles and
its self-containment. The concept of re-birth helps to reconnect to the problem of
autobiography. 89 The past and the future both meet in a single moment; the lives of two
people merge, the moment of entering and exiting life by a child and the possible death of a
mother converge. 90 To assimilate My Birth, where Kahlo comes into the world at once an
adult and a stillborn, we have to embrace the indication of timelessness, of adapting the
autobiography of a subject to show universal condition of womanhood. By painting herself as
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My Birth can be also read as a way of breaking away from the mother (Kahlo was always more emotionally
attached to her father), and the beginning of a new, independent era, both in Kahlo’s life and in the life of the
Mexican nation. In psychoanalytic readings of that picture it was often noted that Kahlo has not been breastfed
by her mother and that that lack of bonding inspired her to paint that picture (Lindauer, 1999).
89
Paradoxically, while elaborating on a problem of re-birth, critics have never regarded this picture as a visual
translation of Kahlo’s autobiography. It has rather been connected to the (non)motherhood of Kahlo and to her
rejection of the glorification of reproduction, a dominant feature in Mexican nationalism (Lomas, 1993).
90
Meskimmon (1996) is the only critic who picks up the issue of time and its cyclic recurrence in relation to this
painting. She reads My Birth as speaking of cycles, of personal lineage and private passage of time. According to
Meskimmon, Kahlo goes back to the womb, and that is the evident proof of subversion of any traditional
biographical models in the reading of this painting. It becomes rather a female representation of creativity,
mourning and desire.
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a baby with an adult head, Kahlo shows to us the continuity of life. In the moment of parting
captured here, the self emerges in opposition to the (m)other. This opposition is a tool for a
self to constitute itself socially, to imagine or reflect upon a self in present situation, but also
to allow the self to project forward into the future and back to past situations (Gatens, 1996). 91
The image Kahlo had of herself was fluid, eternally fluctuating between body, soul, heart,
mind – and also between time. That is why looking at her art we witness such a profound
layering of images of her, constantly changing places. Although at the New York and Paris
exhibitions, the painting was titled Birth or Naissance, therefore broadening the references
beyond the private sphere (Zetterman, 2006), I read My Birth as a chance for a reinvented
biographical approach, where the linearity of time and of life story is disturbed.
My Birth is a work on the pain of giving birth and of entering the world, deprived of all
romanticizing details. A woman is alone, placed out of context by the absence of others,
turned into herself. This is true body in crisis we see here. That is why the scroll is blank - all
available languages are limiting to translate female experience of birth and of miscarriage.
That is also why we do not see the face of a woman – all emotions have been internalized. 92
The image of pain is present in the picture of Mater Dolorosa hanging on a wall. Her mother
being a fanatical Catholic, Kahlo claimed she placed the picture there as a part of “memory
image, not symbolic reasons” (Herrera, 1989:9). Nevertheless, that gesture does not enforce at
all the codified reverence for virginity, very strong in Mexican culture (Schaefer, 1997). For
an onlooker, the image of the Virgin of Sorrows can be the only moment where pain becomes
language. The role of Mater Dolorosa on the wall could be the translation of physical pain of
Christ into language. 93 The painting functions as a counterpart to the covered face of the
woman; Warner (1976) points out that in Catholic tradition the Virgin’s freedom from the
agonies of childbirth underlines ordinary women’s pain and suffering. The maternal body is a
locus of pain. According to Kristeva, both mother milk and tears are metaphors of nonlanguage and therefore do not coincide with linguistic communication. The maternal body is a
place of conflicting desires: the threshold of love and repulsion, the sacrum and the profanum
91

Lacan situates the first loss in the history of the subject already in the moment of birth (Silverman, 1983).
Separating from the mother, a subject experiences a lack of impossibility of being a girl and a boy at the same
time. It has to be sexually defined (in view of contemporary pre-natal practices, we could say that the subject is
already defined before the separation).
92
This silence reigning over pain during labour is well caught in Ed Kienhols’ assemblage The Birthday (1964,
Staatsgalerie Stuttgart) where the woman giving birth has a bowl with goldfish put on her lips.
93
The hymn Stabat Mater Dolorosa reads: Quis non posset contristari/Christi Matrem contemplari/dolentem
cum Filio? (Can the human heart refrain/from partaking in her pain/in that Mother’s pain untold?). The split
column in Kristeva’s essay Stabat Mater is sometimes regarded as the visual mark of pain of giving birth.
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(Kristeva, 1982). By putting a sacred picture above the mother’s head, Kahlo reinforced that
blasphemous contradiction. The sexuality is confronted with immaculateness, the flesh with
the spirituality. It is the confrontation of two “mothers of culture” (Bronfen, 1992:66) – the
deceptive and polluted Eve, bearing children, and pure and body-deprived Virgin Mary.
However, the Virgin gains voice only as a role model of a Christian woman and that is
through total identification with her suffering child. Her power as a speaking subject comes
from her son’s pain. The church has glorified Mary’s suffering at Golgotha as a most sublime
submission to god. Spared pain at childbirth, she suffered at his death. 94 The mother of Christ
and her attributes signify suffering:
But suffering, his suffering – that I feel inside; that never remains separate or alien but embraces me at once
without a moment’s respite. As if I had brought not a child but suffering into the world and it, suffering, refused
to leave me, insisted on coming back, on haunting me, permanently. One does not bear children in pain, it’s pain
that one bears: the child is pain’s representative and once delivered moves in for good … a mother is also
marked by pain, she succumbs to it (Kristeva, 1986:104). 95

The concept of space, both as the inside/outside of the maternal body and the deserted,
claustrophobic interior, can be helpful here in realizing how pain is gendered and constructed
by social conditions, different for men than women. Kahlo converted the passivity usually
connected with a pregnant body into agency by using pain: containing it, giving it a home just
as a child is given a home in the woman’s body, and then expelling it. This movement from
surface to depth transforms passivity into agency. According to Morris (1991), male pain
tends to play itself out in open public spaces (football stadiums, combat fields, streets),
whereas female pain is relegated to private, closed spaces and the self-containment of a
female body. In this painting I see closed interior as a structural frame for the suffering female
body.
It is the pain and the memory thereof that reconnect My Birth to the problem of biography.
Memory, providing a basis for continuous identity, uniting different selves, allows the notion
of a life story to emerge. To articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize it in
94

Kristeva bases her essay on Warner’s (1976) reading, a maternal subject speaking on a space created by pain, a
space of non-language. Warner underlines the submission of the mother to a son.
95
Kristeva traces the history of the cult of the Virgin in Catholic Church doctrine. It is through Mary that the
Christ is human. In return, she, in different periods of church doctrine, becomes daughter, wife and again mother
to Christ. Kristeva criticizes the notion of motherhood as present in Catholicism, not accounting for mother’s
relations with others (particularly a daughter). There are, according to Kristeva, two fundamental categories of
Western love: courtly love and maternal love. They both converge in the figure of Mary.
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terms of objective truth, but rather to seize a hold of momentarily flashing memory, often in a
moment of crisis or danger (Betterton, 1996). It is very relevant to this and other pictures of
Kahlo. Pain of birth here becomes the medium to reconnect past, present and future
experiences. It constitutes a narrative and re-constructs in the memory the scene of birth.
Generalizing, one could say that most of Kahlo’s art, both repelling and attracting, highlights
the fragility of representational laws, accepted commonly in art history, reminding one of a
threat situated outside the codified meanings of representational politics. My Birth illustrates
that while autobiographical components are obvious in Kahlo’s imagery, they are always
interconnected with other, non-biographical sources, related to her pain, her body, her
genealogy, her nationality, her sexuality and her spirituality (Ankori, in: Dexter and Barson,
2005). Her work moves beyond biography in traditional meaning and becomes an ontology of
the female body in pain across generations and bodies. With an impact the remains significant
despite new representations of labour and new iconographies of birth, My Birth still functions
as a valuable narrative on pain and suffering.

Me and My Doll
Me and My Doll (1937, oil on metal 40 x 31 cm, The Jacques and Natasha Gelman Collection
of Modern and Contemporary Mexican Art) shows Kahlo sitting on a bed next to a naked
porcelain doll. Kahlo is carefully dressed and combed. She holds a cigarette and looks straight
at a viewer. Her face is emotionless, her pose very composed. Like other paintings, placed
outside real aspects of time or space, this one takes place in an unidentified, impersonal room
with naked walls. The complete lack of conveyed sentiments of anger, agony or despair
distances the picture from Kahlo’s other works and places it closer to the iconology of an
everyday interior scene. This un-dramatization of the image makes one think of a casually
taken photograph.
The artistic representation of pregnancy and motherhood has often been in attempt to link
women’s bodily experience and artistic creativity, traditionally regarded as masculine
(Meskimmon, 1996). Women’s maternal role has been profoundly influencing feminine
representation and lived experience. The increased intensity and meaning attached to
motherhood has made it central to representing femininity. Representations of pregnancy and
motherhood have frequently appeared in the self-portraiture of women artists as a
documentation of enormous shift in identity mapping, both on a social and physical level
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(Meskimmon, 1996). Using their own embodiment, women artists contain motherhood in
artistic production, and create space for making it visible.96
Just like childbearing, childlessness is also intimately connected with a sense of female
identity. However, while motherhood has been a recurrent theme in art history, the
experiences of infertility or non-motherhood have not been so widely explored (Betterton,
1996). This picture is a good example of aesthetics being a site for political critique on
maternity. It has often been read as bitter admittance of Kahlo’s failure to give birth after her
various miscarriages and as mourning for all unborn children. Zetterman (2006) points out
that the persistence with which Kahlo’s biographers ascribed her with grief after her
miscarriages is an example of how fixed gender roles are in the interpretive structures. I
would read Me and My Doll as a lack of identification with maternal function and a lack of
caring. The mother and child theme, so popular (and romanticised) in Western religious art, is
here drained and emptied of its usual rhetoric: love, tenderness, sacrifice, and connectedness.
Again, a viewer witnesses an “anti-nativity scene” (Ankori, in: Dexter and Barson, 2005:32),
rather than the glorification of the maternal. Cold tiled floor and naked walls are the complete
reversal of a nursery room full of warm colours and soft textures. The doll is exposed in her
porcelain nakedness, obviously not an object of care and attention. The cigarette Kahlo is
holding could also be read as a sign of defiance and challenge to motherhood. There is no
intimacy between the personages, rather uncomfortably placed apart from each other. Instead
of cuddling a living baby, Kahlo makes no visual or physical contact with the doll. She looks
straight at a viewer, as if she wants to point out that the role of a mother has been forced upon
her by the society. By unmaking the mother/child relationship, Kahlo contests the system of
representation that still identifies women with nature and childbearing, rebelling against
motherhood represented as a “natural” state. Instead of a mourning or sadness, the picture
corresponds to an ironic comment on the symbolic significance of motherhood in Mexico and
the stereotype of women as natural nurturers. Griselda Pollock argues that in visual
representation, the mother/child relationship, being rather a process than an image, cannot be
captured (Jones, 2003). 97 The maternal love seems even more ungraspable here.
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At the same time, Meskimmon notes that the concepts of psychoanalysis, which have stressed the necessity of
separation individual from his/her mother in order to gain subjectivity, have left little place to explore the
relationship of mother and child.
97
See the psychoanalytic reading of Mary Kelly’s work Post-Partum Document by Griselda Pollock (in: Jones,
2003). Mary Kelly has documented the reciprocal process of socialization of mother and child in the first five
years of life. Pollock argues that objects connected to the baby such as nappies, comforters and bottles with milk
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Looking at the doll, a two-year old girl, we have to recognize the significance of her gender
and (approximate) age. While Chodorow (1978) stressed the fact that mothering reproduces
itself cyclically as a result of psychoanalytic development of a child, Benjamin (1988),
expanding on the work of Chodorow, described how a little girl wishes for recognition of her
agency and autonomy from a subject similar to herself – her mother. Benjamin argued that the
infant’s wish for recognition of its independence binds it to a recognizing other, on whom it
depends for validation. Dependence on a recognizing caregiver forces the infant to give up the
wish for omnipotent control. A mother’s recognition of that identification is minimal,
however, as she is constituted only as an object of male desire. The mother associates herself
with an object also in her mothering, as the self-effacing, passive, soothing caregiver. Girls
often perceive themselves as the same as their mother, with fluid ego boundaries and lacking
a separate identity. That results in them turning to their fathers in search for recognition and
self-assertion. Looking at Me and My Doll, where a non-mother and a doll in an empty
interior replace an image of the Madonna tenderly holding her baby against a splendid
landscape, one realizes that the mother-child relationship is not a natural given – it is socially
and culturally constructed.
In this picture, Kahlo connects motherhood to the domestic sphere, and that is why this scene
takes place inside. Outside artistic practice, the division of the public and domestic sphere is
efficient in producing and perpetuating the system of sex and gender hierarchy. Mothers and
children (and relationships between them) form the core of domestic sphere. In her book
Vision and Difference, Griselda Pollock analyzes the problem of feminine space in art history.
Examining the work of Mary Cassat and Berthe Morrisot, Pollock observes how both artists
were limited by the socially constructed boundaries of the spatial environment. While male
artists of that time, e.g. Degas, Manet or Toulouse-Lautrec, were free to look for inspiration
and models in bars, restaurants, brothels and other urban spaces, female artists were limited
by their class and gender to balconies, drawing rooms and private gardens. Pollock argues that
pictorial space in feminine art is structured by women’s relation to the border between private
and public and the practices of looking and being looked at (Pollock, 1988). However, Iskin
(in: Broude and Garrard, 2005) argues that a late-nineteenth-century female spectator has
been denied by earlier feminist analyses any form of agency. Iskin argues that women’s
function as fetishes, replacing fetishization of women in Western art, and making the whole process of
fetishization feminine.
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spectator and consumer status allowed them the presence in the public much more commonly
than in Pollock’s description of “spaces of femininity”. All in all, looking at art, one realizes
that gender shapes the space of men and women in a very different manner. Me and My Doll
is another example of Kahlo contesting the restrictions and limitations of the dominant
discourse on the female body, which forces it into maternity.
The painful body manifests itself differently in this image than in My Birth, The Broken
Column, or Henry Ford Hospital. It is not the body of damaged tissues and organs, but rather
the body unable to make any connection to another body, and further recoiling at an attempt at
contact. It is as if a viewer is looking at two dolls on the picture – the warmth, affection and
interaction are missing. Pain here manifests itself as numbness and lack of feeling rather than
an intensification of feeling. That can be connected to the mechanism of shutting oneself off
from the world when in pain (Scarry, 1985) and the refusal to perform various functions; one
of such functions expected of Kahlo was that of motherhood. In trying to link the problem of
caring (or lack of it in Kahlo’s case) to pain and disability, one has to be aware that this is not
an idealistic representation of motherhood, with a healthy mother and a beautiful baby, but
rather a disabled body who had miscarried several times already. The political context in
which we situate caring as a moral phenomenon, the confusion of markers, is a relevant
question when looking at Me and My Doll. There is no caring present here, there is no child to
be cared for, replaced by a doll. The parallel could be drawn between Tronto’s (1989)
statement that caring must always have an object, therefore it is always rational (we care for
or about) and Scarry’s claim on unrelationality of pain to any object. One cares for or about,
re-enacting the division of male and female roles, but one’s pain has no referential external
factor. Accordingly, the theme of caring is more visual and more traceable in art history,
while iconology of pain remains less clearly established. The body in pain in cultural
discourse is a recipient of care rather than the caregiver.98 Kahlo here is the passive object of
care provided by anonymous others, which makes her situation similar to that of the porcelain
doll, inviting the reading that picture as a double self-portrait. The similarity of isolation of
both figures here sustains that. Foster (Welchman, 2001) interprets the presence of a doll as a
“disguised self-portrait”, where selfhood is reconfigured. Kahlo shows the body of the doll
98

I inevitably had to think about an almost completely reversed discourse on the pregnancy of a handicapped
woman – the Marc Quinn’s sculpture statue Alison Lapper Pregnant displayed in Trafalgar Square in September
2005. The statue shows a British woman artist born without arms and shortened legs, the result of a medical
condition called phocomelia. Despite her condition, she gave birth to a healthy baby and was able to take care of
him herself.
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not just as a site of display of her non-affectivity, but also as the site for reflection on identity
and the self. Just as a mother is defined by her relation to a child, and a child is consequently a
part of the concept of motherhood, so Kahlo is defined by her relationship to the doll. Me and
My Doll is an externalized, visible lack of Kahlo’s warmth and affectivity as a mother. Only
in relation to the doll can Kahlo make her non-motherhood significant and representable. The
deconstruction of the myth of maternity is at the same time the construction of the coherent
subject of a non-mother. Examining Kahlo as a non-mother, we simultaneously examine how
she situates herself outside socially and culturally constituted motherhood. Femininity in the
early twentieth-century Mexico was constructed around motherhood; it was quite a
compulsory motherhood, with restricted access to contraceptives and illegal abortion
(Zetterman, 2006). Kahlo, however, seems to postulate, to use Shulamith Firestone’s words,
to “free women from the tyranny of reproduction” (1971:221). The doll itself makes one think
of Marlene Dumas’ ugly, repellent babies in paintings such as The First People (1990, De
Pont Museum, Tilburg) and Die Baba (1985, The Saatchi Gallery, London). Disproportionate,
fragile, bathed in sickly light, those babies do not evoke any love or tenderness, but rather
participate in an alien, estranged encounter as an “other” of the maternal subject with a will
and determination of its own.
The problem of (a lack of) maternal caring is relevant to the reception of Kahlo’s artistic
practice. In her essay on caring, Tronto (1989) explores ways in which caring challenges
contemporary moral theory on its impartiality and universality. She agrees that caring
provides a richer account of people’s moral lives. Simultaneously, she warns against the
slippery status of that morality, based on the unequal relationships of dependency between the
caregiver and the recipient of care. The notions of caring, dependence and autonomy are in
fact norms that are being negotiated as a life-long project (Jaggar, 1989). 99 The problem of
caring is deeply rooted in social values, expectations and institutions: women care for
(children, parents, neighbours, friends), and men about (money, career, ideas, advancement). I
see Me and My Doll as a crisis of motherhood, not in its failure to conceive, carry and raise a
child, but in the deconstruction of social ties attached to motherhood. Kahlo herself was very
ambivalent and often contradictory regarding her willingness to become a mother (Lindauer,
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Tronto argues that a “feminine” approach to ethics, expressing itself in celebration of caring as an integral part
of a woman’s life, cannot be a satisfying model for both moral theory and the social construction of femininity
(Tronto, in: Jaggar, 1989:183-4). Not only does this model of caring accept traditional gender divisions, it also
devalues the process of caring itself. Instead, Tronto proposes the feminist approach to caring, where the broader
questions about social and institutional politics of caring are asked, where concrete connections to others and
their need are developed and where caring as a “labour of love” is put in a wider social context.
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1991). My argument is that this switching of maternal/non-maternal roles was the result of her
perception of her own disabled body. Along with the body that hurts, the body that refuses to
procreate, while much harder to depict, has been invisible in art. Kahlo is one of the few to
bring into representation a great unspoken: non-motherhood and the unmaking of mothering.
Kahlo’s childlessness was a social dysfunction comparable to her disability. Her lack of
maternal desire put her on the margin just as her lack of health did. That transgression of
normative femininity (fertile and capable of mothering) created the space outside binary
distinctions, where a new feminine subject was created. In her art Kahlo often appropriated
the attributes of motherhood – being nursed, being born, holding a pet in her arms et caetera.
Paintings My Nurse and I, (1937, oil on metal 30.5 x 34.7 cm, Museo Dolores Olmedo Patiño,
Mexico City) My Birth, (already discussed), Self-Portrait with Monkeys, (1943, oil on canvas
81.5 x 63 cm, The Jacques and Natasha Gelman Collection of Modern and Contemporary
Mexican Art) illustrate that. However, when she explored the theme of nursing and nurturing,
it is mostly through her interest in heritage, rather than caring. Paintings like My Nurse and I
(where she as a baby is fed by a Mexican nurse) are declaration of being a part of Mexican
culture, pre-Columbian magic and ritual forces. While women in the ancient Mexican culture
were reduced to the intimacy of the house, relation to other women and children only
(Clendinnen, 1991). In the scenes of nursing painted by Kahlo we detect no visible attachment
between a child and an adult – it is more a ritual than an emotional gesture. Caring, which
implies ongoing responsibility and commitment, is absent from those images. Attentiveness,
which Tronto sees as responsiveness to the concrete needs of others, seems to be here selforiented: if Kahlo cared about anyone here, it was herself. Accordingly, we could argue that
Kahlo was detached from the role of nurturing femininity as traditionally constituted in
Mexican culture.
Kahlo demonstrates how contemporary discourses and practices placed women centrally in
terms of reproductive function, simultaneously denying female sexuality. She simultaneously
objects to the conflation of the feminine and motherhood. Ankori (2005) acknowledges
Kahlo’s identification with the Mexican archetype of evil women – La Llorona (the Weeping
Woman). La Llorona served in Mexican culture as an antithesis to the normative category of
Wife and Mother; most stories depict her as an unwed woman rejected by her lover, who in an
act of revenge drowned her own children, an equivalent of Medea. She constituted a threat,
both sexual and maternal, to patriarchal structures because of her status as a symbol of
childlessness, uncontrolled sexuality and madness (Ankori, in: Dexter and Barson, 2005).
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Kahlo identified herself with La Llorona, very strongly. In one of her letters to her lover,
Kahlo signed herself “Frieda Lagrimilla de Gómez Arias or I Virgen Lacrimorum” (in: Udall,
2000:12). Me and My Doll seems to me to be one of the paintings where Kahlo evokes the
myth of La Llorona, stripped from its expressivity and drama, but nonetheless strongly
present. The painting deliberately mixes its visual cues: the barely decorated, impersonal
setting and model are not customarily associated with the mother-child scene. It upsets the
conventions of portraiture on a representational level (conventions of representing
breastfeeding and conventions of traditional self-portrait). It also transgresses those
conventions on a more deeply symbolic level. The iconography of mother and baby as it has
been reproduced through Christian tradition is still portrayed as virginal and sacrificial.
Caring inherits this symbolic tradition through a Virgin Mary being portrayed breastfeeding
her son – the only corporeal activity associated with reproduction/maternity actually permitted
of her. That picture defies the lack of representational material of non-motherhood.
The pain in this painting is the pain of not-caring, instead of the pain of not being a mother. If
Kahlo verbally expressed her regrets of not having children, it might have been because of her
cultural situatedness and her social status as a married woman. In her art, her views on
motherhood are much more complex. The end product, a result of her non-motherhood and
her disability, her lifestyle, and social demands, is visible in Me and My Doll. I use this
painting as an example of how Kahlo explored aspects of the social fetishization of the
child/mother theme and its substitutes, and how she, like Simone de Beauvoir, denounced
maternity as “narcissism, altruism, idle day-dreaming, sincerity, bad faith, devotion and
cynism” (de Beauvoir, 1972:528). I chose Me and My Doll to show that neither medical
imagery, nor facial expressions of anguish, are necessary to make pain visible; it is also the
relationship of lack that can convey the feeling of pain. Me and My Doll illustrates how
painful the disintegration of a social category, concept or value can be. It is not a physical
experience of motherhood that Kahlo offers here; it is rather a physical experience of nonmotherhood, a tragic parody of a culturally prescribed role into which Kahlo did not fit.

Conclusion
By locating the formative process of the subject in what has often been understood as fully
invisible (images of pain), I have attempted to revalue an identity that has been considered
unrepresentable in patriarchal language – the suffering female body. That identity is
continually reproduced and reassured in Kahlo’s paintings, precisely because pain made it
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hard to secure. Placing the concept of pain in the representational frame meant putting the
disabled body on full display. I have demonstrated different contexts in which that body has
been made visible. Accordingly, I have theorized different angles at which we can look at
Frida Kahlo as a subject: an artist, a woman, a Mexican, a wife, a lover, and a (non)mother.
I wish to specify here that what I define as Kahlo’s enormous popularity might be largely
attributed to common misinterpretations of Kahlo’s work, or negligence of it altogether. The
fact that Kahlo, like a female Ché Guevara, has become a brand name has been troubling to
certain radical left-wing academics who have propagated or admired her art as a creation of
socialist sympathies and their fight for democracy. 100 Considering that the central theme of
Kahlo’s art has been pain and agony, it is surprising to what extent she has been remade as a
figure of charm and glamour. The suffering expressed itself in the art that paradoxically made
Kahlo sensual and alive to the public. The Kahlo cult has since the 1990s taken a form of
making her an image of public consumption. The 1990s witnessed the abundance of musicals,
films, biographies, exhibitions and books of photographs, all dedicated to Kahlo.
Singer/performer Madonna has declared her admiration of Kahlo in public, purchasing two of
her paintings. In 2002 an English-spoken film with a number of Hollywood celebrities was
made, were Kahlo’s stormy marriage with Rivera and her bisexuality were the two most
highlighted motives. 101 Look-alike contests (some fund-raisers, others held to commemorate
los Dias de los Muertos), complete with women painting moustaches and connected eyebrows
on their faces, are still being organized in Mexico and United States (Lindauer, 1999). Her
self-portraits have even been used in Volvo and US Postal Service commercials. Fridamania,
Fridolatria, Fridaphilia, Frida fever and other forms of the cult originated mostly from
identification with what has been a romanticized life story (Lindauer, 1999). Note the
familiarity with which Kahlo is referred to by her name only. This familiarity often
characterizes the relationship of fans to pop idols. 102 The number of internet sites dedicated to
Kahlo is enormous. Entering only her name provides us with over half a million results in the
Google Search. 103 Together with celebrity (and, in the extreme, deity) status, Kahlo attained a
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Indeed, Kahlo’s family, to whom she left no paintings, has succeeded in registering her name as a trademark
(Greer, 2005).
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Frida, 2002, directed by Julie Taymor, starring Salma Hayek, Alfred Molina, Geoffrey Rush, Antonio
Banderas, Ashley Judd and Edward Norton.
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Lindauer rightly observes that each term connotes a potential association with a name of pathology or disease.
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There exists a web page where Frida Kahlo is worshipped through a cult called Kahloism. Kahloists must all
have a shrine to Frida in their rooms and pray to it on daily basis “Kahloism is a religion that worships Frida
Kahlo as the one true God,” online Kahloism keeper explains on her website. Further reading, however, makes
us realize the superficiality of this “religion”: “Kahloists have a dress code. Only incredibly sexy or very unique
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function of fashion commodity. Already in the 1930 and 1940s newspapers, journals and
fashion magazines such as Elle and Vogue noted her “exotic,” “extravagant” appearance
which turned public attention away from her paintings towards her clothes (Lindauer, 1999).
Her “ethnic” look became famous and widely copied in Western culture. 104 The “Frida look”
has since become a recurring phenomenon in the fashion world. For instance, the images from
Jean Paul Gaultier’s advertising campaign for Italian fashion magazines and his 1998 Spring
collection shown in Paris borrow directly from Kahlo’s paintings and photographs of her.
Also Moschino’s Spring/Summer Collection 2005 shows dresses inspired by Kahlo’s
photographs and art, most probably in relation to Kahlo’s exhibition in Tate Modern Gallery
in London.
As I already pointed out in that chapter, in patriarchal art history it is implicit that the modern
artist must suffer to provide profound work, and is thus recognized only after his death
(Pollock, 1988). Kahlo fits perfectly with the ideal of a suffering genius on the outskirts of
society – in the noble company of Vincent van Gogh, Jackson Pollock and Jean-Michael
Basquiat. The mass popularity of Kahlo as a person translates into critics’ appraisal of her art.
Other artists, such as Cindy Sherman or Tracey Emin, might have been inspired by Kahlo in
their obsessive recapitulations of self-image. Today, more than fifty years after Kahlo’s death,
we are witnessing the second wave of the artist’s market recognition as a painter. Together
with Georgia O’Keeffe, Frida Kahlo has been an extremely well marketed female artist. Her
paintings are breaking sales records, together with works by Picasso, Pollock and Warhol.
One of her self-portraits sold for around $5m in the late 1990s. Any significant work coming
onto the market today would fetch around $10m. 105 Throughout the year 2004, the fiftieth
anniversary of Kahlo’s death, numerous art-related events were being held all over Mexico in
commemoration. The photo exhibition Frida Kahlo: Portraits of an Icon was shown at the
National Portrait Gallery at the begin of 2005, while Frida Kahlo, a big painting exhibition,
was organized by the Tate Modern in June 2005, the first in Britain for ever twenty years. The
exhibition, the first monographic exhibition dedicated to a Latin American artist at Tate
(Dexter and Barson, 2005), shows nearly half of Kahlo’s remaining work. It is broadly
chronological, presenting a visual biography of the artist. Nevertheless, it does move beyond
clothing is allowed” (http://members.aol.com/fridanet/kahlo.htm). On another one, http:// fridakahlo.us,
accessories garments, clocks and CDs are marketed worldwide.
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Lindauer remarks how colonizing the language in those magazines was, while underlining Kahlo’s sexuality
and her connection to nature, and linking her with the costumes and jewellery and adornments she wore as an
integral part of Mexican identity.
105
Estimated in The Sunday Times (UK), June 05, 2005.
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biographical interpretations, emphasizing Kahlo’s engagement with revolutionary Mexican
politics and situating her art in a wider context of European art. The curators have decided not
to incorporate anything but the paintings (ranging from her engagement with native Mexico to
her late cosmological works, influenced by Buddhism) to escape the imposing presence of the
icon, both feminist and popular. The show reflects more on Kahlo as an artist, conscious of
Modernist traditions and trends in European art, than on her life. Indeed, to look at Kahlo’s art
in terms of wider tendencies of twentieth century art, one realizes that Mexican art was
greatly influenced by European styles such as symbolism, cubism, futurism (in Mexico in the
1920s called “stridentism”), surrealism and abstraction. Nevertheless, much of the exhibition
chronicles Kahlo’s relationship with Rivera through her self-portraits. The press coverage of
that exhibition and the reference to Kahlo as “Frida” in the catalogue engage with the Kahlo
cult just as much as with critical appraisal of her paintings. The question whether the
exhibition in Tate puts the spotlight back on Kahlo’s work, rather than her personage,
remains.
Ahmed (2004) claims that the over-representation of the pain of others is significant in that it
fixes the other in the passive state of “having pain” from which he/she could only be rescued
by the act of the help from the West. Accordingly, reading the art of a disabled Mexican
woman in the context of Western art history remains very problematic. It is Western culture
that embraced her life story and her paintings and produced meaning around them. It is also in
Western context that Kahlo’s figure has been romanticized and eroticized, and where her
work has been silenced. Turning Kahlo into a highly demanded commodity prevented
viewers’ identification of Kahlo with her politically and socially meaningful paintings
(Lindauer, 1999). Kahlo’s politics, reflected in her art, were based upon her support for
Mexican culture and values against colonial appropriation. Using an indigenous symbolic, she
worked in dialect rather than in the language of high European art; folk and naïve painting
were an eternal source of her imagery. Thanks to her indigenous costumes and her lively
temperament, Kahlo, in accordance with her wishes, came to be identified (in and outside
Mexico) as the quintessential Mexican woman – La Mexicana. That renewed interest in
Mexico’s culture and history had begun already in the nineteenth century. In the times of
Kahlo, Mexican indígenista tendencies expressed themselves as an idealization of Aztec
Mexico; this ideal was widely present in Kahlo’s art in the form of Aztec, Olmec and Toltec
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motives and iconography (Helland, 1992). 106 Her work is the product of a woman actively
pursuing an idealized image of Mexican femininity, but at the same time aware of the
presence of other discourses. When we examine Kahlo’s popularity in the frame of post
colonial theory, aware of power relations between Western and Third World culture, we come
across many misinterpretations of her art. The Two Fridas (1939, oil on canvas 173.5 x 173
cm, Museo de Arte Moderno, CONACULTA-INBA, Mexico), one of her most discussed
pictures, is an example of the re-reading of Mexican art from an outside perspective. Painted
during Kahlo’s divorce from Rivera, this double self-portrait of the artist has been commonly
read as the portrait of unloved Kahlo (in Victorian dress), and the one Rivera still loves (in
Tehuana dress, which he favoured). 107 Both figures are linked through the system of veins,
with their hearts exposed. That has been interpreted as a sign of Kahlo’s emotional and
physical suffering. It has also been noted that the face of the woman in Tehuana dress is
darker that the other, therefore referring to Kahlo’s dual heritage: German father and Mexican
mother (Herrera, 1989, Kettenmann, 1993). Because the figure in Tehuana dress is not
bleeding and her heart was not broken, it was concluded that Kahlo’s Mexican roots were the
main source of her strength. However, even Kahlo herself suggested wider explications of this
work than merely her divorce from Rivera (Meskimmon, 1996). The use of the heart had its
roots in indigenous iconography rather than unrequited love (Helland, 1992). Both faces, in
fact, are different shades of dark, representing a social caste once esteemed as the true
Mexican. The figure dressed in a European way would be criolla, a Mexican of Spanish
descent, whereas the other one would be mestiza, of mixed European and Indian heritage
(Lindauer, 1999). The Mexican/European split is therefore non-existent and cannot serve as
valid interpretation. Nevertheless, Kahlo’s work is strongly rooted; it presents a special
connectedness to place. She appropriated an expansive view on Mexican culture, blending
many races into contemporary Hispanic culture. Philosopher José Vasconcelos, a friend of
Kahlo’s and Rivera’s, called that hybridized identity la raza cosmica (in: Udall, 2000:10).
Regarding Kahlo’s art as Surrealist (Chadwick, 1985) might also blur the influences and
context of Kahlo’s cultural and ethnic heritage. 108 What to Surrealists was a discovery of the
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That is the reason that Kahlo gave her birth date as July 7, 1910 (the year of the outbreak of the Mexican
Revolution) rather than July 6, 1907, written on her birth certificate. She probably wanted her life to begin with
the modern Mexico.
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It is interesting to notice to what extent Diego Rivera is held responsible for the cultural impact of Kahlo in
existing scholarship. All biographers almost unanimously admit that Rivera had practically formed Kahlo’s
views on art, politics, self-styling and sexuality (Lindauer, 1999).
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André Breton wrote: “I have long admired the self-portrait by Frida Kahlo de Rivera that hangs on a wall of
Trotsky’s study. She had painted herself dressed in a robe of wings gilded with butterflies, and it is exactly in
this guise that she draws aside the mental curtain. We are privileged to be present, as in the most glorious days of
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subconscious, was in fact an iconography existing already for ages in the Mexican visual
culture. Breton saw in Kahlo’s work only “what was alien to the rational world of the white
European male – madness, women, the exotic” (Fuentes and Lowe, 1998:27). By reading
Kahlo’s art as surreal, he both actively produced meaning on Kahlo’s feminine passive role
and disregarded Mexico’s political and aesthetic distinction from Europe. 109
Further deconstructions of the Western conception in relation to Kahlo’s work (for instance
death as having a very prominent place in Mexican beliefs and popular culture) would be very
interesting. Nevertheless, I have restricted myself to the concept of pain and illness, aware
that Kahlo, belonging to the privileged, educated class, conveyed her disability also through
Western language. Her works, full of indigenous symbolic and Catholic references,
simultaneously employ Western medical imagery when she wanted to represent her pain.
Through her use of both imageries Kahlo represented aspects of experience that Western
social conventions classify as intimate and personal, as something that should be concealed
from public view. Kahlo’s life since 17 September 1925, the day of the accident, was a slow,
constant deterioration of her condition. Permanent pain, fatigue, disintegration made her “live
dying,” as one of her friends reported (Herrera, 1989). In Mexican society, enthralled by the
ideals of youth and productivity, the aged and ill often became the Other (Helland, 1992).
Little in mainstream culture prepared people for the physical, psychological, or spiritual
perplexities that arose. 110 But Kahlo has fought against those otherizing practices. Art critic
John Berger said about Kahlo: “That she became a world legend is in part due to a fact
that…under the new world order, the sharing of pain is one of the essential preconditions for a
refinding of dignity and hope”. 111 Although extremely self-referential, her works speak of the
shared feeling of pain many of us can relate to. Kahlo’s emphasis on pain fit into her wider
representational function as a minority radical, traditionally deprived of power by politics of
German Romanticism, at the entry of a young woman endowed with all the gifts of seduction, one accustomed to
the company of men of genius” (in: Chadwick, 1985:33). Breton considered Kahlo a Surrealist, proclaiming that
in her paintings and in Mexico generally (he visited Kahlo there) he detected “pure surreality” (Lindauer, 1999).
Nevertheless, Kahlo did not identify herself with any of the contemporary art movements: “They thought I was a
Surrealist, but I wasn’t. I never painted dreams. I painted my own reality” (in: Herrera, 1989)
109
Various components of pain include, among others, a sensory component that refers to capacity to analyse
location, intensity and duration of stimulus, a cognitive element involved in anticipation and remembrance of
pain (Melzack, 2003). Location, duration, remembrance are all negotiated in Kahlo’s work, often initiating the
debate on her being a part of Surrealist movement.
110
That alienation is recognized by both the old and diseased. That might be the reason why, for Kahlo, the
accident initiated the process of ageing: “Now I live in a painful planet, transparent as ice; it is as if I had learnt
everything at once in seconds … My friends, my companions became women slowly, I became old in instants
and everything today is bland and lucid. I know that nothing lies behind, if there were something I would see it
...” (in: Herrera, 1989:25).
111
Quoted in The Guardian, May 21, 2005
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exclusion (Baddeley, in: Dexter and Barson, 2005). To many, Kahlo has become an archetype
of a cultural minority and an icon of marginal culture. As I have pointed out in that chapter,
Kahlo induced that transference using her body as a representational tool. Constantly
photographed by others and painted by herself, her body was open to loathing, adoration, pity,
cruelty. Still, Kahlo’s work is also about irony in the face of pain, it is about distancing
oneself from anguish. She controlled her appearance and others’ reception of her very
rigorously. She kept fighting battles with her own body, using plaster casts and iron devices,
in order to gain control over it. But she also indulged this body, dressing it beautifully,
displaying its sexuality. She negotiated with her body over the politics of pain. Her paintings
show us how, while bounded to her disabled embodiment, she defied its laws; she changed the
rules of perspective and of gravity of it. It is not an eternal, objective truth about the body – it
is truth that is constructed and negotiated while sharing it with an onlooker.
We experience pain as we interpret it (Morris, 1991); it distorts our ability to speak, but does
not make it impossible for us to capture and reshape it. Sickness and pain made Kahlo search
for a new significant, to reinvent the language of the visual. Colours, traditionally associated
with certain emotions or phenomena, had lost their symbolism and found a new one. 112
Representing pain often meant for Kahlo representing the world around her. That world is full
of enormous cells, organic hybrids, moonlike landscapes, x-rays of internal organs, surgical
instruments and floating umbilical cords. This is the world of pain, if we only let ourselves
see it. 113 Kahlo has showed the side of pain long ignored in art history discourse. The
iconography of suffering has a long tradition in art, but it is almost always the cause of the
suffering that determines its visual attractiveness. Pain and anguish as the products of wrath,
cruelty and revenge (divine or human) have been most represented: for example Laocoön and
his sons, the Passion of Christ and executions of Christian martyrs. At the same time,
suffering from illness or childbirth is almost invisible in the history of art (Sontag, 2003).
Representing loss or pain calls for new iconographies and demands new education while
looking at artworks. The modes of self-representation and self-understanding are a part of
every text written (Grosz, 1995). For Kahlo self-portrait was not a fixed representational tool
– she pursued her image throughout her life and her illness. She used the privilege of a selfportrait very consciously: using the power of the image to mediate between art object and
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Kahlo explained the symbolic of colours at large in her diary.
Diego Rivera wrote about Kahlo: “endurance of truth, reality, cruelty, and suffering. Never before had a
woman put such agonized poetry on canvas” (Fuentes, 1998:13).
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human subject. She reworked the historical incompatibility between the positioning of the
woman and that of the artist. Kahlo, as one of the few women artists of her time, managed to
paint a female nude without merely submitting to the male gaze. In the act of painting herself,
she challenged the relationship between masculine agency and feminine passivity in Western
art history (Rideal, 2001). Kahlo maintained her gaze throughout all terrible narratives; her
face would not falter, even when her body was split almost in two. Whether naked and
exposed or fully dressed, we always see Kahlo formal and composed. It is particularly worth
noticing that the concept of shame is totally absent from Kahlo’s art – crossing the boundaries
of nakedness, intimacy, openness, pain and pleasure, Kahlo never complied with what might
be called norms of decency or limits of artistic representation. She used her selfrepresentations in paintings to record both her cultural heritage and social expectations of her.
The result is far from hagiography – it is extremely personal, dramatic work, using a
multitude of symbols and references. Through the visual, her subjectivity and lived
experience were being confirmed and presented.
This chapter and the paintings it assembles are configured around images of the self. Frida
Kahlo’s work did not seek to depict the generalized category of “women”. None of it
universalizes or essentializes the concept of being a woman or being in pain. Nevertheless, in
her self-portraits, Kahlo both pointed out and contested the ways femininity is internalized as
an effect of patriarchal notions, and negotiated the territory for feminine self-image. I have
read her art as often ironic self-analysis and bitter comment on her experience of illness and
inability to live up to society’s standards of a good wife and healthy (read: fertile) woman.
Kahlo’s art resisted and transgressed binaries between man/woman, husband/wife,
active/passive, healthy/ill, which constitute the basis of masculine discourse. Other
oppositions, including those of exterior/interior, control/chaos, heroic/vulnerable, painful
surgery/celebrated sexuality, and self-containment/openness to a viewer have also been
deconstructed. That dislodging of predetermined categories imposed either by culture,
aesthetics, morality or representational codes both gives room for the expansion of the self
and opens a new reading of women’s art.
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CHAPTER II

It is monstrosity, not death, that is the countervalue to life
Georges Canguilhem, Monstrosity and the
Monstrous
… In the middle, cadaverous, awful, lay the grey
puddle in the courtyard … I came to the puddle. I
could not cross it. Identity failed me
Virginia Woolf, The Waves

Frida Kahlo and Cindy Sherman both present the wounded flesh. But while Kahlo showed
chronic pain as a result of tissue damage, Sherman’s art can be read as a symptom of pain, a
reflection of a mental state. While Kahlo painted perpetual pain accompanying her all her life,
Sherman shows pain as a structural instability, the blurring of the boundaries of stereotyped
femininity. Like her own artistic persona, pain in Sherman’s work is de-individualized; it
might just as well be the pain of an author, a model, a character or a viewer. Abandoning any
claim on notions such as authorship or intentionality, Sherman disowns – but does not
disembody – pain. Pain in Sherman’s art changes the body in the same way that emotional
crisis watermarks the identity. Sherman never shows her characters as what is widely
understood as idealized figures. Her art forms the counterpart to the American cult of the
well-functioning, toned-down body, where any memory of pain had been erased. Pain denied
elsewhere here becomes pain transformed into monstrosity, nausea, pathology, hysteria, and
disguise. Sherman’s photographs force the viewer to acknowledge the amount of pain
constituting the female subject.
I am interested in the discursive exchange between feminist and psychoanalytic theories and
visual images where Sherman’s art is concerned. Sherman’s work has been mostly looked
upon through its relevance to postmodern theory and its new aesthetic characterized by
pastiche, self-referentiality, fragmentation, hybridization and multiplicity. Embracing main
trends of postmodernity, such as the gaze (Mulvey, 1975 and 1991), the abject (Krauss,
1993b), the real (Foster, 1996b), the traumatic (Bryson, 1993), the authorship (Crimp, 1980),
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and the pastiche (Solomon-Godeau, 1991) 114 , Sherman has been established as one of the key
artists working on the female self and embodiment. The body in her art has been
conceptualized as a seat of passions, emotions and desires, the site of sexuality, the site of
illness and death in reference to massive AIDS awareness in the 1980s and 1990s, and finally,
the space marked as different, as other. Sherman’s art has mostly been connected to
psychoanalytic readings, used as a means to identify and to disrupt the production of the
current forms of sexual difference. Her work called for a new conceptual approach, influenced
by semiotics, the unspoken and unrepresented conditions of signification, and by feminist
theory. The major critical writing on the artist consists of a corpus of explicitly feminist texts
on difference, gender and sexuality. The images testifying to women’s alienation from their
bodies and from their sexuality under the patriarchal order gave ways to theories of
Sherman’s photography as symptom and signifier (Mulvey, 1976, 1989 and 1991, Schjeldahl,
1987, Danto, 1990). Her earliest series, Film Stills, has been widely discussed, and remains to
this day considered as the most artistically and commercially successful. Film Stills show the
artist in a series of clichéd roles from the 1940s and 1950s low-budget melodramas and film
noirs: seductress, femme fatale, working girl, housewife, murder victim. Sherman’s latest
Clown series, her collaboration with the Nike ID LAB (Sherman takes part in the commercial
campaign) and a recent book project with Marc Jacobs and Juergen Teller (Teller, Sherman,
Jacobs, 2006) have not had much scholarly attention as yet.
Although often regarded in terms of violence, terror, repression, anxiety and psychosis,
Sherman’s work has not been directly connected to pain. It is significant that the most
aggressive of Sherman’s series have received proportionally the least commentary.
Nevertheless, the series made after Film Stills better fit my argument and exemplify the
concept of pain more clearly. The concept of pain as one of the most frequent symptoms of
bodily crisis is crucial to my understanding of Sherman’s subsequent series: Fashion Pictures,
Disaster Pictures, Disgust Pictures and the Clown Series. 115 Sherman’s photographs form an
account of pain in the female subject; they describe the nature of the relationship between
pain and several types of concepts commonly seen as female, such as hysteria, monstrosity,
grotesque or bulimia. Cindy Sherman’s art makes one realize that pain, besides being cellular
damage, is a reflection of the mental state, and as such can help to read visual accounts of the
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Those key essays on Sherman’s art have recently been reprinted in the special issue of October Files, 2006
Ascribing particular photographs to different series, I am using the classification made by Rosalind Krauss
(1993a).
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struggle to preserve feminine identity. Pain is a deeply psychoanalytic concept. The
incapacity to tolerate frustration causes failure of the symbolic function, and the consequent
failure of the thinking process, resulting in repression and the occurrence of symptoms. Freud
(1961) considered that the chronologically first pain is the pain of helplessness felt by the
baby when she/he is separated from the mother, the primordial experience of seeing oneself in
the radical absence of the other. He also defined pain as a reaction that is proportional to the
loss of the object, corresponding to the traumatic situation. To Freud, pain corresponded to the
traumatic effect of absence that can not be imagined, a negative that can not be either
represented or recalled, manifesting itself through somatization. Sherman’s photographs
present visual cases of such somatization, of communicating emotional distress as bodily
symptoms. The symptom is a ciphered message of the body that is positioned on the verge of
passing into signification and culture, but is permanently held back. What makes it
recognizable is its affect, undermining and threatening the whole notion of personal and
cultural intelligibility (Bryson, 1993). It causes discomfort and displeasure, but at the same
time it is the only point that gives consistency to the subject, its only way to avoid falling
apart. Lacan (1980) claimed that the symptom arises where the word fails; it is a kind of
prolongation of communication by other means; the failed, repressed word articulates itself in
a coded form. Symptom addresses an Other within, it embraces the blurring of boundaries. It
has its locus in the body, but this body is no longer a Foucauldian product of discipline,
knowledge and technique. Rather, it is connected to the idea of a dark, hidden monstrosity.
Jean-Martin Charcot, the Parisian doctor treating hysteria at the end of nineteenth century, in
place of the word symptom used the word stigmata. Referring to the suffering of Christ, that
word also appeared in the witch-hunting manuals of the Inquisition; stigmata diaboli marked
the body of the witch (in: Gilman, 1993). Canguilhem (1966), establishing the methodology
of the normal and the pathological in the history of biology and medicine, saw pain as the
ultimate symptom, the process of foreseeing the disease by the organism. In the case of almost
any dysfunction, our pain sensitivity increases and pain tolerance decreases. Since the amount
and quality of pain one feels is determined by one’s previous experiences, by the way one
remembers them, and by one’s ability to understand the cause of pain and its consequences, I
understand symptom here as “your own description of your physical or mental impairment”
(Cassell, 1991:96), often apparent only to the person affected. The story of the symptom is not
linear and it does not move from cause to effect (Ahmed 2002). Reworking pain as a
symptom, rather that treating it like an unnecessary affliction, presents the chance for
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escaping the binary of physical/emotional pain and presenting pain only within the cultural
frame.
Cindy Sherman’s photographs are the metaphors of painful experiences, with no systematic
discourse, but at the same time deeply embedded and continuously inscribed in her art.
Sherman’s works illustrate the way in which those experiences have entered into the domain
of popular media and culture, re-constructing femininity as present in art, fashion magazines,
pornography, cinema and cultural clichés. In visual representation the problem of female
embodiment – immaterial, fluid, transcendent, modified - is particularly relevant to the notion
of crisis that pain brings along. According to Showalter, women are “human beings who will
convert feelings into symptoms when we are unable to speak” (Showalter, 1997:207).
Consequently, I think that Sherman presents symptoms that make bodily comfort and wellbeing impossible. As Bryson (1993) points out, a significant obstacle for understanding the
body lies in the issue of pain. Pain makes the body oscillate between being a material,
autonomous entity and an object of a scientific study reduced to a piece of flesh. Pain marks
the limits of the language and comprehension; there are very few signs one could exchange
for his or her pain to push it into representational codes. I would nevertheless argue that pain
can be traceable in Sherman’s photographs, but only if one moves beyond the concept of pain
as tissue damage. The body in Sherman’s art, manipulated and shattered by the voyeuristic
gaze, instrumentality, absence of sexual taboos, and pornographic and advertising practices,
can no longer bear any pretence to wholeness and integrity. It has been marked as a symbol of
a pathological, disintegrating identity. It has been situated by art historians in visual parallel to
the horrifying etches of Francisco Goya:
Perhaps for Sherman, as for so many other artists and intellectuals of our own time, the body is the central locus
of significant ideas, issues, and images, yet the meanings we attach to its representation as fragmented, decayed,
imperfect, and artificial are drastically different from those of earlier times. In general terms, this change can be
attributed not only to the larger cultural implications of the gradual undermining of the positivistic, rational
worldview that began during the Enlightenment, but also to the specific topical inflections of the events and
outlook of the late twentieth century (Smith, in: Cruz, 1997:25).

Sherman shows the battle of the body with its aggressor – the disintegrating identity in crisis.
Leonardo da Vinci postulated that the artist painting a battle remains pitiless and cruel in his
observations, exposing blood, bones and agony to their greatest extent (in: Sontag, 2003). The
female body, the play between surfaces of seductiveness and rotting insides in Western art
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history, still operative in Kahlo’s art, is here the space where those surfaces gradually
collapse. There is no escaping the body’s dramatic reality and anxiety about the destiny of
that body: its disintegration, fragmentation, dissolution, artificiality, and displacement place
the experience of pain between the visible and invisible. Although she is both real and staged,
elusive and ungraspable, Sherman initiates the process of representing the body in crisis. The
signifiers designating a healthy and desirable female body collapse one by one, replaced by
symptoms. How are we to read such an image of femininity? The femininity operates through
transformations and displacement of the flesh: in what constitutes most drastic moments of
agony, Sherman abandons using her own body and recedes to the plastic prosthesis, dolls,
masks, or a mere reflection in various objects. How should we understand that fascination
with and simultaneous denial of bodily pain? Femininity in Sherman’s works constitutes an
integral part of common Western identity. In this chapter, I argue that this part is painful and
malfunctioning. Sherman’s photographs (particularly after Film Stills) reveal “a monstrous
otherness behind the cosmetic façade” (Mulvey, 1996:70). 116 Lacan (in: Wright, 1992) saw a
woman re-created as a symptom of man’s castration anxiety, silenced, eroticized, eternally
other than man, an essential absence. Accordingly, a woman is articulated as a figure of
separation and attachment. Vision as the main tool of the realization of anatomical difference
between the sexes has shaped dominant ways of representing the female form in art as
deficient and lacking; femininity in mass culture is problematically figured. Sherman’s female
subject is the subject-in-crisis, the subject at the moment of its most tenuous integration and
functioning within representational practices, subject on the verge of collapse expressed in
mental disorders such as borderline cases, depression, eating disorders or other psychical
extremes. It is the subject under erasure, because it represents lack within the phallocentric
order of language, hiding behind a psychosomatic symptom (Kristeva, 1989). Sherman
reconstructs that subject painstakingly and identifies with it so thoroughly that artist and role
appear to have merged, where the seams are nevertheless visible (Owens, 1992b). In this
chapter, I relate to conditions that are usually presented to us as a major problematic of
owning a (female) body, analyzing how those conditions are expressed within the context of
pain.
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Mulvey (1991), examining Sherman’s photographic images until the late 1980s, found in the progression of
the images - from the early Film Stills, Centerfolds, Fashion Pictures, Fairytale Pictures, to Disgust series - the
investigation of the feminine as masquerade. Mulvey saw Sherman’s later works as phantasmagoric projections
on the female body. I would rather trace subsequent series as symptoms of bodily crisis undergone by the female
subject.
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Just as it could be useful for feminist purposes, Sherman’s art could be considered as reenacting the long history of female oppression. Burton (2006) argues that Sherman’s
characters are usually read as passive and preyed upon, threatened by the media-produced
male gaze. Dead, sick, unconscious, crazy, pathological women caught in the dramatic
moments of collapse or madness; seen as half-animals, mannequins and hybrids surrounded
by dirt, rubbish, chaos, vomit, emptiness, and darkness, they are stripped of any integrity as
subjects as they are being looked upon. While Sherman shows her women charcters in the
network of power relations already existing, it is simultaneously an active process of
questioning those relations and submitting to them. 117 It has been speculated that Sherman’s
enormous commercial success is based on the voyeuristic pleasure with which images of
women are looked at:
The ironic intentions that critics assigned to Sherman ensured that these textbook representations of the “other” –
cunt, witch, bimbo, victim – were seen as critiques of this vision of women… But one has only to see certain
Sherman photographs on a collector’s wall to understand the rather traditional nature of their appeal: a wet Tshirt clinging to breasts… These negative representations were disturbingly close to the way men have
experienced or fantasized women. Her camera seemed male and her images so successful not because they
threatened phallocracy but because they reiterated and confirmed it (Broude and Garrard, 1994:255).

Instead of seeing Sherman’s art as a critical parody of commercial imagery or re-instating of
that imagery, many (i.e. Krauss, 1984) see it rather as an ironic comment on the position of
the artist. Without this critical dimension, as one of Sherman’s critics noticed, “one might just
as well be Helmut Newton” (Solomon-Godeau, 1991:57). That dimension is also the reason
why it is possible to see Sherman’s photographs as representations on pain. Work on pain
must acknowledge “negative representations” Broude and Garrard mention. To name pain is
to speak of the primordial negative on which the human psyche is going to be structured
(Wright, 1992). Therefore, the aim of this chapter is not to assess the ways in which cultural
and artistic representations of the body can be oppressive or empowering to women, but rather
to point out how the visual representation of the body can encompass the actual female
experience of pain. Critically reading feminist scholarship on Sherman, I try to look at her art
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Sherman’s series Centerfolds is the result of a 1981 commission from the magazine Artforum, which
frequently invited artists to do special projects. Sherman, inspired by the format of two facing pages, alluded to
the centrefold photographs in Playboy. The pictures were rejected on the ground that they would be
“misunderstood” by militant feminists. They were considered to be “too close” to the pin-ups in men’s
magazines (The New Yorker, May 15, 2000). The series was indeed accused of undermining women’s
empowerment by presenting them in vulnerable poses. For example Untitled #93, which Sherman described as a
photo of someone waking up with a hangover, has been generally read as a picture of rape (Cruz, 1997).
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anew and present the ways in which concepts such as hysteria, abjection, monstrosity or
grotesque can be seen as painful.
Pain causes metamorphosis; it causes one to change, sometimes unrecognizably. Being
disquietingly someone else in every photograph, Sherman presents the fluctuating crisis of
female embodiment. Canguilhem (1966) stated that the subject in pain undergoes a drastic
change when falling sick, becoming detached from the image of itself from before. Sherman’s
art complies with that statement. That is why the problem of self-portrait is so relevant in her
case. “I don’t do self-portraits” said Sherman in an interview, “I always try to get as far away
from myself as possible in the photographs. It could be, though, that it’s precisely by doing so
that I create a self-portrait, doing these totally crazy things with these characters” (in:
Bronfen, 2003:413). While Frida Kahlo always presented her own, widely recognizable face,
Sherman’s face is rather a prop, as unstable as the identities presented in her photographs.
Being an actress, director, stylist and camerawoman in one, she is turning herself into the
image that she herself directs. The range of Sherman’s artistic self-transformation is
astonishing. Using wigs, makeup, dresses, accessories, background and lightning, she puts
herself into any age, personality, body type, mood, and narrative. While the classical genre of
self-portrait usually shows an artist in a staged pose, assuming to show the “essence” of one’s
personality, Sherman’s photographs are very stereotyped, almost-but-not-quite-recognizable
pictures with a wide number of possible readings. Using her own body, Sherman mediates
between the physicality of her flesh and the image of it she creates: over-familiar archetypes
of film starlet, fashion model, housewife and career woman. While the genre of the female
portrait traditionally constitutes a framework to explore femininity, this femininity is here
deconstructed by presenting media images and cultural clichés. Using herself as a blank
canvas, she never refers to her individual features: “People are going to look under the
makeup and wigs from that common denominator, the recognizable. I’m trying to make other
people recognize something of themselves rather than me” (in: Bronfen, 1986:416). All those
changes make Sherman’s body – the signifier of the artist’s presence – disappear. That selfeffacement is disquieting and troubling. 118 The question of whether Sherman’s photographs
are self-portraits has been thoroughly discussed by her critics. Bronfen calls them rather “self-
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That self-effacement connects to the problematic of the photography as a medium: Barthes sees all forms of
photographic representation as the disavowal of identity, “the advent of myself as the other” (Barthes, 1981:12).
Making another body for herself, Sherman transforms herself into an image of the other. Barthes claims that in
the act of being photographed one somehow becomes fluid, undone, neither subject nor object.
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performance” or “self-portraits which are non-self-portraits” (Bronfen, 1986:414). 119 Owens
claims that while Sherman’s photographs are always self-portraits, “in them the artist never
appears to be the same, indeed, not even the same model; while we can presume to recognize
the same person, we are forced at the same time to recognize a trembling around the edges of
that identity” (Owens, 1992b:499). Van Alphen argues that Sherman, using her own face and
her own body, signifies the loss of self rather than its actual presence, shaping “the subject as
simulacrum instead of as origin” (van Alphen, 2005:25). Van Alphen argues that the portrait
has become a problematic genre in the twentieth century; no longer seen as the sign of the
artist’s authority and unity, it has lost its exemplary status for mimetic representation. Jones
sees Sherman’s photographs as “a kind of technology of embodiment, and yet one that
paradoxically points to our tenuousness and incoherence as living, embodied subjects” (Jones,
2002:950). The debate reflects the ungraspable character of concepts such as author, artist and
model in the artist’s work. The reconstruction of certain characters seems almost painful; the
artist and the role are merging into a whole with different levels of ease and comfort. More
than traditional self-portrait, Sherman performs self-transformation, presenting the self as a
number of shifting identities rather than as a unified whole. In her photograph of Cindy
Sherman, Annie Leibovitz placed the artist among other women, identically dressed and with
hair slicked back in the same way. Among all the non-descriptive faces it is very hard to
distinguish the artist (Leibovitz, 2006). 120
Denying her works the status of self-portraits, Sherman also never claims the ownership of the
meaning of her work and disregards her personal motives. It is remarkable how
depersonalized the images really are, separating themselves from the artist and becoming
different characters. For a work of art to be considered a portrait, the artist usually portrays a
specific person and uses his/her name in the title. Sherman’s works remain untitled. The story
that has been often repeated in feminist texts is that when Sherman moved to New York after
graduating from art school in Buffalo, the city scared her. Dressing up was to her the way to
overcome her shyness. For months she would stay home, dressing up, and then never leaving
the apartment. Working as a receptionist, she would sometimes come to work in nurse’s
uniform or dressed as a secretary from the 1950s (Bronfen 2002, Cruz 1997, Krauss 1993a).
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Dressing up as the particular character of a model in Film Stills, Sherman sometimes reveals the structure of
that masquerade by showing herself holding the shutter-release cord.
120
Paradoxically, Sherman’s face is nowadays one of the most recognizable faces of living American artists,
surpassed in familiarity only by Andy Warhol, whose intentions connected to presenting his own images differed
enormously (Danto, 1997).
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Although not so widely acclaimed as feminist icon as Frida Kahlo, Sherman certainly draws
from her observations of women in contemporary culture. Based on the assumption that
Sherman’s work has always been produced in and around embodiment and the subject marked
as feminine, the artist necessarily relates directly to a feminist problematic of the subject.
Consequently, theorists like Barbara Creed (1993), Rosalind Krauss (1993a/b), Mary Russo
(1994), Laura Mulvey (1996), Elizabeth Bronfen (1998) and Amada Cruz (1997) have read
Sherman’s art in relation to feminist and poststructuralist theories.121 Nevertheless, Sherman,
never actively engaged in any feminist political statement, presents a very anti-theoretical
stance with no preconceived ideas. Each character in her art emerges through the process of
looking: “My way of working is that I don’t know what I am trying to say until it’s almost
done” (in: The New Yorker, May 15, 2000). Since there is no explicit comment or explanatory
title in her work, Sherman has often been inextricably situated in a history of women’s silence
as the fight against repression: “Sherman’s work stays on the side of enigma, but as a critical
challenge, not an insoluble mystery” (Mulvey, 1996:65). In interviews she gives freedom to
the public and critics to interpret her pictures; her work is based on an emptiness into which
one could put one’s own meanings. It is the artist’s intention that those personages have a life
of their own: “I’d like people to fantasise about this person’s life or what they’re thinking or
what’s inside their head, so I guess that’s like telling a story” (in: Joo, 2004, pages
unnumbered). Her silence is protected by critics, expressing themselves as: “I would like to
think of Sherman in dialogue with...” or “I imagine her reflecting on....” (i.e. Krauss, 1993a).
The absence of crystallized meaning still remains and circulates.
I would argue however that understanding Sherman’s work is to partly recognize it as selfportrait. The key to that understanding is the materiality of the body. Sherman’s body is
always materially present in the photograph. It restricts her in its physical characteristics.
Being white, she only explores white femininity. Being a woman, she almost always presents
female figures. 122 Sherman’s photographs are the proof that we almost never experience
ourselves out of our bodies. We are always basically able to distinguish ourselves from the
others by setting bodily boundaries. Even if when looking at our image in the mirror we
sometimes experience the feeling of distance and detachment, we still remain the subject
within this image. To constitute ourselves as embodied subjects through technologies of
121

Mulvey (1991) claims that Sherman’s work would have been impossible without a whole feminist theory and
its theorization on the body, representation, semiotics and psychoanalysis.
122
Sherman does dress up as a man in the Murder Mystery People series made in 1976, and partly in the recent
Clown Series.
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representation, we need the body. The only moment the artist escapes those restrictions is
when she stops showing her body. “What could I possibly do when I want to stop using
myself and don’t want ‘other people’ in the photos?” asks Sherman in her notes (in: Cruz,
1997:163). The answer is artificial parts, dummies, toys, mannequins, prostheses, masks and
occasionally empty photographs without people in them. Those solutions present an
interesting case for any research on pain. As much as we need the body to conceptualize about
pain, pain remains in Sherman’s photographs even when the body is replaced by plastic and
rubber. Although depersonalized, Sherman’s photographs are a self-reflexive attempt to
establish identity politics in the situation of crisis.
In the first section of this chapter I present one of the photographs from Fashion Series as a
visual account of the contemporary notion of hysteria. Gender-marked pain has traditionally
been defined as one of the most familiar symptoms of hysteria (Morris, 1991), but was
practically un-localized in the hysterical body, flowing freely. To relate to the problem of a
painful female body made visible by art, I will draw an analogy between the concept of
hysteria in terms of its capacity to disrupt traditional norms of narrative and representation. I
concentrate on somatic symptoms, both in the clinical approach and in cultural theory, and
insist that pain, as one of the most common symptoms of hysteria, should not be neglected.
According to Das (1997), the language of pain, destroying apparent meaning, could turn into a
kind of hysteria where the surface of the female body becomes a canvas for images of anxiety
and agony. I will also draw the parallel between the concepts of the body in crisis and the
representation of the female body in fashion. Once women’s fashion is identified as a field of
representation, it then becomes a significant text of how the dominant culture constructs
femininity.
In the second section I examine the series Sherman begun in 1986, named by critics Disaster
or Disgust Pictures. 123 The body in that series is subjected to violence and chaos. The works
from that period show abject substances and fragmented bodies constituting the aesthetic
display of the disgusting. In these works, the body is either threatened, or already defeated.
Since bodily wastes, or rather the transgression between the body and those wastes, seem to
be the main subject of the series, I draw here extensively on Kristeva’s construction of the
abject, concentrating on its somatic dimension and taking the form of an eating disorder. I see
123

Only Untitled Film Stills was named by the artist herself, the rest of the series have names given to them by
art critics.
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somatic disturbance as the primal theme of those images, provoking not only aesthetic, but
also somatic reaction. Just like pain, disgust is dependent upon contact; it involves a
relationship of touch (Ahmed, 2004). Analysing one of the photographs from the group
named The Vomit Pictures I read the nauseous character of Sherman’s photographs as another
visualization of pain.
Sherman’s work simultaneously horrifies and challenges a viewer to contest traditionally
normative narratives of female subjectivity within art and culture. In the next section I
examine what monstrosity signifies when it comes to (painful) embodiment. Sherman’s
monsters uncover the self as being in opposition to the “ideal” female body. They reject it to
reveal another, alternative model of femininity and rebel against media images of the
contemporary ideal of beauty. That ideal is denied and replaced with images of the assaulted
and fragmented body in chaos. I argue that the category of the monstrous, always extremely
visual, has reached the highest degree of exposure in the image of the artificial, pregnant body
in Untitled #187. Pregnant body, experienced as the body of another, is immediately engaged
in the normal/pathological discourse. Since “the world never ceases to signal the repressed
world of the mother” (Creed, 1993:13), I point out how pregnancy is presented here as the
ultimate crisis of female embodiment and the highest form of monstrosity, but also as
materialized anticipation of the pain of labour.
In the last section, I read the figure of a clown as a modern version of a pathological freak,
whose “overacting” (Russo, 1994) and weirdness are cruelly exposed for its audience. The
clown is a figure of the body in crisis. That crisis is acknowledged by a viewer witnessing the
very explicit process of dressing up and putting the disguised body on display. The clown in
Sherman’s art becomes the symbol of the tension between the body as a spectacle and the
body as lived reality. While it has traditionally been the clown’s task to mediate between its
audience and reality, Sherman shows degenerate clowns, clowns going beyond slapstick and
vulgar jokes, occupying a critical space where the relationship between reality and the
audience is disturbed. I read social constructions of both clown and freak as epitomes of pain,
shame, ostracism, exploitation and misunderstanding, connecting them to the feminist theories
on representation of grotesque embodiment. I argue that the clown, culturally perceived in the
same manner as the feminine body of increased visibility, could stand for pain and pathology
of a genderless, or, on the contrary, an extremely gender-marked body.
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The medium of photography in my view has very specific means of visualizing the painful
experience of the body. In photography, the notion of objectification and externalization of
pathological or malfunctioning organs and anatomical parts is often implied. Gilman (1993)
stresses the collaboration between the educative function of photographic images and the
aesthetic tradition of representing the mentally ill; in the nineteenth century photographs of
the pathological (mad, criminal, prostitutes and freaks) were extremely popular and
constituted a recognized source of knowledge. The notion of photographs as documents rather
than art reflects the tension between the belief that photographic and filmic images function as
epistemological tools to get to know reality and that the knowledge and documentary value of
a photograph is determined not solely by notions of authenticity, correctness and truth (Crimp,
1980, Sekula, 2002). Elkins (1999) argues that most contemporary medical imagery based on
photography - positron-emission tomography (PET), computerized axial tomography (CAT)
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) - depicts the malfunctioning body as weightless and
painless. That tension is visible in all of Sherman’s series and all the transformations she
undergoes in them. Each image in Sherman’s art is built around a photographic depiction of a
woman, filtered through and inscribed with the signifiers of the medium. Sherman’s viewers
become aware of the vision she creates through the guise of a photograph. Photography is a
play on the absence and presence of the subject portrayed in a certain moment in time. To
read her body as a signifier of pathology and pain is to make Sherman the artist even more
absent in every photograph. Accordingly, I chose photography to convey pain as symptom.
Photography is the technique which from its beginning was closely related to the bodily
condition, particularly that of the sick, pathological, colonized, exotic or eroticized body
(Bronfen, 1998). Photographs of terror and pain expose us to the violent reality; they serve as
an “eye we cannot shut” (Berger, 1980:38). Sontag (2003) argues that for the photography of
atrocity, any sort of artistry or aesthetic manipulation decreases the audience’s belief in its
sincerity and truth: “Pictures of hellish events seem more authentic when they don’t have the
look that comes from being ‘properly’ lighted and composed, because the photographer either
is an amateur or – just as serviceable – has adopted one of several familiar anti-art styles”
(Sontag, 2003:27). Nevertheless, careful construction and clear references in Sherman’s
images often reinforce the horror of portrayed bodies. Berger (1980) notes how the contrast
between the photographed moment and all other moments captures the violence of the
represented scene. The camera functions as an instrument of appropriation, possession and
objectification. Sontag (2001) saw in the photography the way of violation, objectifying and
killing people: “Just as the camera is a sublimation of the gun, to photograph someone is a
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sublimated murder – a soft murder, appropriate to a sad, frightened time” (Sontag, 2001:1415). The violence of a photograph does not come from its content, but from its “filling the
sight by force” (Barthes, 1981:91). Already the terminology of photography is connected to
the lethal language of the murderer whose weapon the camera becomes. Barthes (1981) noted
that one simple click embraces the life/death paradigm since one speaks of “aiming” camera,
of keeping a finger on the trigger, and “shooting” the image.
Barthes (1981) defines the punctum of a photograph as an element piercing the viewer,
marking the opening of a gap in the subject through a traumatic encounter. The staging and
the stability of the image Sherman performs are required in order to permit the recognition of
pain as symptom – the frozen moment in the photograph might be the moment of recognition
and diagnosis. I am inclined to see Sherman’s photographs as an attempt to preserve a trace
and to grasp some materiality of the body, to grant them an epistemological function, storing
factual and symbolical information. However, it is important to note that the images of the
subject falling out of the “normal” category are often taken away from that subject. That lack
of appropriation is recognizable in Sherman’s denial of calling her work self-portraits, or in
refusing any control over her artistic self-image. Photography evokes the aspect of
reproduction, of copies, of copies of copies. The presence of the photograph is affected
through absence of the original (Crimp, 1980). Looking at Sherman’s photographs, we look at
the images of pain and crisis, rather than one specific, identified body. These startling,
anxious images are the images of “the disease and not of the patient” (Gilman, 1993:358).

Hysteria as the disease of representation: Untitled #122
In Fashion Series, which began in 1983 and was continued at intervals until 1994, Sherman
quoted extensively from fashion photography. The first group of photographs, including
Untitled #122, was commissioned by the shop owner Diane Benson in 1983 for a spread in
Interview magazine. Sherman was provided with clothes by Jean-Paul Gaultier and Comme
des Garçons. The series is an exaggerated, comical parody of glamorous and stylish high
fashion shots, rather silly or flirtatious, with several more sinister photos; Untitled #122 is one
of them. Subsequent photographs were designed for French Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, and
fashion shoots for Comme des Garçons. Here, Sherman went one step further – in those
images she presented herself as extremely upset, distraught, possibly abused or assaulted.
What started as simple superimposing “ugly person versus fashionable clothes” (artist’s notes,
in: Cruz, 1997:118-119), ended as a revealing of the dark, pathological self covered by
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designer outfits. 124 Sherman said about one of her projects: “I really liked the idea that this
was going to be for French Vogue, amongst all these gorgeous women in the magazine I
would be [showing] these really sick-looking people” (in: Nairne, 1987:136).
In this section I present how Sherman’s photographs might be read as a reversal of what is
commonly seen as representations of fashion and the desired female body in fashion
photography. Introducing the notion of body in crisis, dressed in designer clothes, Sherman
undermines here cultural views on fashion understood as a manner of Foucault’s technology
of the self (Martin et al., 1988), as multiplicity of practices that “permit individuals to effect
by their own means a certain number of operations on their bodies and souls, conduct, any
way of being so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness,
purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality” (ibid., page 18). Instead, she shows fashion
violently enforcing the conformity of a standard, prescribed look of attractiveness and sexual
seduction, as a cultural procedure “manufacturing desire that can never be fulfilled” (Cruz,
1997:8). To use fashion to envision and assure a good life is to employ a system of cultural
discourses on the self: social relations, representation, imagery, consumption and mechanisms
of inclusion. The discourse Sherman employs constitutes the opposition of a good life – it is a
discourse of a mental disorder covered with beautiful clothes. Fashion Series forms an
antithesis of glamour advertisements in the glossy fashion magazines of the time the series
was made. Any pleasurable exhibitionism is stopped by the disturbing ugliness and visible
flaws in the appearance of the presented women – dripping makeup, blemished skin, traces of
blood on their fingertips. At moments, the pathological corporality becomes almost as
artificial as the prosthetic body parts of Sherman’s later series. There are no perfect bodies
here – there are only bodies facing a crisis. Although practically all of her art is concerned
with the semiotic of clothes, Sherman was not the first one to explore the mimetic
significance of fashion. Clothing as both formal and iconographical signifier and as the way to
perform the fetishization of the female body has been acknowledged already by Surrealists
(Eiblmayr, 1993). 125 There have been many artists contemporary to Sherman presenting
fashion as a violent tool of female oppression. Dutch fashion photographer Erwin Olaf in his
Royal Blood series (2000) shows beautiful, stylized bodies with cuts and dripping blood.
Similar work has been done by Inez van Lamsweerde in her Thank you Thighmaster series
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Sherman’s film Doll Clothes (1975, black and white silent film, super-8 transformed to video, running time 3
minutes, Tate Modern, London) shows an animated paper doll - the artist - that comes to life as different clothes
are being put on her.
125
Salvador Dali collaborated in the 1930’s with fashion designer Elsa Schiaparelli.
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(1993). In both last cases, pictures that could be taken from high fashion magazines have been
digitally mutilated, hurt and abused. The models are so beautiful they seem unreal and
esoteric; their flawless, poreless skin forms a shocking contrast with bloody cuts.
The concept of fashion in Sherman’s art is more approachable from psychoanalytic theory,
suggesting that picturing the body is fundamental to the construction of a gendered identity,
while fashion allows the displacement of feelings about the body onto dress (Wright, 1992).
What has started as a work in commission with a clear commercial purpose, resulted in
powerful and quite disturbing commentary on the whole concept of the fashion industry
selling fantasy identities to women. From nineteenth century corsets, to the nineties’ heroin
chic to contemporary pre-pubescent models, fashion remains recalcitrant to feminist theory. In
addition to criticizing it for materialism, classism, conformity and manipulation (Thompson
and Haytko, 1997), feminists’ main argument against fashion has been the association
between fashionable dress and an eroticized female body, constituting a passive object of the
male gaze. In the rhetoric deployed by the traditionally understood fashion shoot – a
representation of an eroticized, sexually alluring female body – this body functions as a
signifier with numerous seductive poses. Subjected to a fixed catalogue of gestures, it is
turned into a commodity; it is an image that sells. Even while a woman’s corporeal presence
is contained in the visual image, her identity is usually not. It often happens that, instead of
the body, a viewer sees a pose. The body displayed in a fashion magazine is reshaped to
appear as a perfect body, carefully staged to induce consumption. Fashion is therefore a form
of compulsory masquerade, a play with identity induced by societal pressure. 126 It is a socially
acceptable and secure way to distinguish oneself from the other, at the same time ensuring
social adaptation and imitation. Fashion disciplines the body, subjecting it to the reign of
signs, yet promising a better, upgraded life; fashion is determined by a “dialectical horizon of
imprisonment-through-liberation” (van Winkel, 2006:57).
However, the changing aesthetics of fashion photography, placed between irony and
fetishism, have made the opposition between Sherman’s art and fashion photography, and
more generally between art and fashion, quite troubling. As van Winkel (2006) points out,
recent fashion photography is not sterile, slick and seamless, but in fact very similar to
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Sherman, aware of that pressure, wrote about making of this series: “I can’t escape the fashionability of these
clothes” (artist’s notes, in: Cruz, 1997:118-119).
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Sherman’s aesthetics. 127 Bodies in contemporary fashion magazines are strange, ugly,
different, imperfect, and troubled; they are in crisis. Moreover, through excessive use of wigs,
masks and makeup Sherman’s photos, despite their grotesque and abject elements, are just as
“cosmetic” as the industry they are supposed to parody. Sherman’s caricature of fashion
photography might have been imitated by fashion itself. Sherman might be in fact responsible
for influencing fashion photography, marking a shift from unemotional and elegant models of
the 1980s to narrative, mysterious scenes from the 1990s campaigns by i.e. Prada or Alberta
Ferretti. That problem addresses the dialectical relation and interdependence between art and
mass culture and challenges the notion of art as confrontational, critical and independent
whereas mass culture would avoid confrontation, confirm stereotypes and constitute simply
the tool of capitalism.
To make clear how pain is present in Sherman’s photograph, I will draw an analogy between
the concept of hysteria in terms of its being a painful symptom and its capacity to disrupt
traditional norms of narrative and representation. Although hysteria within humanities-bound
literature has ignored the problem of pain, it offers a chance to revalidate the concept. Pain as
a mark of hysteria has also been greatly silenced in feminist accounts. Consequently, I present
the hysterical subject in Untitled #122 as a figure of pain. Bronfen (1998) analyzes the
articulation of hysteria in Sherman’s Film Stills as dismissal of the cultural codes forming the
feminine subject experiencing itself as other. She finds in Sherman’s art an enactment of
hysteria as a form of wandering un-rootedness and non-integration, creating the transgression
of categories and the confusion of normalizing boundaries. Hysteria in Sherman’s art is
knotting together separated languages of cultural discourses on femininity, creating one
hybrid language. Concentrating on somatic symptoms in relation to hysteria, I present them
through their ability to dismantle categories and boundaries, both in clinical approach and in
cultural theory. The hysteric’s body is the organic and the sensory being. Hysterics do suffer
from pain, just as they suffer from other bodily hindrances – coughs, limited vision and
hearing, difficulty breathing. Moreover, female patients suffering from severe pain often tend
to be aggressive when demanding pain treatment in the ways culturally interpreted as hysteria
(Guinsburg et al., 2000). Hysteria can therefore be seen as pain un-translated. Hysteria is
important evidence that pain is constructed as much by social conditions as by the structure of
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Van Winkel compares Sherman to the model Kate Moss. He negotiates their respective chameleon-like
qualities, the levels of both women’s awareness of the condition of the media and their critical engagement in the
fashion industry.
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the nervous system (Morris, 1991). Hysteria is not a “consistent, unified affliction like malaria
or tuberculosis” (Showalter, 1997:14), nor is it simply the parody of re-grouping coincidental
symptoms. My aim here is to stress the interdependence of research fields in creating the
fluidity of the concept and point out that hysteria might be seen as an attempt of somatic
narrative: “in transit, moving, dis-placing – this is the grain of hysteria without which there is
no theorization at all” (Braidotti, 1994:93).
I want to present the concept of hysteria as a metaphorical condition characterized by
excessive somatization. The history of the concept of hysteria is so amorphous and
inconsistent it has been compared to the history of dirt (in: Showalter, 1997). Used since
antiquity, the term itself is credited to Hippocrates’ Treatise On the Diseases of Women.
Hippocrates defined hysteria as a disease of the loose womb, restlessly wandering all over the
body and causing different complaints dependent on where it was momentarily located. He
saw it as a disease of sexually dissatisfied women, widows and spinsters, and declared that it
could only be cured by (re)marriage. In the second half of nineteenth century, Paul Briquet
described the personnalité hystérique (hence the other name of hysteria, the Briquet
syndrome) presenting the disease as “the neurosis of the brain”. In the same century JeanMartin Charcot, experimenting on hysterical patients with hypnosis, defined hysteria as “a
physical illness caused by a hereditary defect or traumatic wound in the central nervous
system that gives rise to epileptiform attacks” (Showalter, 1997:30). He saw hysteric
symptoms as ranging from “stigmata, ovarian sensitivity, pain, visual disturbances, local
numbness or anaesthesias, particularly on the left side of the body, and convulsive fits”
(Showalter, 1997:33). Freud (in: Strachey, 1953-73), the student of Charcot, argued that
hysteria was the result of psychological conflict that was unable to gain expression except
through corporeal symptoms. Freud defined hysteria not as hereditary, but as induced by
disturbing sexual experiences, creating symptoms through a process of symbolization.
Nowadays, hysteria still exists, re-labelled in The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) 128 as conversion disorder, histrionic personality disorder, and
brief reactive psychosis, usually accompanied by anxiety, depression, and personality
disorders (Gilman, 1993). It is no longer necessarily connected to sexual abuse, but to the
occurrence of loss. It is characterized by multiplicity of symptoms, including pain,
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The most often used handbook of diagnosing mental disorders published by the American Psychiatric
Association. To a certain extent, the DSM documents the shifting conceptions of the self with every new edition.
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involuntary movements or paralysis, non-epileptic seizures, hallucinations, blindness,
deafness, and analgesia. 129
Hysteria, partly because of its name, has always been etymologically connected to the
feminine. In The History of Sexuality (1978), Foucault presents hysteria as a label put on
female sexuality by male medical authorities. He describes the medical process of
hysterization of women’s bodies through pathologizing them and consequently integrating
them into the sphere of medical practices, but also through alienating them on a social level.
In the family space the mother, with her negative image of nervosity and sacrifice, constituted
the most visible form of the hysterical female. Hysteria has been traditionally denoted as the
crossing between normal femininity and degenerate monstrosity. It became a tool of (self)
destruction, disempowerment and isolation of women. Female patients were seen as
incompetent in constructing the narrative of their own illness, unable to tell the complete
story, only distorted fragments of words, sentences and screams. The long Western tradition
of linking the feminine to the hysterical has inspired the development of the feminist
scholarship on hysteria, influenced by Freud’s work, work in semiotics and discourse theory.
Hysteria has been seen as a non-verbal, somatic (proto)language, and specifically female
(Showalter, 1997). 130 According to Lacan (1980), hysterical paralyses do not follow the
structure and form of organic paralyses, but popular or everyday concepts of how the body
functions. The hysterical symptom conforms to the body that might often be at odds with
physiology. 131 Similarly to pain, it was the condition itself that dictated the form, gaining
more voice than its victims (Showalter, 1997).
What interests me particularly is the strong presence of the visual in almost every account on
hysteria. This clinical and cultural term implies above all “the appearance of disease”
(Showalter, 1997:14). Hysteria mimics the symptoms of other diseases, simultaneously
existing as a disorder of its own. In his study on the image of the hysteric, Gilman (1993)
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Although conversion disorder is considered a disorder of unconsciousness - not under voluntary control there is still strong implication in the DSM-IV that pain can be divided into two categories: subjective and
therefore not valid, and objective and certified by medical institutions. Some argue that hypochondria,
conversion or somatization disorder or feigned disorder are still described with pejorative undertone,
undermining the credibility of patients suffering from those disorders (Thijs et al., 2005).
130
Showalter (1997), analysing the social construction of neurasthenia, traces the history of hysteria also in men.
The stories of hysteria had been recounted by men mostly. The discovery of male hysteria by Freud has released
hysteria from being tied to uterus and therefore to the female body (Wilson, 2004b).
131
This is also clear in the case of eating disorders, where the subject’s body image is discordant with the real
body. Showalter (1997) sees anorexia and bulimia as examples of modern hysterical epidemics.
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points out that the women at Salpêtrière, presented with the photographical images of
themselves to make them aware of their madness and otherness, in fact learned how to appear
as hysterics from the representations of the hysterics shown to them. The whole treatment was
organized around “the visual, the photographic, the theatrical, and the spectacular. He
[Charcot] was famed for his probing gaze that seemed to penetrate not only to the heart of the
patient but also to the souls of his assistants, interns, and associates” (Showalter, in: Gilman,
1993:309). Consequently, hysteria became a maladie par représentation (Bronfen, 1992:117),
where the camera took on the role of the microscope in histology (Gilman, 1993). The images
of women in Charcot’s photographic staging of hysteria were characterized by iconic
passivity. That staged quality of hysterical representation has been picked up by visual arts.
Surrealism, promoting concepts like psychic automatism and unconscious dictation, stressing
the importance of dream images, and allegedly inspired by artworks made by mental patients,
took hysteria as a manifestation of creativity and spirit. André Breton and Louis Aragon
published a manifesto called Invention of Hysteria (published in La Révolution Surréaliste in
1928), celebrating Charcot’s re-discovery of hysteria fifty years earlier and calling hysteria
“the greatest poetic discovery of the latter part of the century” (in: Roudinesco, 1990: 6-7).
Hysteria, together with violence, pornography and obscenity formed what has been described
by Freud as desublimation – the resurfacing of the sexual impulse - and was meant to shock
the audiences. Salvador Dali’s The Phenomenon of Ecstasy (1933) is the photomontage of
assembled faces in attitudes passionelles assumed by Charcot’s patients (Lomas, 2000). Not
incorporating images from Salpêtrière, it nevertheless presented hysteria as general female
condition. 132 The disturbing repetition of body parts (mostly masculine ears, cut out from a
nineteenth century manual for identifying criminals) and facial expressions of women play
with fetishism, desire and psychoneuroses outlined by Freud as typically masculine
(perversion) and feminine (hysteria). Simultaneously, the position of women as hysterical and
uncontrollable categorized them in Surrealism as the “weaker sex;” most figures of women in
surrealism are relegated to the place of hysterics, muses or victims. German surrealist Hans
Bellmer, to whom Sherman was often compared because of her use of dolls and mannequins
(Cruz, 1997) presents the act of unspeakable aggression performed on the bodies of dolls
coded as female. Women artists have targeted hysteria in a different way. In self-portraits of
surrealist photographer Claude Cahun the body of the hysteric is staged as a manifestation of
132

Surrealists borrowed the concept of hysteria from Freud as an embodiment of their ideas on the irrational,
dreams and the unconsciousness (Wright, 1992). Breton’s story Nadja and his article written with Louis Aragon,
The fiftieth anniversary of hysteria both celebrated the mentally unbalanced as Surrealist visionaries. The article
was illustrated by photographs of Charcot’s patients.
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female powerful sexuality. Mary Kelly’s installation Interim (1984) is dedicated to “Dora’s
mother,” a person dismissed by Freud in his treatment of Dora. This dedication therefore
disrupts the staged, rigid representation of Salpêtrière iconography. Louise Bourgeois’ Arch of
Hysteria shows a female body arched backwards, without any support from or connection to
the ground, endlessly hanging in the air. Contemporary artists like Tracy Emin or Elke
Krystufek, making their numerous self-portraits full of passion, melancholy or hypnotic
trance, could also be read as a comment on the compression of the hysterical with the
feminine, focusing on their bodies with determination and radicalism unseen in any high
quality fashion magazine.
Since the medium of photography, “like hysteria, is located in the realm of immodesty,
shamelessness and insolence” (Bronfen, 1998:411), and demands careful staging on the
photographer’s part. Untitled #122 connects to the notion of the disease and its painful
consequences. Sherman is “held hostage by her mirror and her camera, a situation that not
even the most outrageous outfit could offer an escape from. Stimuli from outside can only be
admitted beforehand or afterwards, not during the photo session itself” (van Winkel,
2006:100). I will now look at Sherman’s photograph in terms of visuality of hysteria as a
consequence of that staging.

Untitled #122
Untitled #122 (1983, colour photograph 89.5 x 54 cm, edition of 18, Collection of the Eli
Broad Family Foundation, Santa Monica) shows a woman, alone, standing against the wall.
The woman wears a platinum blonde wig and dark shoulder-padded overcoat. Long, very
untidy blonde hair covers her face, so that we do not see her facial expression. Only one
blood-shot eye is partially visible, but the model does not look directly at the spectator; rather,
she is just staring in the void. Her arms are by her side, her fists tightly clenched, her
shoulders hunched forward. The whole silhouette emanates unreleased tension and rage, ready
to burst out any moment. The woman looks as if she is either going to start screaming or
attacking her potential aggressor – or herself. Although the figure does not fill the frame
completely, she remains the only theme of the composition. The background details, except
for a shadow cast by a woman, are kept to minimum. The woman’s dark coat and her shadow
form a powerful contrast with her almost white, overexposed hair, and the white wall behind
her.
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Untitled #122 can be read as a figure of the hysteric. The tension of the body and the clenched
fists put that photograph in line with visual accounts from the Salpêtrière. While the hysteric
patients staged the femininity as a number of symptoms, Sherman performs that staging, reenacts it. The signals of the crisis are for me not only clenched fists, but also the eye and its
empty gaze. The eyes had always been regarded as a mirror of female madness. If we look at
Untitled #122 as the modern visual account of hysteria, the eye would stand for the remains of
facial grimaces - “insane physiognomy” (Gilman, 1993:355) – notorious in widely reproduced
images of Charcot’s patients. 133 Untitled #122 is so contrasted it almost seems black and
white. That brings to mind Charcot’s patient Augustine, who developed a hysterical symptom
of seeing everything in black and white. Showalter (1997) sees that as an effect of
victimization of the photographed, anaesthetized and constrained patient. The nervous system
is able to function according to scenes, acts and tableaux activated with the click of a camera.
The masculine character of the dark suit is also significant here: Lacan (1980) saw the
hysteric’s dilemma in her not knowing whether to identify her body with that of a man or a
woman. Hysteria manifests the pattern of a daughter who identifies with her father, in
opposition to identifying with her mother. Lacan argued that hysteria is the condition of the
division of any speaking, desiring subject. Although the moment is charged with tension, the
viewer, like in all of Sherman’s works, is left in the dark about the story that is being told
here. The untitled photograph provides no real answers, placed beyond the linearity of time. It
is obvious that something terrible has just happened, but no narrative is immediately available
to us. 134 That lack of narrative and almost palpable tension present in that photograph allow
me to connect here the concept of hysteria to the concept of trauma. Sherman, representing
traumatic past as syndrome, uses the language of hysterics; she uses the body to repeat the
representations of experienced trauma, verging between memory and figuration. Both Charcot
and Freud saw hysteria as an effect of traumatic (sexual) experience (Showalter, 1997). 135 It
was believed that hysteric patients stored the misplaced trauma and re-lived the past in the
present. Hysterical symptoms were post-traumatic symptoms, caused by repressed
133

Also Wills (2001) notes Dora’s facial neuralgia and argues that the hysteric’s reminiscence involves several
types of repetition or mimicry.
134
According to Bronfen (1998), Sherman’s photographs are produced in the moment of highest dissatisfaction
and dissociation from traditionally prescribed gender roles, “brilliant and painful parodies of the dictate imposed
by media images on every American girl” (Bronfen, 1986:414, my italics). Also Mulvey (1996) points out that
the women in Sherman’s photographs are almost always in stasis, frozen in the moment pregnant with anxiety,
surprise, reverie, or just suspension.
135
Trauma first enters the vocabulary of critical theory through the psychoanalytic work of Freud. In Beyond the
Pleasure principle (1961) Freud specifies trauma as a flooding of the psyche with excess amounts of stimuli
from an external event. This results in repetition of the traumatic event through flashbacks, nightmares and a
breakdown of the system of representation.
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experiences of sexual abuse. “[T]he original traumatic injuries, they speculated, had occurred
when the patient was in a ‘hypnoid state,’ moments of day-dreaming or resistance to pain.
The memories were then banned from consciousness and converted into bodily symptoms that
were ‘mnemonic symbols’ or physical metaphors of the suppressed trauma” (Showalter,
1997:37, my italics). 136 Traumas mark the moment when the state of constancy cannot be
attained and the ego’s defenses break down because the psychic apparatus is unable to cope.
The result is a compulsion to return mentally to the situation in which the trauma occurred.
Accordingly, I see Sherman’s photographs as somatizations, as “staging the body in relation
to a past trauma” (Bronfen, 1998:424).
Owing to her somatic disorder that has no contingent organic disturbance, even as this disorder nevertheless
reflects an authentic trauma, the hysteric oscillates between the critical exposure of her discontent with the
identities that her culture either offers or prescribes to her, on the one hand, and the imitation of precisely this
image repertoire, on the other. In Hysteria, whose symptoms are so different for every epoch, what is
performatively articulated, however, is not only a discontent with society’s prescription of specific gender roles.
Rather, a knowledge of all the traumatic impressions that subtend any representational gesture is also at stake
(Bronfen, 1998:425).

Particularly the lack of narrative present in that picture (and typical for most of Sherman’s
series) makes the concept of trauma relevant to hysteria. The vagueness of memory makes
subjects’ traumatic experience culturally invisible. That missed encounter is the recurring
theme of accounts by recipients of testimony of (collective) trauma, being the “oscillation
between a crisis of death and the crisis of life” (Caruth, 1996:7). Looking at Untitled #122,
one realizes that to read or listen about trauma is to look for something which is in fact
nonexistent:
Massive trauma precludes its registration; the observing and recording mechanisms of the human mind are
temporarily knocked out, malfunction. The victim’s narrative – the very process of bearing witness to massive
trauma – does indeed begin with someone who testifies to an absence, to an event that has not yet come into
existence, in spite of the overwhelming and compelling nature of the reality of its occurrence (Felman and Laub,
1992:57).

Trauma returns in actual life making the subject live and re-live its reality. It forms an
endangerment of the subject, placing it outside the parameters of “normally” functioning
136

Most analyses of the very controversial phenomenon of “recovered memory syndrome” - suddenly
remembered childhood sexual abuse - have labelled it as a cultural hysteria or sexual panic. They also initiated
the debate about Freud’s theory on hysteria and its academic legacy (Bal et al., 1999).
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reality, such as causality, sequence, place and time. It is particularly important to stress the
lack of time organization when trauma is concerned; trauma does not begin and does not end,
it continues in every moment of post-traumatic reality, making the subject entrapped in its reenactments. The self does not continue over time, it has lost its temporal dimension and
therefore one of its self-organizing tools. Human experience and memory are shaped by
culturally available discourse. It the case of trauma, such discourse does not exist. Traumatic
memory is depicted as a “prenarrative” (Bal et al., 1999:235), connected to the vivid,
persistent and painful resurfacing of stories and images. It is often argued (Bal et al., 1999)
that the term traumatic memory is a contradiction in terms, a misnomer. Bal calls it a
“(non)memory” (Bal et al., 1999:x). 137 Luckhurst (2003), on the other hand, claims that
trauma victims suffer from hypermnesia, too much memory. In any case, trauma cannot
become a narrative; the dramatic events are re-enacted rather than systematically narrated and
placed in a certain time frame. This is visible in Untitled #122. The woman in the photograph
is alone; the tragic re-enactment is performed in solitude. As Bal argues: “Traumatic
(non)memory has no social component; it is a solitary event, not even an activity” (Bal et al.,
1999:x). To be healed, traumatic images need to be integrated into a personal self-history and
be transformed into narrative language. Sherman shows the impossibility of that
transformation. The female body here oscillates towards the crisis of representation. The one
visible eye of the women on the photograph is staring in the void, neither making any contact,
nor actively looking for something or someone. That also complies with interpreting the
women as the victims of trauma. Van Alphen (2005) points out that in case of Holocaust
survivors recounting their memories, the act of looking is just a recording of a visual
impression, without further registering it mentally and experiencing it emotionally. Trauma
disrupts what van Alphen describes as the Enlightenment’s legacy - the visual being a
precondition of “authentic” knowledge and understanding. In the case of trauma, “past horror
occupies the eye, blinding it to a present that can therefore not redeem, not erase, and not
facilitate forgetting” (Van Alphen, 2005:179). Van Alphen, calling trauma “failed experience”
(ibid.), argues that trauma is inscribed with the impossibility of experiencing, memorizing and
narrating. 138
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Bal mentions that Toni Morrison in her novel Beloved calls it “rememory” (ibid.).
Analyzing the inability of Holocaust survivors to narrate their experiences, van Alphen presents the Holocaust
as a narrative vacuum. Although I concentrate here on an individual, not collective trauma, I recognize the same
mechanisms of disturbance in the narrative and self-representation amidst the crisis.
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The medium in which the traumatic has been captured is also significant here. Seltzer (1997)
calls trauma a photography at the level of the subject – a mimetic compulsion, constituting the
basis of social bond. Baer (2005), examining the connection between the experience of trauma
and the medium of photography, points to a parallel between the mechanical arrest of images
in both process of photography and in traumatized subjectivity: “Because trauma blocks
routine mental processes from converting an experience into memory or forgetting, it parallels
the defining structure of photography, which also traps an event during its occurrence while
blocking its transformation into memory” (Baer, 2005:9). Much like a photograph, a traumatic
subject retains too much detail – sharp, vivid, dynamic - that cannot be integrated into
memory or comprehended. In the case of a traumatic event, the mental apparatus immediately
starts working on the transformation of strong sensorial impressions, using pictograms, signs,
words, and tries to get significance out of the startling experience by creating new concepts.
Barthes (1977) claims that the traumatic photograph is the photograph about which there is
nothing to say; the shock and pain contained in it make its structure invisible and impossible
to read: “One could imagine a kind of law: the more direct the trauma, the more difficult is the
connotation; or again, the mythological effect of a photograph is inversely proportional to its
traumatic effect” (Barthes, 1977:30). Sherman’s photograph is a good example of the
shockingly sharp contrast in which intensity makes it seem unreal. 139
Trauma could be seen as the painful crisis of the self. 140 My intention is to demonstrate how
much those traumatic memories are tied to the body. It is the somatic character of trauma – a
wound in Greek, therefore a purely somatic damage of skin tissue – that interests me
particularly. In Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), the body, due to highly increased
levels of adrenalin, heart rate and blood pressure, remains in the highest state of
hypervigilance and startle response. 141 Typical symptoms include episodes of repeated
reliving of the trauma in intrusive memories (flashbacks) or dreams, insomnia, a sense of
numbness and indifference with a simultaneous self-distancing of oneself towards other
people, unresponsiveness to surroundings, sometimes dramatic, acute bursts of fear, panic or
aggression. This is how the body remembers trauma through its cells. Additionally, Scarry
139

I will continue working with the concept of trauma in Chapter III.
That self is lost as a consequence of traumatic experience and part of post-traumatic therapy aims at reestablishing it. Remarkably, the common response of PTSD patients to drugs like Prozac is: “they make me more
myself” (in: Bal, 1999:45).
141
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder appeared in the 1980s, in the third edition of DSM, emerging from the context
of the treatment of Vietnam veterans and a growing awareness of childhood abuse (Luckhurst, 2003).
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(1985) argues that there exist forms of bodily memory much deeper than cultural
remembrance: “the body’s self-immunizing antibody system is sometimes described as a
memory system; the body, having once encountered certain foreign bodies, will the next time
recognize, remember, and release its own defences. So, too, within genetic research, the DNA
and RNA mechanisms for self-replication are together understood as a form of bodily
memory” (Scarry, 1985:110). The discursive exchange between that theory and visual image,
makes Untitled #122 a somatic record of trauma. Scarry (1985) provides an analysis of pain
that can be relevant to trauma: whatever pain achieves, it achieves mostly because it cannot be
shared and communicated through language. Traumatized body remains a painful “open
wound” which cannot enter representational codes. Submitted to a violent act, the self is
shattered and unable to construct a healing narrative on its own, without a therapeutic help of
another. If “subjects are the effect of the discursive processing of their experiences” (van
Alphen, in: Bal et al., 1999:25), the inability to process trauma unmakes the self.
In Untitled #122 Sherman deconstructs fashion understood as a means to indicate
individuality and simultaneously guarantee social recognition and acceptance. It is not the
clothes that indicate hysterical attack here; one might rather expect clothes that are torn, in a
mess, soiled. On the contrary, it is obvious that the clothes are made by a high fashion
designer; they are a part of the high fashion world which usually provides an image of
“success that can be used to generate enjoyable moments of fantasy and dreams for the
future” (Thompson and Haytko, 1997:17). It is rather the female body and its gestures that
speak hysterical language. The body in the picture is in a state of hypervigilance, but the
clothes do not reflect that. The dark suit does not seem to speak the same language the body
does, and there is no coherent relationship between them. Sherman questions here the cultural
practice of using fashion discourses to self-define, to set social distinctions and boundaries, to
construct personal narratives (Thompson and Haytko, 1997). Although trauma often remains
genderless in cultural discourses, women’s art often deals with traumatic experiences. Artists
like Artemisia Gentileschi, Käthe Kollwitz, Charlotte Salomon, Eva Hesse, Jo Spence, Ana
Mendieta and Gina Pane communicated trauma through their work process and imagery. In
Fashion Series Sherman shows what it means to be culturally invisible – the pathologized
body. She changes the configuration of seductiveness and glamour and makes visible the
traces of crisis affecting the body, violently entering into visibility. She shows the disturbing
emptiness behind the glamour façade, parallel to Andy Warhol who repeated glamour shots
until they became usable clichés. Sherman’s figures ricochet between identification with the
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desired image and the aggressive rejection of that image. What Owens (1992b) said about the
Centerfolds series - “While Sherman may pose as a pin-up, she still cannot be pinned down”
(Owens, 1992b:183) - applies even more to the Fashion Series. The split between what is
culturally treasured and considered aesthetic – high fashion – is no longer operative in
confrontation with a female body marked as hysterical and traumatized. I have argued that the
language of hysteria as response to acute trauma marks the construction of femininity.
Involving the disruption of the opposition between illness and health, body and mind, lack
and excess, her own body and the bodies of her personages, Sherman stresses the notion of
the crisis of those oppositions. The somatic character of hysteria and trauma, traceable in
Untitled #122, makes those concepts very relevant to a research centred on the body in pain.

The cartography of the inside: Untitled #175
Disaster Series, also called Disgust Series (including a number of photographs called the
Vomit Pictures), started by Sherman in 1987, consists of revolting images made of artificial
body parts, abandoned garments, and spilled and rotting food. Many unrecognizable objects
are usually centred around one body, presumably dead or without consciousness. It is the first
time that Sherman does not picture herself in her photographs, sometimes only vaguely
marking her own presence. Instead, she uses fragmented hybrids, part-doll, part-human, often
grotesquely mismatched and deformed. The works where she does not appear herself are even
more terrifying through the dramatic disappearance of the body. The earlier images of
glamorous movie heroines from the Film Stills have been literally digested and expelled. 142
The body does not assume here the character of someone else, a movie star or a film
personage; it loses any identification whatsoever. Cruz (1997) draws an analogy between
those pictures of excess and revolt and the contemporary condition of violence and constant
attack on the body. Indeed, Sherman’s images of the assaulted figures reveal what lies
beneath the trained, polished, groomed, cultivated and socialized body that is the symbol of
success in today’s world. Mulvey (1996) sees the images of vomit and decay as the response
to Sherman’s earlier fashion images, comparing them to the anorexic girl who tragically acts
out the fashion fetish of the female as a cosmetic and artificial construction, built to ward off
the otherness within.
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The use of colour makes the contrast between the female body in Disgust Pictures and in Film Stills (which
are mostly black and white) even sharper.
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What makes nausea and disgust central to my reading of Vomit Pictures is the fact that they
are connected to pain. Just like pain, disgust is dependent upon contact; it involves a
relationship of touch and proximity between the surfaces of bodies and objects and the
recoiling movement the body makes away from it (Ahmed, 2004). The associations between
nausea and pain are strong and have a biological gradient. Just as the body remembers pain, it
also remembers nausea; cancer patients experience anticipatory nausea during chemotherapy.
Studies carried out to assess the independent association of nausea and pain show that some
patients suffer from nausea until their pain is relieved. Conversely, patients with nausea
experience more pain than patients without those symptoms. Nausea can increase the
sensation of pain by modulating the descending pain control system (Desbiens, 1997). The
McGill Pain Questionnaire, mentioned in the previous chapter, besides assessing the
character of pain, is also used to measure overall nausea intensity. Words like sick, anxious,
dizzy, scared, exhausted, weak, tense, hot, disgusted, and sweaty are used to describe nausea.
The same words could be used to describe Disgust Series. In Sherman’s Untitled #178 we
actually see the nauseating material content of the body; the abjected subject is painfully
being vanquished.
By exploring the discursive context of Sherman’s Disgust Pictures, I analyze how the crisis of
the body enters visual imaginary. I propose to link the formal constitution of Disgust Series to
Julia Kristeva’s theory of abjection. Since the abject signifies simultaneously the impossibility
of clear-cut divisions and the constant transgression of categories, I examine those categories
as potential part of the crisis the body finds itself in. Bodily revulsion is the sign of abjection.
Kristeva (1982), based upon Mary Douglas’ Purity and Danger (1969), sees food loathing as
the most elementary and archaic form of it. She describes the symptoms of abjection: spasm,
nausea, choking, tears, rapid heartbeat, and perspiration. Since abject, according to Kristeva,
signifies the place where the meaning collapses, I present the Vomit Pictures as such a
collapse. In Disgust Series, food and vomit constitute symbolic systems verging on the
borders of health and pathology, pain and pleasure, life and death. Sherman’s Disgust Series
continues the problematization of the abject in the visual arts, already strongly present in the
art of the early 1990’s. In his book The Return of the Real (1996) Hal Foster differentiates two
main directions in the art of that period: one towards the body and the abject, another towards
the social and the site-specific. The whole trend of abject art, incorporating materials such as
dirt, hair, excrement, dead skin and decomposing food, aimed at confronting the taboos of
contemporary culture. Artists connected to the abject were Lucio Fontana, Joel-Peter Witkin,
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Robert Gober, John Miller, David Hammons, Kiki Smith, Paul McCarthy, Mike Kelly, Helen
Chadwick and Louise Bourgeois. Within feminist art, abjection had been drawn upon to
explain the cultural misogyny. Feminist body art incorporated the abject already in the 1970s,
with Judy Chicago’s Red Flag (1971) or Carolee Schneeman’s Interior Scroll (1975). In
1992, an exhibition Dirt & Domesticity: Constructions of the Feminine took place at Whitney
Museum of American Art and in 1993 Abject Art: Repulsion and Desire in American Art was
shown at the same museum. Sherman participated in both shows.
Sherman’s Disgust Pictures are particularly powerful in what concerns the painful
somatization of the female body, the breaking of its protective external surfaces and the
revealing of its content. In this series, Sherman presents the pathological self, where “disease
enters and leaves… as through the door” (Canguilhem, 1966:11). That self is subjected to
violence and chaos. I see somatic disturbance as the primal theme of those images, provoking
not only an aesthetic, but also a somatic reaction from the viewer. Sherman’s Disgust Pictures
are instantly repulsive. The name Vomit Pictures refers directly to their nauseous quality.
Sherman’s series shows nausea as a visual experience, but also as a symptom of crisis. Nausea
is brought here by the notion of “too-muchness”: too much stimuli and too much revolt. I use
the term “nausea” not simply as a sickness of the stomach, but rather a non-specific term
covering a complex reaction of different physiological systems. That connects nausea to the
abject theory. According to Kristeva, one’s initial contact with an abject element can be
experienced and then expelled by ritual, by clearly setting the boundaries and scrupulously
monitoring them. The abject must be excluded from the living body of the subject and
deposited on the other side of the ritually established border. 143 It is through the dynamic of
abjection that the subject must distinguish both between the internal and external surface of
the body, and between one body and another. Kristeva, writing about the abject, describes
almost clinically the symptoms accompanying nausea:
When the eye sees or the lips touch that skin on the surface of the milk – harmless, thin as a sheet of cigarette
paper, pitiful as a nail paring – I experience a gagging sensation and, still farther down, spasm in the stomach,
the belly; and all the organs shrivel up the body, provoke tears and bile, increase heartbeat, cause forehead and
hands to perspire. Along with sight-clouding dizziness, nausea makes me balk at that milk cream, separates me
from the mother and father who proffer it. “I” want none of that element, sign of their desire. “I” do not want to
listen, “I” do not assimilate it, “I” expel it. But since food is not an “other” for “me”, who am only in their desire,
143

It has very often been the function of religion to purify the abject. However, in the face of historical
disintegration of religious ritual, Kristeva sees the chance for catharsis in art.
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I expel myself, “I” spit myself out, I abject myself within the same motion through which “I” claim to establish
myself (Kristeva, 1982:3).

Nausea, invading the body, is the ultimate, crucial element of abjection theory, dealing with
the body constantly protecting itself from wastes by ejecting them. Douglas (1969) and
Kristeva (1982), operating from respectively social and psychoanalytic approaches,
understand the body as constituted within and through a system of boundaries, set up to
separate defilement and purification. Crossing those boundaries involves constant danger.
Particularly threatening are bodily orifices, the territories where the exchange with the outside
takes place. The body is the territory of both clean and impure. It has its ways of responding
to its invaders and irritants. It sneezes, coughs, sweats; it vomits:
During that course in which “I” become, I give birth to myself amid the violence of sobs, of vomit. Mute protest
of the symptom, shattering violence of a convulsion that, to be sure, is inscribed in a symbolic system, but in
which, without either wanting or being able to become integrated in order to answer to it, it reacts, it abreacts. It
abjects (Kristeva, 1982:3).

In the process of abjection, the body loses its integrity; it turns inside out. It is that somatic
dimension of abjection that is particularly useful to my analysis of Sherman’s photographs.
The body in Sherman’s art had once been perfect, youthful and desirable (see Film Stills),
until it became ruined by being confronted with its insides. It was beautiful until it had been
literally murdered by what might just as well be its internal content. Untitled #175 shows that
the clean and proper body Kristeva postulates for does not exist: the abject can never be
externalized. 144 For Kristeva, abjection is further the horror of being unable to distinguish
boundaries between “me” and “other,” the disturbance of a subject’s identity and order. Since
the abject is both inside and outside of the body, the two surfaces of the body are no longer
operative. Accordingly, there is never any finality about expulsion of threatening elements.
The perpetual character of abjection brings awareness of the impossibility of fixing permanent
borders between self and other, and of the temporary character of our expulsion of undesirable
objects. The abject remains not only dangerous, but also substantial to define life. That
continuity is observed in the rituals connected to food and in the digesting process in general.
It is rather the process of expulsion, not its final product, which constitutes a subject.
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Douglas (1969) relates dirt and purity to symbolic systems. Dirt is never an isolated category, but a “byproduct of a systematic ordering and classification of matter, in so far as ordering involves rejecting
inappropriate elements” (Douglas, 1969:35). Douglas argues that scrubbing and brushing might be seen as a
contemporary Western substitute for ritual purifications.
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The female subject in Untitled #178 has been often interpreted as a bulimic body. Mulvey
(1996) also relates that picture to the visual account of an eating disorder: “The images of
decaying food and vomit raise the spectre of the anorexic girl, who tragically acts out the
fashion fetish of the female as an eviscerated, cosmetic and artificial construction designed to
ward off the ‘otherness’ hidden in the ‘interior’” (Mulvey, 1996:72). The chaos and excess of
the food connects in its symbolism to the cultural construction of the pathologized
feminine. 145 Drawing a parallel to Elkins, Goetz described that work: “she ate the Dutch
Vanitas painting, threw it up … and photographed it” (Goetz, 1994:66). Expelled fluids and
substances are a token of the pathologized, bulimic female body, an abnormal “gastronomic
cartography of its creator” (ibid., page 68). Danto calls the reflection in the sunglasses “a
bulimic menina” (Danto, 1997:125). The organic quality of abjection is well illustrated by the
phenomenon of bulimia and the habits connected to it. Just like abjection, bulimia involves
viciously circular mechanisms of regulatory restraint of the body. The fear of excess, of
overgrowth of the flesh is being controlled through cyclical over-eating followed by nausea
and vomiting. In cultural discourses on illness, bulimia, a specific condition associated with
nausea, is a pattern that mirrors abjection (Orbach, 1986). Bulimia has its own dynamics,
expressing the contradictions and anxieties of a society. Its prevalence rates rise and fall in
relation to contemporary beauty ideals. 146 The result of self-regimes inscribed on the (female)
body make bulimia what Bordo calls “a characteristic modern personality construction”
(Bordo, 1990:93). The acceptable body is not given, but is always an achievement, a product
of constant maintenance and guarding off disruption (Shildrick, 2002). That demands even
stronger discipline of those imaginary borders. As a bulimic believes that she does not deserve
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In Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman (1998), gradually through the book, the heroine suffers from
anorexia nervosa of a peculiar kind: she loses the ability to eat anything with a semblance of vitality.
Furthermore, she increasingly develops the feeling that she is also being consumed. Eventually, by the end of the
book, she makes a woman-shaped cake and eats it. Taking the cake as a consummate image of the novel, critics
tend to read it as a symbol of heroine’s liberation or re-entry into the field of consumer capitalism. By baking,
decorating, serving and consuming the cake, woman image has been conditioned to project her interrelation with
food, ricocheting between positions of prey and of predator (Hobgood, 2002). The company where the main
personage works – not coincidentally a market researching company – is described as “layered like an ice-cream
sandwich, with three floors: the upper crust, the lower crust, and our department, the gooey layer in the middle”
(Atwood, 1998:13). Also in feminist theory food is presented as the battlefield in consumer capitalism
(Betterton, 1996) and in enacting the prefect femininity (Orbach, 1986). Bordo (1990) points that in
contemporary society eating, shopping, drinking and using drugs is a form of vacillating between a rigid
performance principle and letting go of it.
146
During the years 1988-1993 the primary care incidence of bulimia in the UK increased threefold. In 1997, the
first reports appeared about Princess Diana’s battle with bulimia, which encouraged many women to overcome
shame connected to the disease and seek help and treatment (Currin et al., 2005).
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any indulgence, the eating indulgence is being cancelled immediately after the act. 147 Unable
to rely on human beings to fulfil their needs, bulimic patients resort to food for soothing,
comfort and regulation of painful emotions like anger, shame, guilt, and frustration. 148
Bulimia is the desperate maintaining of the clean proper body, perpetually threatened by the
abject. Bulimia might be conveyed of as a process of cultural expulsion, but that process is
painful; it is at the cost of the organism.
Food, overtly present in Untitled #175, is central to the concepts of bulimia and nausea. To
connect food with pain and abjection, one could draw on Korsmeyer’s argument that
gustatory pleasures involve “complex cognitive responses that involve highly compressed
symbolic recognition” (Korsmeyer, 2002:218). Sherman’s photograph reverses this
theoretical speculation and shows that food can also involve displeasure, nausea, and pain.
Food plays central role in the ritual expulsion of the abject. Douglas (1969) points out that
food has always been one of the primary sources of cultural taboo maintaining the purity of
the system, the processes of its change and decay. Many religions and belief systems have
powerful taboos on clean and unclean food, policing the amount and sort of food that can be
consumed without threatening the subject. 149 Douglas notes that a displacement of an object
changes the relations in its purity/impurity status. Only a thing out of place could be defined
as unclean – like a hair in food, placed on the margin of tolerance. Food, on its part,
undergoes continuous displacement – it enters the body to partly be expelled, partly
assimilated into blood and cells. That makes it potentially dangerous. Kristeva (1982) also
announces food as one of the crucial forms of abjection, most elementary and archaic.
Korsmeyer (2002) connects the problem of food to excess – she argues that food like overripe
blue cheese or slightly decaying game meat is often seen as exquisite form of culinary artistry.
Yet, their smell without identification is revolting and nauseous. Only when identified does
the sensation of smell enter aesthetic properties. Korsmeyer argues that when it comes to
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Women, often suffering simultaneously from anorexia nervosa, are much more commonly affected by
bulimia than men. Moreover, studies show that most bulimics are high achievers academically and
professionally. The pressure to perform well is in their case very strong, but it is also often expected to be given
up in exchange for emotional success, such as having a happy relationship or founding a family. Accordingly,
bulimic patients have a tendency to ignore their needs, feelings and interests (Boskind-Lodahl, 1976).
148
Bray and Colebrook (1998) argue that the feminist perspective assumes that eating disorders cannot be
explained on the level of individual pathology, often locating women as passive victims of society’s rules of
representations. As a result, in feminist accounts of eating disorders, the representation of the body has taken
negative meaning.
149
Douglas points out that food in some cultures is a veritable carrier of pollution. Saliva is seen as extremely
defiling to a Brahmin (the highest of the four main Hindu castes), so any food that can be tossed into the mouth,
rather than bitten into, is less liable to convey the pollution. A cook may not taste the food he or she is preparing,
and a person eating should not touch other people during the process (Douglas, 1969).
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cuisine, the disgusting and the delicious are not always oppositional. Sophisticated and
gourmet food is often verging on the repelling factor; the slight revulsion is a deliberate tool
to increase the depth of taste experience. When disgust is controlled and vanquished, the food
becomes delicious (for example Japanese puffer fish, fugu, so poisonous that it can only be
prepared by a licensed chef). That is why some of the most refined types of haute cuisine
cultivate a disgust quotient. Objects too alien from human, like snakes, constitute danger
similar to food not alien enough or still alive (dog meat, shrimp). Extremely rich desserts like
chocolate or sweets, tasty in small quantities, become disgusting when overdosed.
Sherman’s Untitled #175 uses the element of shame and self-repulsion, even though it is the
very negativity of bulimia that has the strongest power to affect. The painful distortion of the
subject is documented here on Sherman’s photograph and becomes final, aestheticized
disgust. Non-coincidentally, it seems to me, Stacey (1997) sees that series as a hidden
corporeal process, usually banished and repelled by art viewers, now pulled into the spotlight.
To be disgusted is to anticipate the sickening invasion, but also to be affected by what one has
rejected (Ahmed, 2004). The notion of the body overburdened with symptoms connects to
bulimia. Wilson points out that bulimia is extremely difficult to treat because “the organism
itself is beginning to think” (Wilson, 2004a:82). Battersby (1998) points out that patients
suffering from eating disorders typically describe their stomach as autonomously rejecting the
food, an organ taking over the whole body. Distress, anger, need, depression, comfort and
attachment become primarily organic, somatized symptoms. Underdevelopment or
malfunction of the self creates the feeling of emptiness, which can only be filled with food, or
controlled by vomiting. That controlled emptiness is the basic foundation of the bulimic
subject, a gratification of the oral pleasures by bingeing, a constant negotiation between
pleasure and pain (Gamman and Makinen, 1994). 150

Untitled #175
Untitled #175 (1987, colour photograph 120.65 x 181.61 cm, edition of 6, property of the
artist) shows a scene on a beach. A white towel, lying on sand or pebbles, is covered with
vomit with parts of not wholly digested food in it. There is also food next to the towel –
chocolate muffins and fragments of iced cake, revealing its creamy filling. The food has been
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Compulsive exercising and the regime of a toned-down, fit body is present in Sherman’s series of studio
portraits, which she started in 2000. In those, Sherman shows posed photographs of Californian suburban
women, often past middle-age, who attempt, dramatically unsuccessfully, to look slim and youthful.
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squashed and destroyed. There is an open tube with splotched remains of what seems to be a
yellow body lotion, mingled with chocolate cake, and a plastic bottle of Coppertone sunscreen
lotion far in the background. On the towel, partly covered by it, are black plastic sunglasses.
In them, we see the reflection of the female body, with the expression of fear and panic frozen
on her face. The body reflected in the sunglasses is positioned in such a way that no fragment
of it is further visible to a viewer. It is not immediately clear whether the woman had been
murdered after a violent fight, or she is lying unconscious after having vomited all the food
that she had eaten. The perspective we get, from a downward camera angle, gives no coherent
organisation around one motive. The fragmentation of the body is revealed in the
fragmentation of the image.
The composition of the picture is very flat, with food splashed across the whole surface of the
photograph, the lens focused on objects lying further away, including the vomit and the
reflection in the sunglasses. 151 Seen from a distance, Untitled #175 presents a luscious,
beautiful combination of colours and light, like a fragment taken out of an impressionist
painting. This photograph, like other Vomit pictures, plays with textures and colours –
pebbles, sand, fabric, and spongy cakes have very material texture. Most of the photos in this
series are much enlarged, which makes un-sharp objects seem slightly abstract, even though
still recognizable (sharpest close-up, however, is the chocolate muffin off the centre). That
technique results in the photograph looking like a still-life, making the viewer almost
oblivious to the reflected woman. That makes the content even more gruesome. That was
Sherman’s intention: “I wanted something visually offensive but seductive, beautiful, and
textural as well, to suck you in and then repulse you. I am often attracted to the unattractive”
(in: Goetz, 1994:70). That, together with the often large size of photographs from Disgust
Series and disorienting composition, engages the viewer in a very intense relationship. Also
the horizontal orientation of the photograph is very significant. The horizontal plane of this
series has been associated by Krauss (1993) with a desublimation, opposed to the vertical axis
of form, coherence, beauty and totality. 152 There is an uncomfortable contrast between
smooth, shiny surface of the photograph and its horrifying content. The lack of central object
151

Berger (1971) argues that composition meant as the formal arrangement of a surface signifies something only
in painting. In photography, it becomes meaningless: “The objects recorded in any photograph (from the most
effective to the most commonplace) carry approximately the same weight, the same conviction. What varies is
the intensity with which we are made aware of the poles of absence and presence” (Berger, 1971:180).
152
The vertical axis, implying sublimation, Krauss (1993) traces in “high art” and works of male artists, like
Andy Warhol, Robert Morris, Ed Ruscha. Krauss points to the “horizontal pull of gravity” (Krauss, 1993:164),
an erosion of form from within, the destructive transformation that the body performs on an external object.
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and the multitude of planes and objects make one think of art brut, a name made by Jean
Dubuffet to describe art created outside the boundaries of official culture, with particular
focus on art by the insane. With the disintegration of the body, the photographs lose any
homogenous and cohesive formal organization.
The female body is present here mostly through its threat and its indulgence – food,
significantly rich and fattening. It appears by virtue of assembled edible objects. Untitled
#175 traces the trajectory of food, its compact and often enchanting shape, gradually
becoming formless. Entered orally, food crosses the boundary of externality of the body, the
marking point of its vulnerability. Since food seems to be the main theme of Untitled #175, I
want to proceed here with presenting food as a symbol of pleasure (the ultimate delight being
the chocolate cake) which can also become the symbol of an incredibly painful experience
(nausea, purging, choking). As I have already pointed out, food as a cultural concept is richly
inscribed with various degrees of hierarchy, belonging, boundaries and “transactions across
the boundaries” (Douglas, in: Neill and Ridley, 2002:35, Dolphijn, 2005). Elkins (1999) reads
Dutch still life paintings as a metaphoric return of the repressed insides of the body, its
corrupted organs. Elkins points out that in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, artists
used still-lives showing meat and rotting fruit to represent the open, decaying body within the
fine art tradition. Food and ceremonies connected to it (the most sublime being the
communion of wafer and wine, designating the body and blood of Christ) are commonly
guarded and respected as a code to social relations. Food has undeniable meaning in
American tradition, such as the soothing capacities of chicken broth and the festive character
of a Thanksgiving turkey or the typical image of American food as lurid, trashy, fattening and
highly processed. Also, the food Sherman shows is kitschy and sickening. 153 The debate
whether food, particularly haute cuisine, can be considered art, has many followers. Some
claim that food invites aesthetic experience, attention and appreciation comparable to art. The
same terms are often used to describe the musical piece and the carefully composed meal.
However, Telfer (in: Neill and Ridley, 2002) argues that food can be a minor art, because its
works are transient, poor in meaning and not expressive. Telfer claims that food, unlike
artworks, requires ritual setting to augment its aesthetic properties. Also tastes and smells are
less autonomous than sounds and colours. Korsmeyer (2002) admits that it is a mistake to
consider food as art, rejecting the categories of beauty and ugliness as not amenable to food.
153

It is the Americans that are extremely moralistic and judgemental about issues such as body weight or
plumpness (Pentecost, 2002).
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The problem of food and eating as signifiers of pleasure and displeasure has been particularly
explored in women’s art, together with the processes of fetishization, indulgence and excess
(Betterton, 1996). Helen Chadwick’s photos, sculptures and installations are remarkable for
their use of unusual materials including lamb’s tongue, meat and chocolate (i.e. Meat
Abstract, 1989, a series of photographs showing pieces of raw meat lying on draped soft
fabrics or Eat Me, 1991, an installation of light boxes with a photograph of a raw oyster in its
shell). In Vanessa Beecroft’s performance in Castello di Rivoli in Turin, 2003/2004, the food
served to models was divided into servings of different colours – white, yellow, orange, red,
violet, green, brown and multi-coloured. Those colour divisions were taken from The Book of
Food, the diary Beecroft was writing as a teenager, observing (and probably participating in)
excessive dieting of her girlfriends. The artist described her attitude towards each colour,
ranging from panic towards Brown food (remnants of abjection?) to her favouring Red and
Orange food. Consequently, the spectators observed how the models reacted to the food (Joo,
2004, pages unnumbered). 154
Sherman, presenting digested and expelled food, practically reverses the debate. Is abjected
food an art if it was not art in the first place? Has it only become art now? As “the regulation
of diet is extremely important and implicitly connected to religious regulations concerning
time, season, and cycles of life” (Braidotti, 1994:85), the rituals around food reflect on the
gender distinctions in the society. The alimentary and the sexual are intertwined in Western
culture. Food is directly connected to the bodily level, and therefore traditionally linked to the
feminine. Korsmeyer (1999) discusses pleasure and displeasure in eating as a very complex
theoretical mind frame. She points out that since antiquity, the philosophical tradition has
elevated two senses – vision and hearing –in their role of the development of knowledge.
They have become considered as higher senses, connected to mind, in opposition to the sense
of taste, considered more “corporeal,” leading to self-indulgence and gluttony. This
categorization (present to this day), and the dismissal of food as low, reflects the split between
body and mind and the dichotomy of feminine and masculine. Accordingly, food is generally
connected to the production of the “normal” and “proper” female body in contemporary
154

Significantly, Beecroft also uses pain and fatigue to restructure the meaning of her performances. The artist
demands that her models, displayed usually as a group standing for hours in prominent places, be distinguished
and unapproachable, disinterested and completely nonsexual despite their nakedness. However, after a while,
models become uncomfortable and tired; they sit, squat or lie down. The initial perfect order disintegrates into
chaos. It is the pain that transforms those women from a spectacle into the living, material body. It helps them to
appropriate the body again, to establish the relationship with it. Also a viewer realizes the presence of that pain
and fatigue beneath the nudity and sexuality. In this situation, pain deconstructs the desire, the voyeurism, the
role-playing.
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society and the guarding of its margins. Overeating resulting in fatness, especially feminine, is
regarded as a simultaneous excess and failure of femininity. Together with hysterics, loss of
control and uncontrolled sexual appetite, excessive food intake forms a landscape of
untameable urges, threatening to the patriarchal system. 155 That instability of food as cultural
marker is the theme of Sherman’s photograph. Here, she presents chocolate cakes as the
ultimate symbol of pleasure, guilt, and indulgence, but also as an eternal threat of food turning
into fat. Also, one could read the digested and mixed food in Untitled #175 as the destruction
of all societal layers, the negation of structures, and the ultimate rebellion. All consumption of
commodities presented here is stopped, disturbed, and consequently denied. The food is no
longer eaten, but rather thrown about and crushed. The female body can no longer be an
object of consumption.
Sherman’s Disgust Series constitutes a re-inscription of a cultural tradition of disgust for the
female body. Disgust, according to Kristeva (1982), might be a form of self-protection, selfhealing. It is spasm and vomiting that protects the subject. Krauss writes about the interior of
the female body “projected as a kind of lining of bodily disgust” (Krauss, 1993:192). Creed
(1993) argues that visual representations of blood, vomit, urine and excrements are central to
culturally and socially constructed notions of the horrific. The body in Untitled #175
experiences itself only as waste and corpse. It is formless, alluding to the concept of informe.
The informe stems from the writings of Georges Bataille (1985). Formless is a term serving to
declassify the statement that every thing should have a form. What formless designates does
not possess rights, it does not take on a form. Bataille’s analogue for the informe was the
crushed spider or the gob of spittle (Bataille saw spittle as an object that turns the mouth, the
visible sign of intelligence, to the shameful organ). The subject is constituted among/from
those loathsome, shapeless substances. Those substances have always been understood to
“correspond to hybrid and in-between states and as such they evoke both fascination and
horror, both desire and loathing” (Braidotti, 2002). Sherman, using the disgusting quality of
chocolate cake, introduces very strongly the notion of nausea and informe. Untitled #175 is a
materialization of excess, of fear, of abject. The whole Disgust Series deals overtly with
elements of abjection, depicting terrifying and mutated figures, and disintegrated, wounded
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Food is also the symbol of the archaic relationship between the mother figure and the “I”, the negotiating
factor between sameness and difference from the maternal. The relationships between daughters and mothers are
often determined by issues connected to food (Kristeva, 1982) as a means to exercise control. Kristeva also
points out how biblical Eve, a sinful figure accused of craving for the apple, is finally replaced by the cravingless Holy Virgin (see also Warner, 1976).
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(no)bodies, splashed across the surface of the photographs. Much like Kristeva, Sherman
believes that the horror genre represents the ultimate coding to human crises, and is therefore
so powerful (in: Cruz, 1997). In Disaster Pictures the body is repulsive, in repression, turned
inside out, literally thrown out. It is what one must get rid of in order to be. While the abject
here is visible in the form of an object as essential to life as food, it is also present as an object
as lifeless as vomit. That doubled dependency of subject and object makes that photograph so
moving: “The abject signals the fading or disappearance, the absolute mortality and
vulnerability of the subject’s relation to, and dependence upon, the object … In ingesting
objects into itself, or expelling objects from itself, the subject can never be distinct from these
bodies. The ingested/expelled ‘objects’ are neither part of the body, nor separate from it”
(Grosz, 1992:198).
The body in Untitled #175, even if it is a mere reflection in the sunglasses, is the body in
crisis. Like in the paintings of Frida Kahlo, it could be argued that two surfaces of the female
body are presented here. The outside of the body is cold and detached, unmagnified by the
reflection in sun-glasses. The inside we see in a macabre close-up, turned into digested food.
Those two surfaces of the body are no longer operative, they merge in one visual plane. That
collapse indicates the true crisis of the body, more disturbing than vomit itself. The bodily
boundaries do not contain the self anymore – they are open and therefore dysfunctional.
Sherman’s Vomit Pictures are the photographic dissolution of the painful female body. It is
the dissection that has always been the substantial part of medical education, either performed
on the living flesh cut in front of theatre-like, mesmerized audience of students, or taken over
by computer imagery. 156 That process has been preserved in Sherman’s photographs: the
visualized process of the body un-making itself, and the record of how painful that process is
for the embodied subject and for a viewer.
360-degree of Monstrosity: Untitled #187
In this section I present a photograph from Disaster Series, quite different in character from
Untitled #175. As already mentioned, in this series Sherman shows another, darker side of the
public, ideal, desirable female body. That body is besieged, verging on the blurred line
between “eroticism and paralysis” (Goetz, 1994:10). Sherman photographs the body in pieces,
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Kemp (2001) argues that dissection of the human body was earlier an almost ritual performance, aimed at
teaching and educating. He presents a series of representations, from eighteenth century engraving of the
Anatomy Theatre at Leiden, to Rembrandt’s The Anatomy of Dr Nicolaes Tulp (1932) and William Hogarth’s
The Reward of Cruelty (1751).
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subjected to masochism, fragmentation, evisceration and violent domination. Bodily control, a
sign of status in the West, is no longer present; the body becomes an assembly of remouldable
forms, a collection of spare parts. Often using prostheses and toy parts, Sherman herself
describes grimacing creatures she photographs as “Spielberg-esque – the toys coming to
life… (but not cutesy!) ideally the toys should not look like toys at all” (artist’s notes, in:
Cruz, 1997:145). Significantly, the toy is unanimated, and becomes animated only when its
owner makes it so. The viewer is exposed to the artificiality of it, its standardized and
attachable components. That violent dismemberment and re-arrangement of limbs creates
what is culturally regarded as unveiling the monster. Aristotle characterised monstrosity in
terms of excess, deficiency or displacement. Sherman shows it through adding, subtracting or
rearranging flesh (Danto, 1997), but not necessarily human. The methodology of the normal
and the pathological would be impossible without the work of Canguilhem on the history of
concepts in biology and medicine and on how the normativity of the body had been
established (1966). Studying the formation of the concept of the normal and the abnormal,
Canguilhem simultaneously engaged the terminology of the monster. Anomaly of the body
and its monstrosity are considered equivalent, both signified by spatial multiplicity (excess),
disease, or deficit. Monster is the failure in the system informing the corporeal boundaries. 157
Braidotti (2002) sees monsters as crucial in constructing the epistemology of the embodied
self from interconnected and often contradictory discourses, where gender, race, health and
age are primary operators. Accordingly, sexual difference is often explained in the language
of monstrosity. Together with the generally problematic representation of “woman” as the
sign of “otherness” or “difference” in patriarchal culture, feminism shares the monstrous
imaginary with an emphasis on hybrid and mutant identities and transgender bodies (ibid.).
I focus on the problem of representing pain and crisis of the body without representing the
human body. I argue that in Disaster Series, the plastic body parts function to make us aware
of the pain of living tissue. Untitled #187 proves the claim of Melzack that “we do not need a
body to feel a body” (Melzack, 2003:2). Consequently, I regard the photograph of the
artificial body as an account of pain without tissue damage. Elkins (1999) argues that human
beings need bodies in order to map out spatial and temporal situatedness. It could be bodies
present in a dream or memory; it could be ghost bodies. The absence of those bodies means
the disintegration of our self-mapping system; it horrifies and disorientates. Elkins names
157

That is parallel to Aristotelian definition of a monster in terms of lack, excess or displacement. Aristotle
described the monster as a mistake of purpose, an error of nature (in: Canguilhem, 1966:173).
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dreams of empty places without bodies in them as one of the most powerful nightmares.
Similarly, the absence of the organic body and the replacement of it with a fake one signify
crisis for the (pregnant) embodiment. Constructing the working border between the normal
and the pathological body, one has to remember that contemporary embodied difference is too
large not to encompass the category of monstrosity within it. “[Once] it is admitted that both
social and biological bodies are not given, but exist only in the constant processes of historical
transformation, then there are only hybrid bodies, vulnerable bodies, becoming-bodies,
cyborg bodies; bodies, in other words, that always resist definition, both discursive and
material” (Shildrick, 2002:141). According to Shildrick (2002), as long as the monstrous
remains the absolute other in its corporeal difference, it is not threatening. It may be easily
discarded and put into an oppositional category of not-me. Once, however, the boundaries
become difficult to uphold, the monstrous becomes deeply disturbing. The monster being too
human is in that way much more terrifying than the monster being too monstrous. Plastic
surgeries, by-passes, in vitro fertilisation, silicon breasts, tattoos, body piercing, surrogate
mothers, extreme fashion statements, kidney donors – all pushed the category of embodied
difference to its limits. The monstrous in Sherman’s photographs is the signifier of self
constructed against non-self, against the constitutive outside.
My general concern here is with the question of how the monstrosity is encompassed in Cindy
Sherman’s artwork as the signifier for pathology and bodily crisis. Since the theory of
monsters is always the theory of representations, I will present Untitled #187 as an example of
the pathologization of the maternal and the repulsive deformation, in fact, artificiality, of the
pregnant body. The category of the monstrous is extremely visual. The image of the monster
is present in all cultures, from the earliest pre-medieval drawings through the cyborg figures
in science fiction films and the writings of Donna Haraway (i.e. 1992). Following a long
tradition of representations of monsters in art, Sherman’s works have often been compared to
works of Arcimboldo, Hieronymus Bosch and Francisco Goya, particularly his etching The
Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters from the series Los Caprichos (Cruz, 1997). Also the use
of grotesque as aesthetic category, discussed later in that chapter, makes art critics compare
Sherman to those artists. In discourses about monsters, the scientific and the imaginary
dimensions intersect constantly. The monstrous is always accompanied by fascination and the
mesmerizing desire to take another look (Stacey, 1997). Elkins (1999) argues that being the
theme of the more interesting works of visual art in the Western tradition, terms like
“normalcy,” “ugliness,” “monstrosity,” or “nonhuman” constitute daily our self-awareness.
128

In the title of this section I refer to Canguilhem’s (1964) presentation of a standard human
being as the zero-degree of monstrosity. The concepts that help me sustain the argument of
monstrosity in the presented picture are pregnancy and pain. Untitled #187 shows a pregnant
body that is extremely painful to watch, and possibly in agony itself. Connecting the pregnant
body to the issue of pain might seem problematic; pain has been quite discarded in theorizing
on pregnant embodiment. The discourse on the pregnant body in cultural studies has been
mostly regarding the growth, the confusion of boundaries and the maternal and fetal rights
(Betterton, 1996, Stacey, 1997, Ahmed et al., 2000). Visual arts have also taken on the
problem of changing the form of the maternal body and the interconnection between two
organisms. Belgian photographer Elke Boon, who recently made a series of people in pain
(2005), remains one of the exceptions. Next to people bearing often very material signs of
bodily injury – bruises, scratches, and bandages – Boon also shows a photograph of a
pregnant woman in white, holding her stomach, looking straight back at a viewer.
Nevertheless, if we acknowledge how many pregnant women are afraid of the pain of labour,
we have to see pain as one of the central experiences of being pregnant. As I already
signalled, pregnancy could be read as a notion of pain which has not yet begun; it is the state
of bracing oneself for it, of hyperactivity and constant alertness, and then often losing control
over pain during labour. Centuries ago, church authorities tried to stop the introduction of
pain relief during childbirth because according to Genesis 1:16 “…in pain thou shall bring
forth children”. Acknowledging that pregnancy ranges from discomfort to suffering with a
clearly defined cause (delivering a baby), I would analyze what this particular cause could be
in the monstrous female in Untitled #187. 158
The category of the monstrous immediately encompasses the question of female embodiment.
Female corporeality, a vital part of identity and self-containment, has been undergoing the
process of cultural monstrifying across ages. The woman has been widely constituted as an
anomaly, a sign of deviation. Aristotle in The Generation of Animals established the human
norm based on a male body. Pythagoras’ claim that man is the measure of all things was
reflected by the Renaissance theorists and artists insisting on the mastery of the body
knowledge and the complete understanding of the skeletal and muscular mechanisms (Kemp,
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There are also other scenarios: the body can forget the pain of labour. Increased production of endorphins and
the feeling of the momentum actively participate in blocking all memory of pain, which would once again
confirm Melzack’s gate theory (Melzack, 2003).
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2001). A different body, a body outside of norms - black, old, sick, ugly, female, gay, fat –
has always constituted a threat. Accordingly, the conflation of the maternal and the monstrous
has a long history in Western culture. Aristotle characterized the birth of girls as the most
common form of deformity, marking the female as a failure (Shildrick, 2002). It was once
believed that a mother could deform or kill a fetus through the power of her mind, for instance
watching a public hanging or suddenly getting scared. Medieval medical texts often warned
future mothers how best to avoid the monstrous birth. Both Braidotti (1996) and Shildrick
(2002) write about that power of maternal imagination:
The female, pregnant body is posited both as a protective filter and as a conductor or highly sensitive conveyor
of impressions, shocks and emotions. It is both a “neutral” and a somewhat “electrical” body. Here is an
insidious assimilation of the pregnant women to an unstable, potentially sick subject, vulnerable to
uncontrollable emotions (Braidotti, 1996:149).

Capable of bearing a monster, the mother herself becomes one. Bakhtin (1984) argues that the
traditional components of the grotesque body are copulation, birth, pregnancy, growing old,
disintegration and dismemberment. Pregnancy would be then one of the most significant
marks of the grotesque. Bakhtin quotes the examples of terracotta figurines of pregnant senile
hags, combining old, decaying and deformed flesh as an absolute antithesis of the classic
image of the finished, flawless man, not bearing any traces of life processes. The confusion
over an autonomous and coherent embodiment in pregnancy has often invited fear and
fascination of the reproductive power of women. The pregnant body’s ability to change shape,
to rapidly grow, and to open up in childbearing defied the normative, fixed contours of the
human body, becoming “morphologically dubious” (Braidotti, 1994:80) and forming a crucial
tool in the production of differences. The pregnant body “scares children who are proud of
their young, straight bodies and makes young people titter contemptuously because she is a
human being, a conscious and free individual, who has become life’s passive instrument”
(Beauvoir, 1952:513). The pregnant belly has been seen as pathology at its most disturbing,
making others, in words of Sylvia Plath “hug their flatness like a kind of health”.159 In that
light, the maternal body becomes the ultimate space for the monstrous. It is neither wholly
self nor wholly other. Like a monster, it is projected on the other, growing inside it; the
security of categories is undone. It is never totally external; it is the encounter between inside
and outside. It seems therefore inevitable that the maternal body has become a significant
159

Sylvia Plath, Three Women: A Poem for Three voices, in: Winter Trees (1971), London: Faber and Faber Ltd.
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space of feminist analysis, together with fetus’ rights, assisted reproduction, cloning and new
imaging technologies (Rich, 1976, Chodorow, 1978, Kristeva, 1982 and 1986, Kelly, 1985,
Betterton, 1996, Stacey, 1997, Ahmed et al., 2000). The connection between the monstrous
and the maternal has been used as an operational tool in cultural studies, particularly in film
studies. 160 Arguing that the pregnant body has become a cultural phantom and that being
pregnant is culturally considered a rupturing of social norms, feminist theory postulated for
creating a visual vocabulary for that body. 161 In one of the most influential texts on the
pregnant embodiment, Kristeva (1986) constructs the maternal figure, with its confusion of
boundaries and blurriness of two or more organisms, as an ultimate abject. That is how
Kristeva describes the pregnant body:
On the one hand – the pelvis; centre of gravity, unchanging ground, solid pedestal, heaviness and weight to
which the thighs adhere, with no promise of agility on that score. On the other – the torso, arms, neck, head,
face, calves, feet; unbounded liveliness, rhythm and mask, which furiously attempt to compensate for the
immutability of the central tree. We live on that border, crossroad beings, crucified beings ... A mother is a
continuous separation, a division of the very flesh (Kristeva, 1986:178).

Parallel to abjection, pregnancy is a phenomenon happening on a borderline. The maternal
body, decentred and doubled, becomes thus the most culturally recognized intersection of the
monstrous and the abject, a space where numerous processes (fragmenting, merging and
implanting of cells) take place. 162 It signifies the confusion of boundaries, un-clean
substances, and the complete opposition to a clean and proper body. Kristeva argues that all
individuals experience abjection during their earliest attempts to break away from the mother.
Abjecting the mother, one abjects the feminine as undesirable, toxic and preventing one’s
autonomy. Mother as abject becomes a phobic object to a child and a visual signifier of terror.
Occurring at the level of organism, pregnancy simultaneously forms to Kristeva the betrayal
of identity (Fletcher, 1990). The pregnant woman is structurally absent as a subject. She is an
“organic, a social, pre-signifying space-time: it is disembodied, a function and not a mode of
the corporeal specific to women” (Gross, in: Fletcher, 1990:97). Her agency disappears under
160

Looking at the representations of monsters in horror films, Creed (1993) emphasizes the importance of gender
in the construction of monstrosity. She points out that the concept of the monstrous feminine - Freud’s theory of
the castrating mother, the surrealist myth of vagina dentata, the iconography of the witch, stories of female
vampires, classical Medusa or the Sirens – has always been defined in terms of sexuality.
161
To what extent that vocabulary has been non-existent can be demonstrated by the outrage following the
publication of Vanity Fair issue in August 1991. Featuring a naked pregnant Demi Moore on the cover, it was
sold with brown paper wrappers so as not to offend the public.
162
The cultural parallel between the growth of cells in pregnancy and uncontrolled growth of teratomas I will
discuss in Chapter III.
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the dynamic development of tissue and the unity of self dissolves; the pregnant body is
positioned as a space rather than agency. Its lactation and nurturing functions make it into
“anaclitic prop” (ibid., page 96). It is immediately visible that the feminist vocabulary often
inscribes maternity with negativity and pathology. Feminism might easily seem a crisis of
motherhood, not in its failure to conceive, carry and raise a child, but in the negativity of the
frame maternity has been forced into: the castrating mother (post-lacanian theories), the
maternal body as abject (Kristeva, 1982), reproductivity as monstrous (Creed, 1993) the
dysfunctional relationship between mother and daughter (Irigaray, 1974), the disquieting
Mother Machine (Corea, 1985), and the reproduction of female oppression (Chodorow, 1978).
However, feminism’s monstrifying the maternal could also be read as the way out of the
passivity of motherhood. Shildrick (2002) argues that just as the marked term may be
feminised, so too may it be monstered. In that case, overlaps between the feminine and the
monstrous can be highly productive. The metaphor of monstrosity has often been used in
connection with feminist science studies: that metaphor performs as a representation of
boundary phenomena between the cultural and natural sciences, challenging the disciplines
(Lykke, 1996). A monster as a categorical violation, an in-between discourse, promises a new
ontology and lack of positioning at one side of the binary. Challenging the split between the
monstrous and the normal opens various possibilities. Once the monstrous is no longer
persecuted as something that has to be excluded from the social order, mechanisms like
racism or sexism, ageism, or healthism might be disarmed. The monstrous or hybrid body,
providing a rich source of imagery, is therefore a perfect operating tool for feminist theory.
The monstrous incorporations are both liminal and also structurally central to establishing the
normal (Braidotti, 1996). Latin roots of the word monster are monstrare, to show, but also
monere, to warn. Monsters show that the boundaries between the categories of normal and
pathological are not fixed, and warn how dangerously fluid they can get.
When writing about monsters, one cannot dismiss the concept of pain. The monstrous
undermines the body’s vitality; it questions its integrity. The painful body is immediately
engaged in the normal/pathological discourse. It is experienced as the body of another,
becoming monstrous. The most disturbing quality of monsters, the challenging of the notion
of bodily self-closure and consistency, is so often present in a painful situation. Transgressive
and transformative capacities of monsters disrupt our internal and external order. The
monstrous other’s disturbing familiarity and near recognition make them not the absolute
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other, but rather a terrifying mirror of ourselves and our own imperfect embodiment. 163
Sherman’s photograph is the representation of monstrosity in its most horrifying, painful
form, employing the blurriness of the boundaries of numerous concepts, such as painful body,
artificial body, monstrous body, and pregnant body.

Untitled #187
Untitled #187 (1989, colour photograph 180.3 x 118.1 cm, edition of 6, Collection Museum
of Contemporary Art, Chicago) shows an enormous plastic female doll, filling the whole
frame of the picture. Her face is a mask-like version of the clown face, with painted eyes and
a red ball on her nose. 164 The doll is constructed from various body parts of different ages.
Her legs and feet clearly belong to a baby doll. At the lower half of image, one sees a
fragment of black pubic hair, in startling contrast to the baby feet. 165 The same contrast
happens between a tiny baby hand and big plastic breasts. At the centre of the composition is
a gigantic pregnant belly, with a nose, or rather a pig’s snout, in place of the navel. The doll,
photographed from a downward angle, stares down at a viewer in terror. The background is
blurry and undetermined. The colours are red, orange, and pinkish, all very warm, vaguely
alluding to the imagery of the inside of the womb in popular scientific representations.
The subject of Untitled #187 is then a monstrous doll bearing an undetermined fetus; the
ultimate bodily horror. The artificiality of the body makes one reflect on the tradition of the
pregnant body as image in art history. Sherman also explored that problem in Art History
Series and in later series showing studio portraits of Californian women. Here, connecting
representation of pregnancy to macabre toy-like imagery, Sherman abandons live flesh and
replaces it with plastic. Mannequins and dolls, like monsters, always symbolize not only the
alien part of others, but also the foreign element of the self. 166 The imaginary anatomy is an
163

Monstrosity of the disordered body moves away not only from aesthetic, but also ethical value. Aristotle’s
defining of monstrosity suggests in fact not only bodily imperfection, but also an improper being. That is
reflected by the treatment of disabled people nowadays, or the stigma attached to cancer and HIV/AIDS seen as
punishment (Sontag, 1990). Vulnerability of the body is read as weakness of the mind. Lack of control and
integrity evokes hostility. Healthy people are considered good; sick people are considered bad. Since the
monstrous body opens the ambiguity of morals, principles and rules, the metaphor of a disease with its
uncleanness and its contamination is never neutral in Western discourse. It embraces all that stands against– and
paradoxically secures – the normative categories of health and goodness.
164
Using clown attributes, this photograph anticipates the Clown Series, discussed further in this chapter.
165
In his essay on the head of the Medusa, Freud (1940) claimed that female genitalia both attract and repel a
viewer because of their play between visibility and invisibility. Although the genitalia is not visible here, the
pubic hair might be engaged in that play.
166
Braidotti (2002) sees a structural analogy between the organic monster and the technological one. They
perform the same function of exciting terror and fascination.
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internalized image of the meaning that the body has for the subject and for others in its social
world. It is a fantasy of the body’s forms and modes of operation. The body is very obvious in
its fakeness; the structure of plastic is grainy and visible, the lacquered parts are gleaming.
The prosthesis does not fake an ideal body and does not pretend to be “real”. Breasts and
belly seem to be made of hard plastic; baby feet and a hand are made of soft, flexible rubber,
like a chubby toy. That chubbiness is very significant. While a lean body appears to be one
whole, seamless entity, the fat body seems to be assembled from separate, often mismatched
parts (van Winkel, 2006). The body present here is a compilation of mismatched prostheses
and rubber limbs, removed from the context of the body as a whole, heaped on top of one
another. It is the body of clinical anatomy, the body that Braidotti calls “a mosaic of
detachable pieces” (Braidotti, 1991a:139). The childlike parts take on a special significance:
prior to the mirror stage, the child experiences its body as disorganized bits and pieces, not yet
organized by the distinction between inside and outside, self or other, active or passive, a
subject-to-be (Lacan, 1980).
Childbearing traditionally proves that specific interventions on the body lead to very specific
pain during labour. It is the similar experience of pain that often initiates bonding between
mothers and the same expectations of pain that make that bonding possible between mothersto-be. Sherman in Untitled #187 takes away the similarity of experience when it comes to
pain, and makes all the traditionally accepted rituals built around the pain of labour seem out
of context. This image does not comply with any ritual forms of expressing, appropriating or
embracing pain. The monstrous mother in Sherman’s photograph is so terrified herself that
the anticipation of pain becomes almost palpable. Additional confusion is brought about by
baby feet at the bottom of the frame; maybe those do not belong to the mother, but to the baby
being born this very moment? Maybe we are witnessing the macabre birth scene, and the only
expression of pain we are allowed to look at is the painted face of the clown? While Frida
Kahlo deprives us of seeing the face of a woman during labour by covering it with a white
cloth in My Birth, Sherman goes even further – turning it into a monstrous, grotesque
happening, not even simulating the authenticity of the pregnant body.
The symbolism of the navel as a central point of the composition is of great significance here.
According to Bronfen (1992), in the Western imagery the navel stands for the origin of human
existence. Anatomically placed at the body’s centre, it becomes a symbol of the centre of
spirituality. Bronfen sees the navel as a “knotted subject,” a non-gendered yet erotic orifice
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which privileging might serve to untangle the discourses of literary psychoanalysis, feminism,
and postmodern subjectivity, moving beyond the notion of the subject constituted only
through representations. The navel is a signifier of the unrepresentable wound everyone gets
at birth. The missing place of the umbilical cord refers in retrospect both to the child’s bond
with the maternal body and its bond with the divine. 167 Literally, the navel is a skin mark of
no anatomical value, a scar, indicating the cut made at the belly of a newborn. It marks an
earlier orifice of the body, performing a very specific function only to a certain moment.
Being a trace of a wound, it is the trace of trauma, of pain. It reminds us of the vulnerability of
the body, the fragility of its external boundaries. 168 That symbolic is reversed by Sherman; in
Untitled #187 a viewer does not see a plain scar, but a pig’s snout. It is unclear whether the
snout is a part of a woman, or impressed from the inside trace of the fetus. That signifies the
monstrous inability of clear division of the two bodies. Accordingly, the navel is constructed
as the centre of monstrosity, connecting it to the feminine capacity to reproduce and to
produce an alien body within. The disturbing power of that photograph lies in its offering for
scrutiny what is usually forbidden to sight, what happens inside the pregnant body. That
technique opens a new concept of monstrous corporeality.
Monsters provide a viewer with pain and pleasure, the pain of suspense and the pleasure of
fulfilling our expectations. That connects the photograph to the problem of pornography. The
pornographic character of Untitled #187 could be its designation of a pregnant woman as
essentially monstrous. Monsters represent the special form of voyeurism of consumption,
what Braidotti calls “the pornography of disability” (Braidotti, 1996:138). The link between
pain and pornography has a long cultural tradition. Pain in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries had become eradicated and forbidden, pushed to the margin, no longer
seen as an integral part of a healing process. (Foucault, 1965). Kappeler (1986) presents
pornography as a form of representation (which should therefore be analyzed in terms of its
representational structures and its dialectical relationship between representational practices
and sexual practices), rather than a special case of sexuality. The representational techniques
of pornography are seen as flat, falsely universalizing and distorting (Braidotti, 1991a). Carter
167

Bronfen points out further that angels have no navels, but Adam and Eve, created in the image of God, are
often depicted with a belly button. Navel indicates their fallen, human status.
168
Bal argues that navel is “fundamentally gender specific – the navel is the scar of dependence on the mother –
but it is also democratic in that both men and women have it. And unlike the phallus and its iconic
representations disseminated throughout post-Freudian culture, the navel is starkly indexical” (Bal, 1991:23).
Nevertheless, Bronfen argues against the genderless character of the navel, pointing out that the navel was
censored in Hollywood in women and not in men because it symbolized an erogenous orifice of the vagina.
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(1979) sees every pornographic text, even those that are flat and banal, as a remainder of
disruptions within society, the marginalization of some groups. 169 The debate whether
Sherman’s images are pornography or rather ironic comment on pornography as a cultural
phenomenon engaged many critics (Kellein, 1991, Avgikos, 1993, Bryson, 1993, Krauss,
1993a, Cruz, 1997). I relate that query to the photograph coming from Disaster Series, rather
than Sex Pictures. 170 Just as pornographic representation is clinical in its descriptions of the
body, the monstrous doll in Untitled #187 is very acutely documented. Also like pornography,
it is anonymous and without reference. The representational coding and the voyeuristic
pleasure both remain relevant concepts here. The artist claims she uses the sexuality of
erotically loaded images to say something else about that sexuality. She presents sex here as a
shock element: “The shock (or terror) should come what the sexual elements are really
standing for – death, power, aggression, beauty, sadness, etc. …. The difficulty is making
poignant yet explicit imagery. But I also want to explore the abstract use of the body parts – a
more formal (art-traditional) approach” (artist’s notes, in: Cruz, 1997:164). My argument is
that the way pregnancy has been monstrified and disembodied here is very similar to the
female body in pornographic representation. The act of representation makes the body into an
object of consumption; it becomes too easily digestible. The body in pornography is the
purely physical entity, at the same time free from social restrictions and disciplined. Sherman,
showing the fragmented body as “a visual surface of changeable parts, offered as exchange
objects” (Braidotti, 1991a:146), establishes here the convergence between femininity,
teratology, artifice, desire, pain and disgust. That linkage between pornography and pain
produce a heightened awareness of the close relationship between revulsion and excitement.
The question remains: can this photograph truly be considered pornography if the body
showed here is plastic? How do we position the nudity of a plastic artificial body? Berger
(1972) claims that in the history of art, the nude woman is painted nude because the spectator
wants her to be nude; undressed not by herself but by the spectator. 171 Who would want a
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Carter points out that the artists who have been named as pornographic – Robert Mapplethorpe, David
Wojnarowicz, Andres Serrano, Holly Hughes – are all representatives of sexual or ethnic minority.
170
Sex Pictures, started in 1992, formed a response to the political debate over the border between pornography
and art and Sherman’s reaction to explicitly erotic works of Robert Mapplethorpe, Andres Serrano and Jeff
Koons. Sherman uses dolls and prosthetic body parts posed in highly sexual poses. Prosthetic genitalia (both
male and female) are photographed in extreme close-up. Sherman herself does not see them as pornographic
since there are no living real bodies in them, only mannequin parts (Fuku, 1997).
171
Berger placed nakedness in opposition to nudity: “To be naked is to be oneself. To be nude is to be seen
naked by others and yet not recognized for oneself….Nakedness reveals itself. Nudity is placed on display”
(Berger, 1972:54).
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plastic doll undressed? Does Sherman play some kind of a perverse joke with us? Maybe that
work is pornography far more subversive that the most typical representatives of the genre? 172
Sherman’s art in that case performs a balancing act between pathologization and
normalization, between the painful and the seductive. 173 In Sherman’s photographs active
looking is through female, not male, eyes and this ambiguity interrupts scopophilic
consumption. By rendering the pregnant body problematic and painful to see, Sherman in
some way pathologizes the desiring look, inextricably linking desire and disgust. The fact that
the plastic body is pregnant turns it even more ironically monstrified. Sherman’s photograph
witnesses the fact that pornography is about more than representational techniques; it involves
living flesh. Transforming the intimate experience of pregnancy, Sherman’s photograph is
made up as a sign of monstrosity, ugliness, and the non-human. The doll diminishes the sense
of living, feeling flesh with its desire and pleasures. Pain in Untitled #187 is not only the
blurriness between assembled body parts, between mother and fetus, between human and
monster. Pain here also takes the form of fear. The doll on the photograph seems terrified by
the coming labour, not only terrifying the viewer. Fear bears a somatic characteristic similar
to pain. Aristotle saw fear as painful feeling, defining fear as “a pain or disturbance due to a
mental picture of some destructive or painful event in the future” and pity as “a feeling of pain
caused by the sight of some evil, destructive or painful, which befalls one who does not
deserve it” (in: Neill and Ridley, 2002:273). 174 Monster films make us sick by confronting us
with disgusting images. Being scared and shocked is painful, but stories of monsters, the
uncanny, and the supernatural also deepen audiences’ curiosity in a pleasurable way (Carroll,
in: Neill and Ridley, 2002). They are attractive and repulsive at the same time. Creed (1993)
establishes the relationship between physical symptoms such as nausea, shivers, chills,
stomach ache and the monstrous. 175 That painfulness accompanies viewing Untitled #187.
172

Sontag (2003) pointed out to the importance of the medium of photography when looking at a pornographic
image. She compared pornographic images with the photographs of the dead and wounded bodies. In both cases
the shock or surprise caused by photographed atrocities or obscenities wears off with repeated viewings. The
sense of horrifying taboo, catalogued and multiplied by photography, has made the audience less sensitive to it
and allowed distance and remoteness.
173
Foster (1996) postulates for the difference between the obscene and the pornographic. The obscene appears so
close to the viewer that any notion of a staged scene becomes impossible. Pornography, on the other hand, in its
conventionality distances the object and places the voyeur at a safe distance. As Foster argues, at this point in
Sherman’s art some images move beyond the pornography toward the obscene.
174
Edmund Burke in Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1757)
differentiates between three basic feelings: pleasure, pain and indifference. What he calls the highest form of the
sublime is built upon intense emotional pain, namely, terror.
175
The word “horror” derives from the Latin horrere – to stand on end (as in hair standing on end) or to bristle.
It refers directly to the somatic state of felt agitation.
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The maternal body is constructed here as both terrifying and terrified, impenetrable space. We
do not get to see the inside; what we see is a mask, a membrane, a plastic layer covering
indecipherable emptiness, a fake equivalent of the skin. Elkins remarks that “When
anatomists count skin as an organ it becomes the largest organ of all – and in that sense, skin
is not merely a boundary between what we are and what we are not, but it is the body, and we
ourselves are the skin: we are interface, coating, and membrane” (Elkins, 1999:44-5). Duden
(1993) points out that in earlier times it was a woman herself who established the knowledge
of being pregnant – when she felt baby’s movements inside her. Nowadays, that privately
mediated experience has been taken outside of the mother – she learns about her pregnancy
from the others – test results, digital scan images. Here any kind of coherent knowledge is
absent – there are no clear signals as the plastic body becomes the confusion of parts,
symptoms and visual symbols. 176 The way Sherman negotiates the waiting for pain in
Untitled #187 is so drastic it becomes monstrous; the mother is a plastic, deformed shell, the
confusion of boundaries between living organism and perverse toy. What if there is nothing
under the plastic cover? Would that not be the most painful of scenarios?

Performing Pain in Clown Series: Untitled #425
Initially conceived by Sherman after being approached by British Vogue magazine to guestedit their fashion section, Clown Series is her most recent series. Sherman, who herself
declares that she never liked clowns and went to the circus for the first time as an adult,
presents them as rather sinister. Although clowns usually attempt to give pleasure and
laughter to others, the essence of clownishness here is disturbing in its sadness and
melancholy. Although a clown is usually culturally genderless, the clowns in Sherman’s
photographs are sometimes very explicitly gendered beneath the heavy white makeup
disguising their faces. Considering that all impersonations of feminine stereotypes in
Sherman’s photographs had often verged on clown-like, absurd and grotesque, Clown Series
might be seen as the synthesis of all of Sherman’s art. Sherman had engaged for years with
the clown-like quality of her characters; drawing viewers’ attention to the excessive use of
make-up and wigs she presented femininity as exaggerated, masqueraded, shifting, and
grotesque. The imperfections and contradictions in Clown Series become even more explicit
and threatening:

176

Consequently, Duden claims that technology has drastically changed the cultural significance of maternal
flesh, nowadays often disposed of to reveal its content – the baby. The fetus (endangered species) is posed
against the mother (an unfriendly ecosystem) in the public discourse.
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I still wanted the work to be the same kind of mixture - intense, with a nasty side or an ugly side, but also with a
real pathos about the characters - and [clowns] have an underlying sense of sadness while they’re trying to cheer
people up. Clowns are sad, but they’re also psychotically, hysterically happy…. I like that balance – that you
could be painted to look like you’re happy and still look like you’re sad underneath, or the opposite too. The
more research I did the more levels I saw. There are a lot of creepy, sad, different emotions that I really like
(Sherman, in: Joo, 2004, pages unnumbered).

This series is the first one to use computer manipulation, announcing the shift in Sherman’s
art as significant as her using the plastic dolls in the mid-1980’s: she can multiply herself in
her pictures, she is no longer alone. Clowns interact with one another – they rub shoulders,
cross glances, assume various poses for each other’s benefit, creating a story through
interpersonal tensions. In Sherman’s series the clownish pose is often caught and isolated
from any coherent narrative context. Acid colours and digitally created, hallucinogenic
background do not create a sterile and isolating environment, but Sherman’s clowns appear to
match those spaces and surroundings that verge on total insanity and crisis. Is it a really a
circus that we are looking at in Clown Series or a new figuration of a painful subject?
In this section I argue that the concept of a clown in Sherman’s Clown Series can be read as
the crisis of the body. That crisis is acknowledged by a viewer witnessing the very explicit
process of dressing up and putting the disguised body on display, as well as performing the
illusion of carelessness and playfulness. Instead of encouraging smiles, Sherman’s clowns
rather induce crisis, reinforcing the insanity their makeup and clothes stand for. Clowns have
forever been a sign of melancholy, a complex emotion with aspects of both pain and pleasure
which draws on a range of feelings. The concept of the clown has underlying pathos, hysteria
and pathology. 177 A clown’s function is to show the artificiality and the spectacle-like
character of the concept of well-being. The clown is recognized precisely for its lack of depth,
its total definition based on only the props, gestures and costumes, similarly to the pregnant
doll in Untitled #187 (Burton, 2004).
Initially, the clowns had been seen as a signifier of people’s reaction to them. Traditionally
anonymous, clowns have been regarded as a potent symbol of the human condition, violently
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Zucker (1954) and Bakhtin (1984) also point to the connection between the clown and the devil, stressing the
clown’s connection with the blasphemous and the reversal of the divine. The devil as clown is the antagonist of
the whole world, himself being a part of this order.
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on display. Clowns have been present as a grotesque figure in all civilizations: a court jester, a
harlequin, the Fool of the Elizabethan play, a handicapped fool at a town’s fair (Zucker,
1954). Samuel Beckett’s characters are constructed as clowns in their relationship to everyday
humanity; personages like Didi and Gogo in Waiting for Godot come straight from the
tradition of clowning. Watteau incorporated clowns in his fêtes galantes, abolishing the
difference between the stage and the audience. Picasso’s clown is the harlequin in the
traditional costume, passive, inert, and bewildered, often split into two beings, either playing
together or against one another. Federico Fellini’s I Clowns shows the clown as a pathetic,
miserable figure. George Grosz’s beloved clown figures are frightening and sarcastic, while
Max Beckman portraits himself as a clown being a tragic person. Red Grooms and his rodeo
clowns strike a balance between parody and reality in the mixture of chaos, humour,
entertainment and danger that characterize the rodeo. Works by Marcel Duchamp, René
Magritte, and Peter van Lieshout also incorporate clowns as weird, un-matching figures. They
had been universally evoking laughter and amusing their audience with improper, misplaced,
revealing behaviour. Not belonging anywhere, their presence was nonetheless accepted,
although feared. Bruce Nauman’s video installation Clown Torture (1987) consists of video
projections and monitors continuously playing four narrative sequences, each chronicling the
comic, absurd misadventure of a clown. Nauman’s film Double No (1988) superimposes two
images of a clown jumping and rhythmically screaming in protest. 178 Erwin Olaf made
sunshades with colourful clowns and very frightening clown images for his series Paradise
“The Club” (2002).
Always a disquieting figure, clowns have acquired further negativity; in contemporary
culture, they are deeply problematic figures. There is abundance of clowns in entertainment
media, special-effects cinema, children’s productions, and on the Internet. They are not
always friendly and cheerful creatures. Making the viewer uneasy, they remind one of
approaching catastrophe, about to happen sooner or later. Clowns evoke fear in many people,
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While Nauman’s work on clowns is held or called by the ground and gravity, playing with the enactment of
falling or lying, or rolling, or collapse, Sherman’s clowns are mostly posed stiffly on a chair. Particularly visibly
in Nauman’s videos, human shapeliness, grace and balance turn into clowns’ disorganisation, flatness or comic
indistinction. Connor (2000) points to the dimension of downness, or underness in Nauman’s work; the ground
becomes a place of last resort, the lowest common denominator for both its threat and its trustworthy quality,
dominating every action and experience. Nauman’s clowns are at every moment threatened with collapse.
Clowns in Clown Torture and Clown with Video Surveillance (1986) are portrayed in an imaginary seated
posture, standing on one leg, with the other crossed over it. It is obvious to a viewer that none of the clowns will
be able to sustain this position, and will eventually fall. Although spared awkwardness and clumsiness,
Sherman’s clowns are also deprived of grace or lightness.
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invading their personal space and coming back in forms of nightmares. They embrace cruelty
in teasing and insulting other clowns and members of the audience. Fear of clowns is called
coulrophobia. 179 The condition is one of the most remarked-upon phobias on the Internet. The
history of the clown as a frightening occurrence has been only reinforced by Hollywood
films. 180
The painful quality of overexposure of clowns and their alienation from the audience make a
clown spectacle into what was earlier reserved for the freak show, where the visibility of the
body has been provided with a meaning by its audience. The earlier freak show and today’s
circus mark those people as irremediably, inescapably other, becoming a common metaphor
for social alienation. The phenomenon of the freak show has been in decline since the second
half of the twentieth century (Bogdan, 1988). Freaks, people disabled or deformed by chronic
illness or mental condition, were exhibited for profit in circus or travelling curiosities
shows. 181 People differing from fixed norms of physicality were seen as a mistake of nature.
The intimate encounter with physical difference in the sideshow was often quasi-erotic and
unsettling. Like the eroticized body, the freakish body produces what van Alphen calls
“fascination for the freak” (van Alphen, 2005:148). The idea of going to the freak show, to be
entertained by the disabled bodies, has always been as shameful as it was exciting. It involved
the body of the cultural other that was impossible to accept.182 In the Clown Series, the freaky
character of the portrayed bodies is explicit. The freak is a social construction, a victim of
pain, shame, ostracism, exploitation and misunderstanding. In Diane Arbus’ photographs of
midgets and transsexuals made in the 1960s, the otherness of portrayed bodies was
deliberately employed as metaphor of alienation from the society. The bodies of retards,
albinos, obese people, giants, transvestites and hermaphrodites were presented as symbols of
isolation and estrangement, nevertheless preserving some of their dignity. Sontag (1976)
argued that in Arbus’ photographs the most disturbing, “monstrous” element was her
engagement and identification with the persons photographed, hence voluntarily transgressing
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The word has been invented in the 1980s and has been taken from Greek kolon, a limb; kolobathristes means
a stilt-walker (ancient Greek didn’t have a word for clown in the modern sense).
180
It (1990, directed by Tommy Lee Wallace) and Poltergeist (1982, directed by Tobe Hooper).
181
The formal structure of an average freak show constituted of “monsters” (deformed bodies of dwarfs, obese
women, armless people, and bearded females); “exotics” (costumed people reportedly from far away places,
fulfilling the colonial impulse to conquer and dominate) and “gaffed freaks” (fakes presented as monsters by
highlighting their features that would otherwise not have appeared abnormal).
182
However, Bogdan remarks that the conclusion that one held leaving a sideshow was often of the normality
triumphing over anomaly; despite their differences, exhibited creatures could also drink tea, have a conversation
etc.
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the boundary between the normal and the pathological. Presently it is the concept of the clown
that can explain the contemporary processes of selection, diagnosis and ostracism. As modern
versions of freaks, clowns stand for the body outside of norms, challenging the boundaries of
normativity, ruthlessly exposed and eagerly observed. Clown/freak embraces the tension
between the body as a spectacle and the body as lived reality, where euphoria mingles with
dysphoria. In Sherman’s earlier art the presentation of often minor physical anomalies has
often been the crucial element in determining feminine freakishness (Mulvey, 1996).
The clown is the grotesque figure on an aesthetic and conceptual level. Seeing the clowns as
inhabiting a disturbing area between pleasure and pain, I want to apply to its reading the
category of grotesque, a methodological concept allowing for epistemological paradoxes to
study the disruptions, the disharmonies, the incompatibilities and the crisis in Sherman’s
art. 183 Deviant and disproportionate, the concept of grotesque triggers a clash, but also opens
a new way to conceptualize. Sherman’s use of grotesque could be parallel to the way artists
before her invoked that category (Cruz, 1997). 184 Being a rather slippery aesthetic category,
grotesque has been largely read and interpreted; in fact the perception of it has never been a
stable thing, but always a process. Absurdity, bizarreness, exaggeration, hyperbolism, and
excessiveness have generally been considered fundamental attributes of the grotesque style. 185
My decision to apply the category of grotesque to the crisis of the body was reinforced by
Bakhtin’s insistence on the physical, bodily nature of the grotesque. Originally applied to the
visual arts, the grotesque remained connected to the notion of hybrid embodiment. To Bakhtin
(1984), the grotesque body is a body in the process of becoming, never finished or completed,
continuously re-created. It is the body of increased visibility; it is over-exposed. The
grotesque body is the body in disorder, at once a container and its content, the confusion of
inside and outside (van Alphen, 2005). Its life-processing functions and its open orifices put it
183

Arenas (1996) sees Sherman’s images as more burlesque than terrifying: “More than the experience of
watching a horror movie, Sherman’s photographs recall the visions that come to haunt us later, reminding us that
what keeps the child awake at night after a scary movie is not a story, but an image” (Arenas, 1996:46).
184
Already Sherman’s earlier series, Surrealist Pictures, has been compared to grotesque paintings and prints by
Giuseppe Arcimboldo and Francisco Goya. Many of these pictures are challenging conventional conceptions of
beauty and obliging the viewer to explore his nightmares, fears, anxieties. What differentiates Sherman’s art
from masculine artistic tradition is the lack of moralizing comment, and the lack of conviction of reason’s
supremacy over the body.
185
Art historians have traced many examples of drawings and objects in grotto-esque style dating from before
classical Rome, but the category of grotesque as such emerged around the first century A.D. in relation to Nero’s
Domus Aurea. In contradiction to classical order in architecture, grotesque was associated with unnatural,
frivolous and irrational (Russo, 1994). Similarly, it constituted itself against the norm in Christian art. Inspired
by Nero’s palace Raphael’s Vatican Loggias were debased by critics as “a tissue of nonsense,” “an unnatural and
monstrous abortion” (Russo, 1994:5).
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in the opposition to a classical body, which is constantly patrolled against the eruption of the
grotesque:
The images of the grotesque body are precisely those which are abjected from the bodily canons of classical
aesthetics. The classical body is transcendent and monumental, closed, static, self-contained, symmetrical and
sleek; it is identified with the “high” or official culture of the Renaissance and later, with the rationalism,
individualism, and normalizing aspirations of the bourgeoisie. The grotesque body is open, protruding, irregular,
secreting, multiple, and changing; it is identified with non-official “low” culture or the carnivalesque, and with
social transformation (Russo, 1994:8).

The body is the medium through which a clown’s character expresses itself; he communicates
most effectively through bodily postures and gestures. The clown’s plump, shapeless body is
the negation of Leonardo’s classical human; the red nose and makeup are both excluding and
liberating from the pressures of physical beauty culturally imposed on an individual. Bakhtin
notices that of all the features of the human face, the nose and mouth play the most important
part in the grotesque image. Caricatures by Honoré Daumier, J. J. Granville or George Grosz,
particularly with an enlarged nose dominating the rest of the face, are usually considered as
grotesque. The clown, with its painted nose and mouth, would be then the ultimate illustration
of the concept. At the same time, its artificiality threatens viewer’s certainty of a human being
behind the mask. A clown is a being who gives the appearance of being a marionette, doing
that with transparent fakeness, which makes him even more grotesque:
[T]he confusion between animate and inanimate referred to above recalls an important feature of the original
grotesque paintings described by Vitruvius and imitated by Renaissance painters …. Certainly, there is
something potentially grotesque about marionettes, automatons and the like. Human-like, animated yet actually
lifeless objects, they are apt to be simultaneously comical and eerie – comical because of their imperfect
approximation to human form and behaviour, eerie probably because of age-old, deep-rooted fears in man of
animated and human-like objects (Thomson, 1972:35).

Untitled #425 shows undeniable correspondence between the representation of the body in
pain and the concept of the clown. Just like visual representations of monstrified freaks, the
clown becomes the epitome of alienation, difference and the painful split between the reality
of the body and its painted surface. The clowns in Sherman’s series are the figures of painful
embodiment. 186 On one hand, they are threatening because they might inflict pain on each
186

However, it must be noted that creating disorder and ambiguity by deliberate and often malicious reversals,
clowns might also re-establish order and reassert the possibilities of healing (Vagnoli et al., 2005). Evoking
laughter through sadness, clowns helped to create relatedness between the conscious and unconscious parts of
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other and on their audience. On the other, they themselves seem so ill-at-ease in their bodies
that they convey a certain notion of painfulness. They are a figure of pleasure, but also of
horror and aggression. Associated with freaks, children, the sick and women, clowns are the
essence of the pain of the others, pushed further into (hyper)visibility, threatening the
boundaries between themselves and the audience.

Untitled #425
Untitled #425 (2004, colour photograph 182.88 x 236.22 cm, edition of 6, private collection)
is one of the very few photographs wherein Sherman presents several characters. Using
computer manipulation she casts herself four times on one picture, dressed as a clown. A
viewer sees four clowns, three faces and one full figure placed centrally further in the
background. While the faces are laughing in a rather malicious and sinister way, the figure,
much smaller, seems uncertain and awkward with hands folded on her lap and arms hunched
forward. All characters look directly at a viewer. Although usually clowns’ eyes are sad, the
eyes of the small figure are glass-empty and expressionless. Other faces look cunning and
alert. The sharpest focus is on the clown’s face in the left bottom corner, its sarcastic grin,
synthetic green hair and shiny red plastic nose. The full-figured clown is also quite sharp,
while the other two faces are blurred and out of focus, “too close” to the surface of the
photograph, particularly in connection to huge format of the composition. While the figure is
definitely female (we see her breasts and round curves of her endomorph body), the three
clown faces give no clue as to their gender. Keeping in mind that it is Sherman who has lent
her face to all personages in Untitled #425, it would be natural to assume that the faces belong
to women. However, the power relations suggested here – although turned away from her, the
faces seem to be mocking the female clown, not leaving her much space left in the
composition – might help identify other clowns as men. While the clown faces are
aggressively coloured with clashing tones, the female figure and the background are more
subdued. The background in Clown Series usually acts as a microcosm of the circus: it is
psychedelic, computer-generated, almost pulsing with colours and spinning round. In this
case, however, the background is partly yellow and partly blue; it is hard to say where the
floor stops and the wall behind begins. The central figure seems neither to be grounded firmly

personality, to get to repressed, often traumatic events and activated defence mechanisms. The benefits of clown
therapy, targeting the sadness and passivity of a patient involving the use of improvisation, movement and drama
are undeniable. Clown therapy facilitates the emergence of play, spontaneity, light heartedness, humour,
socialization and creativity, which are primary ingredients in the healing process.
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nor floating in the air. She remains suspended, which is further accentuated by her insecure
pose.
My argument is that Sherman used multiple characters in her work because the character of
the clown demands it. Clowns exist in plural; they bond in their difference and their
unacceptable otherness. The parallel could be drawn with the widely carried stereotypes of
mentally disabled in contemporary society: “Disabled people are held to be a homogenous
group of people who are more similar to each other than to anyone else through the unifying
factor of a shared nature; and therefore, whose situation, behaviour, actions, thoughts and
needs are simply expressions of the truth of a deeper biological pathology” (Evans, 1999:
275). The use of multiple personages in one image is accentuating even more the grotesque
character of Untitled #425. “The events of the grotesque sphere are always developed on the
boundary dividing one body from the other and, as it were, at their points of intersection. One
body offers its death, the other its birth, but they are merged in a two-bodied image” (Bakhtin,
1984:322). Here, it is rather multi-bodied image with blurred boundaries between three faces
and very distinct isolation of the female figure that reinforces the burlesque quality.
Clowns’ costumes in Sherman’s photographs are grotesquely out of fashion, devoid of any
glamour or elegance. They are coincidentally (mis)matched pieces, blurring the boundary
between clothing and costumes:
I took out the pyjamas and a couple of other eccentric things that I’d been saving, although I didn’t have any
particular thing I could apply them to. Then, when I started looking up clown pictures on line, I realised I could
almost use anything, any item of clothing, T-shirts, jeans, and it could be a clown. And I had a couple of
multicoloured wigs that I’d never used for a picture. So many things suddenly made sense for the clowns, for the
whole idea… (Sherman, in: Joo, 2004, pages unnumbered).

The clowns are laughing at an alienated figure, inviting the viewer to join them in their
mockery; one clown seems to be winking, attempting to engage some bonding with a viewer.
That makes one think of the Ecce Homo, the depiction of Christ as he was presented to the
crowd for Crucifixion, which might invite one to identify with the small figure in the
background. Although it is not certain that Sherman borrowed from religious iconography
consciously, the degree of exposure of the fourth clown (even though she does not take up
much space on the picture) has something profoundly disquieting about it. Usually, clowns’
semiotic effect is based on the split between them and their audience; one laughs at them
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without identifying with them. Through laughter they reconnect with what traditionally is
considered repudiating and despising, disregarding all conventions or being unfamiliar with
them. However, here the relationship between the clown and its audience is just as important
as the relationships between clowns. Looking at Untitled #425 is as if looking at the freak
show where the audience is also constituted of freaks, forming an integral part of the show.
The female clown is crucial here because she is the one that affirms her negative reception by
the others. The whole iconography of Ecce Homo could be read as anticipation of pain and
suffering. In that respect, Untitled #425 presents the expecting of pain as well as inviting the
viewer to join in inflicting it or to imagine the pain of a single figure.
The fact that the central, most exposed figure of the Untitled #425 is a woman makes the
concept of grotesque relevant for my analysis. It connects to ancient representations of earth
mother with the earthly, dark, hidden, primal element. 187 Russo (1994) remarks that
positioning of the grotesque in opposition to the classical is parallel to a cultural construction
of a woman associated with detail and ornament rather than with a structure and
foundation. 188 The female body under that aesthetic misogyny has culturally played the
function of a nonnon – described by Nabokov in Invitation to a Beheading as an absurd
object, shapeless and formless, which placed before a distorting mirror becomes handsome
and sensible. Russo points out that late Renaissance and Baroque models of grotesque reemerge in the twentieth century to produce the spectacular category of the female grotesque.
The feminine is marked by the presence of normative, classis, ideal element posited against
abnormal and degenerate element. 189 In that sense, Russo remarks, the term “female
grotesque” becomes a tautology, since a woman is always defined against the masculine
norm. Russo sees the 1990’s fascination with freaks as the rebellion against mainstream
feminist culture of the 1980’s with its normative values excluding any marginality. The
grotesque female body – eating, having sex, nursing, menstruating, in excess – has been
silenced and made marginal and freakish within Western culture. Russo names the examples
of the female body associated with grotesque in the West: the Medusa, the Crone, the bearded
Woman, the Fat Lady, the Tattooed Woman, the Unruly Woman, the Hottentot Venus, The
Hysteric, the Vampire, the Female Impersonator, the Siamese Twin, the Dwarf (Russo,
187

Connected to anthropological sciences, grotesque had its place in Mary Douglas’ Purity and Danger (1969).
The term itself, the grotto-esque, evokes the cave, a metaphor often associated with female body.
188
Schor (1987) claims that women in commodity culture turned to sensual decoration of their bodies, becoming
a pleasurable ornament destined for consumption.
189
Consequently, the category of “freak” was embraced by the next generation together with terms like “black”
or “queer”.
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1994:14). Each of those types can be linked to the specific function of the body, such as
disease, ageing, pregnancy, infertility, digestion, procreation or tissue damage. Those figures
are deeply ambivalent, always transgressive – dangerous to the classical ideal of humanity
and at the same time endangered as species.
The body of the clown might be another one in this long line of typologies. The clowns in
Untitled #425 move beyond social clichés and disguises. They are terrifying in their
emptiness and bewilderment towards each other and the viewer. Examining the precise nature
of laughter evoked by those clowns, one could connect it to hysterical response to trauma.
Their painful effect is produced by effacing the distinction between imagination and reality,
the audience and the performer, the normal and the pathological, the victim and the aggressor.
Unable to get rid of detachment and absolute lack of empathy, determined in our alienating
and othering practices towards the subject in pain, we might see the clown as the figure of the
over-exposed yet disguised quantity of pain on display. Sherman’s most recent opposition to
the perfect body in mass media is the grotesque body. The smooth surface of the photograph
reveals the painful, anxiety-provoking, uneasy body, the horror of not knowing the boundaries
distinguishing me from not me.

Conclusion
Examining different series of photographs, I used highly diversified examples of bodies and
subjects to point out how individualized pain can be: a hysteric, a bulimic, a pregnant doll, a
clown. Pain in Cindy Sherman’s images cannot be located in any real anatomy, it is a form of
symptom, a memorized bodily sensation. Sherman’s art is a journey throughout human
condition, throughout the image of a body in various stages of dressing, disguise and
artificiality. Distancing herself from ownership of the body and of meaning, Sherman uses the
medium of photography as a strategy for revealing the fluidity of cultural construction
designated as feminine. What kind of gendered subjectivity can we imagine in the face of
these insistently grotesque and disturbing representations? Is disintegration of the fragmented,
mutilated and injured body parallel to disintegration of the subject? Or is subject a place
where traumatic events and impressions are being acted out? Sherman’s subject is situated in
process between cliché and revelation, unable to fit any category permanently. Abstaining
from explicit commentary, Sherman’s image is a moment where the viewer’s mind pauses for
a second between forming an opinion. In her art, she moves from the dreams of young
American girl enchanted with Hollywood movies, through exploring various psychological
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states and images of violence and referring to old paintings, to disturbing portrayals of sick,
dysfunctional bodies, with the premonition of death and decay hanging around them. In
constant confrontation between anguish, fear, seductiveness and role-playing, the multiplicity
of subjects, narratives and personages engages in various expressions of pain and responses to
it. That makes reactions to pain deeply diversified, almost incomparable. By turning to
different personages, from femme fatale to sex toy, Sherman’s photography explores different
processes and conditions that make one feel pain rather than escape it.
In this chapter I demonstrated how feminist theory can produce politically useful
understanding of the artistic production (and reproduction) of painful experience. Sherman’s
performances, although not necessarily intended as feminist statements, guide their audience
towards a better understanding of female embodiment and self-representation. Sherman
catches the body in the process of dematerialization, decay and destruction. Disorder and
disharmony are painful experiences. Nevertheless, literacy in mental disorders can be helpful
in referring to one’s knowledge about the subject in pain, and its recognition and treatment:
“Decoding the psychopathology of this end of the century may well be one of the most urgent
tasks for the critical intellectual in general and the feminist one in particular” (Braidotti,
1989:147). The pain here is fixed by the medium of photography, moved beyond the
boundaries of one particular body into the visual signs. The violence of that pain is not toned
down by allegorizing gaze. Pain is an overwhelming, ruined body with a crushed identity
within. While Edgar Allan Poe pronounced the death of a beautiful woman as the most poetic
topic in the world (in: Bronfen, 1992), Sherman reverses that situation by showing pure,
grotesque ugliness and forcing upon a viewer the repulsive body in pain. Sherman’s art is in
fact what Cassell (1991) understands as suffering: an impending severe distress associated
with disintegration of the intactness of person. This art acknowledges the human bodily
experiences of violence, pornography, physical dismemberment and torture. Such images,
deviating from the category of normal and their subversion of cultural identity of a normative
body, make bodily crisis immediately acknowledgeable.
I attempted to sketch the boundaries of the visual representation of the symptoms, regulating
the articulation of the female body. I presented symptoms as intersections of cultural and
biological forces and factors, moulded by the materiality of the body and by the
representations of the body. Morris (2000) mentions as a main feature of the biocultural
model of illness the process of “double coding,” a term introduced by historian Charles Jencks
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regarding postmodern architecture; two different styles co-existing in one project. Symptoms
are also multiple-coded and cannot be simply theorized within one discipline. Their analysis
(and treatment) engages multiple technologies, ranging from cultural studies to psychiatry.
Those technologies used in relation to Sherman’s art present how different kinds of
knowledge conspire to produce a mode of recognition of the painful body. Elkins (1999)
claims that there is something deeply wrong with the ambition to just present a body, without
thinking about the metamorphoses affected by that presentation. Particularly body in pain
demands ethical involvement and attitude. Consequently, art of Cindy Sherman and Frida
Kahlo has been received with an abundance of reactions and theories. Just like the biomedical
sciences deploy and rely on systems of representation (Jordanova, 1989), their art forms the
visual account of bodily crisis. Exploring the limits around what is culturally acceptable when
it comes to representation, Sherman’s photographs show things hidden from the public
display of the perfect, young, desirable and healthy body (Stacey, 1997). One of the
peculiarities of the painful body is the explicit experience of uncanniness, a profound sense of
alienation from one’s body and simultaneously eternal connection with it. While that body
appears as Other to a person in pain, this person cannot escape his/her impaired embodiment.
It is important to stress how well the word “uncanny” embraces the experience of pain and the
unconscious remembrance of it – on the verge of familiar and yet unfamiliar, known to us but
at the same time always shockingly surprising in its acuteness. Freud saw the essential factor
responsible for the production of uncanny feelings as something unfamiliar and alien,
claiming that the more we feel at home in our surroundings (unhomely is a more precise
translation of the German word unheimlich, from which the term uncanny was originally
derived), the less likely we are to feel frightened there. But Freud also pointed out that not
everything evoking a sense of uncanniness is something we find alien or confusing. On the
contrary, what is uncanny is frightening precisely because it is familiar. That applies to all
Sherman’s characters – they seem familiar in their resemblance to the artist and they turn out
to be unheimlich all the same. The artist’s body, although immediately recognized, remains
disturbing; it is undoubtedly familiar and yet threatening. Russo (1994) recognizes two kinds
of grotesque present in art and literary criticism since Vitruvius: the carnival and the uncanny.
The uncanny, more introspective and individualized, is connected to the physical body. It is
the uncanny that has been threateningly present in Sherman’s art. The comic element is
accompanied by repulsiveness, alienation; it involves turning something familiar and trusted
into something strange and disturbing. The uncanny body is a projection of an inner state –
doubled, monstrous, excessive, deformed. It connects to abjection as an ultimate coding of
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one’s crises (Kristeva, 1982). The uncanny was read by post-structuralists, literary theorists
and feminists as a formula for a genre of subversion and as a disclosure (Wright, 1992). The
uncanny is the affect produced; it signifies a radical duplicity, a potential for subverting the
code of masculinity guarding the structure of representation itself. The notion of
(un)familiarity of pain threatening the coherence of identity makes Sherman’s art uncanny.
Postmodern art criticism picked up Sherman’s art as a critique and deconstructions of
patriarchy, capitalism, consumerism and representation of the decentred self. Her photographs
mirror contemporary debates on postmodern theory and representation. Her Film Stills
witnessed the birth of postmodernism, with its blurring the separation between high and low
art. Critical response to them involved the main intellectual frames of postmodern theory:
theories on gender and representation, psychoanalysis, the production of the subject, and
institutional critique. Since her art is a perpetual escape from the attached meaning, the
rhetoric around Sherman’s art is constantly changing, but it is commonly seen as an
expression of contemporary anxieties. Sherman herself sees the role of her art in letting go of
fear and anxiety. Violence in her pictures prepares the viewer psychically for the potential of
violence in his own life, distancing him/her from the context of trauma and often amusing
(monstrosity, humour and grotesque are all components of Sherman’s body). Sherman sees
the role of unspeakable catastrophes, dismemberment, and decomposition of the body as
cathartic:
In horror stories or in fairy tales, the fascination with the morbid is also, at least for me, a way to prepare for
unthinkable… That’s why it’s very important for me to show the artificiality of it all, because the real horrors of
the world are unmatchable, and they’re too profound. It’s much easier to absorb – to be entertained by it, but also
to let it affect you psychologically – if it’s done in a fake, humorous, artificial way (in: Cruz, 1997:8).

At the same time, Sherman’s photographs make the viewer acknowledge that just as the body
produces its own pain killers (endorphins), it can also bring pain upon itself. They are
representations of pain that are more than cultural representations surrounding the subject.
Accordingly, I engaged in that chapter not only with modes of representations when it comes
to pain, but also with how the boundaries of the painful body are being re-configured. Indeed,
Sherman’s art offers the chance for reconfiguring the problem of the body, a gesture against
disfigurement of representational codes. It is an embodiment staged in order to deal with
anxieties about distraction, humiliation, pain, fragmentation, loss, disorder. Sherman’s art
makes us aware that sometimes the warning system starts malfunctioning and pain becomes
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more than a warning, but what we are being warned against (Thijs et al., 2005). It is the
visuality of pain that contributes to assessing the amount and the character of it, its causes and
consequences, as well as its understated role in forming the feminine.
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CHAPTER III

An imagery of trauma or loss registers something of the
dynamic – or “grammar” – of pain itself
Jill Bennett, Emphatic Vision
Wsród wszystkich przejawów nietrwałosci ciało ludzkie
jest jedynym źródłem wszelkiej radości, wszelkiego bólu,
i wszelkiej prawdy
(Within all the processes of passing and withering,
human body is the only source of all joy, all pain and all
truth)
Alina Szapocznikow, Odciski ciała ludzkiego

Although pain and trauma have been recurring motives in Alina Szapocznikow’s art,
Thanatos goes hand in hand with Eros; the pending death is accompanied by vitality and
eroticism. The compulsive, unstoppable quality of her sculptures often takes the form of
bodies as organic, plant-like structures. Her sculptures are like autonomous organisms, fleshy
and vital, with blood pulsating under the skin. The same vitality can be observed in Frida
Kahlo’s art – as if pain made the body more alive. Despite, or maybe because of the acuteness
of pain, their art is full of lust for life, humour and self-irony. Szapocznikow wrote in one of
her letters: “I want to go out – of the hospital, of illness - but life is no longer on the other side
of the fence, life is here” (in: Rottenberg et al, 1998:148). And: “I want to live so much! I
never knew it is so difficult to die. In [concentration] camps people just fell. They did not
have time to die long. Here, [in the hospital] the woman in my room suffered all night to die”
(ibid., page 149). For a person who had touched death numerous times, the artist continued to
affirm life while facing death. She filled her sculptures with her own self, making them into
her own impersonations, and strengthening her existence by casting her body parts. Treating
her body both as an artist and as a pathologist, she tried to capture the fluidity and the
volatility of life. This momentum, threatened by the war and by Szapocznikow’s own immune
system, is also common in works by Kahlo and Sherman.
That enormous vitality could be seen as on of the marks of cancer, the cause of the death of
the artist in 1973. In cultural discourses, cancer is often perceived as “too much life”:
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Cancer is widely understood as a disease of uncontrolled cell growth. The first signs of life are indistinguishable
from the first signs of death. Cancer invites an unwelcome visitor into the land of the living. By exaggerating the
reproduction of life, cancer introduces the threat of death. Too much life, too many cells; the work of a deadly
enthusiast. Cancer thus not only promises death but it promises death by the means of life, death by the
reproduction. Cancer is “death infecting life” by the means of life itself. By reproducing life, it reproduces death.
The source of life that destroys, cancer echoes the horrors of abjection (Stacey, 1997: 79-80).

The vitality present in artist’s work since the beginning was stubbornly persistent, coming
back despite sickness, hunger, threat and fear. This vitality turned against itself, proving to be
deadly. Reinforcing the experience of life, it at the same time signalled the end. The
knowledge about passing and about the non-repetitive quality of every moment produced
extreme intensity in experiencing life. This is how one could see Szapocznikow’s gesture
towards eroticism: as the intimate sphere, the flowing character of the human body. This body
is almost ungraspable in its structure, its processes and sequences; it is constantly being remodelled by forces known and unknown, by sudden stimulants. This clash between the
completed, closed form of a sculpture and the form which is open, difficult to grasp, and still
in process, is the driving force in Szapocznikow’s art.
I see the present significance of pain in Szapocznikow’s art not as the ultimate crisis of selfrepresentation or as an object of our avoidance, but above all as the predominant mode of
artist’s awareness. Pain in her art does not denote simply aching or unpleasantness of any sort,
but rather the experience of sensation, and the memory of that experience. Szapocznikow’s art
also possesses a moral dimension that merits recognition. Her achievement has much to do
with her position as young woman in a male-dominated art world, a Jew among non-Jews,
and a Holocaust survivor who stood for remembrance. Those differences, coming from her
own lived experience, informed her art. Her work is admirable not only for its astonishing
formal innovation but also for its testimonial to her strength: she coped with pain and yet was
not defeated by it in her creativity. Jones (2002) argues that it is no accident that the
practitioners of performative self-imaging are usually “queer-defined” (2002:948) individuals,
marked by difference – women, lesbians, and persons not aligned with the Euro-American
notion of whiteness. 190 Szapocznikow matches those criteria as a Jewish woman, survivor of
the Holocaust, and a person with a history of sickness tattooed on her body due to her struggle
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While Jones’ description is highly relevant to the art of Alina Szapocznikow and Frida Kahlo, one might
wonder whether it could apply to Cindy Sherman, a white, American, commercially successful artist. However,
as I pointed out in the previous chapter, Sherman’s artistic practices aim at deconstructing the canon to which
she might belong.
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for years with cancer. The in-between, marginal stage of being might often be a useful tool in
defying the established modes of representation (Braidotti, 2002). That difference from the
mainstream art canon, the specificity of voice, made the artist’s position very special.
Szapocznikow was born in 1926 in Kalisz to a Jewish medical family. She was twelve when
her father died of tuberculosis. Early in the war, barely a teenager, she worked in a ghetto
hospital as a nurse. In May 1942, she had been moved with her mother to ghettos in Pabianice
and Łódź, and later sent to camps in Auschwitz, Bergen-Belsen and Teresin. 191 Interestingly,
in her art she rarely explicitly revisited her trauma from the camp. 192 After the liberation, she
studied in Prague and then at École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts under direction of
Paul Niclausse in 1948-50. She was inspired by sculptures by Hans Arp, Ossip Zadkine,
Henry Moore, Alberto Giacometti. Two years later, she was diagnosed with tuberculosis,
went back to Poland and never graduated. In 1962, Szapocznikow started making casts of her
breasts, stomach and legs. Her first plaster cast, Leg, made in the early 1960s in plaster and
then cast again in bronze, constitutes the first materially documented trace of her own
embodiment. Combining bronze and stone, the anatomy of the body is here disturbed and
eroticized: in place where the missing hip joint should be, the bronze is polished highly,
making the leg a giant piece of jewellery, a fetish, a relic. The artist’s casts have a clear
connection with French contemporary art of Arman or César. After her permanent return to
Paris in 1963 Szapocznikow began to break the human body down into various parts in order
to extract and highlight certain distinctive and erotic elements, and to stress her sexuality and
physiology. This thematic innovation was coupled with revolutionary sculpting materials,
polyester and polyurethane, combining a waxy smoothness of surface with translucence and
possibilities for incorporating colour and light. Inspired by Pop Art and New Realism
(Rottenberg et al., 1998), she used materials such as foam, grass, resin and wax; she also used
lightning to underline the expressivity of often little forms. Her assemblages and “sculpturesobjects,” balancing between works of art and gadgets, coquette and kitsch, were nevertheless
filled with dramatic aspects of dismemberment. Her works of that time could be seen as a
premonition of degradation and decay. Long before being diagnosed with cancer,
Szapocznikow suspected the disease, although it went unconfirmed by medical tests. When
the illness was indeed diagnosed, her work underwent further changes; it turned inwards,
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It is argued in many sources that Szapocznikow had a number tattooed on her forearm. However, the family
of the artist has never confirmed it (Rottenberg et al., 1998).
192
However, the artist did make a project of the Holocaust monument in 1958: dramatic, intertwined hands,
clearly inspired by sculptures of Henry Moore and Alberto Giacometti.
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focused on her body’s interior, rather than continue to play with the tactile qualities of the
surface. Although the history of disease was long and destructive (the last stage was bone
cancer), the body portrayed by Szapocznikow obstinately refused medical objectification. In
its personal character it transgressed borders of privacy or intimacy. Knowledge of volatility
of life brings the intensification of every moment. The knowledge of her illness made the
artist sharp and unromanticizing, but not cynical. Szapocznikow chronicled her own dying
until the very end; even in her hospital bed she made drawings of her scarred body.
The presentation of Szapocznikow’s art has always been selective and fragmentary, both in
Poland and abroad. No critic in Poland wrote about her sickness at the time of her death and
long after that, complying with the cultural silence surrounding cancer in the 1970s. Illness
has not been mentioned in her biographies; it is rather the titles of her works that speak
volumes about the progress of the disease. It was probably not coincidental that
Szapocznikow was the first sculptor in post-war Poland to relate her work directly to the
functioning of the human body (Rottenberg et al., 1998). In Communist post-war Poland the
idea of art functioning beyond reality was dominating; art was pretending to be apolitical,
which was encouraged by the authorities. No engaged art was allowed; falsely universal art,
detached from identity and embodiment art won governmental competitions and was
exhibited publicly (Kowalczyk, 2002). The enormous diversity of the artist’s twenty years of
oeuvre refuses categorizing and classifying into periods and sequences. Beautiful woman
(1956), a torso with hands raised above the body, already announces her later interest with
body parts. Following cultural and social changes that surrounded her, the ontological
dimension of Szapocznikow’s works also reflected her exposure to death in childhood,
puberty in concentration camps and ghetto’s, tuberculosis, and finally watching the premature
collapse of her own body.
The situation of Polish female artists has been and still is very particular – their art has not
been widely interpreted within mainstream art-theory until recently and within gender studies
until very recently. There are still few publications engaging a gender perspective when it
comes to reading the art of Polish artists. Any theory on female embodiment was nonexistent
until the 1990s (Jakubowska, 2004). Individuality was not encouraged in the Communist
system. The body has been neglected in art criticism, and art dealing with the body was
interpreted and read as outside its scope. Cultural, economic, social and political changes
made the body present in Polish art only in the 1980s and 1990s. During the feminist first
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wave in the 1970s Szapocznikow was the only artist in Poland who took up the problematic of
gender, but her interests went unnoticed by art criticism of that period. Although the female
body was crucial to her art, Szapocznikow did not call herself a feminist. She died in 1973,
when feminism in Poland was only beginning. But her approach to the body was important to
many Polish women artists active after her death, such as Natalia L.L., Maria Pnińska-Bereś
and Ewa Partum. Presenting private, intimate experiences of her own body, Szapocznikow
made them public, fighting for the right of visibility of an aging, sick and ugly body.
Nowadays, artist such as Alicja Żebrowska, 193 Barbara Konopka, 194 and Katarzyna Kozyra 195
attempt to broaden the cultural dialogue and bring forth their perspective on art by using a
plethora of symbols, iconography and media. 196 Although they often follow a different route
than foreign women artists (Krysa, 1999), the significant shift they represent in terms of
themes and approaches opens up a debate on the wider position of Polish art. After 1989, the
dramatic political transformation took place in Poland. The end of the Communist era, the
formation of the first freely elected government and the success of the Solidarity movement
were notable events in Polish history (Krysa, 1999). In the communist era, the Catholic
Church had always been perceived as a platform for expressing social reactions against the
political system. Presently, however, after the right-wing government was elected, the clerical
strategy concentrates on depriving artists of their individual freedom through imposing moral,
behavioural and cultural restrictions on any creative process. For many years, and now more
than ever, art in Poland has been under the strong influence of the Church, controlling the
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Alicja Żebrowska creates visions of the perfect non-gendered body in her work Onone - World After World
(1998). Onone is an autoerotic and androgynous structure; it is neither female nor male, relating to the Platonic
concept of entity and oneness, where both male and female elements are integrated. It is phantasmagoric vision
of the perfect human body.
194
Barbara Konopka is inspired by cyberfeminism and the possibility of the digitally transformed body. In her
video works Binary Notes (1998) and Alice and Aibo (2003) Konopka shows the transformations the human
body and identity undergo as sciences such as genetic engineering or nanotechnology develope, transgressing
concepts like age, sex, gender and biology.
195
The works of Katarzyna Kozyra point to the most important issues of human existence: the embodiment and
its transgressions. She forces viewers to re-think and verify the settled order of values by pointing to the crisis of
the body. One of her most controversial works is Olympia (1996, three large scale photographs and a 12 min.
video). One of the photographs depicts the naked artist lying on the on a mobile hospital bed, undergoing her
treatment for cancer. The references to Manet’s Olympia are very clear – the same pose, the same velvet ribbon
tied around woman’s neck. Only the cold, harshly lit hospital room has none of the intimacy of Manet’s interior.
Another of Kozyra’s video projects, Bathhouse (1997), is inspired by the rituals of a communal bathhouse in
Budapest and makes reference to Ingres’ The Turkish Bath (1862) and Rembrandt’s Susannah Surprised by the
Elders (1645).
196
It is remarkable that Polish women artists have achieved more success in sculpture, traditionally seen as a
more “masculine” medium. This phenomenon started before World War II with Katarzyna Kobro (who created
original hanging installations and abstract sculptures close to Cubism and Futurism) and continues to this day
with works of internationally acclaimed artists as Magdalena Abakanowicz.
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country’s social and cultural life. 197 Since Poland presents itself and is often perceived as a
homogenous country untouched by its multicultural, multinational and multi-religious
influences (Krysa, 1999), the questions of identity, gender, sexual difference and “otherness”
are rarely addressed in any field other than liberal arts. Only rarely are Polish female artists
willing to speak with their own voices, destroying the myth of a homogenous culture. They
set out to explore in a more uncompromising manner a whole range of issues concerning
feminist discourse, including issues of identity, the body, female physicality and biology, the
contemporary concept of beauty, and the relationships between man and woman. This
particular interest is channelled mainly through the body, following the lead of
Szapocznikow. The body is suffering, distorted and sick (Kozyra), intertwined in relation to
other bodies (Żebrowska), un-gendered and desexualized (Konopka).
Outside Poland, however, by the end of the 1960s (a time of open and wide-ranging debate on
the fundamental rules guiding society), the body constituted one of the sites where a cultural
shift took place. Artists began to experiment with pain and cruelty as methods that were used
to exercise power through societal rules. In these years, some of the most significant artistic
movements chose the body as a site of extensive experimentation; Vienna Actionists, Vito
Acconci, Chris Burden, Bruce Nauman and Gina Pane all investigated pain, suffering,
humiliation and discomfort (Miglietti, 2003). Although it is uncertain to what extent
Szapocznikow followed those movements, she was always interested in social, cultural and
existential problems connected to embodiment. Her art, but also her letters, interviews and
witness accounts testify that the main theme of her art was the body that feels and suffers, and
its positioning in contemporary reality. In the 1950s she made realistic sculptures, gradually
undergoing more and more expressive transformation. While action painting was thriving in
New York, Szapocznikow, probably independently, started making action sculpture. The
search for new materials also played a crucial role in her art. Initially, she sculpted in stone,
lead, plaster or marble. Later, she combined natural materials such as stone and bronze with
synthetic materials. This allowed her to make faithful casts of bodily parts – mouth, legs,
arms, and breasts. Her sculptures revealed abject connotations of materials that are suggestive
of bodily transgressions and found in the art of the younger generation, including Kiki Smith
197

On July 18 2003 the Court in Gdańsk convicted the artist Dorota Nieznalska of offence of religious feelings.
The subject of dispute between the artist and the radical nationalist party was her installation Passion (2001), in
which the fragment of a naked male body including the genitalia was projected on an object in the shape of a
cross. The artist has concerned herself for several years with the problem of maleness and of the connection of
its models with the Christian paradigm of culture.
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and Robert Gober. The fusion of “traditional” sculpting materials with artificiality – polyester,
plastic and the photographs incorporated into the sculpture – testified to the fluidity and
inconsistencies of the subject. In that respect, Szapocznikow’s work has a lot of convergences
with the sculptures of Eva Hesse. Also, their respective biographies bear resemblances. Both
miraculously survived the Holocaust. Hesse was put on a kindertransport, a children’s train
out of Germany, to escape the Nazis when she was almost three years old. She and her sister
lived in an orphanage in Holland until their parents were able to leave Germany and collect
them. Hesse’s work has often been overshadowed by the dramatic details of her life. Almost
all of Hesse’s extended family died in the Holocaust, and her mother, plagued by depression,
committed suicide when Eva was 10. Both artists died of cancer at a young age. Hesse was
diagnosed with a brain tumour in 1969, and underwent three operations. She died in 1970 at
the age of 34. Szapocznikow’s and Hesse’s sculptures resonate with the experiences of being
a woman artist, of being persecuted, and of being sick. Their use of soft materials often was
seen as a reflection of being a woman (Jakubowska, 2004). Materials like foam, resin, grass
and wax opposed the dominance of smooth symbolic forms associated with surrealist
image. 198 However, the organic, baroque character of Szapocznikow’s sculptures traces a
different side of pain – pulsating and flowing - rather than the self-contained and selfrestricting pain of Hesse’s minimalists installations.
The theme of pain is prevalent in Szapocznikow’s works, offering neither excuses for nor
solutions to it. To a certain extent, the eternal presence of pain in the artist’s works may be
interconnected with her biography, like in the case of Frida Kahlo. Szapocznikow grew up in
the ghettos and concentration camps; as a young adult she suffered a serious disease, which
deprived her of any prospects of maternity. Like Kahlo, Szapocznikow was confronted with
suffering, pain and the degradation of her body at an age usually reserved for blooming and
thriving. She had learned the limits of her body already as a young girl, witnessing the
destruction of human bodies everywhere around her. This ambivalence is embodied in the
artist’s design of her body as the space of intrinsic strategies. Szapocznikow’s body maps are
differently configured, incongruent with the body of classical sculpture. The body in
Szapocznikow’s art has the character of a thing retrieved or exhumed. A viewer looks at those
remnants, which are at the same time the remembrance of the artist herself. Pain is giving
198

However, in 1965 Szapocznikow got an award from the Copley Foundation for her work Goldfinger, the
giant, gold-painted cast of woman’s legs combined with parts of a car, with very phallic connotations, alluding to
James Bond’s film showing in Paris at that time. The prize was awarded by the artists linked to surrealist
movement, such as Marcel Duchamp, Jean Arp, Max Ernst and Roberto Matta (Rottenberg et al., 1998).
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form to helplessness and frustration; it is the compulsive attempt to preserve, to
commemorate, to find a home in the body (Das, 1997). In the face of terminal cancer, the
artist tried to preserve and remember herself in first unchanged and gradually dramatically
distorted shape and form. Pain here is the fear of cancer, its anticipation, the trauma of having
survived the Holocaust, tuberculosis, infertility and finally terminal disease. It is reflected in
all stages of her work: from teenage girls who seem to be on the borderline between various
identities, to fragmented casts of one body part replacing the whole sculpture, to utilisable
objects of applied art - lamps and ceramics – that are mismatched and displaced. The tactile
quality of sculpture determines the character of Szapocznikow’s works. It is widely argued
that touch lies closer to pain than vision (Scarry, 1985). The nucleus of pain is situated in
space and is almost palpable. How pain inhabits the space in sculpture, and how it negotiates
the external and internal of the body is presented here differently than in two-dimensional
pictures or photographs. Accordingly, the spatial dimension of pain in Szapocznikow’s art
differs from artworks by Sherman and Kahlo. We as spectators inhabit this space physically,
not only through identification, but also as “our bodies enable us to respond to being-in-place,
a place where our conditions of perception are themselves challenged” (Bennett, 2005:48).
Applying the term “self-portrait” to the works of Alina Szapocznikow is not as problematic as
in the case of Cindy Sherman. Throughout her life, Szapocznikow presented her own body
through casting fragmented parts, revealing its insides, incorporating snapshots of herself into
her sculptures, and experimenting with making applied art of casts of her lips and breasts.
Seltzer (1997) claims that traumatic or painful events make a subject’s interest in what
happened around or with the subject (event-reference) gravitate towards the subject itself and
its representation (self-reference). Based on her own experience with a years-long threat to
her body’s well-being, Szapocznikow created her own mode of reflecting the changes
occurring in that body. In so doing, she introduced new materials and experimented with
them, constantly increasing the doses of expressiveness in the chronicle of her disintegrating
body. Since the concept of the materiality of her body was modified by illness and pain, her
idea of representing that body struggled due to its eternal connection to life’s unpredictability,
its transient structure and its biological forces. She worked towards her own body, archiving
its immeasurable and fluid impressions and experiences.
In this chapter I investigate what Szapocznikow’s art reveals about the lived experience of
trauma and pain and she was driven by a desire to create a sort of testimony that externalizes
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trauma and moves beyond the two-dimensional surface of a canvas or a photograph. As I
already have mentioned, although the scholarship on traumatic memories is enormous and
still growing (i.e. Bal, 1999, Laub, 1992, Van Alphen, 1997), trauma has been traditionally
declared as being beyond the scope of language and its imagery as not confirming to codes of
representation. My interest lies in how Szapocznikow’s art makes a call for rethinking the
concept of expressing pain and trauma. The exhibitionist value of announcing her own
impending death was never lost in Szapocznikow’s art, ever since she made the first cast of
her leg, and maybe even longer before that. 199 How could the reading of Szapocznikow’s
imagery enhance a spectator’s understanding of the pain she underwent? It is therefore crucial
for me to regard her art not simply as illustrating certain clinical conditions but as
“engendering new languages of trauma that proceed from lived experience” (Bennett,
2005:24). The concept of trauma has been appealing to cultural studies and to philosophy; for
example, Deleuze and Guattari study self-destructive or pathological modes of behaviours,
such as schizophrenia, masochism and anorexia. Recently, a shift in trauma studies has redirected it to the arena of contemporary geopolitics (Bennett, 2003). Trauma as a concept has
moved from a mono-cultural individual psychological condition to one that engages questions
of global context and national identity, forcing an exploration of how to represent it in
different populations and communities. Seltzer (1997) argues that the uncertainties as to the
status and content of trauma – physical or psychical, private or public, individual or
collective, a matter of representation (fantasy) or as a matter of perception (event) - can open
up the possibilities of its interpretations just as the status and content of pain might do. The
notion of trauma has thus come to function as a sort of switch point between binaries that are
also questioned by the concept of pain. As I have already demonstrated in Chapter II, I am
convinced that one might use the concept of trauma to grasp the momentum of pain. Since
trauma assumes and allows empathy from the witness - the treating of trauma demands
“joined acceptance” of therapist or other witness (Felman and Laub, 1992:69) - the notion of
trauma can be very useful in the understanding of pain and its affectivity. Therefore, I use
current theories on the traumatic subject to conceptualize pain.
It is, however, my intention to engage with the concept of trauma in Szapocznikow’s art on a
level different than when writing about that of Sherman. Trauma in the former could be seen
not only as neurosis but as an event that requires breaking out of a culturally imposed
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Different sources give different dates concerning the first cast taken of the artist’s body.
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isolation. Trauma constitutes the core of Szapocznikow’s work. Trauma is the wound that
resurfaces on the exterior of the body (Caruth, 1996). The wound, even imaginary, marks a
trace impressed by another surface (Ahmed, 2004). The artist’s body, wounded by war
experiences and numerous surgeries, could relate to the status of a wound it trauma. The
existence of post-traumatic narratives about Szapocznikow’s life in concentration camps has
never really been very explicit in the artist’s works (Rottenberg et al., 1998); it is always
rather the personal struggle with cancer that had been highlighted by her. Piotr Stanisławski,
the son of the artist, remembers that his mother never talked about her ordeal in the World
War II. She didn’t want him to know anything about the war and her personal experiences of
that time. He remembered one situation when his mother was sitting in her room and looking
at a book on the Holocaust she had bought in England. When he came into the room she hid
the book immediately. He knew the book so he asked her why she had hidden it. She said she
couldn’t answer (Rottenberg et al., 1998). The notion of the black hole and post-memory,
common to the generation of children of Holocaust survivors (Bal, 1999, Van Alphen, 1997),
results in feeling at a loss faced with the lack of narratives concerning the war from their
parents. It seems that the artist’s son was one of the children of survivors unable to
communicate across that gap in his mother’s life story. Szapocznikow’s art, nevertheless, can
be seen as a consequence of horrible experiences during the war, stemming directly from the
unthinkable.
Although theorists of trauma and memory have so far paid relatively little attention to visual
arts (Bennett, 2005), the substantial critical literature on trauma, memory and representation
from the interdisciplinary area of trauma studies has been increasingly involving art theory.
The private and the public aspects of trauma engaging the concept of testimony and
witnessing have taken the forms of drawing, paintings, and video as well as exploration of
new production techniques. Artists’ personal experiences and their perspectives on trauma as
a collective concept within contemporary culture result in various interventions in artistic
production. Critics like Hal Foster and Roger Luckhurst claim that a veritable trauma culture
seems to be thriving in the art world nowadays, seducing academics just as it seduces the
public. Luckhurst (2003) traces its origin to the advanced capitalist economies of the West of
the 1990s, where encounters with extremities such as birth, death and insanity had usually
been suppressed. In wound culture, as Seltzer (1997) calls it, the very notion of sociality and
connectedness, the exhibition and witnessing, is operative through the body that has been torn
open. The damaged body of an individual becomes a public spectacle, satisfying the
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audience’s attraction to atrocity. Singularity and intimacy merge with collective forms of
representation. Seltzer argues for the collapse of private and public registers when trauma is
concerned, which results in the emergence of a pathological public sphere – prime time
dramas, hospital series, violent films. Socialization and the wound have become inseparable:
an open body functions to ward others, creating a social group bound by pathology. More than
fourteen million people have seen Gunther von Hagen’s Body World exhibition, featuring
skinless and dissected bodies, and yet no-one would willingly admit any amount of pain in
one’s life. Since it is important to recognize the shortcomings as well as the advantages of
recognizing and witnessing the pain of others, perhaps one can learn from the pain that has
been put upon him/her. Szapocznikow’s work would then be a visual forebearer of a trauma
culture mediator twenty years before the emergence of what Luckhurst calls “pathography”
200

– a genre of memoirs of illness and trauma.

The reading of Szapocznikow’s art that does not automatically assume a triumph of creativity
over trauma contributes to a new way of reading and processing contemporary art. Hal Foster
in his book The Return of the Real (1996b) was one of the first to analyze the emergence of
trauma in contemporary art. Analysing the popularity of “lingua trauma,” Foster wondered
why this fascination with trauma became so acute in contemporary art and in theory. Why do
we treasure contemporary films that promote a voyeuristic approach to pain and suffering?
How should we understand our fascination with the pain of others (Sontag, 2003) and
simultaneously the disavowal and fear of our own? Besides pornomiseria, a craving for the
voyeuristic consumption of images of pain, is there any other relationship to pain one may
allow oneself to establish? Foster suggested that what makes contemporary culture obsessed
with trauma is the dissatisfaction with the real, the subject and the desire, together with a
collective despair about AIDS and cancer, poverty, crime and the welfare state. Art about
trauma is one experience that is not experienced on time, but rather one that comes too early
or too late, and therefore must be acted out compulsively. Foster linked the emergence of
trauma studies with cultural theory and psychoanalysis as a return to the claim of
“authenticity” and the concept of a unified subject of the author. Trauma discourse at the
same time attempts to revalidate and to deconstruct the subject, making it simultaneously
“evacuated and elevated” (Foster, 1996b:168).
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Luckhurst mentions Oscar Moore’s column “PWA” (Person with AIDS) in The Guardian, Ruth Picardie’s
testimony of her terminal cancer in The Observer in 1997, John Diamond’s cancer columns in British The Times
in 1997 and Diamond’s C: Because Cowards Get Cancer Too...(1999), a book on his own disease.
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Today some artists appear driven by an ambition, on the one hand, to inhabit a place of total affect and, on the
other, to be drained of affect altogether; on the one hand, to possess the obscene vitality of the wound and, on the
other, to occupy the radical nihility of the corpse. Pure affect, no affect: It Hurts, I Can’t Feel Anything (Foster,
1996b:166).

Luckhurst (2003), just like Foster, sees the paradox surrounding the concept of the traumatic
subject. If trauma is seen as disaggregating subjectivity, how can one talk of trauma
subjectivity in a first place? How can a damaged body be seen as a source of truth?
To organize an identity around trauma, then, is to premise it on exactly that which escapes the subject, on an
absence or a gap. This gapped subject is not memorial, but amnesiac, not aggregated “vertically” (as in depth
psychologies, such as psychoanalysis), but dispersed “horizontally” in various forms of dissociation. It cannot
remember itself to itself; it has no cohesive narrative, only fragments loosely linked through ominous occlusions
(Luckhurst, 2003:28).

I find those loosely linked, dispersed fragments without a cohesive narrative in the artworks I
have presented. As a solution to the paradox Foster and Luckhurst aim to make clear, I
propose to disengage the concept of trauma as understood as the transformation of a subject,
as a shattering of identity, as the “undoing of the self” (Bal, 1999, Gilmore, 2001) and escape
the problematic of change-through-trauma. Szapocznikow’s work is about trauma without
declaring itself to be about trauma, nevertheless evoking the processes of post-traumatic
memory. Her art puts us in touch with incredible volume of pain - Holocaust experience,
tuberculosis and cancer - and makes us reflect on violence exercised on her body by doctors,
by the Nazis, and by her own immune system. It presents an alternative to cultural and
testimonial accounts that “implicitly treat pain as that which removes one from the social
sphere, rather than as a force that fundamentally changes both people and societies” (Bennett,
2005:49). Szapocznikow’s connection to trauma remains us today of one of the earliest
examples of female artists engaging with the concept of trauma. Had she lived on, she would
probably have been the key artist of the 1990s, the decade of cultural obsession with trauma
and pain, combining Jo Spence’s intimate art with self-evident images of Nan Goldin, Tracey
Emin and Sarah Lucas.
In this chapter I present three artworks. Again avoiding the chronological presentation of
these works, I argue that the linear narrative of symptom, detection, treatment and recovery
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Stacey (1997) connects to the history of illness could not be applied here. Szapocznikow’s art
is rather an attempt to communicate the disease within the body, and to control something
impossible to control. I will point out how Szapocznikow, faced with the disease, went
beyond the figuration, towards dematerialization of the body and decomposition of the bodily
parts. It is not that in turning to this process I expect to find direct answers to the questions of
pain and the problem of its meaning, but I do want to re-engage some of the problems with
which I have dealt in earlier chapters to make the dialogue deeper. The anticipation and the
remembrance of pain aggravate one another both in cancer and in constant exposure to
trauma, breaking the linearity of time and anticipating the (painful) future. It is rather the
prefiguration of pain that is particularly threatening to patients whose future is deprived of
certainty (Thijs, E. et al., 2005).
I will firstly present Alina’s Funeral, made a year after the diagnosis of cancer had been
confirmed in late 1968. In doing so, I also relate to the cultural view on cancer formed before
and after that period. I engage in the problem of cancer as metaphor and the constructedness
and relativity of cultural ideas about cancer in the twentieth century. In the time of
Szapocznikow’s death from cancer, the condition was still not spoken of loudly. None of her
obituaries and almost none of publications consecrated to her call cancer by its name.
However, communicative and expressive values have changed and cancer has now become
the disease of the century, which opened new questions. Is it only cancer or the entire
condition that needs to be represented? How can one represent oneself with cancer? Jo
Spence, a photographer informed by Lacanian and Althusserian theory on the constructed
character of the self, explored the project named by her phototherapy, a form of photographic
theatre of the self that aimed at making visible repressed memories, particularly connected to
gender and class dimension (Spence, 1995). Spence postulated that women who are ill should
think more of documenting the processes not as a personal problem but as a way of making
visible what is done to people but is never talked about openly. Spence’s appeal for going
public also seems a bit outdated in the days of cancerisation of the media. Would
Szapocznikow’s visualization of cancer also be outdated today? In this section I will dwell on
the specificity of cancer pain and its treatment. The concept of pain finding home in the body
brings association with host and invader, not foreign to cancer culture (Stacey, 1997). Pain,
just like cancer, can be felt as something “not me” within myself. In cancer, one is soon to
discover that she/he is not tormented by some foreign agent or incident, but by one’s own
body. Any mode of succumbing of the human being to pain directly results in the violent
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separation of the self from the body and the self from the others. I will also examine how the
work of mourning is the transaction between language and the (gendered) body (Das, 1997),
and how the antiphony of language and silence recreates the loss.
Secondly, I will analyze the work Self-portrait Multiplied, and engage in the problem of
chronicling the body by making casts of it. Ahmed (2002) argues that pain in the body is
linked to the fragility and vulnerability of the “surfaces of the world we inhabit” (Ahmed,
2002:19). In making and unmaking the body, pain involves the processes of intensification of
bodily surfaces. I trace here the construction of the painful body in time and space and follow
the specificity of those two dimensions. The material body contained in the image is suspect
to the influence of time: the time necessary to view the image, the time to construct a
narrative in which to position that body. The volatility of the past, present and future of a
material body is viscerally apprehended by a viewer. Grosz (1994) notes that painful zones of
the body become enlarged and magnified in the whole body image. The map of the body
changes, and the bodily space is reconstituted (Ahmed, 2002). I attempt to establish to what
extent this reconstitution is present in analyzed artwork. The healthy body is constantly
outside itself, caught in multitude of involvements with other bodies (Leder, 1990). In pain,
the body closes itself to other bodies and turns in on itself. I present how that turning in,
closing up, and recoiling into oneself is present in Self-portrait Multiplied and how those
processes are reinforced by the technique of fragmentation and repetition.
Thirdly, I will talk about an artwork from the last series made by the artist, Herbarium, and
engage with the problem of empathy, crucial in visual art and even more so in visual art about
pain. The concept of affectivity moving between and across bodies is central to my
proceedings. Are we actually able to feel the pain of other(s) rather than of only one person myself? Sontag (2003) argued that “no ‘we’ should be taken for granted when the subject is
looking at other people’s pain” (Sontag, 2003:7). If there is no “we” when confronted with
suffering and agony, should we talk about any collective understanding of pain at all? What
rights do we as viewers or readers have to theorize on someone else’s body, even if we
consider them part of our cultural heritage? The opposition between affect and representation
characterizes work on trauma and pain (Bennett, 2005), where the argument that trauma
resists representation has been made at different times. Can trauma be an affect then and still
not lose its representative qualities? Is something integral lost when trauma is consigned to an
artefact? I will argue that although the language of pain is often elusive and unheard or
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unnoticed, pain itself could be the sign encountered by a viewer, enabling him or her to form a
relationship with the sufferer. Through painful encounters between one body and other bodies
or objects, one becomes aware of bodily surfaces and can identify them as spheres where
sensation takes place. Using an artwork from the Herbarium series, I will point out to what
extent affectivity, manifest in and around an image and establishing connections between the
bodies of viewer and an artist, is present in art where pain is concerned.
At the end of this chapter I engage with the concept of memory. How pain feels in the first
place is an effect of past impressions (Ahmed, 2004). The sensation of pain is affected by
memories; one might search one’s memories for the moment when pain was less acute or was
not present at all. In other cases, pain might be triggered when one is reminded of past trauma
by a new encounter. The concept of memory is crucial to the artist, desperately trying to
preserve traces of the passing and decomposing of her body, but also addressing the notion of
collective, historical remembrance. The crisis of the body is articulated in the threat of
forgetting. The coherent narrative undergoes the mechanisms of discontinuity and
incoherence. Memory has its role in making possible the most fundamental sense of self,
often lost in the situation of pain. Being a fairly reliable tool, it often deceives one when
recalling pain. Pain is confusion; it is always difficult to theorize clearly about confusion. It
happens because pain is too often disengaged from the materiality of the body. Art could help
us convey that materiality once again, functioning as a technology of memory through
embodiment. Szapocznikow’s art embodies the representation of memory as well as its
content. I present Szapocznikow’s artworks as zones where the exterior and interior of pain
are no longer functional, spaces where individual painful memories had been filtered and
multiplied.
Flesh at war?: Alina’s Funeral 201
Joyce Carol Oates, accepting the National Book Award in 1970, said that “the use of language
is all we have to pit against death and silence” (in: Kleinman, 1997:31). When a wider cancer
culture was still non-existent, it was mostly women who spoke about their illness, rejecting
imposed silence as a tool of separation and powerlessness. Literature and visual arts have
often been the fields were that silence was challenged. Audre Lorde, through a compilation of
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Flesh at war with Enigma was the title of an exhibition in Kunsthalle Basel in 2004 where Szapocznikow’s
works were presented together with a much younger generation of artists reinterpreting surrealism in accordance
with contemporary concerns, such as Julian Göthe, Robert Gober (Kempkes, 2005).
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journal entries, prose and poetry, told about her breast cancer and mastectomy and chronicled
her illness and recovery, documenting her 14 year battle with the disease. Oriana Fallaci,
during her eleven-year-long battle with cancer externalized it as “The Alien”. Jo Spence
struggled for the visibility of breast cancer; photographing her collapsing, aging body without
a breast and contrasting it with the notion of the classic beauty. Alice Neel’s Self-portrait with
breast cancer shows the artist after mastectomy. Hannah Wilke documented her beauty being
gradually destroyed by terminal disease. Kutlug Ataman’s video installation Women Who
Wear Wigs (1999), featuring four women from Turkey who discuss when, where, why, and
how they wear wigs, shows a journalist who had become temporarily bald as a result of
chemotherapy following a breast cancer diagnosis talking extensively about her treatment.
In her book Illness as Metaphor (1990), Susan Sontag objected to the reading of a disease as
metaphor in cultural studies. Sontag saw that as an attempt to comprehend “radical” or
“absolute” evil, and an invitation to self-righteousness and fanaticism. 202 For “metaphor,” she
assumed Aristotelian definition: “Metaphor consists in giving the thing a name that belongs to
something else” (Aristotle, Poetics, 1457). According to Sontag, cancer and last century’s
tuberculosis are the diseases most “trapped” in metaphor, often seen as punishment, like a
deadly disease sent by gods in the Iliad and the Odyssey. The hereditary factor in cancer can
be acknowledged without disturbing the myth of personal fault; along with the genes, the
patient can also be guilty of getting sick. Bourke (2005) notes that in the 1960s in Europe
patients who suspected they had cancer frequently failed to even ask physicians for the name
of their affliction. The cancer patient, ridden with internalized self-guilt, often accepted the
amputation of breast or a tracheotomy without asking the diagnosis, which compromised the
doctor-patient relationship. Only getting rid of bodily parts would make patients see cancer as
just a disease, without a stigma attached to it, and reject the unspeakability of it. The notion of
guilt and shame has been particularly acute in Catholic Poland. Up to this day, there is there
still no tradition of publicly being sick or dying. Until recently, illness and death, and even
birth, took place only in the assistance of doctors. Not so long ago in Poland, men most often
brought their pregnant wives to the hospital and then picked them up with a baby; sick men
were brought to the hospital to be picked up dead later. Being told that they do not have
cancer, but i.e. anaemia, critically ill people were dying of substitute illnesses.
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Sontag also traced the cultural history of tuberculosis (Szapocznikow had both) often considered mysterious
and romanticized, connected to heightened sensitiveness and artistic creativity.
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Nowadays, cancer is present not only in the artistic and creative domain – it has also been
enormously medialised. Former model Matuschka went on to become an important voice in
the breast cancer awareness/political fight for patients’ rights of the past decade. Singer and
performer Kylie Minogue, diagnosed with an aggressive form of breast cancer in May 2005,
has made public comments regarding the transforming life experiences cancer has had on her
priorities in life. Breast cancer campaigns borrow a lot of strategies from AIDS campaigns.
The symbol of a pink ribbon is based on the concept of a red ribbon and is just as operative.
Bourke (2005) claims that until the AIDS epidemic of the 1980’s, cancer was the most
stigmatised disease of the twentieth century, posing a threat to an individual’s sexuality and
identity. AIDS had gradually replaced cancer as the most horrifying illness of the century;
obituary notices for people who died of cancer no longer contained the euphemistic words
“died of a long illness,” fearing that readers might assume that the death was AIDS-related
(Bourke, 2005:307). The major cancer charities organise events such as Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, aiming at increasing awareness of the disease among both the public and
health professionals. They raise funds for research into the cause, prevention and cure of the
disease and offer vital information and support to those affected by it. However, the
metaphors functioning in such events could be seen as harmful keeping in mind Sontag’s
argument. Even cancer organisations themselves used to portray cancer as “an insidious,
dreadful, relentless invader” (Bourke, 2005:299). AIDS and cancer have often been imagined
in military metaphors of invading armies, particularly relevant (and damaging) now in times
of political conflict. For example, Avon Breast Cancer Crusade, although extremely
successful in raising and donating money in countries worldwide for medical research, access
to treatment, support and education, relies on medieval metaphors of a crusade – a military
expedition when Christians in Europe tried to recapture the Holy Land from the Muslims in
the eleventh to thirteenth century. The holy war on cancer is still declared. Bourke points to
the analogy between cancer and the war in Vietnam; the war on cancer has three weapons:
surgery, radiation and chemotherapy.
For Sontag, the least damaging way to be ill was to reject metaphoric thinking. Any given
metaphor has double meaning, and privileges particular ways of seeing. Misinterpretation, to
follow Sontag’s argument, begins with name already. The disease’s name – from the Greek
karkínos and the Latin cancer, both meaning crab – was inspired by the resemblance of an
external tumour’s swollen veins to a crab’s legs, not, as it is generally believed, because of its
crawling or creeping like a crab. Stacey (1997) also argues for the meaninglessness of the
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term cancer, applying to so many different diseases and treatments that any generalisations
are rendered redundant. Duden (1997) recalls that at about 300 BC, Galens differentiated
more than a dozen tumours: phlegmone (“throbbing, hot and red”), karkinoi (“hard swellings,
which first become painful when they break through the skin”), aneyrysmata (in which blood
builds up). In the Renaissance diverse symptoms gained common ending of their names: oma.
The nineteenth century adds papilloma, ardenoma, fibroma, cloroma, and lymphoma. That
diversity invited a clear cultural hierarchy. According to Sontag, having cancer always evokes
some feelings of shame, but in relation to bodily organs, lung cancer is less shameful than
rectal cancer or breast cancer. People with internal, invisible malignancies might feel that they
have less mastery over the situation and might be consequently more frightened. At the same
time, the most romanticised form of cancer is “white” cancer – leukaemia – where “faulty”
organs are not exposed. In this case, the metaphor of shameful secret becomes almost
obsolete; the heroine of Love Story died of leukaemia, not of breast cancer, in a way that did
not disturb the aesthetics of romance. However, while pointing out oppressive forces of
metaphor in the cultural perception of cancer, Sontag omitted the explicit bodily experience,
which I argue is visible in Szapocznikow’s art. While reading her book, one looks in vain for
symptoms, complaints, sensations. If there is no cultural interpretation, nor bodily experience,
what is left of illness? Can we reject the role of metaphors in the process of healing or
surviving without losing the body in the process? Re-reading her work ten years later, Sontag
herself admitted one cannot think without metaphors, although she remained cautious of the
interpretation of cancer. Also, situating Sontag’s book in relation to recent medical
discoveries, public campaigns and feminist work on the body politics, one begins to question
some of her assumptions. Is cancer still perceived as the disease that “doesn’t knock before it
enters,” a secret, mysterious invasion, or is its present image centred on predictability and
detection? Can guilty secrets and forgotten, repressed traumas be seen as carcinogenic
(Stacey, 1997)? Has the mystery factor of illness been replaced by governmental funding for
research and education? The medical approach has certainly changed, but have the metaphors
attached to cancer? Moreover, aware that the cure for cancer has still not been found, one
finds Sontag’s unfailing faith in objective, heroic medicine a bit naïve. While describing the
metaphors as damaging to the patients, Sontag paradoxically deprives patients of agency and
willpower even further entering the narrative of medical hero-worship.
Stacey reads Sontag’s argument “against interpretation” as an attempt to liberate illness from
an “excess of meaning,” while, as Stacey claims, illness and meaning are inseparable. While
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questioning Sontag’s hostility towards the constructedness and relativity of cultural ideas
about cancer, Stacey, after Ricoeur, uses a new model of metaphor, shifting from Aristotle’s
model used by Sontag:
[Metaphor] is the rhetorical process by which discourse unleashes the power that certain fictions have to
redescribe reality … From this conjuncture of fiction and redescription I conclude that the “place” of metaphor,
its most intimate and ultimate abode, is neither the name, nor the sentence, nor even discourse, but the copula of
the verb to be. The metaphorical “is” at once signifies both “is not” and “is like” (Stacey, after Ricoeur,
1997:51).

Metaphor constructed in such a way is then particularly useful in the experience of illness. It
gives linguistic reassurance: without naming cancer by its name, one is not fully confronted
with it (Stacey, 1997). It soothes patient’s fear and anxiety by allowing a cognitive detour
around cancer. In treating other’s suffering as metaphors, we may not be really thinking of
ourselves as possible subjects of the same kind of experience (Ahmed, 2004). Maybe it is
thanks to the reign of metaphor in cancer cultures, with millions of dollars invested therein,
that those cultures could have developed so successfully. Also medical discourse, which
Sontag believed to be pure and faithful description of literal illness, is not immune to
metaphor, but is culturally and historically conditioned and constituted according to certain
metaphorical conventions. Along with medical progress the whole new layer of
metaphorisation has been added to cultural readings of cancer. Metaphors surrounding illness
change together with treatments and diagnosis. In the face of numerous publications and
media attention, cancer enacts various significant practices of power, shifting responsibility of
one’s well-being from doctors to patients, from treatment to prevention, and from medical
practices to lifestyle. Braidotti (2002) points out that illness today is related to “selfmanagement,” which to a certain extent continues the linguistic paradigm of illness as
metaphor. One’s lived experience is politicized as one carries responsibility for one’s illness,
interiorized as a lack of a healthy lifestyle, too much stress, et caetera. Duden (1997) reflects
on the recent phenomenon of cancer culture, historically alien to the past. People before
cancer culture lived without intense awareness of oncology; it was rather consumption,
syphilis and malaria which were seen as the public enemies. Now, oncophobia is familiar to
almost every woman in Western society. Duden draws our attention to how often and with
what emphasis cancer is connected to words that did not appear until recently: contraception,
precaution, suspicion, early identification, a normal case, advice, operation, screening,
control, management, informed consent, and risk. Cancer, as a fact forming contemporary
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society, has acquired different contexts: a scientific fact, a word for the pain of the illness, a
treatment and self-stigmatization, a process of social disembodiment in a society, an object of
research and treatment, and a financial resource for the oncological market. Information about
cancer has a peculiar potential for evoking fear and panic similar to what one feels when
deeply involved in a horror film.
Szapocznikow’s art forms a frame where the metaphors of cancer are reflected. The body in
her art undergoes various transformations; the lines and directions of those processes are often
blurred and unpredictable. Cancer is a disease wherein the crisis of self is particularly acute,
where the self gets confused through its imitations, performed by cancer cells reproducing
themselves. Sontag (1976) observed that immunologists class the cancer cells as nonself.
Stacey (1997) argues that the increased visibility of the body interior and the iconography of
the cell as a microcosm of the self have facilitated the extension of the belief that cancer is a
self at war with the self (Stacey, 1997:62). Illegitimate cells generate a horror of the presence
of the undifferentiated monstrous alien that must be expelled before it destroys the subject. As
consequence of reducing one’s self-definition to being a medical “case,” the disease is a
physiological expression of lack of self-integrity. The body of a person with cancer could be
looked upon either as an enemy or an ally. Jeannette Winterson writes about cancer:
The faithful body has made a mistake. This is not time to stamp the passports and look at the sky. Coming up
behind are hundreds of them. Hundreds too many, armed to the teeth for a job that doesn’t need doing. Not
needed? With all that weaponry? Here they come, hurtling through the bloodstream trying to pick a fight.
There’s no-one to fight but you …. You’re the foreign body now (Winterson, 1994:116).

Cultural construction of illness is full of contradictive identity-forming processes. Subjectivity
enters a new stage of networking and inter-relations with its surroundings. Stacey points out
that in alternative healing discourses the tumour is read as a an indication of imbalance and
neglect, disharmony and lack of equilibrium. Cancer’s wide circulation in professional and
popular contexts only encourages further confusion of competing definitions and explanations
of the disease. With its particularly evil, metaphysical lining to it, cancer evokes fear of selfannihilation. People, who always enjoy bodily integrity and a sense of wholeness, are
suddenly degraded: without breast, leg, hand, or cheek. Vis Medicatrix Naturae, healing as a
“natural” quality of the organism, a curative power of the organism only enhanced by
medicine, is absent in cancer. Functions of the organism such as immunity or self-defence are
weakened or non-existent. Marylin French in My season in hell calls it an alienating sensation
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of being locked in one’s own body. The individual organism becomes the site within which a
cellular struggle for survival takes place. The malignant cell, unlike a virus or a bacterium, is
not an invader from the outside, but a product of the body, misrecognized as one of the body’s
normal cells (Stacey, 1997). Cancer treatment, chemotherapy, extends the confusion further
and proves that no loyalties can be relied upon: “it destroys as it heals, it both cleanses and
pollutes, killing both the good and the bad cells alike” (Braidotti, 1998:425):
In the secret places of her thymus gland Louise is making too much of herself. Her faithful biology depends on
regulation but the white T-cells have turned bandit. They don’t obey the rules. They are swarming into the
bloodstream, overturning the quiet order spleen and intestine. In the lymph nodes they are swelling with pride. It
used to be their job to keep her body safe from enemies on the outside. They were her immunity, her certainty
against infection. Now they are the enemies on the inside. The security forces have rebelled. Louise is the victim
of a coup (Winterson, 1994:115).

Stacey (1997) claims that mythologies of progress and rationality when fighting cancer leave
no room for the futility of the pain, the unbearable pointlessness of suffering. At the same
time, pain remains one of the crucial components of the disease. Although initially cancer
does not hurt, exactly that absence of pain in the first stage makes the disease so powerful.
Only when the damage caused by the tumour to the healthy tissue has become substantial
does pain start to manifest itself, tending to vary in the course of the illness. Cancer pain is
seen as acute and sharp and recurrent; it has its origin in specific forms of peripheral issue
damage. Pain due to bone cancer, from which Szapocznikow suffered shortly before her
death, is particularly acute because the very sensitive bone tissue is forced to stretch as a
consequence of the growing tumour (Thijs et al., 2005). Current models of cancer pain
(Melzack, 2003) emphasize the multidimensional nature of the pain experience, incorporating
the contributions of cognitive, motivational, behavioural, and affective components in
addition to sensory (nociceptive) phenomena. Pain is the prevalent symptom experienced by
at least 30% of patients undergoing an oncological treatment for metastatic disease and by
more than 70% of patients with advanced cancer (Melzack, 2003). Just as the illness itself, the
perception of cancer pain cannot be dissociated from the significance people give to cancer as
a disease. The politics of pain and its treatment in cancer is very specific; Duden (1997) points
out that pain-killers have been given more generously to patients that have undergone cancer
therapy and are willing to die under medical control, than to patients of any other illness.
Cancer pain depends on a patient’s individual story, the prognosis and the self-formed view
on cancer (Thijs et al., 2005).
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The treatment of cancer does not equal saving the individual from his/her pain but is painful
in itself, which makes the concept of pain in this disease even more complex. The pain
involved in treatment is ambiguous; it is often experienced as bearable as long as it is
perceived as necessary and giving hope.
These side-effects of the treatment are described as follows: it feels as though something were burnt, ulcerating
and involves painfully urinating, pain when swallowing, pain in the kidneys, painful gums, pain in one’s joints,
and nervous pain. To survive cancer often implies a life-long ban to the kingdom of pain because the body is
irreparably damaged (Thijs et al., 2005:68).

Cassell (1991) argues that if suffering results from the pain of cancer, both the pain and the
cancer are not considered part of the suffering person. The cancer is a “thing” that afflicts the
patient and the pain arises from that distinct alien thing. Cassell admits that the cancer is not
so easily separable from the tissues of the patient and the pain takes the form it does in part
because of the contribution of meaning. Due to a lack of difference between the “I” and “the
pain,” the reflection on the experience of pain might be limited. At the same time, pain in
cancer might be at the same time a threat to and a consolidation of one’s existence
simultaneously. As long as there is pain, one may be certain of being alive. The diseased body
might appropriate the pain, make it become my pain. Nevertheless, that pain is extremely
difficult to convey in language.
Relations with oneself and others are based upon mutuality of gaze and touch (Leder, 1990).
Particularly in cancer, where bodily intentionality is frustrated and the body refuses the
simplest tasks it performed before, and where often painful signals could be either the sign of
healing or the progressing disease, the integrity of the self is threatened. The negotiations
between visibility and exposure create dramatic tension in Szapocznikow’s artworks. The
artist made her body an object of the gaze – this time not the sexual and desiring gaze of a
spectator (like is earlier sculptures playing with a fetish-like symbolic), but a medicalized
gaze of a doctor or a scan. In the clinical encounter, the body yet again becomes an object
being looked at, where the loss of self could be much more acute than tissue damage. In
Alina’s Funeral the artist herself performs an act of looking at her dying body as already
dead. The constitution of body-as-other, outside oneself, may be helpful to overcome
traumatic experiences (Young, 1990). Experiencing the painful body as separate from the self
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gives some relief and re-establishes one’s integrity. To what extent could abstracting the body
from the self and making it already dead in Alina’s Funeral function as a relief from pain?

Alina’s Funeral
In early spring 1968 Szapocznikow, convinced she had cancer, checked into the oncological
clinic, but the doctors did not recognize the disease. She made then Torso without head,
Drowned and Stela: self-portraits with the character of an epitaph, performing the function of
a tombstone. In the autumn, again on her own initiative, the artist got re-examined, and this
time the doctors’ diagnosis was cancer. It is then that she started her series Tumours. Tumours
are multiple shapes formed from crunched newspapers, covered with a semi-transparent mass
of polyester. They are shapeless, of different size, often exhibited on the grass, without
pedestal; Stacey (1997) points out that cancer is defined through the appearance of a tumour:
its “size, shape, colour, pattern, grain, surface and texture” (Stacey, 1997:58). Although
Szapocznikow often used casts taken of her own body, tumours mostly evolved towards
abstraction. She melted in them bloody bandages, wanting to preserve all that is usually
rejected by a surgeon after being used – bloody cotton, lancet and scissors. After her operation
in the spring 1969, Szapocznikow made Grand tumours, pointing back to the Holocaust with
photographs of naked prisoners of Auschwitz, and in the 1970 Tumours Personified, the series
of 17 white polyester heads of different size, all with her face, like a death mask deformed and
preserving less and less, was created. Here, Szapocznikow used casts instead of the
photographs, possibly aware that cysts, whether benign or malignant, sometimes contain other
bodily parts and tissues. Seeing them as souvenirs of herself, she sometimes she gave them
away to friends as gifts (Rottenberg et al., 1998).
Alina’s Funeral (1970, polyester, cotton, photographs, wood, artist’s clothes, 135 x 210 x 50
National Museum in Kraków), belonging to the series of Tumours and made after the artist’s
first operation, is made of shapeless sculptures wrapped in bandages soaked in polyester with
objects melted into it: clothes, pieces of bandage, photographs. The work has two zones,
placed against a rectangular black base. The upper one consists of rhythmically connected
tumours with photographs of friends and family and the artist’s dog. The three tumours below
(containing jeans, shirt and a photograph of the artist) form one big cluster symbolizing the
dead body. There is some confusion in the distinction between the mourners and the mourned
body. Photographs in the upper zone might represent people who came to the funeral, looking
down at the dead body. However, it is them wrapped in semi-transparent polyester gauze. The
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mourners assume the role similar to angels often placed at the tombstone: they are testifying
to the absence. The semi-transparent mass around the objects makes for many focuses,
changing shapes and forms when a viewer moves. Sets of oppositions are played out, each
opposition turned inside out into an endless series of reversals and reiterations: soft/hard,
translucent/opaque,

controlled/uncontrolled,

weightless/heavy,

dark/light,

frozen/fluid,

inside/outside. The viewer’s sense of the weight and depth and spatiality of the object is
disturbed, making him/her experience a disturbance of the sense of interior and exterior.
As time passes, the faces on the photographs become less and less visible in increasingly
opaque polyurethane. The change of transparency, although probably unintended, connects to
the problem of deterioration of the bodily condition. A healthy body is transparent; a sick
body becomes less and less so, like the polyester does in time. Leder (1990) analyzes the
ways in which the painful body gains materiality and weight. 203 Szapocznikow’s body had
lost its transparency long before Alina’s Funeral was made, during her experiences in camps
and hospitals. Like millions of people in ghettos and camps, the most important thing to her
was to survive, to fight for minimal existing conditions. In the world of constant threat, the
body becomes the only real value, the point of reference to everything until one’s death. Such
a body becomes more present in space, more recognizable to the touch. The notions of
heaviness, gravity, and thickness are reflected here by the bold, massive blocks of sculpture.
There is no possible outline of the body as such, but rather its depth, its systematicity, its
heaviness.
Alina’s Funeral was made after the artist had been operated for breast cancer – the sources are
silent about the specificities of the surgery, but one might guess that it was a mastectomy.
Although social identities, such as gender, until recently have barely been mentioned in
popular cancer discourses and they have instead focused on the individual, Stacey (1997)
claims that people who survive cancer are transformed from feminised victim to masculinised
hero in a journey from chaos to control, with the help of medical science, personified in the
figure of the doctor. That strongly problematizes the breast cancer, which is a gendered
disease. Bourke, (2005) points that cancer has been identified by many women as the greatest
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Leder points out that the prefix dys evokes several levels of meaning: dys in Greek signifies bad, hard or ill (it
is opposite of eu, the prefix meaning good or well). This is preserved in English with words such as dysfunction,
as well as in many terms for illnesses, such as dysentery, dyskinesia. Dys is also a variant spelling of the Latin
root dis, meaning away, apart. Visual language operates with many instances of dys that make the body emerge
from spaces that had been forgotten.
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fear and the most alarming disease from the list that included tuberculosis, heart diseases,
asthma and rheumatism. Until the late 1970’s, aggressive surgical responses to breast cancer
were extremely popular. While any form of cancer was seen as a monster,
Breast cancer was even more contemptible. The failure of women, as protectors of their family’s health, to detect
and eradicate the “germ” within their own bodies made them culpable of gross neglect. In the words of the
public health magazine Hygeia in 1945, the breast cancer patient had “no one to blame for the consequences but
herself”… It was even worse for cancer patients who could not actually see their cancer (Bourke, 2005: 300).

Cartwright (1995) mentions that researchers in breast cancer diagnosis and screening often
characterized the breast as a vague, elusive object that actively eluded attempts of
classification and diagnosis through qualities encoded as “feminine”. Soft tissue imaging such
as high-resolution ultrasonic transmission tomography (HUTT) is a very recent technology,
only now considered superior to commercial x-ray, ultrasound, or MRI. 204
The breast was characterized as too soft, too irregular in composition, and too changeable to image clearly.
Radiography makes images of variations in density through sections of the body composed of bone or relatively
hard issue. It is not suited to imaging of the breast, a region composed of fluid, soft tissue. Rather than adapt the
technology to its object (or to the dominant perception of its object), radiologists more often attempted to adapt
the breast to the technique… Women’s bodies were regarded as inherently resistant to a technology that could
save women’s lives (Cartwright, 1995:159-60). 205

Recently, cultural narratives around cancer increasingly introduce new ways of thinking and
of conceptualizing women in society. There is a heightened medialization and therefore
awareness surrounding the breast cancer, such as cosmetic companies incorporating the pink
ribbon in their advertising campaigns or the naming of October as a month of breast cancer
awareness. In Alina’s Funeral all this discourse is completely absent. The artwork is a selfportrait in the grave, a completely new iconography. Szapocznikow approached her death
more quickly than it happened; she preceded and anticipated it with her shapes and forms
designed to convey the force of time. She actually said “I died,” using impossible time and
impossible grammar. But the tumours live their own life in their own time; what had been
extracted and thrown out begins to live again. That life in cancer is assuming appalling
proportions; the body in Szapocznikow’s sculptures is unscalled just as it is in scientific
204

As read on http://oemagazine.com/newscast/2005/040605_newscast01.html
Cartwright (1995) also mentions how the X-ray pictures of a female hand, adorned by a ring, became the
fetish object in the earliest days of X-ray photography.
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journals, where a picture of a chromosome is printed the same size as that of a galaxy (Mol,
2002). Tumours also look like meteorites from another planet, the planet of pain, thrown out
of the artist herself. Processes of duplication, folding and mirroring the fragments of the body,
call attention to variation with sameness, irregularity and pattern. Unable to continue praising
the beauty of the body, the artist concentrated on memorizing the body she once had. That
repetitive memorizing in Szapocznikow’s art can evoke evolutionary processes, almost like
the dynamic repetition in genetic reproduction, but also the progress of cancer as a disease of
uncontrolled cell growth. While form, regularity, logic of structure and function are admirable
in biological systems, in cancer all of them are lost to chaos, characterized by crossing
boundaries and a lack of lineage. The artwork embraces those processes.
The translucency of the polyester, along with the fleshy texture of the gauze and cotton,
brings out a sense of a body; a body flayed, transformed and decaying. The surface of the
sculpture is fragile, organic and alive. I see Alina’s Funeral as a work about skin and organs
beneath it, the contained and the covered, the protected and the revealed. Polyester is
temporal; it ages like skin does. As it dries, it expands and contracts like skin does. Skin here
might also function as a surface through memory (Ahmed and Stacey, 2001). When one’s
skin is being touched it brings one immediately into the present, but at the same time things
from the past are at the same time recorded in skin’s colour, texture, marks and scars. Stacey
(1997) speaks of dermographia – skin drawings that are the mediation between remembering
and forgetting the illness and the treatment – rashes, allergies, hair loss, and dryness. The
symbolism of wrapping skin in a bandage connects the artwork to the concept of skin even
more. Wrapping in bandages is an act of reparation, but it is also what is often being done to a
corpse. It is almost as if skin itself becomes the wrapping, the dressing of a core. Also, skin is
a negotiator of visibility – it exposes us to others while it covers us and protects us. Elkins
(1999) argues that the expanding range of materials in works of Louise Bourgeois, Robert
Gober, and Kiki Smith, as well as architecture, fashion design and photography is connected
to the concept of skin or membrane. Flesh, as Elkins (1999) argues, is fluid. Russian,
Lithuanian and Latvian words for “flesh” all derive from the notion of floating, covering film,
rather a liquid than solid bones. Elkins proposes a way of thinking about flesh that refuses the
oppositions between skin and organs, outside and inside, hard and soft, but rather perceives
flesh as a giant jelly. The body layers are confused; skin is no longer the symbol of the whole
body (and injured skin the symbol of painful body). The outside/inside dichotomy of the
flesh, and, consequently of the pain, does not make much sense any more. Skin is not the final
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barrier dividing the space between the bodies. The clear skin of Alina’s Funeral is literally
showing us viscera beneath it.
The bodies are specific about their contents – their mixtures of membranes and cartilage, pieces of bone and
newspaper, plastic and muscle – and they are exact about their forces – pushing outward, but also infolding,
ripping, scraping, and seething without direction … Instead of the simple protoplasmic cell or the radically
deteriorated body, pictured bodies are frequently not bodies at all, but scenes where we are invited to witness
dramas of failed or failing membranes. There is increasing interest in making fragments or reminders of the
body… (Elkins, 1999:46-7).

The equivalent of that theme outside art tradition would be medical illustrations, the clearest
and sharpest example of dissection as a symbol of intense, analytic process of seeing (Elkins,
1999). That revealing of bodily layers present here makes one reflect on the pain of
dissection. Every medical-specific procedure of dissection can be read as a metaphor for
analytic thought, such as “prosection” (uncovering a specific organ), “excision” (removing an
organ), “grafting” (tying together two separate organs), “diaresis” (separation of the healthy
and the pathological) or “prothesis” (implanting a foreign body). Wondering which
procedures would be necessary to reveal the self in Szapocznikow’s work, one can conclude
that in articulating her experiences, the artist linked the traumatic process of cancer not only
to her historical location, but also to a loss of self. The testimony of loss is placed outside
herself but also contained and shielded by skin-like surface.
Also clothes, bundled in frozen tumour, evoke the notion of surface that had been disposed of.
There are similarities between a piece of used clothing, a dead body and a photograph of
someone: they all deal with an object that refers to a subject and its absence. Christian
Boltanski, an artist working extensively with clothes since 1988 referring to the tragedies of
the Holocaust, uses clothing to speak of someone who was there but is no longer there.
Boltanski sees the disappearance of little memories (like someone’s clothes), not epic gestures
of history, as most touching: fragile fragments of their knowledges, stories, pleasures, secrets
are gone with their death, since their fragility is too great in front of such absoluteness.
Accumulating objects, photographs, furniture, lists and images of dead people and walls of
clothing, Boltanski archives memories and proof of existences, traces the history of life
(Miglietti, 2003). The smell, warmth and the folds that have remained in clothes constitute the
traces of the person that is gone. Clothing might also possess a certain connection to
resurrection. A lifeless object still contains the traces of life. Similarly, Szapocznikow
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constructs here an identity based on the network of little memories, appropriating and
reconstructing objects like photographs and clothes.
Alina’s Funeral is an archive of the painful process of dying, but also of the process of being
buried. The artists possibly demonstrated her anticipation of her own funeral imagery. The
role of the pedestal is significant here; the sculptures are no longer placed directly on a ground
like other Tumours. The black tomb evokes something very final; the mourning process had
already begun. Ars moriendi, the theatre-like quality of funerals, comes back here with the
artwork’s decorative quality, performing the role of vanitas, preserving the fragility of
beauty. 206 The sculpture seems fragile; the synthetic material evokes both the absoluteness of
death and its momentary character. It is no longer the battle of organisms, like other Tumours
were – the cancer had won, life and death had melted into one. Using the word “funeral” in
the title, Szapocznikow not only transmitted her own sense of memory of trauma, but also
opened up a critical reading of the media imagery of funerals, their powerful affect, and how
this affect can be projected on the body. The iconography of funeral has often been present in
women’s art; i.e. Belfast artist Sandra Johnston presently shows media images of political
funerals - both Protestant and Catholic - in Northern Ireland, focusing on the bodies of female
mourners (Bennett, 2005). Das (1997) pays special attention to the process of female
mourning and the experience of the loss experienced by women. She points out that in the
genre of lamentation women gain control over death and pain through their bodies, for
example hurting themselves. Das remarks that one of the tensions of mourning rituals is to
absolve the living of responsibilities for the death that had occurred. The pain, tragedy and
death of the other ask for a recognition and domestication. Not to hear one’s pain would not
be a failure of intellect, but of the spirit. Serematakis (in: Das, 1997) uses the idea of the
ethics of antiphony to describe the structure of Greek mourning rituals. She differentiates
between a “good death,” accompanied by the presence or appearance of lamenting kin, and a
“bad death,” the asocial, silent death without witness support. That distinction shows how
much the interaction between acoustic, linguistic, and corporeal orientations gives definition
to the process of dying. The witnessing can make the performance of death public and convert
a bad death into a good death. Serematakis argues that it is the special role of women to
witness death and to convert silence into speech. Alina’s Funeral might be read as this
conversion, ritual construction of witness, chasing off the silence surrounding cancer at the
206

The artist was probably inspired by transi – decaying corpse – which was a popular motive in French
cemetery sculpture (Rottenberg et al., 1998).
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time of the artist’s death. Szapocznikow seems not to give up the idea that the unknown
language of mourning and of healing that she seeks to name might take the form of the
onlookers. The artwork acts on the border between the private and the public, the immediate
and the mediated, the interior and the exterior, the painful and the unable to feel anymore,
dying and living on.
In Alina’s Funeral, the role of photographs, of the heterogeneous character of the medium, is
of crucial importance. Both sculpture and photography are commemorative of the human face
and body. The materiality of photographs is employed in the almost palpable sculpture. Those
pictures are not untouched reproductions, deprived of their smell, fingerprints, or torn corners.
Neither are they valued and cherished photographs that are taken, shown and displayed in the
intimacy of a family album or other space connected to the domestic sphere – the
mantelpiece, the bedside table (Lury, 1998). Szapocznikow has sought to extend the spatial
dimension of the photographs to convey her own body. They become three-dimensional
objects, like sculptures. Szapocznikow repeatedly mentioned that she liked the material where
every touch of the hand leaves a trace and changes its texture (Rottenberg et al., 1998).
Photographs become such material here. They are incorporated in the materiality of artwork;
they seem to have been eaten by sculpture and buried in tumours. A form of mourning takes
place here on the level of production, a forming and shaping of the tumours around the
photographs. This technique extends the visual practice through an exploration of the material
and its spatial arrangement. The pictures the artist used were snapshots of her and her friends
and family; causal photographs that only included in an installation become symbolic.
Throughout the twentieth century, the snapshot served as inspiration to photographers as
diverse as Harry Callahan, Lee Friedlander and Nan Goldin. The snapshot aesthetic, the least
“artful” of gestures, became amazingly popular in the 1970s, with Szapocznikow being one of
the first artists to use family photographs in her sculptures. The intervening decade has indeed
proven to be a boom period for public analysis of the snapshot (Smith, 2002). With the efforts
of artists and curators to reinvent public exhibition venues for the photography as the medium
of memory, vernacular photography, a captured moment of a more serene past and of
treasured memories, has become popular and artistically acknowledged (Elkins, 2005).
Particularly now, in the digital era, the analogue photograph with its blurs and thumbprints
has taken on a memorial role, not only of the subjects it depicts but also of its own operation
as a system of representation. In Alina’s Funeral, besides evoking the past in the form of an
inherently fragmentary piece of material culture, the snapshots also present a commemoration
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of a momentary act of attention. Personal snapshots may have been used here to aid the
process of reviving and reflecting the memory and making visible the feeling of
powerlessness in the face of dying.
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It is a figment rather than a fragment of the past, the

tangible traces of split- second gestures, spaces, modes of behaviour and values (Smith,
2002). The same happens to the subject:
[In photographic] works, the subject performs herself or himself within the purview of an apparatus of
perspectival looking that freezes the body as representation and so – as absence, as always already dead – in
intimate relation to lack and loss. The photograph, after all, is a death-dealing apparatus in its capacity to
fetishized and congeal time (Jones, 2002: 949).

Owens (1992a) claims that the photograph is a record of a previous arrest, a freeze pose
caught in the moment, a “self-imposed immobility” (Owens, 1992a:210), an anticipation of
stillness that would be caught on a photograph, and the mortification of the flesh. Tumours,
too much life, are here frozen in a pose. The moment of traumatic experience is caught and
mummified. The photograph melted into the tumour might be the symbol of life melted into
the body, a healthy space devoured by the alien part. Snapshots also remind a viewer that
every person has a past, accomplishments and failures, places visited and people around
him/her. That past forms the background for illness and the personal meaning of the disease.
However, the artist could have also used the photographs to facilitate the artwork’s acting as
counter memory. Barthes (1981) argues that there are the overlaps between photography’s
celebratory and repressive uses. While photographic values such as likeness or authenticity
are being negotiated, remembrance itself can also be a form of forgetting. Being an object
showing an object, the photograph cannot sustain memory, but rather a counter-memory
(Lury, 1998); it is a de-creation of the past (Sontag, 2001). In photography, living beings are
turned into things, things into living beings (Sontag, 2001). The subject and the object merge,
frozen and fixed. Barthes (1981) argues that the identity of the photographed individual is
increasingly defined through resemblance; it becomes an “absurd, purely legal, even penal
affair; likeness gives out identity ‘as itself’” (Barthes, 1981:102-103).
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Similarly, Jo Spence used family albums and documents to facilitate the process of repossessing repressed
stories and narratives of her clients and to allow the personal storytelling to trace “invisible” illnesses such as
cancer and diabetes, but also traumas such as incest or abuse. Her goal was to show the infantilization and
monstrification of (cancer) patients in the public discourse. Spence proposed the technique of phototheraphy “not
about the denial of desire or trauma but a way of opening up and learning to accept the pain of our failure to live
out the reality of the images we desire to become or repossess” (Spence, 1995:154).
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The Photograph (the one I intend) represents that very subtle moment when, to tell the truth, I am neither subject
nor object but a subject who feels he is becoming an object: I the experience a micro-version of death (of
parenthesis): I am truly becoming a specter (Barthes, 1981:15).

Pain in Alina’s Funeral is at the same time making the subject more material, heavy and
recognizable to the touch and vision, and the same time unleashes its disintegration. The
intention of Alina’s Funeral is explicit in the way it is constructed: it wants to remember, to
memorialize, and to maintain contact with the subject portrayed. At the same time, those
images evoke absence and loss. In the process of dis-identification, Alina’s Funeral becomes
a space for memories of others, not only of the artist. Alina’s Funeral might also be the space
where a living subject, with memories and life that had taken place, turns into an object for
others to memorialize or upon which the memories of others had been impressed. Since pain
and trauma cannot be wholly remembered by the subject (Luckhurst, 2003) the role of the
others is to perform the memorizing act.

Making oneself un-happen in space and time: Self-Portrait Multiplied
Pain can often be the cause and consequence of bodily fragmentation. A person in pain may
suddenly be reduced to a fragment of a body, a primary organ that hurts. As one increasingly
feels one organ only, that organ eventually becomes one’s body, emerging as an alien
presence. 208 When organs hurt, they become localizable inside the body. While the inner body
is often silent when no pain is experienced, Leder (1990) speaks of a sensory intensification,
where region of the body that may have previously given forth little in the way of sensory
stimuli suddenly becomes visible:
…the new world into which we are thrust by pain has a constricted aspect. The expanse of the distance senses is
replaced by the oppressive nearness of coenaesthesia. We are no longer dispersed out there in the world, but
suddenly congeal right here. Our attention is drawn back not only to our own bodies but often to a particular
body part…. physical suffering constricts not only the spatial but the temporal sphere. As it pulls us back to the
here, so severe pain summons us to the now (Leder, 1990:75).

In this section I read Szapocznikow’s sculpture Self-portrait Multiplied as one such congealed
state. I put special emphasis on the technique of repetition in this artwork. Repetition is
present in the whole oeuvre of the artist, in recurrent themes and series. Made before the
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However, the pain is not always localizable. Morris (1991) mentions phantom limb pain, experienced after
amputation, as an example of lack of exact location of pain. Also Elkins (1999) admits that diffuse, unlocalized
pain tells us something is wrong with the inside of the body.
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artists was diagnosed with cancer, it nevertheless might be the anticipation of the illness (the
artists suspected to be ill long before her fears were confirmed by a medical diagnosis) and
simultaneously the testimony of the pain experienced earlier. The sculpture can testify to
some kind of a pre-atrocity consciousness, an atrocity for which Szapocznikow was being
prepared since her childhood. It is the expression of pain not treated as symptomatic of
disease or injury, but pain which Melzack (2003) argues is the result of previous experiences
and how they are remembered, and of one’s attempt to grasp its causes and consequences. As
we see only fragments of the artist’s body, it is also the illustration of the process of
crumbling and destitution. Since bodily alterations and distortions cause damage to the
wholeness of the person, to begin to heal oneself might be to reconstitute the wholeness, to
“heal the self that is always whole” as Kathy Acker, an American novelist and poet, wrote
dying of cancer (in: Braidotti, 1998:423). Cassell claims that “The human body may not have
the capacity to grow another part when one is lost, but the person has” (Cassell, 1991:44). I
would then see the process visible in Self-portrait Multiplied as the opposite of healing – it is
rather disintegration, or the anticipation of it.
Fragmentation of a body is a primal tool to know it and to represent it. We learn our bodies
through vision, touch, but also through separating and naming their parts. Little children,
encouraged to touch respectively their nose, ear, and foot, learn about their bodies as an
assembly of localized segments. The fragmented body has its place in Melanie Klein’s object
relations theory (in: Money-Kyrle, 1984), maintaining that the self exists only in relation to
other objects, which may be external or internal. The internal objects are internalized versions
of external objects, primarily formed from early experiences concerning the interaction with
the mother. Klein proposed that the infant has a primary object relation to the mother and
experiences it either as part-objects or whole objects; as a single part of mother’s body (i.e.
breast) or the whole body. Those objects can be receptors of an infant’s love or hate.
Fragmentation serves coordination, but also the power exercised upon the body. Lacan,
evolving away from Klein’s object relations theory, claimed that psychic health and identity
require a mental image of the body as a whole and integrated entity. This image repairs the
fragmentation and integrates the fragmented body parts into a functioning whole. Designating
and replacing the fragmented experience with representations can overcome the experience of
fragmented body. The experience could be linked to the image through narcissistic
identifications, mostly with the mother. This is the purpose of Lacan’s mirror phase, a stage in
the infant’s development where the child experiences its body as disunified and disorganized,
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while its image in the mirror is characterized by wholeness (in: Wright, 1992). Failure to
experience this stage results in psychosis. The fear of fragmentation is something that
accompanies the subject since its origin and may be expressed as feelings of falling apart, as a
loss of identity, or as a fear of impending loss. As Anna Freud or Melanie Klein have pointed
out, children often engage in the fragmentation fantasies when faced with ego-threatening
problems and fantasies; this process is described as splitting (ibid.). Children’s tales are full of
cruel dismemberings of body parts as a punishment, sadism or sacrifice, like the mother in
Hans Christian Andersen’s tale who gave up her eyes to spare her child from death.
Fragmentation is a powerful tool to control the body; Foucault begins his Discipline and
Punish (1997) with the description of eighteenth century public dismemberment, as a process
of keeping hold on the body. In the contemporary popular culture, the fragmented body is
being controlled and at the same time fetishized in commercials and advertisements. Medicine
has also been a domain of such control. In a medical textbook, the body’s “smaller parts join
together to form larger wholes. A cell is a part of a tissue, tissues compose an organ, organs
make a body, bodies form a population, and populations are part of an ecosystem” (Mol,
2002:119). Grosz (1999) presents the ever-increasing medicalization of the body and its
visualizing techniques as based on processes of removal (incision, cutting, removing, and
reduction) or addition (inlaying, stitching, and injection) that demonstrate a body composed of
functional duplicable parts and adjustable components, often being someone else’s property.
That lack of self-ownership is intensified by the medical treatment, where the body is often
seen as a surface of interchangeable and substitutable elements (Spence, 1995). Fragmentation
and loss of wholeness are encouraged by recent medical developments, where parts of bodies
can be moved from person to person, often in a way of purchase and sale (Martin, 1996). That
fragmentation demands a readjustment in one’s concept of the self and is acknowledged in an
ambivalent way: transplant patients need time to get familiar with the concept of carrying
someone else’s heart, a fact in which the families of dead donors often find consolation. 209
The ways of shaping the body’s visibility, transparency, organization, and functionality reveal
themselves through various cultural mediations, often both scientific and artistic. The
fragmented body is often a product of both artistic practice and of the medical view. Medicine
and visual arts, in this case sculpture, fragment the same human bodies, albeit in different
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Martin points out that the dominant ways women talk about menstruation, menopause, pregnancy, and labour
involve fragmentation of the self. Women are not only fragmented into body parts by the medical practices; they
are at the same time alienated from the medicine (as science) itself.
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ways. The disciplines merge even further when an artist addresses his/her experiences as a
cancer patient. Nochlin (1994) points out that the representations of the fragmented body and
its variable significations were extremely present in the art of the modern period. Modern
experience was marked by sense of social, psychological, and even metaphysical
fragmentation and “a loss of wholeness, a shattering of connection, a destruction or
disintegration of a permanent value that is universally felt in the nineteenth century as to be
often identified with modernity itself” (Nochlin, 1994:23-4). 210 Also the postmodern body
may be conceived of as the “body-in-pieces” where the notion of a unified, unambiguous
identity of the artist is rendered suspect by his/her work. It is significant that the body as a
whole has been and still is a rare thing in the art of the Polish female artists (Jakubowska,
2004). It is mostly one single part of the female body that dominates the images by
Magdalena Abakanowicz, Alicja Żebrowska or Katarzyna Kozyra.
Self-portrait Multiplied consists of the same fragment repeated simultaneously. This repetition
is variable and irregular; it includes difference within itself. Szapocznikow conveyed a
preoccupation with repetition and continuity in time and space, change or innovation. The
representation of the body as a self-replicating and endlessly circulating system has become
dominant in medicine and in art: the body is represented as a sensor, a messenger carrying
thousands of communication systems between multiple fragments, a living recording device
where all information (cardio-vascular, respiratory, visual, acoustic, tactile, hormonal,
psychic, emotional) is being transmitted and stored in a circuit of its separate parts (Braidotti,
2002). Repetition also figures in each of three basic genetic processes: replication,
transcription, and translation. These applications establish a sense of organic continuity and
outward growth (Levy, 1996). Repetitive structure, where difference is artificially re-created
by means of the repetition of quasi-identical objects, has important functions also in visual
arts through its tendency towards differentiation, distinction and multiplicity. Repetition
inaugurates a play of substitutions, classifications, reversals and absence and presence. Levy
notes that repetition helps defer closure in a work of art by establishing expectations of
recurrence while giving pleasure to the viewer. Owens (1992a) argues that while automatic,
mechanical repetition characterizes popular culture and its myth of ceaseless consumption, art
invokes more profound repetition of memory and ultimately of death. Potentially endless
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Nochlin pays particular attention to the fragmentation of a female body in the art of the twentieth century; she
mentions the fragmented female body functioning as a sign of the marvellous in Surrealist collages (the medium
itself being a creation of fragments), as it does in La Femme cent têtes by Max Ernst, or as disintegration of
unified identity in Hans Bellmer’s photographs of mutilated dolls.
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repetition of objects and images in art prevents a viewer from assuming uniqueness of the
artwork and rather constitutes it as a mirror reflecting all the others.
I would argue that in Szapocznikow’s art, the subject tends towards the recollection and
repetition of experiences that have been forced psychically upon it. Repeating visual phrases,
the artist engaged time, simultaneously setting up traumatic recollections of prior use,
therefore activating the memory and suggesting the impossibility of its full retrieval. The
connection between repetition and trauma has a long tradition. The structure of trauma, apart
from freezing into silence, may initiate a compulsion to repeat. In post-traumatic disorder the
patient might find him/herself constantly reliving the same moment just as he/she might be
unable to revoke that moment altogether. That repetition implies a relationship between the
repeater and the repeated. The function of repetition, understood by Freud, is to repeat a
traumatic event (in actions, in dreams, in images) in order to “integrate it into a psychic
economy, a symbolic order” (Foster, 1996:131). Freud describes the repetition compulsion
with a potentially therapeutic benefit, as “a kind of compulsion to repeat which, when a
regulation has been laid down once and for all, decides when, where and how a thing shall be
done, so that in every similar circumstance one is spared hesitation and indecision” (Freud,
1930/1961:40). What seems to be a description of a therapeutic possibility of repetition is the
fort-da game Freud described in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, when he observed his
grandson playing with a wooden reel with a piece of string attached to it. He played this game
when his mother went away and left him alone, compensating the disappearance by staging
the return of the object within his reach. The task of repetition is to allow us to experience for
the first time the traumatic event that had not been truly experienced because there was no
language available to express it directly (Bal, 1999). Foster defines trauma in relation to
repressed material, which disrupts coherent, functional identity, causing “traumatic shock,
deadly desire, compulsive repetition” (Foster, 1993:xi). Repetition is refusing and guarding
off the trauma and simultaneously opening to it. After Lacan, Foster defines the traumatic as a
missed encounter with the real that cannot be represented, but only repeated.
[R]epetition is not reproduction… Rather, repetition serves to screen the real understood as traumatic. But this
very need also points to the real, and at this point the real ruptures the screen of repetition. It is a rupture less in
the world than in the subject – between the reception and the consciousness of a subject touched by an image
(Foster, 1996:132).
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When reading Self-portrait Multiplied as an expression of the experience or anticipation of
pain, the concept of the repetition becomes very significant. Leder (1990) points out that pain
asserts itself both through its timelessness and its episodic structure, influenced by stress and
trauma, changing in their character and intensity according to one’s activity and mood. Pain is
not marked by definable beginnings and abrupt endings. Even chronic pain retains something
of an episodic character. Repetitive, rhythmic gestures in Szapocznikow’s art are gestures
towards her own body cast in stone and plastic. The body folds back upon itself to a certain
rhythm, the repetitive quality of forms and colours. At the same time, Szapocznikow’s selfportrait is a sort of rhythmic memory screen where she becomes alive through the presence of
a viewer. Although that work is still graceful and elegant, only suggesting the disintegration
of later sculptures, Szapocznikow as the subject is here already gone and at the same time
instantly memorialized. The process of casting repeats the body that had existed; it is the
memory transcript. Repetition of bodily fragments in Self-portrait Multiplied constitutes
therefore the balancing act between absence and presence of the subject that finds itself in
pain, that has gone through painful experiences and fears more pain to come. It is the
premonition of death, the force of vitality and the space where the memory of oneself is
constituted.

Self-portrait Multiplied
Self-portrait Multiplied (1967, 94 x 51 x 35 cm, granite, bronze, polyester, Muzeum Sztuki,
Łódź, Poland) is the multiple portrait of several fragments of lips, necks and shoulders, resting
on a heavy granite base. 211 Four casts of the lower part of the face are surrounded by what
seems to be a pair of reversed shoulders, framing the faces like wings. Although identical in
form, they vary in colour, becoming increasingly lighter. The fragment of a face positioned
directly on the granite pedestal is made of bronze. Three other casts made in polyester are
respectively graphite, reddish-brown and a sickly yellowish-pink. Although connected to each
other and to the base, they seem to be floating away. The precious metals are in striking
contrast to cheap plastic; compared to black granite, polyester becomes almost irritating.
Since it also ages badly, fading and crumbling, it seems increasingly vulgar and mediocre.
Self-portrait multiplied is a tautology; it can be compared to Marcel Duchamp’s Nude
Descending A Staircase (1912, 147 x 89.2cm, Philadelphia Museum of Art) with its changing
sequences of movement. The solidity of the sculpture has the ephemeral, momentary
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The first version of Self-Portrait Multiplied was made in Warsaw. The final version, discussed here, consists
of the fragments of artist’s face repeated four times, and was made in Paris.
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character. Simultaneously, the massiveness of the pedestal defies the notion of lightness and
detachment. Multiplied casts are situated between two or more stages in time when a painful
body undergoes changes. The momentum had been frozen and yet still continues in the
present. The direction of changes might be undetermined; it is the process itself that captures
the painful body. Although it is hard to specify whether the sculpture develops or recoils in
space, I would argue that it does recoil into the heaviest part, the heavy base. It loses its bright
colours and volatile quality, it becomes heavier, more consolidated, more difficult to pass by
and leave unnoticed.
For Szapocznikow, casting was the simplest form of preserving the materiality of the
momentary character of the body. Many artists made casts in that time, but once or twice;
Szapocznikow did it systematically, like a chronicle. Pierre Restany, connected to the
Nouveaux Realistes, claimed that making casts was the process of Szapocznikow’s opening
eyes to another reality (Rottenberg et al., 1998). Although Szapocznikow, often presented as a
progenitor of contemporary surrealist art and associated with the Nouveaux Realistes, was
never directly involved with surrealism, her use of casts of the body shared affinities with
surrealism and Duchamp. Although she had made a death mask of a friend before her coming
to Paris, Szapocznikow must have been mostly influenced by Yves Klein, who made plaster
casts of his closest friends (i.e. a bronze cast and a blue plaster cast of his friend Arman,
attached to gold surface). In 1967 Szapocznikow made the cast of the belly of Arianne RaoulAuval (friend of Roland Topor). That cast became a modulus, repeated in different works.
Szapocznikow also often used the cast of her own belly. Her Bellies go against the hierarchy
of the body as a whole. Since 1969, her casts were not identification, but rather premonition
of degradation and decay, leaving the trace of what once had been and preserving some of the
body’s authenticity. She often made casts for friends and acquaintances, while her husband
made photographs of the whole process as if documenting a happening (Rottenberg et al.,
1998). Her casts were not metaphoric or eroticized, but rather tender and respectful, faithful to
the surface (Rottenberg et al., 1998). The artist exhibited the private, personal part of the body
of a concrete person (mainly her own), and not the giant, anonymous body parts like César’s
Thumb (1965). Szapocznikow continued the long tradition of casts in visual arts. Lisystratos
was the first to make a cast of the face in Rome 300 b.c., simply as a mechanical aid to make
a realistic portrait, not a work of art itself (Rottenberg et al., 1998). However, the habit begun
of taking the death mask in plaster and then making it in wax – imagines maiorum – exhibited
during festivities and worn at the funeral. In the nineteenth century the hands of great
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composers, musicians and writers were cast for future generations to see (Gola, 2001).
Gaudi’s masks in Sagrada Familia in Barcelona initiate the popularity of casts in
contemporary art, particularly popular in the 1960s. George Segal used a cast of a concrete
person in every work. Artists like Jasper Johns and Ed Kienholz, although casts did not
constitute the main part of their artistic practice, made plaster casts of their bodies (ibid.).
Szapocznikow’s casts are more ascetic and factual than other, more stylized casts in
contemporary art, for example those made by Louise Bourgeois. Her casts oscillate between
the content of the body and its surface – some of them are flat, thin surfaces, some are more
massive. Fragments of the body, often multiplied, constitute the image of the constantly
changing bodily condition. They are not pieces of a puzzle; there are no other casts that could
be put together to construct the whole figure; the totality of the body is nonexistent.
Self-portrait Multiplied seems to be a result of the knowledge of how instrumental a body can
be. Casting her own face in different materials, the artist again performed the distancing from
self; her face has been turned into a number of decorative objects, as if there to be used,
playing on the border of art and mass production. 212 Casts of the self are a way of reflection in
the mirror, enabling the artist to break the barrier between “here” and “there”; the viewed can
also become a viewer, standing outside of oneself to observe the transgression. Through the
choice of materials and colours, the sculpture is not an assembly of abject, horror parts, but
rather carnivalesque, ironic pieces. Szapocznikow used kitsch as a certain truth about life:
several years after Self-portrait Multiplied, in the 1970s, she made the series of Dessert
assemblages, crossing the line between art and commercial kitsch. Moulded breasts made in
resin, brightly painted and placed in long crystal glasses or dessert dishes conjured the oral
pleasures of childhood. At the same time, their sickly artificial colours induced nausea rather
than delight. Szapocznikow’s small objects, located somewhere between ugly and pretty,
were powerful examples of how to suggest a devouring body that is itself a distasteful object
of consumption. Self-portrait Multiplied is a fan made of half-faces and arms where the
subject is torn to pieces – it hurts, but the fragments are still there to be admired. Knowing
that Szapocznikow collected cheap, banal things (like cheap jewellery or stones) to have with
her at all times, Self-portrait Multiplied constitutes the storage of parts that might come in
handy. It reflects the loss of self during the war, and an attempt to rebuild a world in which
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Another example of that process is Illuminated (Muzeum Sztuki in Łόdź, Poland) made a year later, a
vertically elongated nude female with a crown made of breasts and mouth casts in place of the head, where the
light is used to increase expression. Inspired by lamps made by Giacometti, Szapocznikow used light, melted
into transparent material, to give the artwork life when it was on and death when it went off.
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things constituted the vital part of human rootedness and feeling of security (Rottenberg et al.,
1998).
Self-portrait Multiplied could also be read as fetish, a compulsive repetition of a fragment of a
body. Fetishism receives most attention in Freud’s essay Fetishism (1999) defined therein as
an exclusively masculine perversion which consists in deriving sexual gratification from the
association of a female object with a fetish, generally an inanimate object such as fur or
velvet. It is a substitute for the mother’s missing penis, commemorating the scene where the
little boy sees the mother’s genitals, at the same time horrified and performing the disavowal
(Wright, 1992). Consequently, a fragment of the body as fetish has become an object of the
feminist critique (i.e. Kelly, 1985, Gamman and Makinen, 1994). How the female body, the
original provoker of castration anxiety, is represented may be symptomatic and revealing.
Mulvey (1996) returns to Freud’s essay as a means of describing how narrative cinema
resolves the crisis of castration for the masculine viewing subject. Mulvey understands fetish
as a psychological and social structure that fulfils a role in the unconscious as a disavowal of
castration, which allows belief to take precedence over knowledge, materialising the
unspeakable and the repressed. It is for her “a metaphor for the displacement of meaning
behind representation in history” (1996:xiv). 213 While providing a substitute and a
replacement and literally a screen against a traumatic memory, the fetish is also a memento of
loss and substitution. Certainly aware of the problem of the eroticism and the fetish,
Szapocznikow had already engaged in this problematic with the aforementioned Leg (1965,
granite, bronze, 76 x 76 x 46, Muzeum Sztuki, Łódź), her first cast of her own body. Leg is a
bronze cast on a stone pedestal. The bronze is lustreless, corroded, polished and shining only
in the joint where the hip should be and also at the heel. That makes the leg seem even more
artificial and deprived of the context of a body; Czartoryska (in: Rottenberg et al., 1998)
compares it to a giant piece of jewellery. Leg has no logic in bodily structure; there is no body
that we expect to be connected to the leg, no body with the missing leg that is out there; it is
an autonomous organism, a separate spectacle of the fetish. Torn away from the body,
isolated, made attractive, and quasi-pornographic, it seduces and hides the “truth” about the
body. In Self-portrait Multiplied, Szapocznikow employed the concept of the fetish going
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While her theoretical framework remains psychoanalytic, Mulvey identifies the source of the word fetish in
proto-colonial exchanges between Portuguese merchants and inhabitants of the West African coast in the midfifteenth century and the refusal to engage with the beliefs and practices of the inhabitants. The Portuguese
feticio (witchcraft), derived from the Latin facticium (something made to resemble something else), produced
fetisso.
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beyond eroticization towards the problem of pain, mortality and extermination. The body
parts become invested with the value and significance of the fetish; however, it is not the
eroticized quality of a body part that is dominant; it is rather the un-doing of the body, the loss
of integrity that constitutes the main theme.
I want now to look at the notion of space and time present in Self-portrait Multiplied.
Upcoming pain and death have been here disembodied from its specific spatial and temporal
context. Space plays the crucial role in pain and its acknowledgement. It is an orientation of
one’s body in space, and its relation to other bodies, that provide a perspective in the
constitution of the painful subject. In reading Szapocznikow’s art, a preliminary investigation
of the space and time of bodies, their “spatio-temporal location” (Grosz, 1995:84) is necessary
to the exploration of embodiment. Space and time have always been crucial correlates of any
context of corporeality (Grosz, 1995). Grosz also reminds the reader of Irigaray’s claim that
in Western culture time is conceived as masculine while space is associated with femininity.
Ways in which the feminine body frequently or typically conducts itself may be particularly
relevant here. Grosz (1995) argues that women are barely granted space or time of their own.
Young (1990) points out that women in their imagination are not free to move beyond; they
are constricted by the space, which affects their modalities of bodily comportment, mobility
and spatiality. Women often approach space intimidated and hesitant, tending to locate their
motion in a single part of the body only, leaving the rest of the body immobile, experiencing it
as a compilation of objects as well as subjects. The carefully designated social space makes
the body a convergence of places and hierarchies. For example, the painful, dying body is the
space where death can become present, the only space where the results of mortality could be
physically felt. Within Western experience, the secularization is also reflected in cityplanning: during the nineteenth century, the shift of cemeteries toward the suburbs was
initiated as no longer the sacred and immortal heart of the city, but rather as dark, obscure,
and threatening spaces on the outskirts (Foucault, 1984). From the moment when people were
no longer convinced they have a soul or that the body will regain life, much more attention is
given to the dead or dying body. Foucault points out that in the Middle Ages, medieval space
was constituted of the space of emplacement, a hierarchic ensemble of places: sacred and
profane, protected and open, urban and rural, celestial and terrestrial, places of displacement
and of order and stability. Today’s space, on the contrary, is an extension rather than
emplacement: the site is defined by relations of proximity between points or elements. Not
entirely de-sanctified, but retaining the hidden presence of the sacred; contemporary space is
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still characterized by a certain number of oppositions that remain inviolable: private and
public, family and social, cultural and useful, destined for leisure and for work. In art, since
Cézanne and cubism, the visual arts have established the new concept of space, replacing the
space of classical perspective.
The problem of space is crucial to sculpture in general, but in the case of Szapocznikow, the
relation between space and the (female) body is particularly significant. Space, present in
different areas of cognition, such as cosmology, physics, mathematics, philosophy,
psychology, theology, astronomy, can be accessed through tactile, auditory and visual ways.
According to Grosz, space is not simply an empty receptacle, independent of what it contains;
“rather, the ways in which space is perceived and represented depend on the kinds of objects
positioned ‘within’ it, and more particularly, the kinds of relation the subjects has to those
objects” (Grosz, 1995:92). Objects in space are crucial to theorize on the “spatiality” of space.
Similarly, space may be able to engage in different kinds of relations with the subject, but is
also transformed according to the subject’s affective and instrumental relations with it:
It is our positioning within space, both as the point of perspectival access to space, and also as an object for
others in space, that gives the subject a coherent identity and an ability to manipulate things, including its own
body parts, in space. However, space does not become comprehensible to the subject by its being the space of
movement; rather, it becomes space through movement, and as such, it acquires specific properties from the
subject’s constitutive functioning in it…. Form and size, direction, centerdness (centricity), location, dimension,
and orientation are derived from perceptual relations. These are not conceptual impositions on space, but our
ways of living as bodies in space (Grosz, 1995:92).

The problem of localization of cancer pain has been widely discussed (Morris, 1991). Cancer
originates in the specific tumours in specific places. Sontag (1977) argued that cancer is not
so much a disease of time as a disease of space. Its topography determines its character;
cancer “spreads” or “proliferates” or is “diffused;” tumours are surgically “excised”. Organs
and their placement signify spaces where cancer activates itself.
Cancer is a disease very definitely “mapped onto the organism”. It is isolated and then divided up into subcategories which are organised around particular organs – “privileged regions of the body”; these organs are
used adjectivally to describe different types of cancer, such as breast cancer, ovarian cancer, bowel cancer, as
opposed to being grouped around treatments (“cisplatin cancers”) or symptoms (“bleeding cancers”) (Stacey,
1997:57).
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However, cancer pain coming in contact with cultural forces and visualizing techniques can
change locations or become impossible to locate. In the experience of pain the character of
lived spatiality changes, just as senses of sight, smell, taste and touch take on different
significance. In the normal course of events a subject is able to continually open up the space
around it, changing its location freely. Pain anchors one in the here; the space shrinks into a
restricted spot. The range of possible actions and developments in space becomes severely
constricted. A subject in pain usually encounters space as the restriction of possibilities
(Young, 1990). Moreover, as visceral pain is harder to locate (Thijs et al., 2005), it might
become difficult to be contained in one small unity in space.
Physical space of the body in Self-portrait Multiplied is a highly oriented, opened space,
referring back to bodily placement and condition. “Let’s make sculptures so situated in the
space that we could dance around them,” Szapocznikow said in 1955 (Rottenberg et al.,
1998:155). Here, “the body dances with itself,” like Jeanette Winterson writes about
leukaemia (Winterson, 1994:175). Opting for dynamism rather than monument,
Szapocznikow engaged the body in space using techniques such as repetition or alternating
the material. The dynamics and the movement are undeniable despite the heavy solidity of the
monument, but it is not the freedom and opening that one sees, rather folding upon itself and
shutting down. The movement in space becomes reversed and that is the most painful element
of that sculpture. In every civilization there are real places that form counter-sites; a space
where all the other real sites that can be found within the culture are simultaneously
represented, contested, and inverted. Places of this kind are outside of all places, absolutely
different from all the sites that they reflect and speak about. Foucault calls them heterotopias,
as opposed to utopias - sites with no real place, presenting society in a perfected form. 214 The
heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are
in themselves incompatible. For example, the theatre brings onto the space of the stage a
whole series of places that are foreign to one another. Szapocznikow’s Self-portrait Multiplied
functions as such heterotopia – a three-dimensional artwork intended to engage with a viewer
in the confined space of a museum or art gallery. Spaces converge just as interiors and
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Between utopias and heterotopias there might be mirror experience. Foucault calls the mirror a sort of utopia,
a placeless place, which could also reflect on the status of self-portrait The mirror functions as a heterotopia
making the place where one is reflected at once absolutely real, connected with all the space that surrounds it,
and absolutely unreal, discovering one’s absence from the place where one is.
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exteriors of bodies become fluid and negotiable. The body happens in space, recoiling into
itself rather than expanding, as cancer had initiated this backward process already.
The concept of time is just as important in Szapocznikow’s work as that of space. The view
on time has never been free from spatial imagery and the imagery of change. Grosz (1995)
argues that time can be represented only insofar as it is attributed spatial properties. The
negotiations of space and time in the body in crisis are different than in the paintings of Frida
Kahlo; the specificity of the medium of sculpture demands from a viewer a different kind of
presence and different engagement. The notion of time in Self-portrait Multiplied is present in
sequences following one another, as if changing in slow motion. Time is expressed in
freezing, falling and raising. The temporality of cancer does not manifest itself here in
concepts such as days or hours, but rather growth, replication, and the flow. Polyurethane and
polyester combined with air grow and harden rapidly; therefore the tempo of work has to be
fast, grasping the moment. The gradual change of material corresponds to the notion of pain:
the experience of pain is here not timeless but changing, it is a continuous process. The artist
attempted to preserve that process:
Through casts of the human body I try to preserve in transparent polistyrene fragile moments of life, its
paradoxes and its absurdity. But the feeling directly registered is sometimes complex and difficult to identify.
Often everything is blurred, the situation is unclear, and so are the boundaries of sensory experiences. Despite
all, I try to preserve in resin the traces of our body: I am convinced that among all expressions of instability, the
human body is the most sensitive, the only source of all joy, all pain and all truth, and that’s because of its
ontological poverty, as inevitable as – on conscious level – unacceptable (Szapocznikow, in: Rottenberg et al.,
1998:162).

Time plays an enormous role in cancer – the tempo of growth, the moment of detection, the
periodical character of chemical treatment. A cancer diagnosis is typically followed by a
series of emotional responses, usually consisting of shock, denial, and disbelief, and evolving
into a period of anxiety and depression. Various types of anxieties commonly appear in cancer
patients, with or without pain: reactive anxiety related to the fear of cancer and its treatment,
anxiety being a manifestation of a medical or physiological problem related to cancer; or
phobias and panic attacks predating the cancer diagnosis (Melzack, 2003). One of the most
feared consequences of cancer (much more than the fear of death, disability and disfigurement
and dependency on others) is pain itself, rendering any reflection impossible, dominating all
feelings and experiences. The narrative structure of illness is often presented as a linear,
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coherent story; complaints, diagnosis, treatment, recovery, and prognosis immediately form a
line of events (Stacey, 1997). Stacey calls those narratives, pervasive in the popular imagery
of cancer subcultures, the teratologies: the tales of monsters and marvels, the heroic fight and
hope for victory. When one is first diagnosed with cancer, the initial shock places him/her
outside the narrative of one’s own life. After that, the re-established narrative of crisis, rescue
and recovery begins and the absoluteness of closure usually persists. Stacey sees in that
narrative a way of ordering and providing temporal continuity and spatial coherence:
Stories about illness are an intensification of the way in which we generally understand our lives through
narrative. The experience of cancer may bring these narrative processes into particularly sharp focus, but in
many ways it only makes explicit the importance of narratives in the construction of the self in contemporary
culture. (…) When something unexpected occurs, such as illness, the scripts need rewriting, but normally the
shock of the experience can be partly absorbed by the telling of a new story. The clash with the previous stories
gradually loses its impact as it is integrated as a narrative feature in its own right. Life before and after illness;
life before and after a baby; life before and after (a) death (Stacey, 1997, 8-9).

Fear and anticipation of pain are constitutive elements of the presented sculpture. Fear, like
pain, is an embodied experience; it creates the very effect of the surfaces of bodies,
reinforcing the feeling of borders. It is connected with the loss of an object as such and with
the anticipation of that potential loss. The more one does not know what one fears, the greater
the fear is (Ahmed, 2004). The feeling of pain carries with itself fear of more and more pain.
Pain or anticipation of it can greatly disturb the assessment of the mental state and capacities
of the cancer patient. Being in pain is an existence that is based neither on direct memory of
the past nor on expectations regarding the future. It is rather of a radical immanence (Thijs et
al., 2005). However, while Szapocznikow scarcely mentioned her experiences in camps in her
letters, her art is the chronicle of her disappearing body, producing the knowledge about the
passing quality of the moment. The concept of the temporality of the body had been modified
by its illness. Cancer contributes to the loss of any coherent sense of time; the body becomes
connected to a kind of not yet, which is opposed to a linear temporality. The anticipation of
the future suppresses rhythmic experience and stable narrative. Because of its temporal
nature, suffering can frequently be relieved by causing the sufferers to ground themselves in
the absolute present (Cassell, 1991). Szapocznikow’s casts could be then interpreted as
freezing the moment of the life of the body, and abstracting it from its usual temporality. In
Self-portrait Multiplied, Szapocznikow questions the linearity of time and space. Her
sculpture reveals the disturbances of temporality and self-perception that result from cancer
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and from the fear of it. We get the impression that, along with the multiplication of casts, time
has been disturbed and reversed back to where it had begun; the narrative of progress has
been stopped in the making. Time, space, fragmentation and repetition within an image may
trigger the mind’s struggle to appropriate the experience of pain.

Memento mei - commemorating the body in Herbarium
The problem of empathy, discussed widely within trauma studies, is central to the reception of
Szapocznikow’s works. While Cindy Sherman allows the pain of the other to inhibit her
image “giving pain a home” (Bennett, 2005:54), Szapocznikow in Herbarium mourns her
own body and her own life through the body of another. It is the body of her mourner, the
artist’s son, that invites yet another body, that of a spectator, to mourn along. Trying to
register the authentic experience of violence executed on her body by illness and devastating
loss of aliveness - an experience fundamentally owned by her - Szapocznikow invited an
audience to partake of this. How does Szapocznikow’s art produce ideas on pain that we
might have? Can it transform our perception of it? Can a female artist do that without
advancing a notion of a common feminine sympathy?
The concept of empathy is based on the idea that the vital properties we attribute to someone
are the projections of our own feeling and the communication between two subjects based on
the conceptualization of abstract ideas, such as pain. Empathy has always been considered in
relation to art, elaborated in 1872 by Robert Vischer who explained the aesthetic pleasure of a
viewer as objectified self-enjoyment in which a viewing subject and viewed object are fused.
That theory made aesthetics abandon the classical idea of imitation and established human
feelings as main content of artistic practice. Berger (1980) sees empathy as two-fold,
consisting of either despair or indignation. While despair takes on some of the other’s
suffering to no purpose and leaves one passive, indignation forces into action. We try to
emerge from the momentum of the artwork back into our lives: “As we do so, the contrast is
such that the resumption of our lives appears to be a hopelessly inadequate response to what
we have just seen” (Berger, 1980:38). Pain, traditionally seen as unspeakable and
unimaginable, has repeatedly been coming back in the areas of public discourse. Bombarded
with images of pain, acutely aware of the traumas going on in every corner of the globe,
brought digitally and on the hour, one is no longer able to think of pain as something private
that emerges from within, proceeding from the body of an individual without ever engaging
with another body, and that must be vanquished to return to the stability of a normal life.
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Bennett (2005) proposes the concept of affect as a performative formation central to art
practice. Affect is produced within and through a work, but affectivity can move across and
between bodies, producing somatic experience that does not necessarily engage with
representation. That theory has great impact when applied to the artworks on pain. MerleauPonty (1971) claims that the body is an affective object and that pain reveals itself as
localized, building up a space where it reigns. Ahmed (2002) argues that pain is the
contingent attaching the painful self to the others through the affect of intensification, the flow
of sensations and feelings, creating the very impression of a bodily surface:
The sociality of pain – the “contingent attachment” of being with others – requires an ethics, an ethics that
begins with your pain, and moves towards you, getting close enough to touch you, perhaps even close enough to
feel the sweat that may be the trace of your pain on the surface of your body (Ahmed, 2002:24-25).

Pain happens at the intersection of the body and its outside. In the movement between bodies,
pain may move out of its inexpressible privacy and suffocation. Das (1997) sees pain as more
than a referential statement that is simply pointing to an inner object. Scarry (1985)
emphasizes that the act of beholding a painful body affects one’s ability to form prepositions
and to use language, therefore blurring the capacity to judge pain of the other and finally
erasing it by its witness. It is not possible that two or more persons can have the same,
identical pain. There is no such thing as a multi-person pain, even between twins with the
same neurophysiological activity (Scarry, 1985). Contrary to that, pain for Das does not mark
one’s exit from one’s existence in language nor does it destroy communication between the
users of that language. Pain is the force that is not only contained, but also contagious, it
makes a claim that may be taken or denied. To signal pain is the beginning of the relationship,
not the end of it (Das, 1997). It compels a response and engaged affect: “The image of pain
touches us viscerally – or, conversely, it reveals a failure of affect in our demonstrated
incapacity to acknowledge it” (Bennett, 2005:48). Ahmed (2002) argues that love is often
conveyed by wanting to feel and to “take away” the pain of the loved one. The apprehending
of one’s pain by another is shaped by the language and the silence that surround it and their
transactions with the body. Das (1997) quotes Ludwig Wittgenstein’s The Blue and Brown
Books on the question of how one’s pain may reside in another body:
In order to see that it is conceivable that one person should have pain in another person’s body, one must
examine what sorts of facts we call criteria for a pain being in a certain place....Suppose I feel a pain which on
the evidence of the pain alone, e.g. with closed eyes, I should call a pain in my left hand. Someone asks me to
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touch the painful spot with my right hand. I do so and looking around perceive that I am touching my
neighbour’s hand.... This would be pain felt in another’s body (Wittgenstein, in: Das, 1997:69-70).

I want to trace how the notion of empathy and affect are present in Herbarium, and how the
pain is given a home in the body of the person closest to the artist – her son. Herbarium
presents an even more complicated situation: the relationship between bodies is not two-fold,
but rather three-fold. The body of the artist’s son has been used to convey the crisis of the
body of the artist. Szapocznikow’s Herbarium shows how visual arts engage the process of
sharing of pain and trauma in a way that respects and contributes to their meaning. I use the
example of the work from the series Herbarium to uncover the affective moments and
sensations that accompany the painful subjectivity. Bennett (2005) claims that when taking
the representation as an expression of personal experience, pain and trauma are always
vulnerable to appropriation, to reduction, and to mimicry. Can that primary experience be
shared by others then? Can it be disowned by the person experiencing pain and trauma in the
first place and passed on to another person? Looking at the following artwork, I want to
address those questions.

Herbarium
Herbarium (here: XIV, 1972, polyester, polychrome wood, 49 x 40, Muzeum Narodowe,
Kraków) is the last series made by Szapocznikow a couple of months before the artist’s death
in March 1973. Herbarium consists of waxen casts of the body of the artist’s son, Piotr,
crushed and flattened against black flat backgrounds. 215 The wax, sometimes coloured,
sometimes alabaster white, has an uneven, coarse structure with incorporated elements of
fibre or hay. The whole series indeed looks like pages of herbarium, a collection of dried,
preserved plants with a note next to it, stating its place of origin, date of finding and the name
of the one who found it. In Herbarium, Szapocznikow inventoried the traces of the
consciousness of her own body. This body is dislocated irregularly: on one page legs and
three faces, on the other a torso, hand and a foot. The works were numbered by the artist from
one to fourteen. 216 Herbarium is mounted, labelled, and systematically arranged for use in
scientific study. The idea of collecting, classifying and gathering is crucial here; it gives
safety, and helps to structure the knowledge (about oneself). It is a step towards knowing, but
at the same time the process revealing the impossibility of knowing. At the beginning, the
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Also a part of this series is a head of Christ (polyurethane, wood, thorns, 40 x 40, Centre du Dialogue, Paris).
Through its flatness, it makes one think of vera icon, an imprint of Christ’s face on Saint Veronica’s scarf.
216
The works numbered seven and nine are missing.
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artist took casts from the life-size sculpture she had made of her son. Soon, she was making
casts directly from his body; they constitute the most important part of the series. Destroying
and crushing them and then spreading them flat on the surface, Szapocznikow let the
coincidence form the artwork – the hands of the sculptor were no longer all-controlling. The
corporeal quality of Herbarium is almost obsessive; the artist made casts of eyelids, mouth,
fragments of the face, single and multiplied, torn from the human body, almost breathing with
anxious rhythm. Herbarium is an attempt to preserve the memory of the body, the possibility
of touch, even though the deadly disease had ravaged it. Just as it had been the source of life
and pleasure, it is now the chronicle of destruction and dying.
The work numbered fourteen from Herbarium series refers directly to the iconography of a
death mask. The death mask was one of the modes of representation out of which modern
portraiture developed, in an attempt of visual and tactile commemoration (Jones, 2002). But
masks have also been a recurrent motive in more contemporary art. Lack of expression
characterized Kahlo’s face; a still pose was the mask created by Sherman; Szapocznikow used
the materiality of the wax as a mask to preserve the memory of a face. The flattened death
mask, with its surface fragile and vulnerable, is already placed on the other side of museum
glass. Mass, volume and a third dimension are no longer necessary. It is extracted, dried-up
skin, a transparent cover without viscera. Herbarium is the last attempt to show her life, to
make her complete with her history and her suffering, though it was not her own body the
artist was showing. Herbarium was made through cutting anatomical parts (Greek anatome
means cutting). The artist was her own laboratory of her disease, performing the dissection.
Like the etymologist, she wanted to learn about the experience of dying and being sick and
preserve the stages of that experience. This experience, however, is spoken of in uncompleted
time. The forms of the artwork are fragile, the fragments of casts almost transparent against
the black background. There is no longer volume and vital materiality in this work – it is
fragile and reminds one of an eggshell. Those are wounds that have dried, that have been
closed, flat, put on the paper, or clothes, torn off the body and abandoned.
A major quality of wax as a material is that it is able to move rapidly between liquid and solid
states. Used to create portraits of the dead in cemetery art two millennia ago, wax was
fascinating also to modern culture through its dissolutions of the boundaries between life and
death, animate and inanimate, original and copy. Its volatile character is significant in old
Polish custom – on 29th of November, the evening before Saint Andrew’s day, people used to
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pour melted wax into the bowl with water and watch it harden and take shape. The shape they
saw was a prediction for the future. Szapocznikow herself called the material in which it was
made resin, not polyester, accentuating its organic qualities and vital forces. Carrying death,
she nevertheless wanted the viewer to remember her alive. Szapocznikow’s ambivalent
relationship to the body comes here full circle – the fragile surface of the body still speaks of
organic vitality. Movement and growth of the form in space are traceable, or rather retraceable. The shape is still alive and flexible – it bends, crimps, opens, closes, breaths, raises.
However, Herbarium lacks the vitality of Szapocznikow’s earlier works. Like an earlier work,
Exhumed (1955, iron, concrete, 46 cm high, Muzeum Narodowe, Wrocław), Herbarium
reminds the viewer of the casualties of war. The body here is brittle, burnt, painful, pulled
from the ground where it already had been buried and left among living bodies. The traces of
death, usually covered and hidden as a taboo in Western culture, are carefully preserved and
spread for a viewer to examine, like frozen images of unexpected death in Herculaneum and
Pompeii or faint shadows on the walls and pavement left by people vaporised within 300
meters of the hypocenters in Hiroshima and Nagasaki (commemorated in Yves Klein’s canvas
Hiroshima, 1961).
Wanting to make the body immortal through her Herbarium, Szapocznikow preserved her
son’s body to survive through coming generations. Her son’s body becomes a medium of
memory, a screen where the artist’s painful experiences come to life again. Although many
critics wrote that she used the body coming directly from her own body – her flesh and blood
– in order to re-establish herself, many have missed the fact that her son had been adopted.
Knowing that, the connection with her son as the carrier of the memory retained can be
viewed in a different light. When making a herbarium, one usually collects plants that are
healthy and perfect. Maybe the artist used her son’s body and not her own for the same
reason. Her decaying, fragile female body had been replaced by the body of a young man: his
hands, feet, torso, and joined profiles. It is as if Szapocznikow had found her son, not simply
given birth to him, and put him in the family album. The body in Herbarium is divided and
spread all over, without the beginning and the end. There is no chronology of becoming
present here. The fragmentation and misplacement might be Szapocznikow’s negation of the
reign of biological motherhood:
The phenomenon of organs without bodies, with the institutionalization of the dismembered condition, is,
moreover, also the pre-text to the deployment of one of the oldest, not to say the primordial of all fantasies: that
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of being in total control of one’s origins, that is of being the father/mother of one’s self… This is also a way of
avoiding or short-circuiting the acknowledgement of one’s origins in a woman’s body. The merry-go-round of
bodily parts, or cells, or tissues that do not belong anywhere lays the preconditions for the fantasy that one does
not really come from anywhere specific, from any one bodily point. When the parental body is bracketed off, the
mother as site of origin is dislocated (Braidotti, 1991a:143).

Szapocznikow may have been opposed to the notion of the biological primacy of motherhood,
and therefore any metaphoric connection between cancer and pregnancy, in her representation
of her son independent of her and by not presenting their bodies together in any part of this
series, which would accentuate any biological (or organic) bond between them. The parallel
between cancer and pregnancy, already signalled in previous chapters, comes back here. It is
through the deconstructing force aimed at the self that cancer and pregnancy/mothering have
been linked together in a long cultural tradition. In the writings of Kristeva (1982) and Sontag
(1990), cancer and pregnancy are almost alarmingly parallel processes. They are borderline
states, the states of no distinction between subject and object (Grosz, 1992). Cancer and
pregnancy have culturally become similar states in the context of time and its disembodiment:
obligatory prevention, the compulsion to act, and the need for advice and control (Duden,
1993). Although distinct in their respective associations with death and life, cancer and
pregnancy nevertheless represent opposite ends of the same continuum (Stacey, 1997). The
instituting of boundaries of inner and outer and of self and other is negotiated through cultural
practices and customs in various cultures. Pregnancy, both romanticized and reviled in
Western culture, is at the same time the reminder of the inevitability of life’s end. Both the
tumour and the fetus are the result of cell growth; cancer mimics the division of cells in
pregnancy (Sontag, 1990). Increased visuality of what is growing inside the body and
increased division of cells invite the metaphor of monstrosity. Stacey points out that the
teratoma tumour may develop differentiated cells like the fetus does, making the cancer
surgery parallel to the monstrous birth, with no promise of eternal separation. Pregnancy
occurs on an organic level, where cells divide and proliferate and the whole body changes
rhythm, complying with an Other growing within simultaneously common and alien space.
Reproducing from within, cancer and pregnancy both destruct bodily integrity. In previous
chapters, I observed how pregnancy is felt as crisis of the self, connected to the fear and
anticipation of pain and the threat to the coherent identity. Pregnancy, according to Kristeva,
does not involve the mother’s agency or identity at all. This agency disappears under
uncontrolled growth and development of the tissue. In both pregnancy and cancer, the threat
is not only death itself, but the progressing infantilization and dependency (Stacey, 1997). The
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temporality changes in pregnancy just as it changes in cancer. Kristeva (in: Moi, 1986:154)
presents pregnancy as an escape from day-to-day temporality, an interruption of the regular
monthly cycles and the linearity of life in progress. The body approaches another temporality,
designed to be restored after the child emerges from the body. Instead of only organic,
Herbarium brings with itself rather religious connotations. In the teleology of illness, the
classical narrative either ends with eradication of symptoms or, if the illness proves fatal, the
“good death,” a noble end which allows the transcendence of mortality (Stacey, 1997).
Herbarium does have that transcendental dimension, an almost medieval sense of memento
mori, certainly familiar to Szapocznikow who also made cemetery sculptures (in: Rottenberg
et al., 1998). It might be called a contemporary Pieta, where Mary’s parting with her son is
just as painful when it is Mary who is dying.
Trauma-related art may be the only medium to share memories across the subjects, the bodies
and the modalities. “The ungraspability of my own pain is brought to the surface by the
ungraspability of the pain of others” (Ahmed, 2002:24). The lack of a parental body in
Herbarium signifies the lack of space where cancer can act and destroy any longer. At a loss
for an available image of self, Szapocznikow used the closest body she had access to – her
son’s. He functions as a mediator between the artist and a viewer, as a shield dividing the
space of the painful process of dying and the space where life goes on. Another body in the
exchange between the artist and her viewer testifies to what Bennett calls transactive rather
than communicative character of trauma-related art: it has potential to touch a viewer, but it
does not transfer the specificity or uniqueness of personal experience. It is rather the
experience coming from the body of the artist, but disengaged from that body, that one can
witness. The artwork from Herbarium series does not communicate the experience “owned”
by a subject in pain, but rather “disowned” by a viewer. The affectivity of the artist’s pain is
neither subdued nor enhanced by incorporating another body in the artwork. It rather opens
further questions: can the pain in a female body so corrupted by illness live on in a male
body? What would be the function of such an act?

Conclusion
According to Elkins (1999), pictures are continuous refusals and repressions of the body: they
are ways of controlling the body by fixing an image of what it is not; our task as viewers and
critics is to detect those absences and explain it. The painful body of Alina Szapocznikow, a
body degraded in concentrations camps, hospitalized and destroyed gradually by terminal
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disease, is situated and addressed in her sculptures. That seems to question the fact that while
our experience is based in the body, this body is so often absent from experience, easily
forgotten, undergoing different modes of disappearance. In presented artworks, the body is
overly present, often supported by other bodies. Szapocznikow’s sculptures resonate with a
sense of the body more strongly and persuasively than Greek or Roman studies of the nude.
Nevertheless, one cannot stop thinking it is the pending absence of the body one is looking at.
Szapocznikow’s sculpture is a constant reworking process, sometimes against oneself,
pointing beyond itself and its materiality. Although painful, it could hardly be called
victimization – Szapocznikow’s art is neither refusing to see itself as a victim, nor
victoriously immortalizing itself – it is an inscription in space, a three-dimensional selfdocumentation. To what extent is this a documentation of the non-existent, something that
once had been? Elkins (1999) claims that when there is a body to be seen, we focus on it with
a particular relaxed concentration: there is a determined, sinuous, insistent gaze we reserve for
bodies and faces. However, in the absence of bodies, we embark on a search for body
metaphors even in the most abstract works – such as lengths, weights, colours, textures,
shapes, movements and temperature.
To conclude, I propose that the art of Alina Szapocznikow illustrates how the bodily memory
system can go “deeper” than cultural remembrance only. Looking at her artworks, it is
possible to map memory of the body not just as an assembly of floating signifiers, but as a
performative force. Ahmed (2004) sees the task of pain to “remember” how the surfaces of
bodies came to be wounded in the first place. In Szapocznikow’s art, the Holocaust
experiences are followed by cancer – two surfaces of embodiment, two modes of narrative
intertwine. Based on the artworks I presented in this chapter, I wanted to establish the concept
of the memory of the flesh that is closer to traces rather than documentations. My intention
was to unsettle the concept of memory of pain and trauma as only referred to as a cultural
discourse, memory that is a flight away from the body. The term “cultural memory” that had
re-surfaced mostly in the context of the Holocaust and postcolonial studies is traditionally
applied to art and cultural heritage and signifies that memory can be understood as a cultural
phenomenon (Bal et al., 1999). I nevertheless feel it has somehow displaced the discourses of
individual memory. In light of the contemporary discussions on recovered memories and the
limits of representing the greatest catastrophes of humanity, collective memory is about
sharing, negotiating, and relating; it takes into account the multiple forms of memory. Being a
highly sophisticated social practice, it is no longer the purely cognitive process, but rather
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mediation (Bal, 1999). That mediation is challenged in Szapocznikow’s works where memory
manifests itself in and upon the body. The problem of memory is particularly relevant to
Szapocznikow’s constant return to the problem of passing and remembering; it is the memory
of the body that makes her sculptures. Memory has its own dynamics and is selective. By
specifying and analyzing the character of the imagery, I wanted to present it as contributing to
an inquiry into the process of memorializing pain. Rather than taking an axiomatic and radical
division between traumatic and “normal” memory, I would rather see them as fluid and
converging, present and extended by art production. Charlotte Delbo (1995), the poet and
Holocaust survivor, talks about sense memory - connected to the processes of trauma and its
affective impact, without a temporal and narrative framework. While images of pain map onto
sensory memories of the body, mediating pain through embodied perception, images of
trauma and loss do not automatically map onto bodily memories, making the memory of them
particularly difficult to convey. Therefore, sense memory calls for active negotiation of a
viewer. For Delbo, sense memory registers the physical imprint of the event, which is always
in the present. In Szapocznikow’s art, sensory memory is ever-present. Szapocznikow
represented herself in memory through artwork and affect; the act of remembering through the
body displaces the artist’s experience from the surface to the depth of the body and back
again, as I have shown presenting subsequent artworks. As Bennett puts it:
Emotions are felt only as they are experienced in the present; as remembered events, they become
representations. The conceptual work implied in the act of remembering – of representing to oneself – entails a
kind of distanced perception: one thinks rather than simply feels the emotion (Bennett, 2005:22).

Work of art as a site of memory can be constantly reinvested with new meaning (Rigney,
2005). It is the space where the process of recalling takes a material form. Szapocznikow’s art
issues from her experiences, and from the longer and broader transpersonal memory. Her
personal memories are available to the viewer insofar as those memories are embodied in the
artworks, through which analogous memories may be provoked in the viewer. The trauma of
the Holocaust and cancer pain are both read from the artwork, not telling a story or forming
judgements. The convergences between pain and trauma have been particularly relevant to
this chapter. The undeniable significance of the process of witnessing for the subject who
feels haunted by the memories of traumatic events, faced with inevitable suffering and death,
have provided the basis for my reading of the artworks and tracing the patterns of narration.
According to Stacey (1997), the feeling of isolation imposed by cancer, a trauma more private
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than Hiroshima and the Holocaust, creates a need for a witness. Therefore, relating the story
of it could be an integral part of recovery. Narrative offered her structure and possibly gave
purpose, reinstating oneself from absence, a way of making the self more permanent than the
body. In Szapocznikow’s art there is often an ambivalent sense of both wanting to relive and
recapture her traumatic past in concentration camps, and yet there is a psychic resistance to
such a return: never an explicit title, never mentioning the Holocaust experiences. This might
be partly because Szapocznikow wanted all her life to forget and escape the trauma and partly
because she may have absented herself from it as a way of coping with the physical and
psychic pain. Yet the endurance and sensation of the consequent bodily memories is a
constant theme in her art. There is a transformation of bodily perception that persists after the
immediate trauma has passed. These remembrances are the somatic forms of what Annette
Kuhn has called “the phantasmagoria of memory”. Phantasmagoria refers to “a shifting series
or succession of phantasms or imaginary figures, as seen in a dream or fevered condition, as
called up by the imagination, or as created by literary description” (in: Stacey, 1997:100).
What my analysis of artworks has touched upon in this chapter is the memory of pain and the
negotiation of the boundaries of materiality and conceptualization of it. What does the body
remember from pain, despite the desire to get rid of it and to forget it (Stacey, 1997)? Can we
apply the criteria of cultural memory to a single body, or do we have to be aware of another
kind of memory, more fundamental rather than conceptual? Nigro and Neisser (1983)
contrasted two ways of remembering personal experiences, providing further evidence that
remembering is more than retrieval: the rememberer may “see” the event from his or her
perspective as in normal perception, or “see” the self engaged in the event as an observer
would. Several factors (mostly memories getting older) contribute to the determination of
perspective, but Nigro and Neisser also reported that many subjects claimed they could
change to another perspective at will. That change can clearly be traced in Szapocznikow’s
art, where the artist presented the immediately visible surface of the body as well as its
insides, more “felt” than “seen”. Acknowledging the specificity of the medium of sculpture, I
would argue that the sense of embodiment in Szapocznikow’s art is close to the neurological
concept of proprioception (also known as cenesthesia and tactus intimus): the body’s internal
sense of itself, the way we know how our limbs are disposed or organs are placed without
looking at them or touching them (Elkins, 1999). According to Elkins, proprioception counts
among the body’s fundamental senses, even though it has not gained the canonical status of
the five senses. One could argue that in the state of pain, the proprioception is particularly
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elevated – we feel our organs separately mostly when they hurt. Proprioception could be also
seen as a way of re-membering oneself, of making a map of the body at a certain moment in
time and recalling it later.
Art presenting painful bodies engages in the problem of remembering. The artworks featured
in this chapter do not allude to some already existing and archived memories, but as the
recalling mechanisms themselves form a highly constitutive element of identity. They engage
the exchange of memories, their convergences, the recycling of different modes of
remembrance (Rigney, 2005). Art on the one hand turns individual experience into collective
memory, but on the other it brings the viewer back to that experience. The concept of pain and
its representation as an act of recalling it is crucial to demonstrate the extent to which memory
of the body is traceable in visual arts. Visualisation might often be the moment where pain
becomes conceptualized as a cultural construct, rather than a bodily experience. Nevertheless,
as an embodied viewer, we have to be aware of the fact that the cultural artefact we are
looking at is a materialized act of memory performed by the body that at some point had
experienced pain. If memory is a process, a performed act (Bal, 1999), nothing would be
stronger documentation of that process than artefact. Memory is about encounters, and visual
arts are the witness to that encounter. Memory is both a temporarily finished piece (body) of
work, and a process of looking. In the reception of artwork, one body is being watched by
other bodies, not just disembodied eyes. Is cultural artefact mediation on the body – and
museum the place where personal memory becomes a shared part of cultural collectivity? If
that is the case, are cultural institutions embracing the notion of education about pain as a
higher cause, rather than re-directing us to the immediate experience of it?
The portrayal of the human body – diseased, deformed, or dissected – has always been an
extremely complex process. While science is seen as potential way of making meaningful
generalizations, people look at art for emotional specificity and grounding in personal
experience. Although referring to medical images, Szapocznikow moved far away from “a
heroic mode of illustration displaying elegant figures in brave postures with decorous
adornments in gracious settings [that] became the favoured presentation in the erudite
humanist picture-books of anatomy” (Kemp, 2000:70). 217 Her art transgressed the limit of
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Kemp remarks that Gray’s anatomy, the anatomical Bible for generations of medical students, has recently
included computer graphics and bright colours, breaking the consistent visual characteristic and creating “a
cacophony of styles and registers of communications” (Kemp, 2000:71).
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intimacy – she filled her sculptures with herself, stressed her sexuality and physiology,
multiplied and deformed herself. Szapocznikow gave her body to viewers in casts and
sculptures they could look at and touch. Yet when she died, a net was put over her bed, and a
blanket over it, so as not to touch her paralyzed body. In the last stage of illness, she could not
bear to be touched even by the softest fabric (Czerni, 2000). Her art is an art of endurance.
Braidotti (1998) calls endurance an ethical principle of affirmation, a fundamental part of
embodied experience, an intensive and dynamic entity stable enough to sustain
transformations of the self (Braidotti, 1998). Szapocznikow also had a strong conviction of
the affirmative powers of embodiment, viewing the body as an assemblage of intensive
forces, flows, intensities and passions. Nevertheless, Braidotti admits that one’s body will
signal when one has reached a threshold or a limit of endurance. The warning can take the
form of opposing resistance by falling ill, feeling nauseous or by somatic manifestations, like
fear or anxiety. Szapocznikow’s art is particularly engaged with those limits of endurance.
Consolidated in time and solidified in space, her sculptures are nevertheless fragile and
momentary. In isolation, pain “intends” nothing; its passivity and lack of relatedness make it
something that is passively being “suffered” rather than directed to perform a certain function
(Scarry, 1985). To make pain an intentional state, we as viewers have to perform the
objectifying power of memory. Through that act, pain will be transformed from a selfcontained and un-relational occurrence into a self-modifying one. Personal memories are
available to us insofar as those memories are embodied in the artworks, through which
analogous memories may be provoked in the viewer. Memories, like sculptures, require care.
They are archives of feelings dealing with loss, helplessness, fear and pain. Since the days of
medieval practices of pilgrimage, remembrance can take the form of a spatial practice.
Szapocznikow’s sculptures are then in situ memory sites. They serve to mourn and to forget,
but also to prevent dying out and becoming obsolete.
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CONCLUSION

It was not my intention to present the artworks I analyzed as final answers to many dilemmas
one might stumble across when witnessing pain. Rather, I aimed to provide a wider frame for
such dilemmas. Art and artistic creativity cannot be expected to simply provide the answer to
how to live with pain around us and inside us, but rather to relinquish morally charged
viewpoints on pain and open the space for further inquiry.
Van Alphen (2007) points out that nowadays one finds images of pain and violence not only
in the domain of art, but also in mass media, often accompanied by an already formed moral
assessment. Nevertheless, it was art, not mass media, which seemed to me the best medium to
make readers aware of the presence of pain. Art reading involves the process of choosing
between various approaches, placing artwork in certain contexts, building strategies and
models, specifying points of view, checking and updating one’s knowledge with a new vision.
Images are substitutes – they are always placed and located in spaces of human use, meanings
and values. They correspond not so much to things as to sensations, perceptions and
conceptions. It has been my aim to trace how objects convey meanings and how those
meanings are not only mediated, but in large part activated by cultural convention. I have
pointed out that even primary reading involves cultural codings. One central deficiency of
many definitions in art history is that they convey the assumption that narrative exists in
hermetic isolation, that it narrates itself (Zijlmans, 1990). The artworks on pain presented
herein undermine that assumption. Allowing myself the experimentations with styles and
formats of presentation in my interpretation of these works, I wanted to convey strongly the
fact that narrative is in fact a form of communication, involving the audience.
I presented different kinds of pain: the result of accident and of illness, and the reflection of a
mental state. I looked at the pain inflicted by others or to a certain extent self-induced. The
purpose of Chapter One on the art of Frida Kahlo was to trace the self-mapping of the female
subject in pain through abandoning the conception of pain evading language: as long as we
see pain as an activity of the body only, and language as a function of the mind, pain will
continue to resist that language. Instead of falling back on literary metaphors and adjectives to
bridge the gap between bodies feeling pain and looking at pain, one might become aware of
pain while looking at art presenting bodies in crisis. Catching the represented body in the
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process of dematerialization, decay and destruction provides deeper knowledge on the
concept of suffering. The self in pain undergoes many differentiated stages of being and inbetween states of transition. While pain should be taken into account as a major incentive for
any transformation the subject may undergo, I have also pointed out how the subject in pain is
often ungraspable and fluid, and at the same time how easily that subject can be
conceptualized as victimized and marginal. The goal of Chapter Two was to free the concept
of pain from the material notion of tissue damage and to present it rather as a reflection of the
mental state, the representational framing of femininity in crisis. Abandoning any claim on
notions such as authorship, individuality or intentionality, Cindy Sherman’s art helped me
assess in which ways pain constitutes a threat to the subject’s integrity and in which ways it is
the symptom of a disease that might help to define and categorize it. To conceptualize pain as
asking for acknowledgment and recognition is beneficial to its victims and its witnesses; to be
fully recognized, the pain must not only ask for a home in language, but also seek a space in
the body. While in Frida Kahlo’s work the artist’s body told the personal history of
misfortunes, in Sherman’s case the artist’s body became the canvas for traumatic experiences
of various female personae. I presented the malfunctioning of the (stereotyped) femininity in
the representational sphere as a painful, disintegrating process. Chapter Three addressed the
problem of sharing through the action of re-viewing and re-living pain in visual art. Based on
the artworks of Alina Szapocznikow I established the concept of the memory of the painful
flesh that can be passed on to somebody else. I attempted to unsettle the concept of memory
of pain and trauma as only referred to as a cultural discourse, pointing out that art can mediate
between the subject in pain, the artefact and the viewer. The concept of pain moving between
and across bodies, the balancing act between the historicity and collectiveness of trauma, and
the intimacy and silencing work of cancer were central to my proceedings. I pointed out that
recognizing pain as a form of becoming is therefore a work in progress, an ongoing, constant
process. In this process of representing and recognizing pain, embodiment, memories, interconnectedness, communication and mutual contamination of states of experience play a
crucial role.
My proposal was that art and creativity can provide the self in crisis with the chance to
become a speaking (and heard) subject, taking up a perspective on one’s own body and
carving up space for one’s own discourse. My project here was the limited one of
reconfiguring two domains – art and feminist theory. Recalling my own methodological
approach, I established interdisciplinary engagement with artworks drawing on a multitude of
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concepts operative in feminist theory. Pain has been overly present in visual culture, which is
a fluid space of convergences and dialogue between disciplines, and a network between
established fields of study (Cherry, 2005). Applying gender perspectives, I was careful not to
examine universal questions by claiming a universal analysis. My emphasis on feminist
theory about cultural discourse on embodiment and representation reflected at the same time
how artistic production negotiates with the female body in pain being often subjected to
scopophilia (Mulvey, 1975) - pleasure in looking – or, on the contrary, perceived as a visual
assault disturbing the normate eye. Assuming a feminist perspective on female embodiment,
creativity and identity and their implications in the visual art practice by women, I
demonstrated how extremely problematic it is when the body in pain disappears under
medical scrutiny and becomes detached from the living organism. It becomes, in Virginia
Woolf’s words, a “sheet of plain glass through which the soul looks straight and clear, and,
save for one or two passions such as desire and greed, is null, negligible and non-existent” (in:
McNeillie, 1994:317-18). At the same time, pain in its working does turn the body into a glass
cage: it restrains us, but also increases our visibility, exposes us to the often voyeuristic (and
cruel) look of others. The female body in pain – traditionally immaterial, disembodied,
transcendent, modified, taken over, disowned – in my work constituted a space where
theoretical concepts were exposed, deconstructed and reconnected to actual experiences of
pain felt by women. Within the feminist discourse on embodied subjectivity, pain has been to
me one of the clearest examples of how the body itself is experienced discursively and
psychically. Using examples of a female body constituted as a site of pain, either imprinted on
its surface or coming from within, I traced how pain makes one aware of those surfaces and
how those painful encounters may help crystallize the notion of the body, materializing
through intensification of sensations.
Pain is one of the general conditions of being alive, a sensual monitoring of the body and its
status, located between a somatic reflex and its cultural perception. In the contemporary world
people suffer no less than before – although they may suffer in more clinical, clean, and
possibly less intense way as medical science progresses (Thijs et al., 2005). The experience of
pain has been processed by global marketing and business competition, turned into a
commodity and propaganda, and therefore often distorted and remade. Pain today is framed in
much more legal and political guidelines and directives, including laws on euthanasia,
hospital policies on labour, standards to measure the quality of life, and initiatives of the
World Health Organisation. Nevertheless, although pain is one of the dimensions one inhabits
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to allow self-protection, it enables us to recognize limits, thresholds of endurance, and
borders; one’s avoidance of it is as fundamental as any other instinct. We all feel pain and all
try to avoid it, whether in the face in the ongoing conflict in the Middle East or the massive
number of cases of domestic abuse and street violence. When forced to consider why many
continue to deny and dissociate themselves from pain, people are often unable to give a
straightforward answer. It was my intention to present artworks where the avoidance of pain
is no longer possible and where the intensity of emotion cannot be dismissed. My dissertation
focuses on the individual experience of pain and expands it, in order to develop tools that may
assist in deconstructing the concept of pain altogether.
Although the problem of ethics and morality was not my main concern while writing this
dissertation, the affectivity of images of pain makes any work on pain immediately tied to
those problems. It is inevitable that this conclusion addresses not only aesthetic, but also
ethical consequences of viewing how the subject in pain enters artistic discourse. Those
consequences could be what Sontag (2001) called “sentimentality.” In her book On
photography, Sontag remarked that the fascination photographs of war exercise is a reminder
of death, but also an invitation to sentimentality. That sentimentality might also be re-termed
as affectivity. Braidotti (2006) sees the affirmative ethics of pain as the interdependencies
between people, the relationships between them, and as the recognition of pain in
intersubjective relationship. The problem of affectivity in a situation where pain happens, and
the state of being susceptible to emotional stimuli, has been returning in my work repeatedly.
That made the concept of pain I have been using close to the model of pain as contingent.
Ahmed (2002 and 2004) sees pain as contingent in the painful subject attaching itself to the
others through its affectivity:
Notably, Jean-Paul Sartre describes pain as “a contingent attachment to the world”. For Sartre, the lived
experience of pain as “being there” is dependent on what bodies are doing (reading, writing, sleeping, walking),
on how they might be arranged. Or, in my terms, pain sensations might rearrange bodies, which might huddle or
shudder into different shapes, shapes take shape here or there, in this place or that. So the experience of pain
does not cut the body off in the present, but attaches this body to the world of other bodies, an attachment that is
contingent on elements that are absent in the lived experience of pain (Ahmed 2002:22).

That social aspect of pain surfacing in relationships with others requires special ethics. While
people as viewers and witnesses usually acknowledge the individual’s right to have and give
voice to sadness, anger, loneliness, depression, grief, unhappiness, melancholy, rage,
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withdrawal or yearning, they are not always able to develop affectivity towards painful
experiences. Everybody has his/her own criteria to assess pain, their own threshold and
expressiveness. Everybody also knows somebody who once had a similar experience of pain
– a broken bone, a visit to the dentist. They try to communicate on the grounds of the
similarity of the experience. Those who do not comply with the forms of expressing pain
habitual to their community risk being seen as dishonest or inhuman. However, the similarity
of the experience is often absent. I have mentioned that people compare pain to an “as if”
structure – e.g. “as if stabbed by a knife” – but how many of them have ever been stabbed by
a knife? Those metaphors are commonplace expressions that often seem empty (Thijs et al.,
2005). Pain is often seen as excluding any kind of empathy between people, making the
person in anguish realize his or her separation from the un-painful world (Scarry, 1985). It is
seen as the marking point between us and the others; what is effortlessly grasped by the
person in pain is remote and distant to person not in pain. Accordingly, it is argued that noone can experience pain as a collective feeling. Regardless of how much pain we witness or
imagine, we can only feel and contain our own singular pain (Morris, 1991). Nevertheless, to
say “I am in pain” or “I was in pain once” compels a response and engaged affect, almost
visceral touching the body of another (Bennett, 2005). The ethics of pain always begins in the
body of the other; pain matters for a collective politics just as it matters for individual
experience. Pain, although one of the most unmitigated human experiences, constructs the
empathic agency connecting subjects across the bodies (Das, 1997). Apprehending and
recalling one’s pain is shaped not only by the language and the silence that surround it, but
also by one’s transactions with the body. The affectivity of pain is crucial to the forming of
the body as both a material and lived entity. Ahmed (2004) sees emotion as the feeling of
bodily change rather than processes of thought, attribution or evaluation; one feels fear
because one’s heart is racing and one’s skin sweating. Ahmed debates the relation between
emotion, bodily sensation and cognition. It is emotions that work to shape the “surfaces” of
individual and collective bodies, to align bodily space with social space, to distinguish
between an inside and an outside. Feelings open bodies to others; surfaces or boundaries of
our bodies are determined by how we respond to objects and people. The artworks on pain
invite the reader to adopt the pain by working through emotions. The bodies in the artworks I
discussed are the bodies that have domesticated the experience of pain in order to convey it to
a viewer.
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The connection is not made as a form of fellow-feeling, and it is not about feeing the other’s pain. Pain is evoked
as that which even our most intimate others cannot feel. The impossibility of “fellow feeling” is itself the
confirmation of injury. The call of such pain, as a pain that cannot be shared through empathy, is a call not just
for an attentive hearing, but for a different kind of inhabitance (Ahmed, 2004:39).

Despite its intimacy, pain involves ethics of mutual acknowledgement, of sharing, of talking
about. It is never simply “subjective,” neither inside nor outside, but lived and negotiated at
an intersection of bodies and spaces. We do not watch those artworks with disembodied eyes.
Elkins describes how pain signifies the mode of awareness of one’s body in the very first
moment of reception of artwork:
Most of the time, in looking at visual art I am concerned with simple things like the feeling of a turn of the head,
or an eye that moves and focuses… “Pain” here is the delicate awareness of the thought of bodily motion, and it
is enough to engage the body… (Elkins, 1999:23).

The problem of positioning oneself in the face of one’s pain is connected to the looking at art
about the painful body. In order to truly feel, one needs not to be in the body of another,
which is an impossible attempt, but rather to feel the positioning, the distance, the volume and
the surface of it. Although our bodies isolate us from each other, making us into separate
entities, in the artworks I presented the female body constitutes a volume where pain reveals
itself clearly in a localized, pain-infested space. Artworks and theories I chose show that even
though pain is deeply woven into our social institutions and ideas, making us often dismissive
of and insensitive to it, there are still modes to convey of a painful body that might change us.
Works on the painful body often evoke a kind of space where affectivity passes through one
body to another through an artwork. Activated by representation, a concept traditionally
applied to visual arts and constituting a methodological tool for the humanities, this affectivity
is an engaging force. As we try to emerge from the momentum of the artwork and go back
into our lives, the contrast is such that the resumption of our lives appears to be “a hopelessly
inadequate response to what we have just seen” (Berger, 1980:38). The experience of pain,
being a product of a combination of affective and intellectual operations and of a conceptual
engagement, is therefore not static but dynamic. Bennett (2005) argues that affect in art does
not operate at the level of simply arousing sympathy for predefined characters, but rather
constitutes a force of impact going beyond an individual’s ideas about oneself and beyond
one’s ideas about morality. In visual arts, affectivity is seen as a fundamental component of an
interaction between artist, artwork and a viewer: both artist and viewer can assume the role of
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“a spectator of one’s own feelings” (Bennett, 2005:23). Moving beyond predicable responses
to a particular narrative scenario, this affect goes further in its power to immerse the artist, the
art object, and the viewer in a circuit of sensations that ruptures the individual modes of selfreflexivity.
Images of suffering in popular media can corrupt the ability to be compassionate; therefore, I
chose to trace pain in artistic production. Affect in art where pain is concerned is something
that can manifest itself in and around an image, establishing connections between bodies of a
viewer and an artist. Pain and torment are often represented as a spectacle, demanding from
the viewer the position of either a spectator or a coward, implying that any other positioning is
impossible (Sontag, 2001 and 2003). One has to learn to live with those images in an ethical
way that is not dismissive or romanticizing, but rather considerate of the possibility of
enacting a new future and redeeming what has been understated or overstated. Sontag
postulated that the only people with the right to look at images of suffering are those who are
able to alleviate it or who could learn from it, the rest being simply voyeurs, whether
conscious or not. Learning from pain would be not seeing pain as a result of a mistake, an
accident or a crime, but rather reflecting on the complex mapping of suffering, the privileged
location of not-suffering and the connections between them. Those connections, to Sontag,
would go beyond extending sympathy to (for example) war victims, but rather reflecting on
one’s own positioning in the world where war takes place (Sontag, 2003). 218 Sontag’s view
on watching painful images takes on a new meaning today, in light of the pictures of the
writer taken by her long-time partner and well-known photographer Annie Leibovitz in the
months before Sontag died and immediately after her death in 2004. These images caused a
lot of controversy when published by The Guardian in October 2006 and in the book A
Photographer’s Life 1990-2005, an autobiographical compilation of photographs by
Leibovitz. 219 Instead of images testifying to Sontag’s courage and academic distance to her
own suffering, one sees her perplexing physical transformation, fear, resignation and sadness
in face of cancer. That might be the reason why many have denounced those pictures as too
revealing and tasteless. Photographs of Sontag as she was laid out on the mortuary gurney,
bruises from an IV still vivid on her arms, raise questions about the subject’s willingness to be
218

As an example of such learning Sontag gave Georges Bataille who kept on his desk a photograph taken in
China in 1910 of the prisoner undergoing “the death of hundred cuts”. According to Sontag, Bataille attempted
to turn that cruel image into an image of transfiguration and exaltation.
219
That was first brought to my attention by Iona Heath at the conference “Ways of Dying” at Tate Modern in
London, October 2006.
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exposed and viewers’ willingness to look. 220 Those questions came back repeatedly
throughout my dissertation. Pain is defined by Rilke as “abusing our senses and their
‘dictionary’” (in: Elkins, 1999:1). That “abusing” of the senses, which might serve as one of
the goals that art production might undertake, creates new chances for the subject in pain and
the subject witnessing pain.
According to Sontag (1976), illness is linked to creativity and accompanied by certain
aesthetics of destruction, the peculiar beauty of havoc and chaos, making one see the physical
constraints as a basis for the hope of overcoming them. The way to begin that learning process
is not only to try to pin down the language of it, but also to observe the mechanisms by which
pain escapes that language. The aim of my work was to point out that instead of falling into a
net of solidly constructed cultural meanings, one must trace pain’s resistance to those
meanings. Stretching and flexing our perceptive capacities might enable us to notice the paths
of pain and its formative processes. My choice of presenting the meaning of pain as not fixed,
universal or transferable, means that I objected to seeing the self in pain as true and coherent.
To do so is to ignore many subjective experiences; it is to suggest that the clarity of pain
might be a way to achieve the good life, simultaneously implying that in the good life there
will be no pain (Berlant, in: Ahmed et al., 2000). It is important to state that I consciously
have not engaged in the problem of art as a potential tool of healing. The notion of artistic
creativity as healing has been very strong in various forms of art therapy. If silence equals
death, 221 representation is widely understood to heal. In her book The Reenchantment of art,
art historian Suzy Gablik sees the contemporary artist as an engaged participant in local and
global processes, consciously embedded in social structures, whose role shifts “from that of a
self-directed, achievement-oriented professional to something like that of a cultural awakener
or healer...” (Gablik, 1991:143). Many researchers (e.g. Morris, 2000) argue that only by
taking back responsibility for how we understand pain can we recover the power to alleviate
it; however, the alleviation of pain was not the ultimate goal of my research. If it had been,
this work would have to open the door to other lines of questioning: how inhuman would a
painless life be? How would our notion of a human subjectivity have to be updated if
considering the possibility of lifetime immunity from pain? Instead, I postulated that pain
220

They also raise questions about the ownership of the (image) pain of others. Leibovitz claims that Sontag
would really be proud of those pictures, even though if she were alive, she would not want them published (in:
Newsweek, September 24, 2006).
221
Reference to Silence=Death (1990), a film on the subject of AIDS by Rosa von Praunheim, focusing on the
impact of AIDS on the artistic community of New York, but also to Ronald Reagan’s AIDS policy: continued
silence about the devastating effects of the virus that resulted in ignorance and more deaths.
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would not be necessarily linked to negativity, but rather be recognized as a force of
representation and affectivity. While I am very careful about romanticizing art as a sublime
healing tool, I nevertheless recognize that thinking of pain, instead of denying it, is a step
forward into assuming the positivity of it.
In every chapter of this dissertation, using theories on embodiment and on identity politics, I
have tried to demonstrate to what extent pain challenges the notion of affectivity, location and
inter-relationality. Rather than just being contained in a body, pain often exposes a body to
other bodies. I demonstrated how pain transgresses the limits of the screen, the surface of
canvas, the space of installation, and the embodiment of the artist and viewer. Pain exhausts
every possible point of control and of differentiating oneself from the world. Therefore, the
culture must establish a relationship to pain that sees it not as a state to be avoided at all costs,
but instead as a changing force that may affect this culture. Numbing one’s sensibility and
neutralising one’s moral constraints is not the only way to survive the abundance of pain one
is exposed to every day. Pain has to be felt by someone. It has also to be felt somewhere. It
has to be felt at some point. It is given credence by our capacity to empathise with it. Does
ethics begin when empathy is involved, or is it already operative in a face-to-face encounter
with someone whose absolute otherness manifests itself in our inability to feel his/her pain? If
collectivity relies on the language as a mean of understanding and sharing, how could pain be
a collective experience to be felt? Can we really share pain and its memory across bodies? I
hope the readers will conclude my dissertation convinced that it is so. Only then – although
my pain and your pain differ due to differences in personal history, cultural background, the
capacity of language familiar to us and memories and emotions – could the notion of
affectivity, of “feeling someone’s pain” move beyond the sign of solidarity and beyond
compassion. For that we need a coherent theory on pain and its representations. Common
forms of response to the pain of others - solidarity and compassion - may allow for the
network of power and of subordination (Spelman, 1997). Only in moving beyond them could
the notion of pain evoke an ability to cross the absolute otherness of the other person. Forcing
pain into language without its discrimination politics is not only an academic, but also an
ethical project. Once it is recognized that that the incapacity to imagine the pain of others
signals a moral insensibility, in fact a failure of humanity, every project on pain appropriated
to appeal emotionally and morally both to global and local audiences is of great importance.
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Frida Kahlo, Self-portrait with Cropped Hair, 1940

Frida Kahlo, Tree of Hope, Stand Still, 1946

Frida Kahlo, Henry Ford Hospital, 1932

Frida Kahlo, The Broken Column, 1944

Frida Kahlo, Me and my Doll, 1937

Frida Kahlo, My Birth, 1932

Cindy Sherman, Untitled #122, 1983

Cindy Sherman, Untitled # 175, 1987

Cindy Sherman, Untitled #187, 1989

Cindy Sherman, Untitled #425, 2004

Alina Szapocznikow, Alina’s Funereal, 1970

Alina Szapocznikow, Self-portrait Multiplied, 1967

Alina Szapocznikow, Herbarium (XIV), 1972
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Samenvatting
(Summary in Dutch)

Pijn is een problematisch concept als onderwerp van onderzoek in de humaniora. Van pijn
wordt gedacht dat hij het bewustzijn en de identiteit overweldigt; er wordt vaak gesteld dat
intense pijn niet verwerkt kan worden en daardoor aan de taal ontsnapt. Pijn fabriceert op
deze manier een onvermogen om te communiceren over de grens tussen twee werelden – één
pijnloos en één vervuld van pijn. Mijn redenering is echter dat het scheppende (in
tegenstelling tot het vernietigende) aspect van pijn kan dienen als een van de bouwstenen van
subjectiviteit. Ik zie de aanwezigheid van pijn veeleer als een dynamisch vormend proces dan
als een passieve conditie. Mensen met pijn leven in een meervoudige, gelaagde identiteit die
bepaald wordt in een veld van sociale, historische en politieke factoren. Hoewel het lijden de
samenhang binnen die identiteit bemoeilijkt, wordt zij gereproduceerd en bekrachtigd in de
kunstwerken die ik analyseer.
Het onderzoek van dit proefschrift wordt gevormd door twee overlappende gebieden: kunst en
gender. Het verbinden van het vrouwelijk lichaam en representationele strategieën is van
cruciaal belang voor mijn lezing van door vrouwen gecreëerde kunst met pijn als onderwerp.
Kunst biedt een alternatief voor de medische terminologie voor het beschrijven van
ervaringen van lijden. Mijn intentie is niet alleen om te laten zien hoe indringend de
aanwezigheid van pijn is in het artistieke discours, maar ook om te beschrijven hoe pijn hierin
zichtbaar wordt gemaakt. Doordat ik visuele cultuur aan de orde stel, is mijn methodologische
assumptie dat we specifieke vormen van kennis kunnen afleiden uit de pijn die verbeeld is in
visuele kunst.
Omdat pijn geen homogene groep van lichamen produceert die samen zijn in al hun pijn, zijn
mijn drie case studies bedoeld om de particulariteit van pijnlijke ervaringen te onthullen. Ik
verzet mij daarmee tegen de universalisering, en daarmee de commodificatie, van lijden. De
kunst van de Mexicaanse schilder Frida Kahlo, de Amerikaanse fotograaf Cindy Sherman en
Poolse beeldhouwer Alina Szapocznikow vertegenwoordigt de complexiteit van belichaamde
verschillen. Ik bestudeer hun schilderijen, foto’s, beeldhouwwerken en bespreek het
commentaar van kunstcritici en kunsthistorici hierop. Daarmee onderzoek ik hoe het
hedendaagse zelfbeeld beïnvloed wordt door de lezing van beelden van pijn. De gevallen van
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pijn die ik beschouw, zijn veroorzaakt door specifieke weefselschade, pijn ten gevolge van de
psychologische gesteldheid en, de meest complexe vorm, de pijn voortkomend uit
traumatische collectieve ervaringen uit het verleden gecombineerd met een terminale ziekte.
Het eerste hoofdstuk (Kahlo) concentreert zich vooral op de representationele technieken die
gebruikt zijn om de ervaring van pijn over te brengen en op de positionering van een entiteit
met pijn binnen de samenleving. Hoofdstuk twee (Sherman) richt zich op het probleem van de
algemene perceptie van pijn als iets dat het resultaat is van beschadiging van weefsel en op de
argumenten die feministische theorieën hier tegenin te brengen hebben. Hoofdstuk drie
(Szapocznikow) behandelt het concept van de situering van pijn in plaats en tijd: het
geheugen van pijn, het verwachten, herinneren en de mogelijkheid tot het delen van pijn door
meerdere lichamen. De conclusie van dit proefschrift luidt dat het bekijken van het
pijnlijdende subject altijd de vraag over de ethische consequenties hiervan met zich
meebrengt.
Het woord ‘crisis’ in de titel van dit proefschrift slaat dan ook niet alleen op de crisis van het
lichaam voortkomend uit pijn, maar ook op de crisis van representatie, taal en perceptie. Deze
crisis biedt dit onderzoek de kans om de notie van een stabiele identiteit te doorbreken en
ruimte te bieden aan de discontinuïteit en de onbepaaldheid van de stem van het vrouwelijke
subject.
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